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A B S ? E A C T

Jonson'a definition and discussion of poetry m h< oissd

that poetry was an imitation of life. There were sever 1 aspect® to

this. Poetry was for Jonson, as for Sidney, the imitation of a

higher realism, but he, unlike Sidney, thought that this must be

presented in terns of and wit the appearance of real life. Jonsen

required a more realistic and objective imitation than Sidney, who had

emphasised the poet's imaginative freedom.

Among liis requirements for the poet, Jonson also stressed

the i port-nee of study. He did, nevertheless, admit the rior

necessity of ability and of training, and the importance of inspiration

for perceiving and presenting the Truth. Hi® idea of stuiy was t ken

partly from Horace, but largely from Cicero and Quintilian. Cicero

had required the orator to have a knowledge of ell irportant subjects

and art©; and Cuintiliaa, that he i*t least be acquainted with his

subject; Jonson's requirement for the oet conflates both of these.

Though poetry had an ancient association with learning, it mats not

factual information but a true understanding of life which the e«t

Esust convey; all his study was directed to discovering and proo(|fcing

the best manner of life. Since the poet must tench the good life, be

must also be a good man. He must, in fact, be good, learned, and

skilled in hie art. And it was his art w icn utilised his bility,

his learning, and his skills to the best advantage.



Jonson turned to the past for his standards at a tir.e

when the Classics were regarded as the highest literary achievement.

His oint of view was ty ical of the Renaissance, but the as ur nee

• nd the purposefulness wit which he drew from the past was a promise

of neo-classieism. He searched there for Truth and Wisdom, and took

thence, particularly frca the Stoics, his ideal of man. He also sought

rao ols of expression, but he transformed what he took and made, for

example, the classical into the English epigram. What was taken fro

the past w s used for the present. The >ast often became a ot nh r ,

end Jonson used historical and mythograpkical figures to convey his

coral and literary ideals, and to me sure the achievement of tho resent

His use of the past did not, however, imply that it could not be

surpassed, for, under the Influence of Vivos and Bacon, he clearly

believed in the ossibility of progress.

Jonson's poems to friends and associates present a *picture*

an image of his ethical and literary ideals. They oft n define an i el

of char cter and its relationship to literature and soci ty; the

epigram permitted Jonson to express this with brevity, clarity, and

conciseness. Poems to great poets and scholars, such as Donne and

Selden, are th occasion for reflections on humanistic values concerning;

the ira ortance of character in the search for Truth, the need to achieve

a true understanding of life and of the past, and the significance of

friendship in the social order. Jonson's patrons also receive verse®

which are a celebration of his values. A poem to Lady Bedford s ows how

h© envisaged life in terms of Ids ideals; a poera to Pembroke, that ho

saw some special affinity between the *picture* and the epigram. Jonson

relationship with the Sidneys, the most brilliant nd accomplished

patrons of the age, led him to praise and compliment various member, of

the family, but always in terras of their common humanistic values.



The great public fibres of the age are likewise

envisaged in terras of Jonson's values, though always on the basis of

their real accomplishments. They represent an ideal of the sol 'ior

and of the statesman. The poems to contemporaries depict faithfully

the life of their subjects and also hint at contemporary isotioof they

show that Jcnaon exercised discernment in his choice of .eeplc to

praise* and of qualities to praise in them. Tot, he himself admitted

to having praised unworthy men. Those, however, who might have boon

regarded as unworthy are praised for genuine qualities and achievement®!

Jonson gives an estimate of them which was vsid at the time of com¬

position. Jonson integrated many elements into his poetry: praise and

instruction, the person and the •picture*, moral and factual truth,

the unlv real principle and the particular example.

The poetry which dates from after 1616 shows changes fro®

the earlier practice, Jonson ceased to define a *pictura* and turned

to more particular subjects. He also abandoned the epigram for genres

which allow longer and more expansive treatment; the develc rarnt of his

©ode of lamenting death and of praising fellow poets shows this

development. His praise combined the old values and discernment with

the new ideal of the virtuoso, but with a faltering confidence in the

value of human effort and poetry.

Jonson*® belief that poetry should * xpress* the life of

man led him not only to i- itate contemporary manners but to reflect

the social and intellectual currents of the age, both of which he

employed in hie attempt to make life understood.
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Preface

All quotations from the body of Jensen*s work arc from

the magnificent edition by C. H. Herford and Percy and Evelyn Simpson.

I have also used their introduction and notes extensively; ny

gratitude, like that of all scholars of the English Renaissance, must

be expressed for their work of a lifetime. The contemner ry spelling

and punctuation of all quotations from Renaissance sources has been

retained, except for the usual modernisation of the i/3 and vs/v usage.

The Bibliography, finally, brings together the books and articles,

whether quoted or not, which were found useful in compiling this thesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Ben Jsnson wee a man of his age. There are always sore

men who are particularly representative of their tires because they

bring together or sum up many of its salient features and movements.

Such men can ir. a striking way stand as an index of their age because

they are, like Milton, the culmination of a tradition, like Sidney, an

important stage in the development of a culture, or, like Bacon, a sign

of things to core. They combine with their personal qualities and

accomplishments something that typifies an important aspect of the

values and experience of their contemporaries, and become therefore a

sign of their times. Ben Jensen was one of those.

Kis life end work reflect the colour, values, and the ten

and worsen of a period which spanned from the last years of Elizabeth

through the reign of James to the first helf of the reign of Charles.

Hie poetry is in large measure a mirror of that period of English

history# The colour of Jacobean London was particularly well captured

by his keen eye and retentive memory and held in the poetry which he

Bade from what he had seen. The values which had been formulated by

ancient Greece and Ro; e and which had been restored by a self-conscious

and self-proclaimed re-birth of learning were those fro? which he took

the liter ry and ethic?1 principles of is work. Those men and women

who became his friends and patrons, or who stood out for their service
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to their society, nnd those who dissipated their humanity in ignorance

and folly are the population of is verses. He brought together and

gave a form to all these element© from his own life which he believed

caught and expressed something which was univer; al and permanent in

human experience and would ensure on immortal appreciation. The aims,

the principles, end the success or failure of this endeavour are the

object of this study.

Jensen was a man of a great breadth of experience. In

his time, he had been a student at Westminster, a bricklayer, a ecldier,

an actor, a poet, a playwright, a scholar, a man about town who knew

the taverns and the seedy byways of London as well as the court and

some of the great house© of the land. He had married, perhaps even

twice, had ctrryed, had fathered legitimate and also, it seesss, illegit¬

imate children, and had suffered the early loos of his first end second
2

born. He had been honoured by both Oxford and Cambridge; he had killed

two men, and been imprisoned several times on charges of sedition,

recur ncy, and manslaughter; he had experienced a sincere change of

religion and an equally sincere return after twelve years to the fold

of his birth. He won and kept the friendship of a good many of the

outett nding poets, scholars, patrons, and statesmen of is society;

yet he knew intimately its fops, fools, frauds, and tricksters. The

gusto and variety of is life is reflected in hi© vera*©, which span

the ©ocial spectrum, end capture both what was noble and what was des¬

picable in hie contemporaries, what was great and what we© petty about

hie age. Hi© evident intention to reproduce the life of hie time is

clearly linked wit the principle© and the pur:cues of hi© poetry.

1. All reference© to Jonsen's life and work are taker, frorr Ben Jensen.
ed. C. H. Herforri and Iercy and Evelyn Simpson (Oxford, 1925-£2)«
hereafter cited an H & S.

?• T is perhape need© special justification, see Convers. 287-9^* and
H & S. xi. 57'»-6.
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Joneon was also a man of considerable learning. He often

retired trow, the in rigulng spectacle of life end turned his energies

to reading and study; Aubrey records that after a bibulous evening he

would "tumble home to bed, and, when he had thoroughly perspired, then

to studie."** The recognition of both universities and the friendship

of Camden, Cotton, Bacon, Selden, Donne, Digby and others, almost all

of them intellectual leaders of their age, testify to the distinction

he had attained in the world of letters.

He devoted much of his study to the works of antiquity,

and was so familiar with and immersed in them th t as well as evoking

his own ti ee, he could draw from the records of the Ancients a vivid

picture of their age: "he so represents old Rose to us," wrote Dryden,

"in its Rites, Ceremonies and Customs, that if one of their i-oete h&d
1»

written either of his Tragedies, we had seen lees in it then in him."

The fruits of his study and learning are actually found

everywhere in hie work: he clearly thought about the due relationship

of his learning to literature. Hie evident intention to employ the

knowledge and understanding which he had acquired from his efforts is

important if we ere to grasp his conception of hie art.

Joneon's poetry is open to the charge of being too involved

in the present and too indebted to the past; both too topical and too

claesical. Hiere is in his work a curious combination of energy

snatched from the movement of evety-day life and erudition amassed

from the perusal of the Ancients, a combination which evidently had

something to do with the ai-e of his work, with his conception or

theory of poetry. The way in which he brought to, ether what he drew

from the present end appropriated from the past indicates that this

3« Brief Lives, ed. Oliver Lawson Dick, 3rd ed. (London, 1958)* P* 178.
b, Cf Dramatick Poesie. an Lssay (London, 1668), p. 30.
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convergence was conscious and deliberate, and a consequence of ideas

which he held about the role of the poet and poetry in his age. The

convergence of elements from the observation of life and the study of

books, from the present and the past, is too pervasive, constant, and

consistent not to have been part of a plan or a theory of which Jonson

was aware and to which he applied himself. It is clearly linked with

what he was trying to achieve in his poetry.

I shall try to elucidate some of the principles which lay

behind Jonson's poetrys his conception of the matter and business of

poetry, his view of its relationship to contemporary life, his attitude

to learning and its value for poetry, hie understanding of the role end

usefulness of the past for his work end his times.

The ie aspects of Jonsen's thought and v. or- will be studied

with special reference tc his complimentary poetry. The poems

addressed to his co. temporaries embody in a special way the poetic and

ethical principles which were the basis of Jonson'a thought. They have

a contemporary reference, and st the same time reveal to the student

their debt to the study of Antiquity: they owe m much to the laasp as

to the light of day. Host of the complimentary poems, which form the

bulk of his non-dmraatic unci non-satirical work, are in the form of

epigrams, a genre which Jonson singled out for special attention; this

tells us something about the priorities which he set for his poetry.

The friends and associates who find their way into his poetry are

depicted in terms of clear and consistent ideals and tell uo a good

dec! about his values. The great soldiers and statesmen who served

during the first third of the seventeenth century are also well

represented in his verse, and are drawn in the light of their achieve¬

ments and with an eye to the principles aua significance of their
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lives f-nd actions} these Ken illuminate the relationship between his

values and the history of his e e. The life end the people of en era

are depicted in Jensen's verses, and so his work can be expected to

reflect the changes and the developments of both personal and social

istory during that time. The complimentary toems ere a valuable

indicator of the thought, values and attitude to contemporary society

of v man who is more known for hie negative than positive statements

about humanity.

Tot, this study must not be seen simply as corrective, as

at eaptlng to reveal the more agreeable and affirmative aspects of

Jonscn's achievement in order to balance the vivid ant! trenchant

impression of hie satirical drama and -poetry • That would be to relegate

the complimentary ; ootry to second pines, whereas it should, in some

respects at least, be given first place. If the drama generally

presents a one-sided view of life, the poetry is more balanced and

complete. It reflects the whole of life: the good must be taken with

the bad. And it is not only its fullness which gives it particular

merit and re- Irer special consideration, for ell oetry of praise is

c statement of values and, even if we admit the possibility of flattery

or a feilu-e of judgement, must be based on a creed or a code of conduct.

It is of necessity an affirmation rot only of merit but of standards.

These must precede any attempt at satire, just as a statement of values,

either explicit or implicit, is prior to any criticism. Jensen's

poetry of praise must be taken therefore as an affirmation of his

values, and the satire end criticism must be seen as being the con¬

sequence of the neglect and disrespect which was shown tc them.

Th® point of this study, in bus, is to suggest that many

of the- qualities of Jcmon's poetry were a consequence of a rationelfi
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a conscious and consistent theory of what j oeiry was and should do,

and to illustrate how that rationale informs, strengthens, end

justifies, end how it develops in, the complimentary poetry.
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II

POETIC THEORY : Tiff. IMITATION OF LIFE

Ben Jorison was both & poet and a critics a poet uhoee

understanding of poetry was theoretical as veil as practical. Ke had

studied the classical critics "among whom Horace. and (hee that

taught him) Aristotle" (Disc. 2510-1) as well as Cicero and uintillian,

and on the evidence of his borrowings in the Discoveries had also

re^d many Renaissance critics. His breadth of classical and

Renaissance culture enabled him to see contemporary literature in a

wide c ntext and his singular conviction and application enabled him

to bring this culture to bear on his own work. He thought about the

aims ana principles of his own poetry: he was therefore a self-

conscious poet. His criticism end his poetry are complementary} they

illuminate one another; they are consistent. The critical and poetic

faculties were for him closely allied, for to "judge of Poets is only

the fecultie of loots; and not of all Poets, but the best" (Disc.

2578-9)• He was finally a poet of considerable judgement in life and

poetry. The same qualities are found in both his criticism and poetry;

learning, breadth of culture, self-consciousness, judgement. His work

is remarkably of a piece.

Jonson's critical corcents are, however, fragmentary. His

most ambitious attempt at liter ry criticism, his Aristotelian

commentary on Horace's Art of loetry, written in 16C& and apparently
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revised after 161*+, perished in the fire of November, 1623, which

consumed most of the work he had done since sending his work to the

printer in 1612.1 What remain are random comments in hie poetry, in

the I iscoveries. in hie conversations with Lrummond and in the

prefaces and dedications of hie individual works. These were made

over many years. They are sometimes off-hand judgements, and are often

only occasional reflections on particular aspects of poetry which

concerned him. Lven the more comprehensive discussion of poetry in

the discoveries is limited to a few definitions and a discussion of

some aspects of drama. In order to understand Jonson it is necessary

to piece together statements from many sources, and to expose and

c arify some basic assumptions which he himself does not make explicit.

When taken together and elucidated by critical commentary, these present

a surprisingly complete and consistent picture of Jonsen's critical

opinions.

Jonson'e definition of the poet is on the surface a

conventional Renaissance ones

u Foet is ... a fcaker, or a fainer: His Art, en Art of
imitation, or faining; expressing the life of man in fit
measure, numbers and harmony, according to Aristotle?
From the word voutv , which signifies to make, or fayne.
Hence, hee is call'd a Poet, not hee which writeth in
measure only; but that fayneth and forraetk a fable, and
writes things like the Truth. For, the Fable and Fiction
is (as it were) the forme and Soule of any Poeticall
worke, or roeme.

(Disc. 23*+6-55)

This, according to Baintsbury, is "the stock definition of 'making', and

its corollary that a poet is not one who writes in measure, but one who

feigns - all as we have found it before, but (as we should expect of
2Ben) in succincter and more scholarly form". Another difference is

1. Und. XUII. 11.89-91: gejanus, "To the Readers". 11.15-8: Convers.
see also H & £, 1, 75-5•
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more difficult to ascertain. It ic. i rortant to determine what

exactly Jonaon meant by this traditional definition and conventional

terminology, for critic* often nee the ©ease words to mean different

things. Words such as "irake", "fain", and "imitation" need precise

definition, and extensive commentary before they can be properly under¬

stood. likewise, the exact meanings of an apparently conventional

definition might vary widely; the definition of the joet as "maker",

for example, which was ultimately derived fro the Greeks, was con¬

strued variously by Italian critics throughout the Renaissance. The

doctrine of poetic imitation also had a complex history and by

Jensen's time was capable of several interpretations. Their antiquity

had given these conventional theories a wide ares of reference and

association; within their history there was furthermore considerable

divergence and disagreement. Jonsen could have drawn, his theory from

many different sources. We met, moreover, not only examine what

Jonron racnt by traditional terms, and how he interpreted a conventional

definition, but also what he may have added to it. To be understood

fully, therefore, his definition must be examined in the light of the

Renaissance critical tradition, for it is only by comparison and

cross-reference that hi© meaning beccr.es clear.

This can be done quite simply, by comparing Joneon's

critical commentary with that of another poet and critic who was his

immediate predecessor, Sir Philip Sidney, whose An /celerle for foe trie,

or as it was variously called The Defense of io die, was first rinted

in London in 1595, just as Jonson was beginning hie dramatic career."*
Written in 1581-3, it had circulated in manuscript before its

-

3. H fc S, I, 6-8.



publication find was known to Jensen. It is very useful for

defining the place and the nature of Jonson's criticism.

A glance at the work of Sidney end Jorison, and this

applies as veil to their creative as to their critical work, reveals

a basic difference in spirit between them. Sidney was a courtier?

indeed in many ways he was a living representative of the ideals

defined in Costiglicne'a The Courtier. And though the learning

which he incorporated into the 'Apology* woe substantial, it is

presented with grace and lightness, with due srrez; atura. The

•Apology' is, consequently "not a pedant's encyclopedia, but a

gentleman's essay," an essay which aleo freely makes use of wit,

irony, parody and paradox to support and embellish its argument."'

The claims which Sidney made for poetry were, moreover, made with

the exuberant spirit of the Italian Renaissance. Sidney Are* his

material largely from Italian sources, though he assimilated it sc

completely that few direct borrowings can be traced: this suggests

that he owed more to discussion of the issues, those alluring

conversations among the cognoscenti so often portrayed in the

literature of the period, than to his solitary study.^ There was

k. An Apology for Jtoetry, ed.. Geoffrey Shepherd, Kelson's Mediaeval
end Renais snce library (h.p. 19&5), PP» 1-^? all subsequent
references will be to this edition? for the influence of the
'Apology* on Jonson see H & S, I, 10, 291, 335, II« H46n., XI, 2S1-2
28A.

5. William K. Wimsatt, Jr. and Cleanth Brooks, Literary Criticlear;:
a short history (New York, 195?)» P» 1^7• &ee ■ • C« Hamilton,
"Sidney and Agrippa," K'lXS, n.s. VII (195^), 151-7* Arthur F.
Kinney's "Parody and Its Implications in Sidney's Defence of ioeoie,
GIL (1972), 1-20, is useful but short-sighted.

6. Joel Ellas Spingarn,A History of Literary Criticism in the
Renaif - ance, 2nd ed." (New York, 1908), p;. 266-7** and Shepherd,
pp. A2-o, hi-75, et uassigi.



little of the courtier in Jonson and nothing of sprezaatura in his

work* Jonson sought, not the graceful touch of the courtier, but

the weight and authority of the scholar. His wit was more terse,

lively and mordant than Sidney's. His spirit was more sober; his

scholarship, more strict and rigorous; and he drew from northern

rather than Italian sources for many of hie ideas on comedy and
7

tragedy. Jonson'e borrowings are usually more direct and easily

traceable than Sidney's, but though he remained more faithful to his
8

sources, he made his borrowings his own. Both Sidney and Jonson

were Renaissance humanists, but Joneon, in sum, tended to the
9

scholarly rather than the courtly tradition of Renaissance letters.

Their difference in spirit and method led to telling

differences in their definitions of poetry. Sidney had given two

definitions of poetry; "an art of imitation, for so Aristotle

termeth it in his word mimesis, that is to say, a representing,

counterfeiting, or figuring forth - to speak metaphorically, a

speaking picture - with this end, to teach and delight" (p. 101), and

again "that feigning notable images of virtues, vices, or what else,

with that delightful teaching" (p. 10J),^ These are also perfectly

conventional definitions which employ a conventional terminology;

in fact, they are in some important respects similar to Jonson*s

7. He drew from the Dutchman, Heinsius, and the Bohemian Jesuit,
Jacobus lontanuB, see Wimsatt and Brooks, p. 177.

8. This is true not only of the Discoveries, which is after all a
commonplace book, but of the dedication to Volpone, see H & S,
IX, 682-6.

9. These were, of course, not completely separable and Jonson,
especially with his masques, had close associations with the
court.

10. All references to the body of the 'Apology* will be included
in the text; the page number will follow the quotation; those
to Shepherd's introduction and notes will be placed in footnotes.
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definition. Yet, this apparent similarity conceals a fundamental

difference in their concept-ion of poetry.

While Sidney's definitions ©re, like Jonson's, con¬

ventional, they do show an important difference of source find

emphasis. Sidney's definition is eclectic. Though he, like Jonson,

cites the authority of Aristotle, his words "repr- seating, counter¬

feiting, or figuring forth" are not strictly Aristotelian; his

"to teach and delight" is Horstian, and his notion of a "speaking

picture," also used by Horace, is an ancient commonplace. Jonson's

verbs, to "make, or fayne" are closer to the prescriptions Gf

Aristotle, Though Jonson accepted, and used the notions that poetry

is a speaking picture find that it r ust teach and deli, ht, he did not

11
incorporate these extraneous elements into his definition of joetry.

He is, indeed, more scholarly and wore strictly Aristotelian than

Sidney.

Both Sidney and Jonsoc held a moral and didactic theory

of poetry. Sidney's definitions, and particularly the second, clearly

state this r oral and didactic basis and are in keeping with Mb

argument throughout the 'Apology* that poetry is the best means of

leading men to virtue. Jonson's definition, which describes poetry

as "expressing the life of man" is also moral.

Aristotle had held that poetry imitated human "action

and life," but Horace in The Art of I oetry had more specifically

11. See the second prologue to Erl coene

The ends of all, who for the scene doe write,
Are, or should be, to profit, and elight.

Jonson endorsed the notion of poetry as a "speaking licture'
in his discussion of painting and poetry at Disc. 1509-12.
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required thai the poet take his work fro the observation of life;

in Jonsor.'s translation:

And I still bid the learned Maker look
On life, and mariners, and make those his boe-ke:
Thence draw forth true expressions.

(11. *+53-5)

The link between poetry and 'life', then, had classical authority,

but Jonson tended to interpret life in a moral sense, and his words

"expressing the life of man" must be supplemented by his remark in

the dedication to Vol pone, that it war? "the principall end of

loesie. to informs men, in the best reason of 1 ving" (11. 1Co-9).

His view of poetry was essentially didactic. Beth Sidney and Jonson

seem to have attributed this didactic theory to Aristotle, but it

had actually been disseminated in the Horatian formula, that poetry

teach and delight. Hdnce it was generally believed that Horace

was largely based on Aristotle, a notion which led to Jonson's

assertion that Aristotle had taught Horace, end to his Aristotelian
12

commentary on The Art of Poetry. * What we have, however, is a

Horatian interpretation of Aristotle. Jonsen's definition of poetry

was, therefore, more strictly Aristotelian than Sidney's, but his

theory of oetry shared some of the same misconception about

Aristotle's theory. This greater strictness, however, does mark

a movement from the eclecticism of Sidney to a more pure and solid,

if somewhat Horatian, Aristotelianism.

Both Sidney and Joneon define poetry as imitation.

What did poetry imitate? Sidney thought that the ultimate object

12. Allan H. Gilbert and Henry 1. Snug; s, "On the Relation of
Horace to Aristotle in Literary Criticism," JHh , XLVI (191*?)*
233-4?.
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of poetic imitation was the divine order of nature, an order which

bed a rational basis end could therefore be perceived by human
13

re; eon. ioetry was superior to the other arte and sciences

because it could present this order, which Sidney called "the

general reason of things" and regarded t-e and. permanent

truth, in the form of articular lrages* Jonson endorsed this

understanding of poetic Imitation in this borrowing from John Hoekinet

"The order of Gods creatures in themselves, ie not only admirable,

and glorious, but eloquentt then he who could apprehend the con¬

sequence of things in their truth, and utter his apprehensions as

truly, were the best Writer, or Speaker" (Disc* 2129-53)* Thus

the imitation of a divine order, of universal and permanent truths,
15

provided an ideal basis for poetry. This ideal basis was in turn

the basis of the moral and didactic function of poetry - for it was

because he taught enduring moral Truths appertaining to the place of

men in the order of nature, that the poet fulfilled is responsibilities

as a poet*

Jonson clearly defined the poet's relationship to this

order. His quotation from Hoskins spoke of the root's obligation to

grasp the 'rue' significance and order of thinps, end to express

these insights 'truly*. Jonson himself in the dedication to Volrone

spoke of the poet who "comes forth the interpreter, and arbiter ©f

13* Shepherd, p . 52-65.
16. See also Disc. 9°6-7, 1373-5.
15. See Daniel G. Colder, "The Meaning of 'Imitation* in Jonson's

Discoveries," Heuuhiiologisch Mittelun, e.-:« LXX (1969), ''35-60,



nature, a teacher of things divine, no less® than humane, a master

in manners; end can alone (or with a few) effect the busineore of

res kind" (11. 27-30). He also added that the comic cet must

"i'itate justice, and instruct to life" (1 • 121-2). These statements

define the moral basis of oetlc imitation, and the relationship of

the poet to the order of natures it was hie duty to iscover, to

interpret, and to teach it. His function was to elucidate the plan

of nature for humanity, to mediate between a moral order perceived

by reason and human experience. Thus it was hie duty to reveal the

moral significance of human actions. He did tide, not by presenting

difficult abstractions as the philosopher, but, as Sidney pointed out,

by means of a sens; ous image, the play or poem. This conception of
16

the role of poetry was, again, funi^mentally Aristotelian.

Joneon's definition, in addition to describing poetry bb

imitation, described the joet as on* who "writes things like the Truth.

At first sight, this is difficult to reconcile with the belief that

the ultimate object of poetic im itation is universal and permanent

Truth, for it implies that poetry is only productive of things

which are 'like' the Truth. 'Likeness* seems to replace the notion

of a 'true' representation of the order of nature. The apparent

difficulty hinges on the meaning of 'Truth* in this context. In

the second prologue to Kpicoene Jonron makes a distinction which

clarifies the meaning cf his definitior s

16. Ceo {.. H. Butcher's Aristotle's Theory of i oetry and Fine Art,
3rd ed., London, 1902, p • 116-28, 15O-V, 1&C; Gabriel Bemhard
Jackson, in Vision and judgment in Ben Jon&on's Drcmt- (New
Haven and London, i960) illustrates how the oral order is
revealed in Jensen's plays.
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Then, in this play, which we present to night.
And make the object of your cere, and sight,

On forfeit of your selves, thinke nothing true!
Lest so you make the maker to judge you.

For he knowes, I-oet never credit gain'd
By writing truths, but things (like truths) well fain'd.

Jonson is attempting to discourage the tendency to find satirical

portraits of living contemporaries in his work by distinguishing

between what is true and what only appears to be true. He is arguing

that verisimilar fiction is not to be- confused with the depiction cf

actual people or events. Clearly, the Truth which is involved here

is not the immortal Truth of nature but the truth of fact, e**d Jonson

is siting that he has not presented facts but the appearance of

facts, not something which has happened but something which could

happen. In other words, Jonson is defending the 'verisimilitude'

of his poetry.

This requirement had classical authority. nristotle

emphasised that both plot and character conform to laws of
17

necessity or probability. Horace had bid his poet use the
18

actions end language of actual life and keep near the truth. But

it was without any strict classical precedent that Jonson made it
19

part of his definition of poetry.

A comparison with Sidney elucidates the significance

of this change. Both Jonson end Sidney had defined poetry as

imitation and had str- seed its moral basis, but while Sidney had

17. Aristotle on the Art of Loetry. trans. Ingrain Bywater, with a
preface by" Gilbert Murray (Oxford, 192C), pp. ^3-9 and 55-8.

18. See Jonson's translation of the 'Art', 11. ^53-5, 5^7-8.
19. This has led to a misunderstanding of Jonson's theory of

poetry, see Lnglish Literary Criticism; the Renascence. 2nd ed.
(London, 1951), P« 325, and Daniel G. Calder, "The Meaning
of 'Imitation' in Joneon's Discoveries." pp. cit. who corrects
this misconception.
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emphasised the making of i ages of moral ideals, Jensen had

required the making of a verisimilar fiction. This difference

reveals a divergence in their conceptions cf oetry. Sidney, on

the one hand, had stressed its subjective and ime inative aspects,

that poets were "makers of themselves, not takers of others" (p. 131 )♦

and had permitted the poet greet freedom cf imagination, even

allowing him to make new and better forms than were found in nature

(p. 100). Jonson, on the other hand, was ctrtceroed with the

poetic image as an accurate representation of real life. He curbed

the imagination of the ;oet by requiring hi® to remain faithf 1 to

the appearance of reality, to an imitation which is more realistic

and objective than Sidney's.

A source fcr this divergence can be found in Aristotle.

In the roeties, he had written that the proper matter of poetry w s

"not the thing which has happened, but a kind of thing which might happen,
SO

i.e. what is possible as being probable or necessary." This

established the fictional nature of poetry and was incorporated into

English criticisr by Sidney, who wrote that the poet presented

"what ought to be and what should be," or "conjectured likelihood."

(p.110). Yet, Sidney in attempting to define and defend the

fictional nature of poetry exploited the imaginative possibilities

inherent in this statement, and went further in his claims than

Aristotle. Moreover, he fused it with Platonic and neo-llatcnic

elements in his sug. cation that the poet imitated en 'idea' in his

mind raid could produce a "golden" world far superior to this actual

20. Bywater, p. ^3*
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"brnaen" on®. Jensen, however, remained eloeer to Arl toil®.

The stricter Aristotelian! err of Joneon's definition and conception

of poetry extended to a greater em:iricier, an empiricism which is

associated with Aristotle, who wrote to justify the knowledge

derived fror the senses in opposition to Plato*a theory of
>2

substantial 'Ideas*. Jonson shews little of Sidney's PlateBlsis?}

the observation evident in his work shows how he scrutinized actual

life for his matter.

Aristotle, moreover, had permitted the poet to use

actual events in his work, for if the roet "sho Id come to take a

subject fro actual history, he is none the less a poet for that}

since some Motoric occurences may very well be in the probable

and possible order of things; and it ie in tlr t aspect cf then: that
03

he ie their « oet." This is in fact what don®en has done in his

tragedies: interpreted the Material events bo am to reveal their
2k

moral significance. And in so doing he maintained an extraordinary

fidelity to the facts. Sidney, while demanding that tragedy be

based on history, affirmed that "a tragedy ie tied to the laws of Poesy,

and not of History; not bound to follow the story, but, having

liberty, either to feigh a quite new matter or to frame the history

to the ost tragicoll conveniency" (p. 135). Their attitude to

tragedy pinpoints the difference between Sidney and Jensen: on the

one hand there is an emphasis on the imaginative possibilities

21. Irene Samuel's, "The Influence of Plato on Sir Philip Sidney's
Defense of ioetry." PI , I (19^0), 3&3-91 must be supplemented
by F. Michael Kronse, "Plato and Sidney's Defense of loetry."
Corp. Lit. VI (195*0, 138-47.

22. See Butcher, op. cit.. p. 150-3, 159.
23. Bywater, p. k$.
2k. Joseph Allen Bryant, Jr. "The Significance of Ben Jensen's

First Rdquirement for Tragedy: ♦Truth of Argument, *" SP XI1X
(1952), 195-215.
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of fiction and on the other a concern for verisimilitude and realism

which can lead to the utilisation of actual events in poetry.

This deliberate attempt to bring poetry closer to

contemporary life was the product of a development in Jonson's poetry,

his earliest extant comedies are similar to the romantic comedies

of contemporary Elizabethans. The history of Everyman in hia

humour, in fact, shows a significant departure from such practice:

the quarto (l6ci) woe set in Italy and had an Italian personnel

but the revised folio version was set in England with a distinctly

English set of characters. Furthermore, Jonson provided

a critical justification for this change in his preface to the

folio version, where he wrote that comedy should describe "deedea

and language, such as men do use" and present "an image of the

tiroes". Comedy was not only to have the appearance of real life

but also to be topical.

Yet, poetry could not always be made out of the

record of life. Comedy, moreover, was in no way tied to history,
25

end was expected to be fictional. The matter of comedy was

conventionally drawn from what Sidney called "the conmon errors of

our life", and presented certain well-known types (p. 157).

donecn, however, made both the plots and characters of his

comedies out of the material of real life. The realism of

his comedies did not pertain only to a realistic presentation, but

25* William Kelson, "The Boundaries of Fiction in the Renaissance:
A Treaty Between Truth and Falsehood", ELH, XXXVI (19&9)»
30-58, esp. p. 57.



also to the exploitation of current issues, the schemes of

alchemists, of financial "pro ectors", of newsmongers. He made

use of contemporary life. Even here Jonsen moved toward a

comedy which was, if not actually factual or historical,

realistic and verisimilar. This represents not only a more

strict and objective theory of imitation, but a movement from;

the imaginative literature of Shakespeare and the Elizabethans
26

to a more realistic, s more verisimilar literature.

This movement is also evident in the non-dr&mstic

poetry. The bulk of Jonson's poetry is occasional end, like

the drama, precents an image of the times. The characters,

manners, and life which it depicts are taken directly from the

court, from the English countryside, fro/- the aisles of St. haul's,
27

from the houses and byways of Jacobean London. ' His poems are

about the present and rarely turn to celebrate the past for its

own Bake or without reference to the present. His satirical

poetry also represents a development toward real life, for

whereas Sir John Davies had given his epigrams Latin titles, such

as "In Philomen," "In Fuscura" and so on, Jonson has given us

26. See L. J. Potts, "Joneon and the Seventeenth Century,"
English Studies. II (19^9), 6-2*1, esp. p. 11*

27. Esther Clotidman Dunn's Ben Jonson's Art: Elizabethan Life and
Literature as reflected therein Smith College Fiftieth Anni¬
versary Publications (Northampton, Mass., 1925) and
K. li. N. Ewager's Glomuses of Ben Jonson's London
(Amsterdam, 1926) show how the life of the times wee
reflected in Jonson's drams and poetry.
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"My Lord Ignorant", "Lieutenant Shift", "Doctor Kmpirick", "Sir

Cod the Perfumed", These, though anonymous, denote recognizable

Knglish characters.

The way in which Jonson turned to life for hie

matter is particularly evident in his numerous complimentary

poems. These have a clear and direct reference to contemporary

history. The complimentary poems, however, present certain problems,

for, in matters of praise or compliment, questions of probity and

accuracy must be added to those of realism and verisimilitude.

Because their subjects were known contemporaries whose lives and

actions could be compared to the terms of the poet's praise or

compliment, they were open to accusations of flattery and

untruthfulness. The "facto", the historical record which

was accessible to Jonson's contemporaries and is still accessible

to us, demand to be considered in relations to these poems:

their relationship to the facts is, indeed, important for

understanding Joneon's concept of poetic praise. It might be

expected that the scholar who assiduously drew an accurate

picture of koman times would be equally scrupulous with regard

to his own, for the tragedies and the complimentary poems

have a similar reference to history, whether past or contemporary.

Whether or not the complimentary poems are accurate will be

considered below, but for the present it can be said that they

represent another way in which Jonsen fashioned his poetry

out of contemporary life, and so brought poetry closer to real

life



This was a significant development The

relationship between art and reality, between fiction and history

had been a thorny and controversial problem since classical

times. Sidney had to grapple with it in the * Apology1J hie

distinction between fiction and falsehood and his belief

that poetry was tied to universal rather than to factual truths

enehled him to ."justify roetr.; • But the poetry he justified

was an Elizabethan poetry, complete with artificial conventions

and imaginary creatures. Jonson, however, roved towards

a verisimilar fiction, and his definitional poetry and prologue

to Everyman in his humour shows that he was conscious of

this movement. Jonson, therefore, showed,both in his drama

and poetry, how fiction could be made out of the material of

real life. This movement was ultimately to lead to the

verisimilar fiction of the eighteenth and following

centuries.

Several reasons con be suggested for the way in

which Jonson brought poetry closer to actual life. There

was, first of all, the precedent of Martial, Horace,

Juvenal, the classical poets who most influenced Jonscn,

who had written about their own lives and times. Jonson

followed them not only by imitating their work but by following

their example and depicting contemporary life in his

poetry.



The classical precedent seems also partly responsible

for a gre* ter respect for actual life than characterised Sidney.

Sidney's religious bias is evident in his famous statement: "Cur

erected wit moketh us know what perfection is, and yet cur infected

will keepeth ue from reaching unto it" (p. 101); he eleo spoke of the

"heavenly poesy" of David, who showed himself, even before the

coming of Christ, "a passionate lover of thct unspeakable End-

everlasting beauty to be seen by the eyes of the mind, only

defied by faith" (p. 99). ' Even if allowance is made for the

rhetoric of these statement*, they reveal an attitude to life

which was distinctly religious. Jonson also accepted a view of the

world which was essentially religious and hie own religious

history and the "humble Gleanings in Divinitie" (Und. XLill, 1. 102)

show that he took the interest in religious matters that was

29
typical of his age. His Christian huranisis - his belief in the

framework of Salvation - is most evident in his personal poems

on death, on the deaths of his children (Ep. XXII end XLV).^°
Yet, apart from such poems on death and a few religious

lyrics, Jonson's religious beliefs rarely find their way into his

; oetry or liter-sry criticism. His view of life is secular; the

order of the world which he envisaged was one which could be
31

perceived end arrived at purely by means of human attributes.

28. cf. Jorison on Hebrew oetry. Disc. 2381-3•
29. See Convert. 2^9-51» 31**~6, 690; see also H & S, I, 65-*?.
30. See eleo Ep. XXXIV, and David W. Kay, "The Christian Wisdor

of Ben Jonson's 'On My Firnt Sonne'," U.I„ XI (19?1)»
125-36.

31. C. B. Kilberry, Ben Jonson's Ethics in Relation to Stoic and
Humanistic Thought (Chicago, 1933).



The religious implications of this order, the specifically

Christian view of the fall and redemption of man, is only

occasionally adumbrated. The inference is that though Jonson

accepted the religious framework of life, he tried in his poetry

to deal with life in purely human terms, in terms of what could

be known by the exercise of reason and achieved by the exercise of

the will. This led Jonson to accept and have a greater respect for

what Sidney had called these "clayey lodgings", "this dungeon of the

body", this'foolish world", (pp. 10*+, 111).

Something of the intellectual current of the age is

also reflected in Jonson's verisimilar fiction. The scientific

movement was well under way and Bacon, whom Joneon knew and read,

was popularising the empirical method in England. The observation

of his poetry clearly finds its counterpart not only in the

organic method of Aristotle, but also in the observation of

scientific phenomena. It can in fact be argued tbet Jonson's

realistic fiction is a consequence of an inductive method. khat

is more significant, however, is the underlying attitude to
39

external nature, to the world which is perceived by the senses.

Jonson does not disregard it, like Sidney, in favour of a higher

truth, but employs it as the matter of his poetry.

Yet, Jonson did not totally depart fro© the theories of

Sidney and a renaissance epistemology. If he reflected the

growth of empiricism, he also believed that nature was rationally

32. See Potts, "Jonson and the Seventeenth Century", or.cit.,
pp. 13-r*.



ordered and that it was the oet's duty to interpret this order,

to mediate between life and Trutn. Where he differs frcr. Sidney

and reflects contemporary intellectual currents is in hie

attempts to relate these fundamental truths to the phenomena of

c ntempor- ry life. In ore "lace, Jonson brought together there

ideas on the nature of oetic imitations "the true Artificer

will net run avsy fro« nature, as hee were afraid of her; or

depart fro- life, and the likeness© of Truth? but epeake to the

capacity of hie hearers." (Dl.- c. 772-5) This was as id in relation

to dramatic actions and language which "fly from all humanity"

as the "ecenictill strut ting, and furious vociferation" which

characterised the "1 --merimes and Tmer-Chams of the late Age"

(Disc. 775-9), but it could be ar lied to all his oetry. This

shows hie own awareness of the direction fee was giving roetry,

but, more than that, it expresses in a striking and attractive

manner the aim of this changes to bring poetry closer to

"humanity." The Christina humanist who devoted all hie

energies to understanding and elucidating 'life1 epeake to ue

here. He has, moreover, brought together three elements

which we have been discussing! nature, life, the appearance

of Truth. All were required fcr oetry. The poet, in fact,

was to present the universal and permanent truths with a regard

for and with the appearance of reality. Thin was the w&y in

which Joneon's poet was to mediate between men end nature; by

relating universal moral truths to the experience of life he

was revealing the moral significance of human actions.

He wt e, in fact, making these fundamental moral values •relevant1•



Shis vfb the function of the poets to elucidate life* In

forcing his conception of poetry, Jorison clearly had in mind

the needs of his audience, "the capacity of his hearers",

for it is to then that his word is addressed. In setting out

to instruct then in human values and in the best manner of life,

Jonson was fulfilling the high office of a poet. He devoted

his life and energies to making 'life' understood*
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III

STUDY

Cf Jonson's five requirements for a poet, that for study

is in many ways the t ost noteworthy, for it was an addition to those

required by Sidney: ability, art, irritation, and exercise (pp. 132-3)*

Its addition suggests that it was of some special importance to Jonson;

indeed, Joneon described it as "that, which wee especially require"

in the poet (Disc. 2482-3)• It was neither a new nor original

requirement, for many critics, in answer to Plato's charge that the

poet had no knowledge of what he imitated, had argued that learning

was essential for the poet; Jonson, however, emphasised it to an

unusual degree, end made it an important part of his own life and

work. This prominence indicates its importance for grasping Jonson's

thought about the nature of poetry.

Joneon prescribed "an exactnesae of Studie, and a multi¬

plicity of reading, which maketh a full man, not alone enabling him

to know the History, or Argument of a ioeme. and to report it: but so

to master the matter, and Stile, as to shew, hee knowes, how to

handle, place, or dispose of either, with elegancie. when need shall

bee" (Disc. 2483-8). Though this description with its emphasis on

an exact study, a wide and various read ng, and a thorough assimilation

1. For a brief survey of this controversy see Allan H. Gilbert's
anthology, Literary Criticism: Plato to Dr:den (New York, [194Cj;
Detroit, 1962), pp. 4b, 10fe-10, 13^, 357, 38&-9C, 489, et sec.
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snd mastery of the subject is in itself quite comprehensible, it

suggests many questions. What kinds of tudy and reading is the poet

expected to undertake? The reference to the full man is suggestive of

the values of Renaissance humanism, but Jonson did not explore or

elucidate this relationship. Dow is study related to and distinct

from the other requirements? This chapter will attempt to elucidate

these aspects of the poet's study by first of all defining and

differentiating the three prior renuirements, and then examining the

concept and implications of the study which Jcnson required of his

poet.

Natural ability is the first requirement. Jonson describes

it at sorre length under the category ingenium:

First, we require in our I pet, or maker, (for that
Title our Language affordes him, elegantly, with the
Greeks) a goodnes of naturall wit. For, whereas ell
other Arts consist of Doctrine, and Precepts: the
Poet must bee able by n; ture, and instinct, to powre out the
Treasure of his sdndej and, as Seneca eaith,
Aliquando secundum Anacreontem insinire, .jucundue esse:

by which hee un erstands, the Poetical Rapture. And
according to that of Plato; Fruetrk Poeticas fores
sui compos pulsavit: And of Aristotle; Nullum magnum

ingenium sine mixtur£ dementiae fuit. Nec potest
Krande aliouid. & surra caeteros loqui, nisi moto mens.

Then it riseth higher, as by a divine Instinct, when
it contemnes common, and known© conceptions. It utters
somewhat above a mortall mouth. Then it gets a loft,
and flies away with his Ryder, whether, before, it was
cioubtfull to ascend. This the Poets understood by
their Helicon. Pegasus. or 1arnasus; and made Cvid to bocst:

Est, Deus in nobis; agitante calcsclmus illo:
Sedibus aethereis spiritus ille venit.

I-ipains. to affirm*; Scic, i oetam neminem
proestantem fuisse, sine parte ouadem ubc-riore
divinae aurae. And, hence it is, that the coaming up
of good Poets, (for I rainde not mediocres. or imoe)
is so thinne and rare among us; Every begperly
Corporation affordastbe State a Ma.ior. or two
Bailiffs, yearly; but, soIuk Rex, aut Foeto« non
quotannis nascitur.

(Disc. 2k09-3*0
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This lengthy statement with its burden of classical authorities seems

to combine two distinct and antipathetic concepts, the Horatian

notion of 'ingeniuffi' and the ilatoric furor, in its description of the

poet's ability. It rust be examined in detail.

It, first of all, describes an ability peculiar tc the

poet, a certain predilection to literature composed, it seems, of

intelligence and the innate ability to express and communicate it in

langua e. Tide is clearly opposed to working according to rules,which
2

is a characteristic of ell the other arts.

It was the poet's ability which exempted him from rules

and would in effect lead him, "by nature, end instinct," to the

principles which were necessary for his art and which were the origins

of the rules themselves! "1 am not of that opinion to conclude a

loets liberty within the narrowe limits of lawes, which either the

Grammarians, or Philosophers pi escribe. For, before they found out

those Lawes, there were many excellent Poets, that fulfill'd them."

(Disc. 2555-9)• The poet's natural ability, moreover, leads to the

discovery of something new and rare, for it goes beyond what is

commonly accepted to what is immortal and hitherto unknown. The

utterances of Poetry which are "somewhat above a raortall mouth" are

evidently in the service of "mane proper good; and the onely immortall

thing, was given to our mortality to use"! Truth (Disc. 551-2). The

poet's ability, therefore, enables hit to see through the commonplace

to lofty and hidden Truths.

Into this statement, however, Joneon had introduced a

description of poetic inspiration which suggests Plato's theory of

2. Sidney, on the other hand, had differentiated poetry from the
other arts, because unlike them, it did not depend or nature,
Apology. pp. 99-100.
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divine madness discussed in the i'haedrus and the lot . a theory which

inte preted inspiration as a divine oeseesiort in which the poet was

3
no more than an involuntary vehicle. It is noteworthy that Jonocn'e

quotations from the clan: ical writers generally go farther in

sup eating such a possession than hie own commentary. Nowhere does

he himself suggest an actual possession in which the oet is out of

his own control or unaware of his utterance. Yet he does intimate

that the ;oet undergoes a certain elation, or elevation in which he

has a special ability to perceive the Truth, and his language and

quotations do suggest, if not specifically the ilatonic, the Neo-

pletonic concept of the poet as one who had a special ability to
It

perceive the higher realities. The numerous classical quotations,

however, suggest an uncertainty about inspiration and its relation

to the poet's ability, en uncertainty which he hopes to bolster by

authoritative support. Perhaps he sena-d the antagonism between

his belief in the poet's natural gift and the Platonic theory that

the poet was actually possessed and used by higher forces.

Echoes of Plato's theory of inspiration are found through¬

out the Renaissance discussion of literature. Sidney, for example,

made use of it, and his discussion is ag&in useful iri elucidating

Jonson's thought. He recognised the necessity of natural genius

3. Bernard Weinberg, A History of Literary Criticism in the Italian
Renaissance (Chicago, 1961;, I, 250-3^7, discusses the influence
of Plato's theory on Italian critics; for the iccnology of
inspiration, see Robert J. Clements, Pieta Poesis: Literary and
Humanistic Theor;, in Renaissance Emblem Books, Terni e Testi,
no. € (Roma, 19< 0), pp. 4?-59.

9. That the poet had special abilities which enabled him to perceive
the Flsto ic forms was suggested by ilotinus and became part of
neo-pletonic poetic p ecept; cf. Enneads. tr.no. Stephen KacKenna,
2nd ed. (London, 1956)« pp. 922-3 and Sidney, 'Apology',
pp. 99*101 and notes.



in the poet, but also stated that "loesy must not be drawn by the

ears; it Btust be gently led, or rsther it must lead; which was partly

the cause that made the ancient-learned affirm it was a divine gift,

and no human skill." (p. 132). Sidney went on tc explain that the

poet rust nonetheless train himself for his task, for is ir.spir tion

"hath three win s to hear itself up into the air of due commendation:

that is, A t, Imitation, and Exerci e". (p. 133) Clearly inspiration

itself was not sufficient to sake a poet, for art, imitation, end

exercise were necessary for him to develop his abilities and to

acquire the techniques of expression. Nor was inspiration enough to

provide even the matter of poetry, for Sidney somewhat inconsistently

criticized the kind of writing wh ch was ot based or. knowledge

derived fro. actual experience (p. 133)• Like Jonson's, Sidney's

description combined suggestions of possession with an emphasis on

the poet's natural and acquired abilities.

Sidney, however, did not believe in divine possession for

he wrote, with reference to the Ion, that Plato "attributeth unto

loesy more than myself do, namely, to be a very inspiring of a divine

force, far above man's wit" (p. 130). Though he frequently described

poetry as 'divine', calling it a "divine gift", © "divine breath"

(p. 101), and a "divine fury" (p. 1^2), he cle; rly did not mean to

imply possession. The 'divine' aspect was associated rather with the

oet's presentation of truth and the rational rInn of nature, and his

ability to create "another nature" like the creative processes of

nature herself. There is no suggestion of possession in Sidney's

description of the heightened activity of making when the poet was

"lifted up with the vigour of his own invention" (p. 1CC). The

suggestion of a force, a breath or a fuxy seece to be an attempt to
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4eocri.be the intangible aspects of poetic making, the emotional

intensity and the poet's ability to perceive and express a higher

reality. Considering the defensive nature of the "Apology", the

allusions to inspiration might also have .sen employed because it was

a traditional association which had the authority of ilato and which
5

added lustre to the poet's task.

A similar ambiguity existed in Jonson's use of the theory

of inspiration. Despite the suggestive language cf hie statement on

"ingenium", he did not believe in possession. He undoubtedly believed

that the poet had a special and specific ability, but even more then

Sidney, he stressed the importance of training and study to develop

it; most of all, he emjhasised the deliberate elements in the joet's

craft, the qualities of reflection and judgement. These are impossible

to sc-uare with the notion that the poet was actually possessed by and

became the vehicle for a higher being:. To understand his exact mean¬

ing, it is necessary to reduce his allusions to a more strict and

precise denotation.

The theory of inspiration most frequently finds expression

in invocations and in brief and passing references in Jonson's poetry.

C, then inspire
Thy Priest in this strange rapture; he t my braine

With Delphick fire:
That I may sing my thought^ in some unvulgar strrdne.

(Und. XXV, 11. 1C-1*0
These lines from an early ode to the earl of Desmond c ntain several

interesting notions. The association of inspiration with the

mysterious and unusual recalls the description of the poet's ability to

rise above what was already known.^ In Hymenal (1. 19) Jonson

5. The Italian critic Ludovico Castelvetro claimed that the notion
cf a divine fury was false and hed been furthered by poets, see
Weinberg, I, 286.

6. cf»The Arte of English ioec-ie, ed. Gladys Doidge Willcock and
Alice Walker (Cambridge, 1936), p. 89.



described poetry as one of the "remov'd mystfries" of life; there is

throughout the discussion of poetry an air of mystery, but, despite

the rather elusive terminology, Jonaon is clerrly referring to an

extraordinary a' ility in the poet to perceive and express the Truth.

The suggestion of prophecy or clairvoyance in the reference to the
7

Delphic oracle reinforces the notion of exceptional percipience. It

also le; ds to the identification of poet end priest; Jonson, in

addition to the above invocation, followed Horace in considering him¬

self a priest of the Mueee (For. XIII, 11. 100-2), and, in more

Christian terms, spoke of eternity "Cf which we I riests, and ioets
C

say/ Such truths" (Und. LXX, 11. 82-3). Indeed, Jonson often

emphasised the divine aspects of poetry; the "s cred pen", the oet

"rapt with rage divine", and "teacher of things divine, no lecse than

hum; ne". Jensen, as Sidney had before him (p. 99), seems to be con¬

fusing three of the four kinds of madness described by Flato in the

ihaedrus; the prophetic, the mystic, and the poetic; with regard to

the fourth kind, that of the lover, Jensen wrote a Fl&tonic Epode

(For. XI), but also in rather unplatonic fashion reminded his mistress

that "loots, though divine * are men" (l-nd. II, 1). "Divine" in these

cases refers to the poet's role ae arbiter between man and the divine

plan of nature; and inspiration, to his extraordinary ability to

perceive beyond the appearances of sense to the ultimate moral Truths.

The other aspect of the theory of inspiration was the

suggestion of a heightened activity. Jcnson refers to this w en he

states his intention to immortalise his subjects,

7, Arte.. p. 7t and Sidney, Apology. p. 98.
8. See KcEuen, p. 87.
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not with tickling riraee,
Cr comr or. places, filch'd, that take these tires,
But ; igh, and noble matter, such m fliec
Fror. breines entr nc'd, und fill'd with extsnies.

(For. XII, 11. S7-9C)

This poem presented to the Contess of Rutland in 16C0 reflects Jonscn'a

earlier convictions and enthusiasm about hi© art. The association of

poetry with what is high and .noble, and the dissociation from what is

commonplace or vulgar is here made dependent on some kind cf ir nee or

ecstasy. This is the "1 optical Rapture", the "strange rapture", the

"poetical fury", or the "right Furor ioeticus" ironically ascribed to
9

A©per in hv r.vtnan out of ids Bur,our. This seems to be corn- os ed of two

salient features: an emotional or psychological intensity and a height¬

ened awareness. The second undoubtedly pertains to the roefe particular

ability to perceive the Truth; the first, expressed by images of being

carried away or by the augge tion of ecstasy or madness, is related to

Sidney's description of the ability of joetry to lead or lift u the

poet. Light is thrown on both of these aspects by Juan Luis Vivea'

discission in the l)e tr^dendis Disciplinis of the oetic temperament,

which is similar in language and implication to Jensen's remarks:

I consider that man to have a poetical temper¬
ament who possesses gre t passion, which <ometimes
raises hir above the usual and ordinary state of
his nature, end in this elation he c nSeives lof¬
ty and almost heavenly inspirations. Then the sharp-
neso cf hie rind contemplates and concentrates
itself on not only great and animated ideas, but
also arranges them and t us causes within his
body a-harmony, derived from the exaltation of his
mind.

9. Fro: Jonson's discussion of "ingenium" (Mac. 2i*C9-3iO| Und. V
£• of N. 'Induction', 1; and PIC. "After the second Sounding,"
1. 147.

10. Vives: On education, trans. Foster Watson (Cambridge, 1913),
p. l>n.



Vives saw poetic inspiration in terras of the humours and his description

of the mind and a consequent elation ir the body explains and relates

the VEsrious intellectual and emotional aspects of poetic making

described by Jonson. Clearly, he too envisaged inspiration in terras

of an emotional intensity which Id to increased percipience. There is

no need, therefore, to have recourse to possession, or any outside

influence to explain the extraordinary abilities of the poet. Inspiration

eculd be conceived and it seems that Jonson conceived it purely in
11

terms of a natural function of the poetic mature.

Another theme to which Jonson frequently returns imputes

a kind of inspiration to drink: Jonson, following Anacreon and Horace

celebrated the "conjuring wine" (For. X); and, coming closer to home,

the "wit of Ale, and Genius of the Malt" (Und. XXXVIII).12 Usually,

he refers to the inspiration of drink in an ironic spirit and at his

own expense, as when he reminds his friends at the Exchequer that wine

was necessary "to enable/ The Muse, or the loet". (lind. LVI). There

was perhaps a reel connection between the flow of wine which could

raise the spirits and quicken the wit end poetic fluency:

Swell me s bowle with lustie wine,
Till I ma; see the plump Lyaeus swim

Abo e the brim:
I drinke, as I would wright,
In flowing me sure, fill'd with flame, and spright.

(l-oet. III. i)

Jonson, with classical authority, seems to have elevated a personal

predilection into a poetic function.

11, The Italian critic, Lorenzo Giacomini, in an oration Del Furor
Foetico, delivered in 15^7 and published in Oration! e Disccrsi
TfTorenza, 1597) gave an interpretation of Inspiration which was
based on the humours; see Weinberg, I, J>22-k,

12. See also Eg. LXXX1V, CI, Und. XXXVII, XLVUI, LV, and Kathryn
Anderson McEuen, Classical Influence upon the Tribe of Ben
(Cedar Rapids, 1939)» p • 211 and 8?»
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There are, nevertheless, intimations of Plato's theory in

Jonson's discussion of it. The otion of divine madness, authorized

by so many ancient writers, was too attractive to be jasset! by, even b;

those such an Sidney and Joneon whose understanding of poetry was not

consistent with it. Jcnso: tacked it on to a theory of oetry which

was basically Aristotelian. Such unlikely associations, however, were

frequent in the Renaissance, and Paul Oscar Kristeller notes that

"Ilato's doctrine of divine madness as txpresaad in the Ion and ihaedrus

appealed to many poets and literary critics who would either add thie

Platonic doctrine to an otherwise Aristotelian system of poetics, or

13
use it as the cornerstone of an anti-Aristotelian theory." Jonson

wsb among those who appropriated it, with due reservations and limit¬

ations, to a system of oetica which laid heavy emphasis on the training

and judgment required for poetry.

Imitation end exercise were needed to acquire the skills of

poetry. They were a part of the roet's training in the use and

resources of language. Jonson's famous description of imitation, "to

be able to convert the substances or Riches of another Poet, to hie

own use" (Disc. 2^66-9) makes it clear that it was primarily undertaken

because it was useful to the aspiring oet. Its usefulness woe related

to Jonson's warnings that the pcet must not 'presume' on his own

natural ability, for that w s never enough} "For hee that was onely

taught by himselfe, had a foole to his Master" (Disc. 21-2).

Imitation and study of the best and choicest authors enable him to

develop hie ability, to acquire a greater range of techniques, to deeper

and broaden his mac ery of style. He therefore emphasised the

13* The Classics and Renaissance Thought. Martin Classical Lectures,
Vol. 15 (Cambridge, Mass., 1935)* p* 6*t.

1^. Dee also Disc. 7^3-59, 2505-11.
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importcnc® of careful {-election of odels, 'To make choioe of one

excellent man above the rest, and so to follow hie;, till he grow very

liee" (Disc. 2^69-70), while at the same time streesing the importance

of aosimilatio' from am many such excellent sources as possible: "One,

though hee be excellent, and c! 1efe, ie not to bee imitated alone.

For never no Imitator, ever grew up to his Author; likeness is elwsyee

on this side Truth" (Disc. 88^-6). Exercise enabled the poet to dis¬

pose of the. e acquired skills according to his own needs. This was

the root's practical training; it gave him manifold and flexible

resources of expression which enabled him, after his apprenticeship,

to stand on his own.

The additional requirement, study, is different then from

the poet's ability and inspiration ,and distinct from the ;> en-and-paper

methods of imitation and. exercise. In the light of these distinctions,

Jensen's description of study gains in precise meaning: "an exactnesse

of Studie, end multiplicity of reeding, which maketh a full man, not

alone enabling him to know the History, or Argument of a loeme. and to

report it: but so to master the matter, and Stile, re to shew, he

knewes, how to handle, place, or dispose of either, with elepancie.

when need shall bee". The emphasis on as imilation and usefulness ie

the seme as that for imitation; indeed, in its prescriptions about

style it approaches the requirement for imitation, but here it seems

specifically to describe the analytical process which precedes and

accompanies the attempt to assimilate and reproduce a model. There

is an emphasis on excellence for the poet "must rend many; but, ev<r

the best, and choicest" (Disc. 2507-8), and on the assimilation of

matter as well as style. There is also an indie tion of the import nee

of developing the poet's mind and extending his understanding b;
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absorbing the thought of other Rem 'Tor the mind, end memory are

core sharpely exercis'd in comprehending an other mans things, than

her own©'" (Lite, 17^3-5) • What also suggests broader itssplic tions is

the need for an exact and complete study which contributes to a full

human development. This indie- ten that the requirement for study is

related to the Renaissance dia eoesion of the value of knowledge and that into

his idee of the -oet Jontscn has incorporated the humanistic Ideals of

learning and the good life.

Many of Jensen's idem about the kind of study re- . : red for

the poet were closely derived from the classical ideal of the orator, bb

expounded in two treatises, Cicero's De ti tore and tuintllian's
15

He Institutions 0 a'orla. ' Jonson borrowed from both of these writers

in his Discoveries, but he seen* to have hud a special regard for

uintilisn; Druisaond recorded that Jonson "recommended to my reading

u'ntilian (who [he said] would tell me the faults of ay Verms rs if

he had Lived with m)" and especially, "that Quintilianes 6.7,8 bookes,

were not only to b© red but eltogltber digested" (Convert*. 12-1*, 139-1*C).

The ideals of oratory defined by Cicero and ,uintilian h&d

& profound and widerpsaad influence on ideas about poetry, for though

poetry and oratory were considered only to b© sieter-arto, they were

often identified, Jensen describes the relationship between poetry

and or tory in line® derived from Cicero: "The I oet is the neerest

Borderer upon the Or&tor, and express©th all his vertuos, though he

15» he Order « trees. g. Button and K. I ackha®, The Loeb Clos. ic-1
Library (Lordon end Cambridge, Mass., 19**2) and Institu cm of
Qystory, trims, Rev. John Selby Watson, Bohn's Clss icnl Library
(London, 1856); all quotations are fror these editions.
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be tyed more to numbers; is hie euall in ornament, and above him in

his strengths." (Disc. 2528-31) The distinction bet een them is

based on the poet'a urage of the measures of rhythm. This formal

difference, however, is outweighed by many similarities. Though

Sidney declared that he deserved "to be pounded for straying from

Icetry to Oratory", he pointed out that a discussion of oratory would

cast light on poetry! '"both have such an affinity in this wordiah

consideration, that 1 think that this discussion will make my meaning
17

receive the fuller understanding" (p. 139). Jonscn did not i entify

the two arts, for at Pise. 2290-1 ho clearly distinguished between

t em: "we have spoken sufficiently of Oratory; let us now make a

diversion to Poetry"; but he often, as in his recommendation to

Druffiffiond, transferred requirements from one to the other; for orator,

he simply substituted poet. In the discussion of poetry at Disc. 1020-

45, the lines 1038-45 are lifted, with the requisite adaptation, from

Quintilian's remarks about oratory in the preface tc the first book

of the 'Institutes'. The classical discussion of orrtor, arid ideal

of the or."tor, therefore, provides a key for understanding many of
18

Jonson's statements about poetry and the poet.

Jonson made ame interesting changes in adapting Cicero's

description of the relationship between poetry and oratory. In the

first part of the quotation he remained close to Cicero's assertion

that the "poet is a very near kinsman of the orator, rather more

heavily fettered as regards rhythm," and then noted that the poet had

16. See De Orat. I, xvi, 70. Jonson'e adaptation of Cicero will be
discussed below.

1?. The "wordish description" refers to what Sidney called diction,
see Apology, p. 31•

18. He also drew from uintilion, Instit. XII, x, 6-9, for the
relationship of painting and poetry, Disc. 1529-3?.



"ampler freedom in hie choice cf words", that poet and orrtor were

similar in the use of many sorts of argument, and that "in one respect

at all events something like identity exists, since he sets no bound¬

aries or limits to his claims, such as would prevent him from ranging
19

whither he will with the same freedom and licence as the other."

Jonson, however, changes Cicero's simple comparison of the two arts

into an evaluation, by claiming that poetry expresses ell the virtues

of oretory, is its equal in the use of ornament, end above it in its

strengths. For Cicero's discussion of their freedom, of language and

subject matter, he substitutes, with a poet'a bias, a statement of his

conviction that poetry was finally superior. This opinion was common

in the Renaissance, and the basis of Sidney's defence of poetry.

A great part of Jensen's dicussion of poetry is derived in

this manner from Cicero and uintilian. His borrowings from both

Cicero and Quintiliaa in the Discoveries are nearly always taken

directly from their originals, rather than from secondary sources. He

obviously knew them well.

Yet despite this familiarity with the originals and the

evident attempt to return to the classical sources of the Renaissance

poetic tr dition, Joneon often read them in the light of that tradition

of interpretation and criticism.

Both Cicero and ^uintilian had emphasised the wide training

and the unceasing application that was to give the orator is skill in

speaking and eloquence. Jonson echoes this by stressing the need for

imitation end exercise to develop the poet's abilities} thus the poet

ec ieved the mastery of style and, one sight say, poetic elocuence.

De Grat., I, xvi, ?0.
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Both Cicero and quintilian included wisdOR and learning

as well ee eloquence in their requirements for the orator. Cicero

noted that "a knowledge of very many matters ust be grasped, without

which oratory is but an empty and ridiculous swirl of verbiage", and

expanded on the kinds and extent of the knowledge which were necessaryi

And indeed in my opinion, no man can be an orator
complete in ell joints of merit, who has not attained
a knowledge of all important subjects and arts. For
it is from knowledge that oratory rust derive its
beauty and fullness, and unless there is such knowledge,
well-grasped snd comprehended by the speaker, there rust--
be nometh ng empty and almost childish in the utterance.

Style could only be justified by the value of whet was being expressed.

The or:tor was not one who spoke vacantly for the sake of speaking but

one who employed his skill to give apt end cogent expression to a true

understanding of his subject. C^uintilian, who points out that the

orator must be able to sper*k on all subjects refers to Cicero's opinion,

but concludes that for his purposes "it is sufficient that an orator
21

be acquainted with the subject on which he has to speak." Under¬

lying both of these opinions is the c nviction that oratory rust at

best be grounded on sound knowledge and understanding of the natter.

"... if Tully would have his Or. tor skill'd in all the

knowledge appertaining to God and man," ask© Samuel Daniel, "what should
22.

they have, who would be a degree above Orators?" Jonson'a answer

to this question ©bout the learning due to a poet involved the adopt¬

ion and development of the classical ideal. His requirements come

very clore to those of his Roman predecessors!

20* Ds Orst.« 1, v, 1?} vi, 20.
21. Instit.. II. xxi, 1*».
22. "A Defense of Byrne" in loams end h Defense of Ryme. ed. Arthur

Colby Sprague (Cambridge, Has©., 1930), p. 152.
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The reason why a Poet is said, that hee ought tc have
all knowledges, is that hee should not he ignorant of
the moot, especially of those hee will handle. And
indeed, when the attaining of the® is possible, it
were a sluggish, and base thing to despaire •••• If a man
should prosecute as much, so could be said of every
thing; his work® would find no end.

(Disc. 1873-80)

This incorporates the breadth of Cicero and the practical basis of

- uistlllan. Though Jonson implicitly admits the irpossibility of

acquiring all knowledge he urges his oet to seek as much as possible,

and to master the subject on which he is to write. Jonson made the

same dual requirement when, in translating Horace's prescription

'Scribendi recte,, sapere, est & principium & fons" in his Art of

Poetry (1. 309), he expanded the thought so as to make explicit the

kinds of knowledge required by the poet:

The very roct of writing well, and spring
Is to be wise; thy matter first to know.

(11. MtO-1)

Horace, after this demand for "sapere", had sent his poet tc the

Socratic philosophers to acquire a proper understanding of human

affairs:

Which the Socratick writings best can show:
And, where the matter is provided still,
There words will follow, not against their will.
Hee, that hath studied well the debt, and knowes
What to his Countrey, what his friends he owes,
What height of love, a Parent will fit best,
What brethren, what a stranger, and his guest,
Can tell a States-mans dutie, what the arts
And office of a Judge are, whet the parts
Of a brave Chiefe cent to the warres; He can,
Indeed, give fitting dues to every man.

(11. H2-52)

Horace's examples provide both for a general understanding of various

duties and obligations, and a particular understanding of certain arts

and offices. His poet must also have both learning and knowledge.
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In the Renaissance vie* of literary history, oetry had

an ancient association with learning, and was regarded an the first

teacher of ell the arts and sciences. Sir I hiiip Sidney described it

en the ost ancient of all learning (p. 120) and the mother of all

sciences, "the first lightgiving to ignorance, and first nurse, whore

milk by little and little enabled men to feed afterwards of tcugher

knowledges" (p. 96). Indeed, he wonders hew anyone who could profess

Earning could ungratefully inveigh against poetry (p. 96). Similarly,
24

Sir Thomas Elyot believed that poetry was the first philosophy. And,

according to George iuttenham, poets were the first priests, prophets,

legislators and politicians, the first philosophers-, astronomers,
25

historiographers, orator®, and musicians in the world. ' With the

gradual division and proliferation of the arte and science®, however,

the position of poetry changed, and it became more associated with it®

sister arts of rhetoric, grammar, logic, history, and ethics than with

the theoretical sciences, physics, mathematics, or metaphysics.

Because of their old connection, however, iuttenhan could include as

proper to poetry "the revealing of sciences naturall & other profitable

Arts", and Sidney could with some inconsistency commend poems that

dealt with "matters philosophical" (p. 102) and believe that "it pleased

the heavenly Deity, by Hesiod and Homer, under the veil of fables, to

give us all knowledge, Logic, Rhetoric, Philosophy natural and moral,
27

and cuid non." (pp. 141-2). r This association of learning and poetry

was also an important factor in determining the attitxide to the learning

that was required of the poet.

23. Dee also pp. 113, 120, 141-2; for the concept of poetry as mother
of sciences see Gilbert, p. 4c7- .

2b. The Bookc named the Govurnour« ed. L. E. Lshaberg, Everyman's
Library no. 227» (lo; don and hew York, 1962), pp. b6~7.

25• Arte, pp. 6-9•
26. p. 2b.
27. See also A no log;.. p. 1C9.
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There were specific kin s of learning which were thought

especially appropriate to him. Cicero had required a knowledge of all

important arte as well as subjects, end Jonson's view of the arts

which were necessary to the poet gives a Renaissance interpretation to

the classical requirement. Jonson gave this description of the arts

which the poet roust master in the course of his education;

I would lead you to the knowledge of our I oet.
by a pe feet Information, what he* is, or should bee
by nature, by exercise, by imitation, by Stuaie: and
so bring him down* through the disciplines of Grammar,
LoKicke, Rhetorieke, and the Ethicks adding somewhat,
out of all, peculiar to himselfe, and worthy of your
Admittance, or reception.

(Disc. ?A03-8).

These disciplines, grammar, rhetoric, logic and moral philo ophy were,

together with history and poetry the traditional subjects of the studis

Kumariiifctis. which remained the basis of humanism through the sixteenth
28

century and later. J Their relationship to literature is significant

for poetry hud at different tiroes been considered as a branch of each

of them. As a part of graromar, poetry was thought to be concerned only

with measure, metre, and rhythm; Jonson refers to and explicitly denies

this t eory when he asserts that measure is not alone sufficient to

make a poet; "hee is cnll'd 0 loot, not hee which vriteth in measure

only" (Disc. 2351-2). He did, however, recognize the value of the

study of grammar for the poet, and conposed an English Grammar. As a

part of logic, the poem was considered to be a kind of syllogism known

as the exnmjle which sought to persuade the reader to accept rather

than prove it# premises; hence Jon«<n's frequent references to the
29

erguroent of a poem. As a part of rhetoric, poetry woe also con¬

cerned with the techniques of securing belief, particularly with regard

28. Kristeller, Classics and Hen. Thought, pp. 9-11.
29. Dee his description of study (Disc. 2%84»8)f the "soundness© of

Argument" (Disc. 2121) and "truth of argument" of the preface
to So.ianus.
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to praise and blame of the subject} Jonso frequently uses the
30

topics of rhetoric in his poetry of praise. As a part of ethics,

it taught men to live v.ell.

It was one of the tasks of the revival of learning to

define the ;roper relationship between these arts and to apportion to

each its roper matter. Cornelius Agrippa, for example, tecided that

grammar mace an intelligible speaker; logic, a well-ore ered subject;
31

rhetoric, a well-disposed hearer. Jensen would hare endorsed such a

disposition of these threw arts. Their importance fur hit is

illustrated by the part they play in the qualities of style he required!

"choisenees of Phrase, round en; cleane composition of sentence, sweet

falling of the clause, varying tin illustration by tropes and figures,

weight of Matter, worth of Subject, Soundnesse of argument, life of
32

Invention, and depth of Judgement" (Disc. 2118-25)."" Without a know¬

ledge of grammar, rhetoric and logic, such a deft, flexible expression

and well-disposed exposition was not possible.

The fourth art mentioned by Jonson, Sthics, was regarded

by the ancients aa the special province of the orator. For since

oratory, according to Cicero, was concerned with all human affairs,

"all the virtues and duties, all the natural principles govt ruing the

morals and rinds and life of mankind", the orator was expected to

understand the principles of human action; in Cicero's words, "this

division of philosophy, concerned with human life and manners, must

30. See 0. B. Hardison, Jr., The hnduring Monument (Chapel Hill,
1962), pp. 112, 1^2-9, et passim.

31. William Harrison Woodward, Studies in hducation during, the Age
of the Renaissance (Cambridge, 1906), pp. 101-2.

32. See also Disc. 78£>-8CC. and IO38-C5.
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all of It be mastered by the orator". Jonson likewise required hie

poet to have or "exact knowledge of all ve.tu«B, and their Contraries"

(Disc. 1039-^0). Thie gave the poet an understanding of the human

life.

The close association of ■oetry and moral philosophy in

the Renaissance was a consequence of their devotion to the discovery

of -oral truth and led to their frequently being identified, as in

these lines frer Andrea Alciatus;

you should understand that both studies embrace
each other mutually, ac if an alliance had been
entred upon, and you oust consider theei the same,
end not different. For when you say ihilocophcr you
taeen Foot, and when you say ioet you mean philosopher."

Joneor. shows that he accepted thie identification of the ends cf poetry

and moral philosophy when claiming tint "the wisest and beat learned"

have thought poetry

the absolute Mistrease of manners, end ne> rest cf
kin to Vertue. And, whereas they entitle i-hilosophy
to bee a rigid, and ouster© locale;. they have (on
the contrary) ©tiled Foesy. a dulcet, end te»ti@
Ihilosothy. which 1cades on, and guides us by the
hand to Action, with a ravishing delight, and incredible
wweetnee.

(Disc. 2yjk-2MCC)

The difference between poetry and philosophy we® in their means of

expression. Sidney thought that the philosopher's Beans of expression

was so abstract and general that his teaching is difficult to under¬

stand and even more difficult to put into practice. The poet's expression

was more enticing: "for he yielrieth to the powers of the mind an

image of that whereof the philosopher beetoweth but a wordieh dee-

cri•lion, which doth neither strike, pierce, nor possess the eight of

the soul so much a® that other doth." (p. 107). It wu& undoubtedly

3« Cicero, De Orat.. III. xx. ?6j I, xv. 69■ soe also 111, xiv,
and xix, 72.

31** I-h'blamsta (Antwerp?, 1577), p. trams,by Clement®, p. 97,
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also because of thin advantage that Jonsor. asaertcd that poetry

vas superior to oratory.

Grammar, logic, rhetoric and ethics were the intellectual

disci lines which gave t e poet on understanding of language,

argument, permission, and human actions, and enabled him to employ

them in his poetry. They may be said to be faculties or instruments

which broadened the resources at his commend end aided the .poet in

the tusk of expressing aptly and accurately the true "consequence" of

things.

The poet had yet to address himself to all or at least

the most it: portent subjects, and to acquire a good understanding of them.

Kis study must not be light and passing. In a paragraph of the

Discoveries (11. 228-35) Jonson notes the difference between a genuine

and a superficial pursuit of truth and knowledge; the theme is des¬

cribed in the margin as Differentia inter Dodos et Sciolos;

Wits made out their several! ex¬

peditions then, for the discovery of Truth,
to find out great and profitable Knowledges;
hsd their severall instruments for the dis¬
quisition of Arts. Now, there are cert ine
Scioli. or smatterers. that are busie in the
skirts, and out-eides of Learning, and have
scarce any thing of solide literature to
commend them. They may have some edging, or
tritring of a Scholler, ■ belt, or soi but
it is no more.

loots must be "docti"* men of learning and skill. There was good

authority for this, for many elite. ical writers had shown their mastery

of the work of earlier p eta end demonstrated their knowledge of
35

mythology and their skill in metre. By laying em; hasis on learning

in his work Jonnon was to see extent following the classical

example. More important, howev r, woe the Renaissance conviction that

35. KcEuen, p. 253.
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the ends of lejirning and roetry were the sr.me and that the toet was a

learned man with an exceptional understanding of life who used is

knowledge and skill to promote learning and virtue. Jensen himself

did not everyrealize the dichotomy tht was inherent in Me theory of

poetry.

The kind of understanding which was to be derived from

such learning pertained to the best manner of life; all of the poet's

studies were undertaken with this clear purpose and definite end. The

frequent encyclopaedic character of some Renaissance learning did not

mean that knowledge wee pursued for its own sake, or that voluminous

erudition was itself sufficient. This is the moral of these naive

verses by the efflblernmatiet, Geffrey Whitney; under the motto, Usus

libri, nori lectio r-ru; antes f.-.cit:

The volumes great, who so doth still peruse,
And dailie turnes, and gazefch on the same,
If that the fruicte thereof, he do not u; e,
He roapes but toile, end never gtineth fame:

First reade, then mr-rke, then practice that is good,
For without use, we drinke but LFTHE flood.

Of practise longe, experience doth proceedej
And wisedome then, doth evermore ensue:
Then printe in minde, wh t wee in printe do reade.
Els loose wee time, and bookes in vaine do vewe:

We maie not haste, our talent to bestove,
hor hide it up, whereby no good shall grove.''

Thie attitude illustrates the moral end utilitarian basis of Renaissance

erudition. Studies must make life better. Vivee, that most attractive

humanist, expressed t; is succinctly when he wrote of the proper use of

learning: "Thie ... is the fruit of all studies; this is the goal.

Having acquired our knowledge, we must turn it to usefulness, mid employ
37

it for the common good".

36. A Choice of Kmblecea (Leyden, 15B6), p. 1?1.
37. On Education, p. 2&3.



The ancientc were also aware of the pow. r and influence

of or&tory and, since it embraced all aspects of human life, they taw

it as a potent force in the operation and development of both
38

individuals (rind their society. Jonson, for his art, stressed the

importance of ;oetry in forming both the character of the individual

and the quality of society: "The Study of it (if wee will trust

Aristotle) offers to mankind* a certain© rule, md i attome of living

well, and happily; disposing ue to all Civill Offices of Society"

(Disc. ZjS6-8). He points out thet the poet must have "Civil prudence"

as well as eloquence (Pise. 2522)•

An important corollary of this emphasis on social

responsibility was particularly developed by ^uintilian, who held that

since the poet sought to discover and teach the good life, he had

therefore to be 0 good man himself, ^uintilian was aware of the des¬

tructive power of oratory in the hands of an evil man, and could not

permit oratory to be used against Truth and goodness. He even goes

so far as to say not only that "he who would answer ay idea of an

orator, must be a good men, but that no men, unless he bo good, can

39
ever be an orator." Cicero also maintains that eloquence must be

"combined with integrity and supreme wisdom, and if w© bestow fluency

of speech on persons devoid of those virtues, we shell not have made
l^Q

or tors of them, but shall have put weapons into the hands of madmen."

Jonson himself echoes these sentirents when he asserts in the

dedication to Volpone (11. 20-3)* "For, if men will impartially, and

not ^-squint, looke toward the offices, and function of a Poet, they

28« Pe Crst.. Ill, xx, ?6.
39* Instit.. XII, "Introduction", 3.
*K3. De Orate. .111. xiv, 55.
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will easily conclude to themselves, the impossibility of any mens being

the good ioet, without first being a good man," This is another aspect

of the "full men" which Jonson requires his poet to be. The poet like

Cicero's orator was a man of eloquence, learning, and goodness.

The result of the vast effort to acquire learning and under¬

standing and to exemplify it in the conduct of his own life was wisdom.

The concept of wisdom included both an understanding of Truth and a

consequent life of virtue, for any man who perceived the ratioral order

of life could not fail to observe it himself. Bo intimately was learn¬

ing associated with virtue that George Chapman could maintain}

Learning, the Art is of good life: they then ^
That leade not good Uvea, are not learned men.

This simplistic couplet brings together many Renaissance assumptions:

that the justification of study was the discovery of the best way to

live, that a true understanding of the best way to live could not but

lend to a good life, and that a life that was not good indie- ted a

failure to understand the best way to live and therefore a false learning•

It is a circular argument but given a belief in its fundamental

principles entirely consistent within itself. Jonson made & simlar

stand when he wrote that "without truth all the Actions of mankind

are craft, malice, or wh t you will, rather than Wisdome" (Disc. 53*~6).

The poet devoted him? elf to 1, ©rning to acquire an under¬

standing of life but he was also expected to unde take study which had

more immediate ends, Jonson, like Horace and .uintilian, felt that the

*1. i-oems. ed. Phyllis Brooks Bartlett, Modern Language Association
of America. General series, no. 12 (Mew York and London, 19*1),
p. 2*8.

*2. Robert Koopes, Right Reason in the hnglish Renaissance
(Cambridge, Mass., 19*2) discusses the origin, history and
implications of this idea.
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poet rust rite out of a true knowledge of Me matter. This conviction

led Jonson to do considerable research in learned volume for his work

and to employ hie scholarship in the making cf poetry. The histories

shew that Jonson consulted the classical historians and remained

extraordinarily faithful to his sources; the footnotes to Se.jt.nus are
43

even a scholarly invitation to verification. The Basques reveal his

lit*
consultation of the coependiume of aythography* The alchemist

incorporates a thorough study of the literature of alchemy; the

terminology and arcane allusions end references are authentic end true

43
to life* Jonson with a careful eye for detail even studied the methods

46
of hunting and dressing deer for The Sad Shepherd. This scholarship

had to do with what was called the "invention" of the matter of poetry:

it rovi e the poet with s. true and comprehensive grasp of his natter
47

and enabled him to interpret it in the light of his values. The poet,

therefore, was obliged to employ factual knowledge in the making of

fiction end to reveal the morel order in terras of e genuine knowledge

and understanding of his subject. This indicates how the *feigning'

of jeetry pertained not so much to making out of the imagination the

43. See Bryant, "Truth of Argument", op. cit.
44. See Ernest W. T&lbert, 'hew Light on Ben Jonson'e Workmanship*

61, XL (1943), 154-85; "The Classical Mythology and the Structure
of Cynthia's Bevels'," K, XXII (1943), 193-210, anc "Current
Scholarly Works and the 'Erudition' of Jonson'e 'Masque of Augurs',"
£1, aLIV (1947), 605-24; and D. J. Gordor, "The Imagery of
Ben Jonson's 'The Masque of Blackness' and 'The Masque of Beautie',"
Journal of the Warburg and Courtnuld Institutes, VI (1943)* 122-41.
'Hymenal: Ben Jonson's Masque of Union," Journal of the Warburg
and Courtauld Institutes, VJII (1948), 107-45, and "Ben Jensen's
*Haddington Mosque': the Story and the Fable". f'LK, XLj3 (1947),
180-7.

45. See H 6 S, X, '6-7.
46. See J. W. Fortescue, "Hunting" in Shakespeare's England (Oxford,

1916), n, 335-40.
47. For 'invention' see Lisc. 2161-2191.



Better of his poetry, but rather in interpreting end ordering that

matter so as to reveal its essential moral value. It '. as a conseruence

of Jcnson's belief that the poet must understand and give an accurate

representation of reel life that he demanded such knowledge in the

poet. Scholarship, therefore, was an aid to poetic raking.

Thoroughness and accuracy are the characteristics of Jonson's

use of scholarship. He drew from many sources; he tried to be faith¬

ful to them. Even when hie health was bad ater an attack of palsy,

he strove to maintain these standards end so had occasion to write to

his friend Sir Robert Cotton to borrow e book;

Sir, as serious, as a man but feyntly returning
to his despeyr'd health, can; I salute you. And
by these few lines request you, that you would by
tills bearer, lend me some booke, that would determinately
sati<£>fy mee, of the true site, & distance betwixt
Bauli or Fortus Bajaru, and Villa Augusta into which (if
I erre not) runnes Lacus luerinus. They are neare by
my historical ayme to^gumaeChElcidensium Misenu.
Avermis, in Campania.

His editors point out that Jonson doubtlessly made this scholarly inquiry

for a literary purpose. This was his practice throughout his life;

to obtain an exact and comprehensive grasp of hie matter, even to the

verification of a detail. Much scholarship is in fact communicated

in his work, and it is often presented in a scholarly fashion. Jonson

stands out bb being more strict and rigorous than most of his con¬

temporaries in the way he applied his knowledge to his poetry.

It was never, however, Jonson's intention to convey factual

knowledge as an end in itself. His knowledge, whether of classical

poetry or current rcholarship, was employed i the service of his art.

His learning was in fact exploited so that his poetry could be the

kP. HIS, I, 215
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best and the moat faithful representation of life. His study of books

end men provided the matter to be ordered and interpreted by the

fiction of poetry in order to reveul the essential truths which lay

behind the sensible world.

The poet's responsibility to acquire learning and to press

it it to the service of poetry put his in a central position; oetry

was the child of all knowledge. Because he gathered his wisdom* his

le rning, and his knowledge fror a wide range of sources and because

his poetry was capable of any subject pertaining to men, the poet was

able to become many men:

1 could never thinke the study of Wisdome confin'd
only to the Philosopher: or of Piety to the Divine:
or of State to the Polltieke. But that he which cr,n

faine a Common-wealth (which is the Poet) can governe
it with Counsels, strengthen it with Laves, correct it
with Judgements, informe it with Bellgion and Morals;
is all these.

(Dice. 1032-8)

This passage brings together many of the themes which we

have been discussing: the concern with human life and society, the

obligation to study and understand various kinds of human activity,

the duty to employ this knowledge to "instruct to good life, inforrae

manners" (Disc. 1C29-3C). Having applied himself to the study of

philosophy, theology, £ind jolitlcs, the poet could feign on the basis

of his knowledge a world which revealed the fundamental morel truths,

and was consequently better than real life.

Jonson devoted himself to learning and the acquisition of

knowledge. His own motto "Tamquam explorstor" suggests his constant
1*9

search for an understanding of life. He spoke of this search in

terms of ffif riti: e exploration, and used an exciting is; ?.? ery of

discovery to describe Chapman's translation of Besiod's Works and Days;

*+9. The motto which Jonson inscribed in some of his books, froir. Seneca;
see H & S, I, 180, 183, and 286.
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What treasure hast thou brought us, and vh. t store
Still, still, dost t ou arrive with, at our shore,
To sake thy honour, and our wealth, the more,

(UP.. V. XXIII)

This bold image, which evokes seme of the feeling of Renaissance

intellectual and terrestrial explcr; tier, and di eovery, si owe how study

opened up new areas of knowledge. Jonson, consequently, could name

discoveries the passages drawn fror is read!ng and noted in his common¬

place book} his study of the Classics, and Renaissance literature and

scholarship, were a part of his effort to come to grips with life and

the meaning and significance of human experience. The fruit of these

discoveries was Truth,

The relationship between the poet's study and his inspiration

in the discovery of Truth need® some elucidation, for to some extent

studj and inspiration seem to be contrary and overlap. Inspiration,

as we have seen, pertained tc the poet's ability to .ereeive beyond the

ordinary range of perception to lofty and noble truths. It wen, in

o her words, a kind of insight peculiar to the poet. Study, on the

other hand, was an empirical search for the Truth, difficult tc square

with the notion that Truth was perceived by a natural ability rife with

Platonic associations. Yet, Jor.eon seems to suggest that the perception
%

of Truth depended on both inspiration and study, The poet's nature!

ab5 llty seems to have enabled him in some special or extraordinary way

to perceive and pre ent the Truths which were incorporated into the

material of hie study; the breadth of bis study, therefore, c neiderably

extended the ossibilitie® of his discovery of Truth, If we envisage

the poet's ability as insight, we can see ow it could depend on and

be enhanced b, a wide and varied study. Inspiration also described

the process by which the poet realised in his work the moral order that was



implicit in nature, by which he interpreted his matter so as to reveal

the ultimate Truths. Wheth< r in relation to the perception or the

expression of Truth, the natural ability of the poet depended on and

indeed worked on the material derived from his stud}.

While, moreover, both study and inspiration enabled the

poet to perceive the Truth, Jocson laid the greater emphasis on study.

This was undoubtedly a consequence of his belief that s pcet must not

presume on his natural ability but must seek to develop it bp studying

and assimilating the work of other men. To some extent this emphasis

on wide and thorough study was a rather strict interpretation and

application of the humanistic ideals of learning to the Aristotelian

concept of poetry. Poetry in Jonsonfs view was essentially fiction,

but a fiction dependent and based on and even made from learning end

experience. In his eagerness to Etress the training and the continuous

study which were necessary for the poet, Jonson seems to have neglected,

though he never denied, the necessary ground of ability, and the special

advantages of inspiration.

Yet, however much we attempt to reconcile them, there will

be some conflict between the notions of inspiration and study because

they are essentially antipathetic, and are alvrays edging towards mutual

exclusion. Clearly the adjustment between them was a fine and subtle

one, maintained cnly with some degree of tension. It seems probable,

nonetheless, that Jonson did not ever realize the dichotomy that was

inherent in his theory of poetry.

Study, natural ability and the other requirements for the

poet each pertained to different aspects of the process of making.

Jonson described two basic operations in writing: the invention and the

ordering of the material. His prescriptions for good writing derived

from Quintilian are based on this division: "In style to consider,
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what ought to be written; end after what manner; H se must firs t

thlnke, and excogitate hie matter; then choose his words, and examine

the weight of either. Than t. ke care in placing, and ranking both

matter, snd words:, that the composition be comely" (Disc, 1699-1704),

Tie had educed the three operation© which were traditionally given
50

to rhetorical composition - invention, disposition, and elocution -

to two, but even there the selection, the disposition, and the

literary expression of the matter are clearly distinguishable, Joneon

seems to have conceived the selection of the matter and of the manner

and language of its expression ae b single oper tion. For him, writers

aust, after the selection of Batter and the fens of expression "judge
51

cf what wee invent; snd order whet wee approve" (Disc, 1708-9).

Invention was the selection of the matter of poetry.

Since Joneon reruired both that the poet remain faithful to the

character of real life and that he base his work on a true under¬

standing of the natter, this process of invention incorporated material

bcth from the observation of life and the study of books:

Who tracks this Authors, or Translators Pen,
Shall finde, that either h;th read Bockee, and Kent
To say but cr:e, were single.

(Un , V. xxiv)

Study gave the poet an understanding of life and of his material and

was necessary if the poet war to give en accurate representation of
52

the ultimate realities and the subject with which he was dealing.

Study also contributed to the poet's ability to select

the manner and language cf his poetry, but it was i itation end

exercise which gave him a mastery of expression. They were concerned

50. Wtinberg, pp. 55, 81, et ragoim.
51. See also Disc. 2161-91.
52. cf. Weinberg, p. 128.
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with elocution, with developing an* extending thf range of the poet*a

ability to give apt end effective expression to hie materiel.

It was principally by the disposition that the poet

interpreted his material so as to reveal the morel vision which lay

behind it. Both study end inspiration seem to have to do with the

perception end the presentation of this moral order. Study gv« the

poet e comprehension of life, and inspiration permitted him to grasp

and to re lise the moral values which were implicit in his material,

which were the special responsibility of the poet to discover and

teech, and which gave hie work its merit and usefulness.

!?he final requirement for the poet, Art, was, like study,

of special importance. It was the jrinciple which governed all the

others. It enabled the poet to employ his ability, skill, and

learning to the greatest advantage in the selection, disposition and

expression of his matter. It was undoubtedly acquired by the develop¬

ment of a natural ablity of the poet by means of his training, but,

once acquired, it was the principle which deployed and used the others.

Art was made up of knowledge and judgment, and, in the final analysis,

ensured the value of a work:

For to Nature, Kxcrcise,
Imitation, end Studie, Art r.ust
bee added, to make all th se per¬
fect. And, though these ehalenge
to themselves much, in the making
up of our Maker, it is Art only can
lead him to perfection, and leave hi®
there in ; osseBsior., as planted by
her hand. It is the assertion of
Tully. If to an excellent
nature, there happen an accession,
or conformation of Learning, and
Discipline, there will then reimine some¬
what noble, and singular.

(Disc. 2^91-9).

Jensen's poet, like Cicero's orator, was to be a man of 1< arning,

and skill in speaking,who employed these resources to elucidate
and to improve the life of man.
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IV

The Past and the Present

Sir, nothing egaine
Antiquitie I pray you. I must
not he: re ill of Anti uitie.

News from the New
World Discovered
in the Moon (V6fC)

"Jonson, the first great English theorist and practitioner

of aeoelaeaicisr, the first really direct, learned, deliberate, end

single-hearted heir of antiquity, gave joetry a new charter through

hie dynamic assimilation o the main tradition of the past*1* these

words by Prof. Douglas Bush are a succinct and adrirable expression of

Ben Joneon's achievement. Joneon turned to antiquity for his

inspiration, and studied en drew copiously from the example of the

classics, but he did so in a way which enriched and transformed the

poetry of his own age. Bis work was en attempt to bestow the fullness

of the past or. the present.

Jonscn evoted himself to the past* at critic, scholar, end

poet he turned to Antiquity. Bis own literary models were classical

poets; "you track him", noted Dryden, "every where in their Snow".*

He borrowed ideas, images, hraeee, lines, whole sections of oecs from

them. Tc would-be poets, he recommence the study of the oetry of

Hoser and Virgil (Disc. 1fi08-9) and, aa we have seen abo e, the

1. English literature in the Earlier Seventeenth Century. 1600-166C,
2nd ed., Oxford Histcry of Englieh" literature (Oxford, 1962), 'p. 10?.

?. Of Ernmatick ioesie, p. 1*4.
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criticism of Aristotle, Horace and .ulatilian. Even when he suggests

the study of contem orariea, "As Livy before Ullust. Sidney before

I;ocne" (Disc. 179^), bo sees them in terms of a classical precedent.

And though the , oetic education was not to be solely classical, it remains?,

that the fundamental purpose of study and imitation was "to arrive at

the dignitie" of the Ancients. (Disc. 2*»35-6) It was to the past that

Jons; n turned for Ms theory of poetry, his standards, his mooels, the

aims end qualities of his own joetry.

let, whatever his debt to the past, his work o . es much to

the present. The themes, language and characters of his < oetry are

almost entirely drawn fron* the life of Jacobean Lciiuqd and seventh nth-

century England.His satirical oems are so rich in the colour and

character of the times that they were often read as ;ortraits of

living individuals; indeed, his •oetry can be seen as a kind of pageant

drown from contemporary life.

All that he took, moreover, from Classical end Renaissance

sources is entirely trnaformed into the contem orsry idiomi. If the

research of scholars had not brought to light his numerous debts to

the ancients, there was little that would have given them ©way. They
2,

are usually entirely assimilated and anglicised. That Joneon studied

both classical and Renaissance literature with an eye for its c ntemporary

relevance is evident from the full title of the £iucovcri;-s: "Tlt'Iiihi

or, Disc varies; ade upon men and matter: as the;, hove flow'd out of

hi© daily Readings; or had their refluxe to his peculiar Rotion of

3. L. C. Knight© in Drama end Society in the Age of Jcmv-m. Perigrine
Books no. ¥15 (1937} np., 1962)', pp. 151-91 shows ow Jc-n. on• r
drmu was closely related to current social end econ mic issues.

9. This is now generally accepted, see Bush, pp. 1C7-19 and K. A. fcason,
Humanism end foetry in the Early Tudor Period (London, 1959),
pp. 255-<'9«~"
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the Times." He undoubtedly sought to take from his reading of

classical or coatee orary sources wh tever aight be of value for the

present age. Hie reading was therefore to some extent utilitarian,

at least artly undertaken in order to glean what might be useful for

hie work and his ti:?er>.

Jensen's debt to end use of the vast has been studied and

understood, but his attitude to the past and its relationship to his

literary theory and the aims and achievements of hi© own poetry has

not been sufficiently explored, professor Bush suggests that Joneon's

attitude to the past was deliberate and purposeful, and it would he

useful to follow up this suggestion in order to see just what Jonson

was trying to take from the past and how he attempted to relate it to

his own society. Clearly, his joetry brought together the past and

the present, but the way in which he envisaged the rest itself and its

value for the present underlay this conjunction and still needs

explication.

Jonsor was a Renaissance man of letter • He drew con¬

siderably frot Renaissance sources, and the evidence of his reading

in the Discoveries and the list of books which he is known to heve

possessed show that he was interested in and familiar with Renaissance
5

as well as classical material. His judgement© of "Stranger Poets"

such as du Bartes, Petr rch, Guarird and Ronsard are thrown in with

those of classics;! and English poets in hie comments tc Drum: ond

(Convers. 57-75)* Drumroad curiously reworks th«t "ell this woe to

no purpose, for he neither doeth understand French nor Italianne"

(11. ?3-*0; yet, he had noted a few Inee earlier th t Jensen h d

5. See BS D, i, 250-7't and xi, 595-605 for a catalogue of books
k own to have belonged tc Jonsor..
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changed his mind about Sylvester's translation of du Eart&s which he had

ccmmendod 'err he understood to conferr". (11. 29-31)» later Jonson is

known to have reed Machiavelli.^ Evidently, he had or acquired some

knowledge of these modern Romance languages? it is amusing to con¬

jecture that his knowledge of them was insufficient in the eyes of the

Itelianate Drummond. Jonsor was also familiar with the neo-Latin

scholarship of Erasmus, the Sc ligers, Justus Lipaius, lossevino,

Vives, Heinsiuc, and others. Some of hie comments on oetry,though

ultimately classical in origin,are derived from Joannes Buchler of
7

Qlfcc;b&ch,who had in turn quoted from the work of Jacobus i ontenus.

The clas ical texts with which he wm familiar and which he used were

Renaissance editions? his Martial was edited by Reter Scriverius and
8

his Horace had a commentary by Bernardino P&rtenio. ' Much of the

knowledge of classical mythology of the masques hoe beer shown to be

actually derived from Renaissance dictionaries and corpendiurns of
q

mythogrephy. A good deal of his work is evidently derived fror the

Renaissance interpretation cf and commentary on the classical sources.

Jonson's point of view furthermore was essentially that of

the Renaissance. The rebirth of secular learning was {sustained by the

belief that the Classics represented man's highest achievement in

Iter ture. This produced a curious backward-looking attitude in he

men of the eriod, for their principal efforts were devoted to

retrieving an accomplishment that had been lost and confounded in the

course of time. For them, to go back was to \rogress. This was

Jonson's attitude. For him, the Classics represented the beet

6. See Disc. 1127-96 which in taken from Kachlavelll and ri t S, xi,
2gJ*.

7. Disc. 2373-81? see H & S, xi, 282.
8. B b S, i, 265-7? see also, 253-^* end xi, 598-600.
9. See Talbert and Gordon, op. cit.
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available source of wisdom and literary craftsmanship and therefore the

most desirable materiel for study and imitation. They provided the stan¬

dard of literary excellence, both from the point of view of feral

content end accomplished expression, and they thus furnished infinite

resources of matter and style which could develop and be u ef 1 to the

Btudent of poetry.

Yet, if Joneen was in large ret cure a Renaissance humanist,

he was also a neoelaaeiciat. The distinction is irrortant. He was

more s'rictly and directly the heir of antiquity than his English

predecessors; Sidney, for example, drew his ideas more from Italian

than classical sources, so that his work clo ely fol ows the Renaissance
10

interpretation and development of the Classical tradition. Spenser's

Faerie ueene was in the tr-dition of the Roman d» la Rose and the

romantic epics of Boiardo, Ariosto, end Tnsso. Both Sidney and Spenser

were borrowing and sharing the intellectual life of the Renaissance,

the mainstream of Christian humanism which lad watered Italy and France.

Jonson went back to the source. Though he tco derived much from the

Renaissance tradition and shared many Renaissance attitudes and a

typical point of view, he returned to the springe of humanism for hie

inspiritic . The Classics have the priority throughout his work. His

definition of poetry is more scholarly and more strictly Aristotelian

than Sidney's because it was tore closely derived fror primary sources.

A good indication of the way in which Jensen returned to the original

is how, when drawing from Vivos in his Discoveries (11. 1681-915), he

10. William A. Ringler, in Rooms (Oxford, (c) 19b£), pp. xxviii-xxxvi
joints out that the major influences on Sidney's joetry were the
Latin oete Ovid, Virgil, and Horace, the It. liens Retrench end
SannaEaro, and the Spanish poet Kontemayor and his continuatops;
Gilbert, eg. cit.. pp. points cut Sidney's debt in the
Apology to the Italian critics J. C. i caliger, Hinturno and others.
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supplements Vivee1 account b returnin; himself to Viv e' original

authority, (^uintilian (11* 1915-8); and though he draws heavily from

both, he takes mostly from vuintili en. His oetry ovos little to the

sonnets and romances which had euppl ed Sidney and Spenser with much

of their material; in fact, hie comments on the epic . n sonnet, show

that while he showed respect for the classical epic, he rejected the
11

sonnet which was an Italian innovation* He is indebted rather to

Martial, Horace, Juvenal and other classical poets* He took from them

directly and strove to reproduce the qualities of their work; his work
12

therefore was more distinctly classical in its ales and achievements.

Whet also distinguishes Jonson from his predecessors ie the

assurance with which he used and borrowed from the Classics* He took;

he assimilated; he transformed what he had taken so that it accorded

with his own purposes, language and society; he reproduced in his own

writing the assurance and control which had characterised the eXsaeicel

writers. He evidently had considered and reflected on the value and

use of the classical heritage.

Hie attitude to the ancients was one of piety. Derived

from the classical pietes* this wan related to the concept of authority,

anri both in its religious or secular sense meant dufcifulness and

respect to parents and superiors. Aeneas who rescued his father from

the flames of Troy was considered the type of piety. It is the secular
13

sense of piety that Jonr.cn usually employe. He often expressed hie

11. Cf, Convert;.1-*+ and Disc. 267$ if with C.. overs. Ci—3; Jom-or,
however, did attempt a few sonnets, see H I S, ii, 392-*U

12. H, . t neon, c. cit,* and G. A. i . larfitt, "The I oetry of
Ben Jonson," ES, XVXII (1968), 18-31; "Ethical Thought in Ben
Jonson's i oetry," fi£l>, IX (19^9), 123-3***

13* Jonson uses piety in the religious sense at Gnd. LXII, 1* 3}
ted. LXXXI1I, 1. k2i end Disc. 1033.
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gratitude to hie teachers in keeping with hie own dictum, "those,

that can teach him any thing, hee rust ever account Me masters, end

reverence" (Disc* 25G?-9). He praises Camden by avowing his respects

after admitting that man;, of his other former students cos Id render

better tribute than he, he concludes: "But for their overs, accept

my pietie" (Ep. X3II1). The epitaph on Sir Vincent Corbet is another

expression of "pietie"s

Much from hi® I professe I vonne,
And more, and more, I should have dene,
But that I understood him scant,

(Und. XII, 11. 29-31)

Jonson usually used the word to express the gratitude and respect which

was due to those whose efforts and achievement had contributed to man's

grasp and understanding of the Truth, and provided a basis upon wh'ch

he and others could build. The oft-qucted dictum, "It is true they

open'd the gates, and cade the way, that went before ue; but as Guides,

not Commanders" (Disc. 137-9). is &n expression of piety as well as a

declaration of independence. It suggests both the respect due to the

Ancients and the obligation to further and continue their work.

The first reason that donson turned to the past was to

acquire Truth and wisdom. He regarded the classics as a repoeitory of

the insights and understanding which had been gathered by the Ancients

from their observations and reflections on life. This oral content,

because of its basis in reason and Truth, was of enduring value. It

was not tc the past itself that Jonson gave his allegiance, but to the

Truth that was contained in the past. He constantly emphasised that

the search for truth must be disinterested, free from any prior loyalty

to an individual or school:

I will have no nan addict himself© to meet but if I have
any thing right, defend it as Truth's, not mine (ssve bb it
conduceth to a comorn good.) It profits not ce tc have
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any ffisn fence, or fight for me, to flourish to t; ke a side.
Stand for Truth, and 'tis enough.

(Disc. 154-Q)

This firm conviction was applied with ecual rigour to the Ancients:

"Nothing is more ridiculous, than to make an Author a Dictator, as the

schooler, have done Aristotle. Hie dacmage is infinite, knowledge

receives by it" (Disc. 2095*"-)• These lines, derived from Bacon,

express a laudable independence, and recall Joneon'e praise of Aristotle

because he "understood the Cau es of things; and what ether men did by

chance or custor.e, he doth by reason" (Disc. 2569-71 )• Undoubtedly,

it was this basis in reason and the Truth that justified his study and

use of Aristotle and the other ancient writers} their authority lay in

the value of their content. Jonson, following Vives,consequently

recommends a critical attitude:

X know Nothing csn conduce more to letters, then to examine
the writings of the Ancients, and not to rent in their sole
Authority, or take all upon trust frot; them; provided the
plagues of Judging, and Pronouncing against thee, be away;
such ss are envy, bitternesse. precipitation, impudence,
and scurrile scoffing.

(Disc. 129-34)

The basis of the evaluation of the past must be the search for truth and

the best means cf expressing it, and Jonacn therefore condemns any

challenge to the findings of antiquity that is reckless or ill-considered,

or given for jetty and unworthy reasons. Following Be con, he admits the

necessity of a modicum of scepticism with regard to many things: "a

temporary beliefs, and a suspension of his owne Judgement, not an

absolute resignation of himselfe, or a perpetual captivity" (Disc. 2098-

100). lie vent to the Classics, therefore, with the belief that they had

much tc teach him, with a willingness to learn what he could from them,

and with an awareness that he must ; till test, criticise, end be some¬

what sceptical of their findings.
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These borrowings from Bacon and Vives are significant and
1b

of great value for determining Jonsort'e attitude to nature. This is

of primary im■ortunce,fcr ideas of nature were at the basin of any

evaluation of the accomplishments of the past and the possibilities of

the present; if in some way nature was suffering a decline in its

resources or : otenti&l, then mankind could never hope to recaptur e the

achievement of Antiquity. This was the contention of an Anglican clergy¬

man, Godfrey Goodman whose The Fall of Kan, or the Corruption of ftature,

(London, 1616) put forth the thesis that, because of original sin, the

whole of nature: was in gradual end irreversible decay. The sense of poetry,

oratory, philosophy ana history, for Goodman, occurred in ancient Rome,
15

and could never be equalled, much less surpassed. Goodman was answered

by George Hakewill's An Apologie or Declaration cf the xover and

1rovience of God in the Government of the World (Oxford, 1&H7, 1&30,

1635} which argued for the uniformity of nature and explained the decline

of classical civilisation by pointing out th; t mutability did not mean

decay,and by positing a theory of cyclical progress in which what wo®

lost in on? w&j was made up in anotherj1^while some arts ecline, others

flourish. Hake-will argued that Sidney's Arcadia wae "nothing inferior

to the Ancients," and, after noting that Virgil had raised poetry "to

the utmost perfection", continues, "if 1 should match Vergill him-selfe

with Arioeto or Torcuato T.-u so in Italian, Bartas in French, or Spenser

17
in English, I thinke 1 should not much wrong him." Hakewill maintains

th t if modern man was in any way inferior to the Ancients, he alone was

tc blame.

1V. For this discussion 1 have drawn from Richard Foster Jones, Ancients
and Moderns. 2nd ed. (St. Louis, 1961) and Victor Harris, All
Cohe ertce Gone (Chicago, 19^9)•

15. F 11 of Han, pp. 359-62; see Harris, pp. 8-46.
16. An Apolo/.ie or Declaration. 3rd ed. (l635)» pp. 48-9, 5^» 529 et rcasim;

see Harris, pi. 47-85.
17. Ibid., pp. 287-93.
18. Ibid., sig. b3r.
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Though Hakewtll's defence of nature waa the firat outright reply to

Geoda: n* s fcheeiu, the way for him had bean prepared by the defender©

of s lence, such as Francis Bacon in The 'ulymcer.ent of Learning and ,

to go back even further, by humanists such as Juan Luis Vivos.

Vivos h d maintained, a century before Hakewill, the

uniformity of nature, the ,-ossibility of equalling the past uchiveeent,

nd the human reap nsibility and culpability for any inferiority to

Attti uityj HrJcewili had, in fact, borrowed from Vivos corse of the most
19

famous eeaafeft of his work. Jensen, as well as Hakewill, borrowed

fro: Vivos an oft- noted assertion of the uniformity of Nature!

X cannot thinke Nature is so spent,
nd decay'd, that she can bring forth nothing
worth her former ycares. She is always® the same,
like her : elfe: And when she collects her
strength, is abler still. Hen are dec y'd, and
studiest She- is not.

(Disc. 12*3-8)

The importance of thie -aeange is that it clearly demonstrates that there

is in the mainstream of humanism and in Jonsoa himself no natural

impediment to equalling and -assing beyond the past achievement. And

since my blame for inferiority is placed squarely on humanity, it was

possible for men to return to true learning.

Bacon had also provided Hakewill with some of his uterial,
PO

t ugh ho had himself rejected a theory of cyclical progress.* The

par.:: :ges which Jons n borrowed from Bacon's Adv nceaent of Learning

for the Oi. cov Y'i s were not on": y taken from one of the first and most

it: ori at r-fflxmationa in England of the possibility of progress* but

1 . Cf. Of ijducr rio: , op» cit., pp. cv-cvi, 8 with Apologlc 'pref-ce',
eig. b2^ and p. 058s nee Hans Baron, "The '..uerelle' of the
ancients and Moderns as a Problem for Hanaiasance Scholarshi
JI-II, XX (1959), J>-00.

20. Brron, pp. *+-8#



had themselves to do with the necessity of maintaining a critical and

sceptical attitude to the authority of Antiquity in ordi.r th t
21

learning night advance. Jonson's interest in Bacon's thought is further
22

indicated by his copy f the Movuss On r num. Clearly Jonson, in true

humanist fashion, was willing, in the sea ch for Truth, to consider

and accept some of the scientific thought of the age. Clearly here

again, he was or, the side of progress.

Joneon, like Vives, stressed the importance of advancing

let riling. While he freely and generously expressed hie jiety, and

repeatedly avowed his debt and gratitude to the Ancients, he insists

that men must not be afraid to carry on after them: "Let Aristotle,

and ethers have their dues; but if wee can make farther Discoveries of

truth and fitnesse then they, why are we envied?" (Disc. 2101-J).

He is convinced that the Ancients themselves would endorse the search

and the discoveries of their successors: "For 1 thanke those, that

have taught me, and will ever: but yet dare not think® the cope of

their labour, and enquiry, was to envy their posterity, what they also

could adde, and find out" (Disc. 1l<6-9). These passages, taken

respectively from Bacon and Vives, show that Jonaon envisaged his task

as including the addition of new discoveries - the particular gift of

the poet - to the body of learning.

Yet, even here, Jonson distinguishes a correct from a mis¬

guided study. If the criticism of the Ancients must be based on sound

reasons and judgement, the additions to knowledge must be unde taken in

21. Disc. 2090-124 is largely taken almost verbatim from The Twoo
Bookes of Francis Bacon: Of the proficiencie and,advancement of
Learning, divine and humane (London, 160S), fol. 17 -23 passim;
see H ft"!, xi, 273-^.

22. B £ S, i, 26?.
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the proper spirit and directed to the proper end: "Let ut beware,

while wee strive to edde, wee doe not diminish, cr deface; wee may

improve, but not fiugraent" (Disc. 21C3-5) • Jonson is concerns d thrt in

fch® attempt t. improve understanding, there is a danger of losing or

corrupting what has already been discovered, or being misled into the

search for novelty m an end in itself. The distinction between

"improve" and "augment" suggests that Truth itself which was absolute

could receive no increment, but that on the basis of the net v-e could

improve our grasp and understanding of it. Jonson evidently conceived

the development of learning in organic terms, as growing out of the

ground of existing knowledge.

Jonsn emphasised the importance of writing out of

experience, and spoke in several pieces of his own rcle in the develop¬

ment of learning. Experience was the foundation of the poet's work:

"For to all the observations of the Ancients, wee have our owne experience:

which, if wee will use and apply, wee have better means to pronounce"

disc. 13^-7)* Likewise, Jonson referred to his own contributions to

the body of knowledge in the "Comick Lawee" which he first taught the

&ge (Cnq. V. XsXVI11) and his "strange" \oems "which, as yet,/Had not

their forme touch'd by an English wit" (For. XII, 81-2). Yet, his

drams and poetry are much indebted to the Classics. Jonson is aware

of the dangers of coining new words, but concludes: "Yet wee must

adventure, for things, at first hard and rough, are by use made tender

and gentle. It is an honest errour that is committed, following great

Chiefea" (Disc. 1923-5)* Classical precedent is used to support the

purs it of new ways of doing things.

Having accepted the uniformity of nature and the possibility

of advancement and, at the same time, having noted the superiority of

the Ancients in certain respects, Jonson was in a peculiar j osition.
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On the one hand, he held that nature was constant but that men and

studies had reclined. On the other, he was attempting to benefit from

the discoveries of Antiquity in order to raise the level of specific

aspects of English poetry. Ha sought a return to what he believed the

highest learning. Throughout is discussion of Antiquity, there is

the conviction that the discoveries of the Ancients should be used

and assimilated by modern man. Central to his discussion, furthermore,

is the conviction that past discoveries which could withstand a

disinterested examination should be related to the modern exp rience.

Jonson went to the Classics, therefore, with the intention of taking

what was of value for his own age. He evidently envisaged his role

as one of restoration, as playing a part in the reintegration of the

classical achievement into literature and, since nature was still the

same, of elevating men and studies to their former level; the

implication is that, once this had been achieved, learning could
23

advance beyond the classical achievement.

From the Ancients Jonson took two things: a philosophic

point of view which he regarded as wisdom and an idea of the genres

and canon of qualities which were desirable in literature. His choice

was selective and limited, and as much an indication of Ms own task

and judgement as an evaluation of the best in Antiquity. Yet, within

these limits, he chose with discernment, and conviction.

The wisdom which Jonson learned from the Ancients was a

way of looking at man. He acquired from them the conviction that man

by hie own efforts could live in accordance with ideal standards, that

he could achive virtue without any supernatural aid. His attitude to

23. See Appendix A.
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grace was consistent with hie attitude to religion. He prays for

grace in "To Heaven" (For. XV) and avers the sincerity of his prayert

0, be thou witnesee, that the reynes dost know,
And hearts of all, if I be sad for chow,

And judge sse afters if I dare pretend
To ought but grace, or Byrne at oth<r end.

The first of the three prayers at the beginning of the Underwoods is

a plea that God, who is envisaged as the Trinity, will take cor passion
2k

on him, end ensure his salvation. He evidently accepted the

possibility and the efficncity of supernatural aid, but the emphasis

of his work indicates th= t, although grace may have been an aid, it
25

was not the sine qua non for the acquisition of virtue. The moral

truths he derived from Antiquity were the Stoic ideals of constancy,

integrity, and self-sufficiency, which he took from the Komens,
JHt

particularly Ssnecq, partly through the Intermediary of Justus Lipsius.4"
These ere whrt he advocates as sufficient for a good life; he writes

from an essentially practical point of view. The way in which Jonson

envisaged life in ideal terns and was constantly applying his ideals
27

to life was also classical in origin.

A clear example of Jonaon'c attempt to relate past truth

and present circumstance can be found in his epistle to Sir Kdwerd

Sackville (l-nd. XIII). Here the two elements are imperfectly joined,

and omagee of vivid realism are found beside translations of

abstract end morel reflections from Senece and rlutarch. This

description of vagrant and op. ortunate soldiers is undoubtedly taken

from the observation of Jacobean London!

2k, The first of these poems, written before 1C12, was probably
written during Jonsen*a Catholic period.

25» See Hooper, pp. 12jM*5 et seq.
26. See Hilberry, Ben Jonsen' e JRtiiics. op. cit.
27. See Mason and larfitt, o] . cit, and Hugh Maclean, 'Ben Jensen's

Ioerna*, in Essays in English literature from the Renaissance to
the Victorian Age (Toronto. 196^0, pi . kk-(>7.
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these ©en ever vents their very trade
Is borrowing; that but etojt, they doe invade
All us their prize, tarne Pyrats here at Land,
Ha* their Bermudas. end their straights i'th'itrnd:
Kan out their Boates to th'Temple, end not atift
Now, but command; asks tri ute, what was gift;
And it is paid 'hem with a trembling zeale,
And superstition I dare scarce reverie,
If it were cleare, but being ac in cloud
Carryed and wrapt, 1 only am alow'd
Ky wonder, why the taking a Clownes puree,
Cr robbing the poore Karket-folkes should nurse
Such a religious horrour in the breste
Of our Towne Gallantry.

(11. 79-92)

The abuses which it lists are genuine criticism of the habits of many

2g
cc.ntetr.or ry soldiers.4" Yet, the poem is modelled on Seneca's moral

epistles, and juxtaposed with such passages are reflections taken out

of Plutarch:

Ken have beene greet, but never good by chance,
Or on the sudden. It were strange that he
Who was this Horning such a one, should be
Sydney e're night1 or th t did goe to bed
Coriat. sho Id rise the most sufficient head
Cf Christendomei And neither of these know,
Were the Rack offer'd them, how they cane so;
'Tie by degrees that men arrive at glad
irofit in ought; each day some little ndde
In time 'twill be a heape; This is not true
Alone in money, but in manners too.

Passages of keen observation of contemporary manners alternate with

moral reflections from the Classics: this illustrates the way in which

moral Truth from Antiquity is related to the contem or-ry experience.

A more perfect integration, such as that of the famous song to Celia

(For. VI) which manages to make a mosaic of passages from Catullus

seem perfectly English, makes the classical and contemporary elements

less easily distinguishable.

28. See also Jjj>. CVII.
29. See H & S, xi, £6.



It W( 8( however, not only Truth and Wisdom th t Jons n

sought from Antiquity. The excellence of the Ancients cor,si. ted not

only in their ethical discoveries but also ir the literary expression

which they gave to thee. Hie Classics were the highest literary

achievement from the point of view of skill and crsftccwnahip, and the

fullest realisation of the art of poetry. They were consequently models

of expression. Jonaor. clearly felt that the genres and the qualities

of style which had been developed by the ancients to convey their view

of life should be studied in order to adapt and transform them into the

medium of English. In composing his epigrams and c ee, for example, he

disdained ell contemporary precedent and modelled his work directly on

the classics; his comments on style are in the suae way taken directly
30

from quintiiinn. The numerous Imitations of and borrowings from the

Classics were also en ©ttea.pt to elevate English poetry to the level

of the Classics: to restore the true understanding of genre and style,

and to purify English of barbarisms end ai©constructions.

The Renaissance attempted both tc restore and to purify.

The knowledge of Greek was re toreri for Western civilisation; monkish

Latin was purified froia its mediaeval corruptions. The attempt to

restore and purify also applied to litera ure. It woe clearly the

work of generations to assimilate one equal the claesical achievement;

find e ch successive one had to refine end improve or. the work of its

predecessor. As an analogy, one might imagine the severe! stages of

distillation which produce a .ure product. This is the p inciple of

JoRfOnisn imitation, to ri © by degrees until you can equal your rodel:

30. For the epigram, see below; for the ode, see H & S, ii, 39^-^06;
for style, see Disc. l697-735» et rossita.
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If his wit will not arrive soddeinly at the dignitie
of the Ancients, let him not fall out with it,
quarrell, or be over-hasti.ly Angry: offer, to turne
&way fro® Study, in a humor; but corse to it ag&ine
upon better cogitation; try another time, with
labour. If then it succeed not, cast not away the
uills, yet; nor scratch the wainescott, beate not
the pcore Desks; but bring it to the forge, and file
c &ine; tourne it a newe.

(Disc. 2*»35-43.)

Jonscn'c own attempts at literary restoration and puri-

31
fication are evident with regard to the epigram. He quite openly

32
expressed this intention. In his poem, "To my Moere English Gensurer"

(hp. XVIII) he points out that he is attempting to write epigrams

according to the classical standards.

To thee, ray way in Epigrammes seemes new
When both it is the old way, and the true.

The poets he has c onen to represent the conventional standard of

epigram were Sir John Daviee whose E: igr ms were printed acnetime before

1598 and John Weaver, whose Epigrammes in the oldest cut, an.c. newest

fashion, were printed in 1398. Both of these poets claim or show the

influence of Martial, Jonson's own model, but their work is so inferior

to the Roman's both in style and content thet it hardly bears

comparison to it. Jonsen caw this, and attempted to raise the English

e;igrtu& tc the level of the classical original.

Earlier writers had regarded the epigram as a form of

entertainment. }uttenham wrote:

31. dee T. K. Whipple, "Martial and the English Epigram from Sir The etas
Wyatt to Ben Jonson," University of California Publications in
Modem i hilology, X (192C-5) 1 279-414, and McEuen, pp, 14-27;'
M { , ii, 542-57; and Wesley Trimpi, Ben Jonsen'r: >.oems: » Study
in the Plain Style (Stanford, 1962), p . 167-90.

32. He did the same in the dedication to Voirone; "1 have labour*d,
for their instruction and amendment, tc reduce not only the
ancient formes, but manners of the scene ..."
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the poet devised a prety fashioned poeme short
and sweete (ae we are wont to say) end called it
Epigramae in which every Eery conceited sian night
without any lone: studie or tedirus ambrage, make
hi© frond ©port, and anger hie foe, and give a
prettie nip, or shew a sharp® conceits ir few versos.

Tl ie light-hearted attitude is also apparent in the works of Davits

ana Weever. In his first epigram "Ad Musem" Davics instructs his

"merry" rvuee:

Fall in between® their hands that raise and love thee
And be to them a laughter and a jest:
But as for then which scorning shall reproove thee,
Disdaine their wittee, and thinke thine owne the best.

He treats the epigram simply as a form of amusement and ©hows little

evidence of Jonson's moral earnestness. Similarly Weaver in hi©

dedication writes te hie patron, "if you favour the effect of ray labour,
35

it will ©orve you for a jeaet, to refresh your wearied mind". Their

epigrams are conceived in the some spirit. T ough they have some

incidental satire, they leek Jonson's gravity and consistent moral

stance.

Similarly, Jensen objected to the association of the genre -

and hi© own name - with 15cen.ee end scurrility; he describes these in

en epigram "To my Bccke" {Ep. IDs

It will be look'd for, bocke, when some but see
Thy title Epigrammes, and nam'd of race.
Thou should'st be bold, licentious, full of gall,
Wormewood, and sulphure, aharpe, and tooth'd withall;
Become a petulant thing, hurle inke, and wit,
Ae mad-men stones: not caring whom they hit.

This is wh t hie readers might expect not oily because of Jonson's

reputation for biting dramatic satire, but also because the genre had

become associated with obscenity and frivolity:

33. Arte, p. 5^» iuttenham also recognized the satiric element in
the e igrara, for as wtll as a "pretty nip" or a "sharpe c nceite"
it could be a "bitter taunt", p. 53.

31*. The i Of-ge of Sir John Device, ed. Clare Howard (1stw York, p.33.
35. John weaver, ir i, rar mes in the Oldest Cut and Newest Fashion, 1599,

ed. R. B. i'cKerrow, (London, 1911) p. k~.
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PLAY-WRIGHT me rescies, and still ray verses dsm-o,
He eayes, I want the tongue of Erit ranases;
I have no salt: no bewdrie he doth mesne

For wittie, in hie language, is obscene.

(|£. XL1X)
Jonsort saw the epigram as an effective instrument for social reform,

in keeping with his belief that it was the poet's duty to instruct to

the good life. As such, it was serious literature with a oral

purpose.

A light-hearted or ribald attitude to the epigram, even

though it might claim with some justification an origin in Martial,

was unacceptable to Jonson. He regarded the genre with a seriousness

that was extraordinary for his age. Likewise, luttenham's suggestion

that erigrams could be written without long or tedious preparation was

opposed to Jonson's view that a long, exact, and complete study was

necessary to make a full man and a good poet. He sets all such

frivolous attitudes against his own ideal of the poet when in the

dedication to his Epigrames he chastises those who "hold their- d&are

Mcuntebanke, or Jester, in farre better conditio;, then all studie, or

studiers of human!tie."

Jonoon, moreovtr, places t is discussion of epigrams in the

wide context of European culture. The title of the poem "To ay Meere

English Censurer" underlines both the ignorance of the critics, and

the insularity of their views. Jonson suggests a wider context which

includes the classical epigram and the neo-Latin epigrams which had

long been popular- on the continent and had been inaugurated in Britain
37

by St. Thomas Moa-e.

56. See H & S, ii, 3^3.
37. See Hcyt Hopewell Hudson, The Erigr m in the Lngli' h Renaissance

(Princeton N.J., 19^7), P • 29 ff.



What distinguishes Jonson from his predecessors, both

Roman fad English, is hie consistent moral purpose. Though he had

derived his poetic and ethical values fro; antiquity, Jonson - and,

in fact the Renaissance generally - interpreted the® more seriously

and rigorously than many of the ancient writers. T is was partly the

result of a confluence of various traditions, for whereas Jonson had

derived his notion of the epigram from Martial, he hed taken his idea

of the r oet and the voral value of poetry from Cicero and quintilien.

He wee, as a consequence, considerably more serious and sincere in

his etigr&as then Martial, who was indulgent tc some and given to
vO

flatter other subjects, Jonr.cn also re d Martial with the earnest¬

ness of the Renaissance joet; indeed, it is evident thet the moral

principles wh'ch Joneou considered the baois of poetry underlay his

reeding and rendering of Martial. In the same way, Jensen's work is

more grave and solid than the work of hie English predecessors, who

were less strictly and whole-heartedly committee; to the values of

Renaissance humanism.

Jonson*a attempts to treat the epigr m as serious

literature comprised not only a regard for moral import, but alec for

the art of epigrams. It is here that he is most indebted to Martial.

The work of the English predecessors was prolix, awkward, crudely-

comrosed, and fell far s ort of the brevity, wit, end polish of their

Roman model. Jonson's work owes nothing to the English epigrams. He

returned to the Classics, but so successfully imported the quality of

Martial into English that he has been justly called the English

Martial."**

38. See Er. XXXVI and Whipple, pp. 38?-93.
39. See H fc £, ii, 3lf2-56 and Whipple, pp. jS'i-C et passim.
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When Jonsen writes that he hcs restored the old and true

way of writing epigrams he equates the true with the best way of writing

them# Yet, it appears also to have ecrne higher meaning; this is suggested

by a comment to Drummend, 'that when Sir John Harrington desyred him

to tell the Truth of his Epigraraee, he answered him that he loved r:ot

the Truth, for they were Nairntione and not Epigramee* (Converts 37-hG);
IfQJohn Owen's epigrams were also described ss "bare narrations" (1. 22$),

Jonson evidently envisaged e. proper way of composing epigrams, b.sed on

that which had been established by the Classical writers, which had

i ost fully realised the potential of the genre, and consequently had

raised it to its highest level. There is, moreover, ir. the reference

to the Truth that was proper to epigrams a suggestion that the epigram

should have p. moral content; indeed, that there was some consonance

between Truth, or at least come kinds of Truth, and the nature and form
Vl

of the genre. Jensen's criticisms were directed both at the form and

the content of the English epigram; "true" implies the most apt and

accomplished expression of the moral order of the world.

Joneon ujlifted the moral and technical level of the

epigram, purified it of the crudities to which it had been given over, and

restored it to its lace ae serious literature. He achieved what he

h2
had set out to do: he became the founder of the English epigram.

Though Jonsen's innovations were not original, but derived

from the precedent of Antiquity, they .ere largely new to the English

ho. Harin*. ton's Epigrurges were published anonymously in 1613» Owen's
Kpii.r&iflmata, in four volumes between 160&-12.

hi. I! t S, ii, 351-3 interpret these criticisms of the bore narr lions
of Harington and Owen as referring only to technique, but Joneor *b
explicit reference to "the Truth" seems to r quire a moral inter¬
pretation; the a jective "bare" seems also tc au port this view.

h2. Whipple, p. ho6.
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ge. One of Jonson's gre test achievements was in thus trans*

forcing saking accessible the classical heritage to English letters#

T is was a deliberate effort, undertaken with a cle r gr sp of the dttc

relationship between the literature of the past and "-resent# Jensen

refers to this in the preface to his masque Kyaetrai. where in justifying

his composition of wuch "tranaitorit devices'1 he elucidates the

relt iionship of past tv! r>resent. He first aakeo - cleor distill tion

between things of the sense which are "morarntarie, and aeerely t kinr**

-14h t'-oso of understanding which are "impressing, and lasting". To

i lustrate this, ho contrasts the duration of ana's spiritual nd

corporal elemmts, "so ahort-liv'd are the boilea of all things, in

comparison of their nobles". Because of t ie, he maint ins, prineeo

n gr© t wen not only study for outward magnificence, but also

curious after the most high and heartie inventions,
to furnish the nw rd -arte: (and t one grounded
u on ?mtiuiti», and solide learnings) which though
their vovce be tught to sound to present occasions,
their sense, or doth, or should >lwayea lay hold on
©ore reraov'd mysteries.

This passage suggests ixiportcnt distinctions and sows

ruei 1 rel tionehipr. There ie, first of all, a distinction bet.: en

••••care -nd voice. The "sense" conveys "the remov'd mysteries", the

universal Truths which arc grasped by senna of the poet's study with

the -id of innrir-.tiott. The voice however "sounds" to a particular

occ -?ion, the marriage of Lady Frances Howard and the Earl of Somen at.

The distinction in similar to that node by Sidney between the universe!

principle and the particular instance. There is, rorcotcr, a distinct im

between pvmmtxm* end impermanence. The voice like the body ie

"rmeent-rie end meerely taking"} the sense like the soul is "Impressing

slid osting". This refers to the eternal truth and its tea -oral

v© ic .!«• Finally, there is the distinction between the past nnd
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the present. The "most high and heertie inventions" which Jonson

recommends are t one which ere "grounded upon antiquitie, end eclide

learnings". Yet although b; ed on the viedora and the techniques of

expression which had been developed in the post, they must be made

relevant to the present, "sound to the present occasions". Jonson

is describing the deliberate attempt to transform, the discoveries of

the past into the modern idiom.

Jonson elsewhere refere to the need to make the ancient

discoveries relevant to modern times. He praises Seidell's search

for and contributions to knowledge: "I; sharpnesee of all Search,

wiadose of Choi©e,/Newness of Sense, Antiquitie of voyce." (Ind. XIV

11. 59-60). Jorieon is clearly referring to the need tc give new and

ct>; ent expression to the ancient tradition of learning.

This plexus of relationships, between the universal and

particular, the eternal end * emporal, the pest and present pertain then, to

Truth and its expression. It ho© further complications, for the study

to acquire universal and eternal truths must be based both on ancient

and modern discoveries, and the use of particular contemporary

examples was based on classical precedent. All of these elements had

to be brought together harmoniously in the pots®.

This doe© not mean that the finerent wisdom should be

simplified or vulgarized to suit modern tastes, or to pander to the

ignorance of con ecroraries. In » good-natured scene in Bartholomew

Fayre (V, iii, 20 it), Marlowe's r.tory of Hero and Lceuder is con¬

sidered "too learned, an poeticall" for ite audience, and so it h s

been reduced "to a more familiar etr?ine", raid made "a little easie,

and moderne for the times", Such vulgarization w.r anathema to Jonson,

even t ough here he realizes its comic possibilities, lulcewhere he

comments on the vulgar preferences "But a man cannot imagine that



thing so foolish, or rute, but will find, find enjoy an Admirer; at

least, a Reader, or Spectator. The Puppet® are aeene now in despight

of the Players" (Disc. 608-11). His own adaptation of classical,

culture did ot include reduction; his intention wars to aoeimilste

and tr nr. fort, not to diminish, classical culture.

Jonson'a attempt to relet* the pant achievement to his own

age is evident throughout his poetry. Though he ie constantly

invoking the past, it is never for its own sate, but always in relation

to the present. The references to the pt.-.t are in fact functional and

serve m a device for measuring the pre. ent and seeing it in the

context of human development. The relationship of pest and present

is consequently not only e theme to which Joneon frequently returns

but alec the basis for e n parieon® and contrasts, for an evaluation

of modern life. The past is deliberately invoked because it tells us

something about the present. The juxtaposition of rast and present

throughout Jonson'e work serves to compere and contrast the two r.gea;

it can aerve not only to compare and contrast but to reveal, and not

only to reveal but to evaluate. It enables the r.en of Joneon's time

to see themselves in relation to another age, and in Jensen's opinion,

a finer ©net the past ia a yardstick for the present. There is

consequently no attempt to reproduce the pant ©e a whole} only what

is relevant to the present, either because it illuminates or exposes

it, is chosen. The past becomes an ideal standard in hie poetry bee:u. e

of this careful ielection; thus Jonaon compares Lord Chief Justice Coke

to Solon, the gre t Athenian law-giver (Und. XIV) and Susan, Countess

of Montgomery to the biblical Susenna (Ep. CI1I).

Jon? on'© celebrated ode on Shakespeare uses both the

i- mediate and the ancient past to measure Shakespeare's achievement.

Jonsen first makes en oblique reference to William. Basse's Elegy on
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^3
Shakespeare in which Shakespeare was laid beside Spenser, Chaucer,

and Beaumont:

I will not lodge thee by
Chaucer or Spenser, or bid Beaumont lye

A little further, to make thee a rcorre:
Thou art a Honiment, without a tomb©

And ©rt alive still, while thy Booke doth live,

<11. 19-23)

After this allusion to the development of English poetry and two of its

greatest roots, Jonson explains Shakespeare's relationship to hi©

immediate predecessors in English drama. lie begins by explaining that

he will not place him with the others:

That 1 not mixe thee so, my braine excuses;
I mesne with great, but disproportion*d hoses:

For, if I thought my judgement were of yeeres,
I should commit thee surely with thy peeres.

And tell, how farre thou didst our Lily out-shine,
Or sporting Kid, or Karloves mighty line.

And though thou hadefc small Latine, and lease Greek©,
From thence to honour thee, I would not seeke

For names; but call forth thund'ring -I schilus,
Luripidos, and Sot hoclcs to us,

i accuvius. Aeolus. him of Cordova dead
To life againe, to ht«re thy Buskin tread,
And shakesa Stage ...

{tine,. V. xxvi, 11. 25-3?)

The general meaning of this aesage is clear, but its particulars seem

obscure and inconsequent; I would paraphrase it thus: I excuse my not

placing you with Lily, Kyd, and Warlove whose greatness is still less

than your© for if I am to give a lasting judgement, 1 must place you

lf£j
not with tLem, but (even though you knew little of classical literature )

with Aeschylus, Euripides, Sophocles, Iaccuvius, Accius, and Seneca.

The implication of course is that the modern age cannot bring forward

any adequate measure for Shakespeare, and that such could only toe

found in Antiquity. Jonson then claims that Shakespeare even stands

*♦3. K & s, xi, 1^5-
M». Perhaps only in comparison to Jonson's own knowledge.
^5. For laccuviue and Accius see H to S, xi, 1^5*
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--lone above "all th-1 insolent Greece, or haughtie Rome sent forth",
46

no has replaced the ancient accomplishment t

The merry Greek©. tart Arifttor-hones,
Ne t Terrence, witty Plautuo, now not please?

But rnti unlet!", and deaerted'Tye
As they '•rare not of Natures family,

(11. 51-4)

Among the ancients, Jonson selects both Greeks and Romans, both

tragedians, and comedi- ns, It is noteworthy and typical of Jonsor:* :

47
classical bias that nothing is said of Shakespeare*a sonnets, With

record to the moderns we should remember the choice of Chaucer, Sncnscr

end Beaumont to represent the history of English literature was not

Jonson's own, but William Basse's, tough Jonson would probably not

have cbsllonr ed at least two of the nominations, The third was J -noon's

friend, the Beaumont in question being Fr ncis Beaumont, the dr a:ti t,

wh»: wrote commendatory verses to the Fox, 1607» the Silent Woman, 1600,

and Catiline, 1611, He died or March 6th, 1615-16, just shortly

before Shakespeare's death on April 23rd, 1616, In any ca.-e, the

reason for his inclusion in Basse's poem rather than that of Sidney,

w ose contemporary reputation was considerably greater, seems to have

been because of his interment near Chaucer and Spenser on th© south
43

side of Westminster Abbey, Jons n*s inclusion in the poem of LyXy,

Kyd and Marlowe is more signific nt, because, as Horford an Sim son

point out, they "are precisely the dramatic predecessors of Shakespeare
La

who inf uonced his literary development,"

46, He s-'ys the same thing of Bacon at Disc, 916-18,
47. Sec K & S, ii, 392-3.'
46, Sir John Beaumont who woo also buried in the same area died in

1627, Jonror knew both brothers, and addressed -x>ems to thorns
John at Und XXXII, and Francis at So, LV (see also Convora, 154),

49. H & ij, xi, 145,
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This joero exemplifies how, even though willing to consider

the relative merits of is English predecessors end contemporaries,

Jonson turns to the ancients for a final estimation* For his ultimate

criterion, he turns to the past ages of learning. That Shakespeare

should have surpassed even these is indeed high praise.

The past becomes a different kind of standard in some of

the courtly poems. Here, it is important to distinguish between praise

and complimentt praise Is defined by the (■,b. as the "c<emendation

of the worth or excellence of a person or thing"; while compliment,

"a ceremonial act or expression as a t ibute of courtesy'1, cr in the

vorde of Dr. Johnson, "an set of civility usually underttood tc mean

less than it declares." As a court poet, Jonson was expected to turn

out Ms share of complimentary verse; its courtly deference made it

quite different from his joetry of prsi; e. Jonson praised Shakespeare,

but he complimented seme of the court ladies. In the complimentary

poems classical mythology is usually put in the service of beauty or

green or some feminine attribue; his praise celebrates virtue or

accomplishment. Ty ical of the complimentary verse is Jonsor.'e

description of Charis:

But could*st thou, love,
Call to mind the formes, that strove
For the Apple, and those three
Hake in one, the same were shee.
For this Beauty yet doth hide
Something mc e then thou hast epi'd.
Outward Grace weake love beguiles:
She is Venus, when she smiles,
But shee's Juno, when she walkes,
And Minerva, when she tslkes.

(Und. II. 5 11. *+5-5*0

The allusion of course ie to the famous contest between the goddesses

Juno, Minerva, end Ver.us for the golden apple awarded by I-aris. Venus,

of course, was a symbol of beauty; Minerva, of wit; Juno, of feminine
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50
dignity# She compliment is gmcious and courteous, as indeed it

w ,e expected to be#

Th-ae complimentary poors® are rel ted to the mz u :#

&■ - no was en occasion; a compliraentary poeo, a poetic esccreir.o » Both

hivs the s ae courtly elegance and ar ificiality, and use their

classical machinery to create a symbolic world# They are ml

forthright ;snd explicit as the .oean of praise, but they do V. vo

:or-j c stent, c nveyed by soanr. o .ythological eyehole# In --a

• labor to eempliaent to Lady Wroth (Ej># CV), Joneon uses myt y;r phy

to define m i enl of womanhood:

MA&A&L, had all antiquitie b ^ne loot
Ail historic aeal*d up, and fables crost;

That wo had left us, nor by time, nor place,
Least mention of a ffiytaph# a Huso, a Gr ce.

But even their names were to be made a-new, rt.

Who Co-.;Id not but create thorn all# fro® you?"'
He then cat-leguee the mythological figures and their attributes %

Ho, that but saw you wear© the whe&ten hat,
Would call you sore than CKK.o, if not thatJ

.And, drost in shephenrds lyre, who would not e y:
You were the bright CEHOH'E, FLOr, , or May'.
If dancing, all would cry th'Idalian ueene,

Were lording forth the Graces on the green®!
And, timed to the chase, so bare her bow

DX B alone, so hit, and hunted so#
There*® none so dull, that for your stile would ask ,

That sow you put in FALL/S plumed casket
Or, keeping your due state, that would ot cry.
There JUN0 sate, said yet no Peacock by#

The poos*;: distinctly visual uality links it wit • the-

ft & ues and with the ooetic tradition of Spencer; the att-entio to

mn-oestive visual detail, the wheatea hat, the shepherd's lyr- , thy

dancing on the green, the bow, the plumed cauke, the absent -o-»ci»c.

indicate vow Jon&on va* -'ravin fro Renaissance iconography i define

ph. bee I! & S, XI, 51.
"1# The safljy device ia used at Sp. CXXX and CXXV,
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52
hie values in symbol!c terms. Ceres wan the first to sow seed, and

to gather and grind it to make breed; hence her wheaten hat, symbol
55

of fertility. In addition, ehe inven ed law, and first civilised

man:

creuat-on qu'elles euat donne lee loix dcvant
tous les autre©. Car apres que 1'usage au ble fut
trouv^, les horrmes laisserent avec la gland la
mode de vivre premiere, qui estoit rude & brutale,
fe s'eetant assembles ensemble, firent les villee,
& commpncerent ik vivre civilement, & avec euelque
ordre."*

Oenone was a. nymph of Mount Ida, who had the gift of prophecy; the

beautiful Flora wss the goddess cf flower© whose power made the fields
*>5

blossom; Msia '.as one of the ileiades, who having pleaded for divine

protection ofti r having been pursued for five years by Orion, vie

placed, along; with her pursuer, in the stars: "conaae plusieurs autres,

qui pour ©voir aire, our hien este aimed, roeriterent la demeure du
56

del". The I dalian queene, Venus, "Dame tresbelle tsicj, agreable,

puissante a Bjerveilles" was seen not only as the goddess of love but

ss the nother of creation, "qui seme, remplit & corable de ces platureuses
57

beneficences les creatures mortellee." She was the symbol of fruit-

fulness and generation and ensured the succession of creatures. Her

constant companions, the Graces, were a symbol of human harmony; indeed

this is suggested by their dancing:

52. The compendium® of mythopruphicol figures used by Jonsor., Charles
Francis Wheeler's Classical Mythology in the Hays, Masque©, and
ioems of Ben Jonaon ^Princeton, 1938) and Allan H. Gilbert's,
The Symbolic Persons in the Masoues of Ben Jonson (Durham,
(c) 19^0) offer a ready means of reference and cross-reference;
see also the articles by Talbert and Gordon for a symbolic inter¬
pretation of some of the masques.

53. Vincent Cartari, Les Icapes dec Dieux Anciens (Lion, 161C), pp. 291-2;
Carter! writes that her image "eat couronnde dee est is, & mesnes u
1'entcur ouelecues plantea de pauot, qui slgnifle fertility" (p.?9^)»

5^» Ibid., p. 292.
!;5* Ibid., p. 676; see The Entertainment at Kighgate. 1. 68.
56. Hoel Lecomte, kythoionie (Lyon. *1c07) r-« 300.
57. Lecomte, p. 351.
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Car ccc-.Be Venus i Amour sent cause de la
succession de la lignee, & par ce moyen, de la
ecnse vrtion clu genre humain, les Graces aussi
tiervnent les hommea unis ensemble: car lee
plaisirs cue tour a tour les hommes se font
les uns eux autrea, sont cause que I'un est
agreable a 1'autre, du moyen tiequcy ils sent
jcincts ensemble du beau lien d'rani tie, sans
laquelle, certsicement les hommes ne seroyent
a comparer aux autren animaux, & se'oyent
moindree cu'iceuac, les cite/ deviendroyent
cavernes, voire s'eneantiroirent du tout. Et
pour cette cause, pourroit-on dire quasi, de
n'estre, qu*eaiane sur la terre vivre sans
les Graces.

Diane, another beauty, was lees sociable: she was a huntress and fled
59fro; rale conversation in order to protect her virginityr y«t, she

v b thought to help with childbirth.^0 Pallas, or Minerva, the goddess
61

of prudence and irventress of all the arts, was also goddes of wisdom.

Her plumed cask was a symbol of her rrudence; "Davnntege on h [sic]

convert k ce-ate-cy la teste d'un heaurae, pour nous signifier que

l1 house prudent ne monotre pas toujours tout ce qu'il sccit, & tie

i 7
declare pas a un chascun son conseil & se deliberation." ' Juno was

63
the goddess of riches, ~ and, being also the goddess of joy, puberty

6k
and marriage, she presided at deliveries. She is usually depicted

as seated in a high throne; her peacock which is significantly described

as eb ent, was the symbol of the arrogance w ich frequently accompanies

riches.^

5-8. Cartari, p. 67k,
59 • Lecarte, pp. 2^4-5.
60. Ibid., p. 251.
61• Certari, pp. ^56-65.
62. Ibid., p. h6o.
63. * I* 229.
6*t. Lecomte, p. 128.
65. Cartari, 229-30; see also Kipa, Iconologia (Padova, 1611), p. 3C;

end H;,roenaj. 11. 2lh-5: "JdhG, sitting in a Throne, supported
by two beautlfull Peocockes."



Jonson concludes the yoe®. by describing Lady Wroth «b

an in> ex of the potential of nature and as the restoration of the ideals

of antiquity:

So are you Keturen Inex. and restore,
I'your eelfe, all treasure lost of th'age before.

She is described, moreover, not only as en epitome of womankind but ae

e principle of order. Several different kinds of order are intimated:

natural order in the allusions to Ceres, Diana, Flora, Venus, and

Juno, all of who® were associated with the life cycle, with fertility,

generation, birth find fruition; the ethical order by the symbols of

chastity, prudence, and wisdot ; the social order, by Ceres who invented

laws, 1 alias who invented the arte, and the beneficent harmony of Venus

and the Or ces. Ceres snd iallas were also associated with the forces

and development of civilisation. It also appears that Jensen is

describing an aristocratic ideal, not only by the gr cicusness of the

pee®, but by implying, in the image of Juno without the peacock, the

privilege of wealth without the flaw of arrogance. Though a poem of

compliment, it is also the depiction of idealized womanhood which is

conceived as the principle of natural, ethical, and social order -

the control - which is the mark of civilization.

This poem depends totally on the evocation of the past

for its effect but the past is evoked, not so much to me,- sure the

present, as to enhance a com limcnt, and to define an ideal. In its

device of using a woman to represent an ideal of order and harmony

it bears a curious resemblance to Donne's Anniversaries; it is,

however, more positive end concerned with ethical and social values

than Donne's study of lose and decay. For even though it is in some

measure a courtly exerci e, it has inflic tions which are serious and

characteristic of Jonson's work, implications which arise from the

con; cioue use of mythology and the past.
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The use of the peat ae a standard is the b si« of the

fre uonfc references to the myth of the gol en age; in fact, the rayth

represents the most absolute standard drawn froo the . at* Heeiod

seams to have boon the first classical writer to deccribo ch.- decline

of ci in terms of four ages wit metallic ascriptions> •: i-hn ago,

a silver, n bronze age of hevoes, an iron age of sor.wj t .0 r sent.

Adapted by Vergil, it was given its locus clao dcuo in Ovi * :

K?~ ;.aorr>hosis« It became a commonplace in the Eeit*i.:.>aance J in. using

it, Jonson was following on'- of the poetic conventions of .do day; few

of his contcn K5raries did not. Accounts and interpret tiens differ

in many r specta, bat ail agree that the golden age was on■> ,.-f perfection
"6

.-nd harmony on the personal, social, and international I'.ae,

Though it depiotod a remote and bygone --r1, the myth of the

golden age often reflected the character of the poet on* i- age, for

his us® of it was always to some extent an expression of kia own

personality and values nni in some measure a reaction a/r last the

problems rjnd failures of contemporary life, rof. L /in - etc out

that, roughly speaking, "the golden age is all that the c: nt -japorary

age is net, Consequently, any specification of the- ;«torr malting for

its initial beatitude comprises ■=>. revealing index of auk c u -nt values
67

nnd of the changing interests of other ages", Becouro it ««*» an

ideal state and open to interpretation, Jonson cowl-" niify it with

his own ideals and make it represent the qualities wkic- folt were

lacking in contra oraty life. It provided him wita <« ■. .-■;#§ of

perfection which could bo related wad set in confer t i , c : sen and

life of ' is own age,

' ^ 1,11,1 1)1TT fcn" 11 "*"**" J «-*»* -3.i-u^,ipvri«u.-m.i j.-, ■,—iir 11
_

66, Harry Levin, The Myth of the Gol en A00 in the ken/ic... -nee (London^
1970), pp. >25.

67, L^vin, p, 11,
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The variations played on the engaging these of an

ancient age of peace and fulfilment were numerous. It was envisaged

and thus depicted by Virgil in his fourth eclogue and Spenser in the

Gar< en of Adonis <&• III. vi. 29ff«) sis ft time of eternal spring* of
68

on unceasing natural abundance. It wee thought to be characterized

by the absence of boundaries and private property and the abolition of

all strife for acquisition and possession; More*© Utopia belongs to this

tradition. As described by Tssso in the Ardnts it wer a piece of

"free love" (-here the cede was "a'ei piece, ei lice"* which Jonson

tr« nsletes es "bought that delights is sinne" (CK. V. iv. 630)* end

where the convention of feminine "honesty" could be disregarded. It

had, on the other hand, been identified with the Garden of Eden, and
70

associated with Christian beatitude. It he® even been iven £ setting,

for Sannanaro's Arcadia had conflated the myth of the golden age with
71

the {-.sterol genre. aonuon, however, made little use of its nuis rous

connotations end interpreted the golden age in terms of hie own interests

and values; for him, it is largely an a;.e of moral perfection, of vertue*,

justice, and social harmony.

The golden age, over which Saturn is thought to have

presided, becomes such an ideal in & poem to Jonsen's friend, Sir

Benjamin Eudyerd (£;>. CXX1X);

If I could wish, for truth, and not for show.
The aged SATUHRE'S age, and rites to know;
If I would strive to bring back© times, snd trie
The world's pure gold, and wise simplicitie;
If I would vertue set, sa she© was yong.

And '< eare her speeke with ate, and her first tongue;
If holiest friend-ship, naked to the touch,
I would restore, and keepe it ever such;

I need no other arts, but studie thee s
Who prov'st, all these were, and againe e?s bee.

68. See Levin, pp. 1^,17,20-1, et psesita.
69. See Levin, pp. 89-93-*
70. See Levin, p- . 28-31 et passim.
71* Ibid., pp. h2-5; Joneon'o psstorsl poems, following the classical

practice, do not suggest the myth, see Und. Ill and XXXVI.
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Smrlsnged as an age of wise simplicity sad of virtue r>n ' friendship,

it is the measure of the value of a man's character and relationships

with oth r men. The intake is one of order and harmony on the personal

and social vlsne. It is interesting th t in the last lin Joruson

underlines the pertinence of the ideal for the pre eat, bp making

explicit the theme which had been implied in the mine throughout the

poemj that iven the proper direction and effort erne order nA harmony

were still possible to attain* Jonson do a not employ the myth of

the golden ape for its own sake, or to evoke nostalgia for c. lost age

of innocnce; its value for him w&a that it allowed him t? suggest an

absolute criterion, and to bring that criterion to bear on the

subjects of his nraise.

It is conceived in purely human termsj in-e At it becomes

an image of the .otssibiiifcy of virtue. In a poem to Sir «;!< iaa

Uvednle (En. CXX'V), Jonson describes it as the full r> 1:1:. •' ion of

man's nature and of his otsntial moral control; °UV. tfeou -piece

of the first times, a man/ftade for wh - t Mature could, or VertUQ can."

It is therefore a measure of human development md fulfilment.

Such a moral interpretation of the golden ag# was not

p culiar to Jonson, but also characterised Spenser, a o t who was

also concerned with human potentials

But antique age, yet in the infencie
Of time, did live then like an innocent,
In simple truth and blameless© chastitie,
Me then of guile had made experiment{
But void© of vile and treacherous intent.
Held vertue for its selfe in soveraine awes

Then loyall love had royall regiment,
And each unto his lust did make n laws,
from all forbidden things his liking to with 'raw.

(F-. IV. viii, 30)

72. The 'Faerie Cueen, Intro. J. w. Hales, liveryman's Libr y no.
'(London and New York, 1910), II, 9^.
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For Jonson and Spenstr, the golden age was one of perfect moral control.

Professor Levin points out with re; ard to the above passage from

Spenser that there is "a certain degree of tension here between liking
73

and being forbidden, which is reeolvs-d by the exercise of self-control•"

There is no such ambivalence in Jonson, whose depiction of virtue is

devoid of the sensuousness end the denial of eeneuousneas which

characterised Spenser. His presentation of virtue in clear, direct,

and unambiguous.

Yet, there is a curious contradiction in Jonsoa's ut e of

the golden a< e as an image of r. oral perfection. Jonsonian virtue

depends on an evil worlds it is essentially a positive reaction to

negative circumstances. If harmony prevailed within and without man,

there would be no need for the singular ability to withstand the

vagaries of fortune. It seems necessary therefore to distinguish

between the virtue which was inherent to the men of the ancient age,

and that which could be acquired and exercised by the men of Jonson*s

age. Jonso inn virtue is en attempt to realise man's potential and

recapture his former perfection in different, and difficult, circumstances.

Ideal relationships between ren are determined by the

virtue of justice} as virtue orders a man's inner sell.' so thet he is

impervious to an inconstant fortune, justice establishes the due and

euitable harmony with his fellow men. Ju tlee wo® also & feature of

the golden age. Saturn was usually associated with the virgin, Astroea,
7^

known to the Greeks as Dike, who was the goddess of justice.' She was

the last goddess to abandon the earth} after men had become bc wicked

that she, symbol of justice, could no longer endure earthly life, she

became Virgo, a star. Virgil's messianic Fourth Eclogue (11. Wt]|)

73. Levin, p. 5^.
7**. Wheeler, pp. 106-7 snd Levin, p. 15.
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describes her return with Saturn to their lace am; ng ©en: "lam redit

et Virgo, mdeunt Saturnia regne" (1. 6). Like Virgil, Jonson likes

to imagine the age of justice returned} recount Saturna regna is a

frequent theme, repeated in sev ral masque*s The King's Entertainment

(esp. 11, 52>-32), 1 rince Henries Barriers. (11, 3M-2), and most

notably in The Golden Age Kestor'd. In this last, Jove summons two

allegorical figures, the Golden Age and Astraea, to return to earth like

Saturn and Justice in Virgil's Eclogue, It is also exemplified in a

75
poem to Thomas Egerton, Lord Chancellor, (Ep, Li.XIV). Praising hie

administration of justice, Jonson writes:

The Virgin, long-since fled from earth, I sea
T/q 'our times return'd, hath made her heaven in thee.

The irnge suggests Aetraea's flight fror earth to become a star cul¬

minating in making her haven/heaven in Pgerton, The image, applied

to e man who was concerned with dispensing justice and preserving the

social order is apt, but it is apt not only because it is a suitable

compliment, but also because it suggests Egertoa's reel importance in

maintaining harmony among men.

Justice, of course, depended upon virtue, and Jonson, before

making Egertor a symbol of justice, had described the ethicfil qualities

which gave is judgements authority: integrity, fair-mindedness, wisdom,

skill in the law, fidelity to his word and conscience. These are the

prerequisites and basis of justice.

Another aspect of the Golden Age which Joneon singles cut

for attention was its appreciation of iterature. It was after all the

age of roete. Jonson, ii 'The Famous Voyage^ describes the achievement

cf the former age as its bringing forth of roete, (Ep. CXXXIII, 19-20).

Hence, when the golden age ie restored, there will be a return to a

75. Jonson praises his jus ice at Unci. XXXI end XXXII.
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suitable respect for the greet oet© of the past; its restoration in

the Golden Age Restor'd leads to a literary revival. After Astraea

has returned to earth, she summons the native English p. et® to take-

up their rightful places; perhaps Jonsen is suggesting that justice

induces the recognition of literary merit:

You farre—f«n'd spirits of this happie lie,
That, for your sacred songs have gain'd the stile
Of PHOEBUS sons: whose notes theCy] aire as;ire
Of the'old Aaayntian. or the Thi-acian lyre.
That Chaucer. Go.er. Lidft&te, Spenrer h->ght,
iut on your better flames, and large light,
To waite u; on the age that shall your names new nourish
Since vertue rest shall grow, end buried tuts .hall flourish.

<11. 113-20)

Jonson, incidentally, has nationalised the myth; it is Britain's a»<ient
rpC

poets, not their classical prototypes, who are invoked. After

utting roetry under the protection of justice, he characteristically

places her ana in arm with virtue: a conjunction which fixes the

relationship of letters to the coral and social aspects of life.

Jensen, however, is usually more aware of the harsh

realities and, in the light of the former age, constantly deplores the

position of the arts in contemporary society. Poetry, he felt,

especially suffered because of ignorance and neglect; "The time was,

when men would learne, and study good things; net envie those that had

them. Then men ere had in price for learnings now, letters onely

aake men vile. He is upbraydingly call'd a loet. as if it were a cost

contemptible Kick-name." (Disc. 278-82) Jonson's editors point out

that Joneon has inserted the reference to poets being special victims

of the general ignorance into a long passage taken free Scaliger, and

remind ue of its similarity to Ep. X, To Hy Lord Igno ..at:

Thou call'st me Ipet. as a term® of shomci
But I have my revenge made, in thy name.

76. Cf. Disc. 1796-1808.
77. H & S, xi, 22.0-1.
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loets suffered in consequences "loetry, in this latter age, heth

proved but a mean Mistrecse, to such as have wholly addicted them¬

selves to her, and given their maaes up to her family". (Disc. 622*'+).

Jonsor fr< uently makes a c r.trsst between the esteem formerly given

to poetry and its present estimation. Again, an attribute of the

golden age provides Jonaon with a means of expressing an ideal, in

this case the due place of letters and men in society, and to contrast

this ideal with the current situation.

There is in these references to the former recognition of

the value of poetry a failure to distinguish clearly between the ideal

attributes of the myth and the real position of oetry in the cl&t ical

age. Jonson seems, indeed, deliberately to apply the ideal qualities

of the myth to classical Greece and Home. After having described, for

example, how poeto were of more esteem when Astr<e& still inhabited

the earth he then shows how the classical poets gave immortality to

their subjects: many more beautiful than Helen ere forgotten; those

who were valiant before the days of Achilles, or brave before Ajax,

Idoff.cn, and the other Greeks are forgotten bee;use they "lack'd the

scred pen, could give/Like life unto 'hem" (For. XII, 11. hl-6h). The

line of thought associates the mythical golden age with the clef; ical

past. Though Joi son nowhere explicitly identifies them (and robably

in his mind they were distinct), hie hearkening after an i eal past

tends to run them together. When he writes "It was not sc of old"

V. XXXVIII, 13), he clearly is thinking of classical times,

rather than mythical, because he describes the ..aborious apprenticeship

necessary for oets, but he still intimates the golden age. This
78

contributed to the idealization of the classical past.

78. let Joneo was aware of the difficulties of poets even in that
age; witness loetaster.
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The myth of the golden age also provided Jonson with a

particularly apt way of distinguishing and contrasting the values of

the ideal and contemporary ages. Writing to the Countess of Rutland,

he complains that values have changed end that the pursuit of gold

has replaced the more noble ones of antiquity. After describing the

power that the metal held over his contemporaries, he continues:

whil'st gold besres all this sway,
I, that have none (to send you) send ycu verse.

A pre. ent, which (if elder wits reheree
The truth of times) was once of more esteem*,
Than tills, cur guilt, nor golnen age can deem.

(FOR. X21, 18-22)

This same contrast is e ain used in a poem to the Earl of Salisbury,

where he offers the same gift, "what the golden age did hold/ A

treasure, art: contemn'd in th* age of gold" (Eg. LXIII1)• The pun on

gold pinpoints in a word the contrast between an age characterized by

moral excellence find a due appreciation of literature and an age which

given its attention to superficial and materialistic valuers. It serve©

to fix the difference between humanistic and commercial values, between

the effort to acquire wealth and that to envisage and live life according

to ideal standard©.

The contrast between a golden age and an age of gold, and

the consecuent pun on guilt, were classical in origin. They were

derived from Ovid:

Aurta sunt vere nunc saecula: pluri us suro
Venit honor:; euro conciliatur er or.

(Ars Amatoria. ii, 2?7-8)

Jonson, however, applies it to his own ape in a way which elucidates

the character of contemporary life by contrasting his own humanistic

values with the growing commercialism of his society. Kis was the age

79. The Art of love, trans. B. J. Moore (London and Glasgow, 1935)»
TTtST
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in which the practice of financial investment end speculation became

common among the aristocracy, end the rising middle cl uses were

est© lishing themselves by Beans of their commercial power as © potent

force in society* one only hee to think of the characters of Jonsen's

ploys, those like Fit; -uottrell of The iivell in an ,\et.e who ©spired

to quick wo©1th and the duchy of Drown'd-land by means of clever

projects, to acquire a vivid imp: ession of the commercial activity end
80

excitement of the time. ' Jonson uses the pun on gold to define ana

ev: luate the nascent capitalism of hie age, and, by implication, to

contrast the grace, order and stability of traditional life with the

feverish grasp for riches of the new era.

It is curious that the same "precious and ambiguous

substance should be regarded as both © touchstone for goodness and the

root of ell evil." This ambivalence is found throughout Jonson'e

work. Cn the one hand gold is the measure of the highest mor<1 ©chive*

Kent; indeed, in classical times already "the Latin aureus comes to
$£L

be the equivalent of cptirus." Jom on uses it to describe moral

excellences

Men that ©re safe, and sure, in all they doe,
Care not whet trials they are put unto;

They meet the fire, the Test, so Martyr© would;
And though Opinion stampe them not, are gold.

(Und. XLV1I, 11. 1-h)

Gold here represents the Joneonisn concept of Vertue*. The same

id entification is made in the Ode to demon, Earle of Desmond (Und. XXV),

the unfortunate young Irishmen who spent most of his short life in

confinement, where Jonsen avers that true worth will outlive its trials:

80. See 1. C. Knights, Drama and Society for the relationship of
individual plays to the econor c life of the time.

81. Levin, p. 12.
82. Ibid., p. 11.
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"Gold, that iG perfect, will cut-live the fire" (1, Gold >is

thought to be i?corruptible, the perfect metal, the ofly naturally

pure substances as Donne writes to Lady Bedford:

And as no fire, nor rust can spend or waste
One drr.tr,me of gold, but what was first shall last,
Though it bee forc'd in w?ter, earth, salt, sire,
Expans'd in infinite, none will impairs.

This fortunate property makes its application to moral excellence apt

and ,-justified, for nothing could taint or overthrow the virtuous man:

"no ill can happen to a {ooc man" (Disc, 9-10), Cn the other hand,

Jonson criticizes those contemporaries who were "Lnatrior'd of their

golden gyves" (For 1111, 1, 2k), and complains of the power of gold

"for which, all vertue now is sold,/ And almost every vice," (For XII,

1— ). Gold, he contends, has banished .justice from the world: men*®

greed for wealth has "put to flight ASTHEA" (1. 2*0 • For some, it

justifies the jockeying for a position at court end opens all doors and

enres all passage:

Gold is a sitor, never took© repulse,
It carries Palme with it (here e*re it goes)
Kenpect, and observation; it uncovers
The knottie heads of the most surly Grooaes,
Enforcing yron dcores to yield it way,
Were they as strong rara'd up as Aetna gates,
It bends the hems of Gossip Vig lance.
And makes her supple teste, as swift as wir.de.
It thawes the frostiest, and most stiffe disdaine:
Muffles the clearness© of Election,
htrair.es fancie unto foule Apostacie,
And strikes the qui ckest-sighted Judgement blinde.
Then why should we dispsire? Dispaire, Away:
Where Gold*a the Motive, women have no Kay.

(Una. V. Ill, 11. 5-8)

Again and a ain, Jor;so deplores an ethic based on a gold standard. He

celebrates an age when gold "ingots were better plac'd in earth" (For. XII,

2**-5), reaffirms the primary importance of learning; "the seaven-fold

83. The fr.tires, eyirr ms and voroe letters, ed. W. Milgate
(Oxford, 19&?), p. 95•
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. Rk
flower of Arte (rao e rich than gold)" (ling* V. I).

A longer and more comprehensive picture of the harmony

which arises out of the concert of individual lives of virtue* is

given in "To lenehurst" and "To Sir Robert Wroth," poems wtr" ch depict

the life of a rural society. The analogy between the life of these

estates and the myth is made in the poem to Wroth after a catalogue

of the bucolic pleasures to be found st Durants: the reposeful scenery,

the seasonal hunting, the bountiful harvest, the mirth and cheer in

the hall" as if in SATUKHES raigne it were" (1. 5g) . The analogy is

clinched in the couplet:

Such, and no other was that age, of old nc
Which boasts t'have had the herd of gold. J
This is also implied, though no refe ence is made, in the

poem to lenshursti there, in fact, the hyperbolical description of

nature suggests the easy natural abundance which was one of the usual

attributes of the age of perfection, tost-lopsnrian man was still

thought to be the lord of nature and of all creatures but this did not

eliminate the need to struggle for subsistence. Here, the element of

struggle is largely omitted:

Each banke doth yeeld thee coneyee; and the topps
Fert'le of wood, ASHORE, end SIDK1 ET'Scopps's,

To crovme thy open table, doth provide
The purpled pheasant, with the speckled side:

The painted partrich lyee in every field,
And, for thy mesne, is willing to be kill*d.

And if the high-swolne Keriwoy faile thy dish,
Thou hast thy ponds, which pay thee tribute fish,

Fat, aged carps, that runne into thy net.

8't. The seven arts were Grammar, Logic, Rhetoric, Arithmetic, Geometry,
Music and Astronomy; see H & S, xi, 125.

85* This seems to be a conflation of two myths, that of the four ages
described by Hesiod and Cvid, with Nebucadnegear's dream of "a
monstrous statue with its head of gold, its breast of silver, belly
of braes, lege of iron, and feet of clay," which portended the
declining succession of kingdoms for a long line of prophets
extending from Daniel. (Daniel II, 51-5)J see Levin, pp. 13-*u
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And pikes, now weary their owne kind© tc c.-.t.
As loth, the secon 1 draught, or canst t stay,
Officiously, at first, themselves betray#

Bright eeles, that emulate them, and lea.pe or. land,
Before the fisher, ox- into his hand.

While there are suggestions of the nr-.tur.il struggle, as when the

Meclv y fails to provide then with fish, the picture of ma*; rol-.tion-

ahip with nature nonetheless is idealised, and the hyperbole is used

to suggest the total harmony that prevails at l ensburct; n ...ur-c orders

herself to i an'a needs.

of gold, the ftoea is an accurate picture of the life of the times# The

descriptions of the ural pleasures, of the relations between .:.ord and

tenants, and of the life of the master and members of tho household

wh ich is common, with slightly different emphasis, to both of tie poem

represent a selection of realistic details from the life of a c ntem:orary

rural estate. The selection and the hyperbole and siwr.lifieo.tion which

ore evident in cert in parts of the oeraa contribute to msiso an

86
idealised picture which has at the earn time a solid ground in reality.

The ancient custom of housekeeping was disappearing in Jonson's

time, end s-~ver-1 royal proclamations were issued in the attempt to prevent

to it shows how his mm pertains not only to contemporary raaacer#,

but also to topical issues and social problems. Related to "house¬

keeping* was the tradition of hospitality} and the liberal board of

Penshurst is set in contrast to the niggardly tabl s to be- found

86. Gf. Parfitt, *Jons n'o Poetry', p. 29.
87. See Knight, pp. 97-10?. and G. Walton, "The Ton'1 of Ben Jons n*s

Poetry," in Metaphysical to Augustan; Studi s in Tone • r>d
Sensibility 'in "the Seventeenth Century (^on 'on, 1955), pp. ?3~¥»,
rewr'*>+*><? in Seventeenth Century Engl ish Poe' rys Modern essays
m criticism, ed. William K. Ke'at (Hew York. T'ife?),'"n . 1'5 ,-?1^;
see asp* pp. 206-8.

In spite of the idealisation and the inti ations o~ the age
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elsewhere. Another tradition wsc the close association of the land¬

lord with his tenants. The poem then is to some extent a plea for the

conservation of a traditional code of aristocratic life and relatiorship

between the clfsses. In "To lenshurat", Jonson also glances at the

practice of enclosures which had been also criticized by More:

And though thy walls be of the countrey stone,
They'are roar'd with no man's ruine, no mans grone,

There's none, that dwell about them, wish thee, downe.

(11. V>-7)

The great families of the period were consolidating their positions by

constructing grand houses, such us the earl of Salisbury's Hatfield

Bouse, and Suffolk's Audley Lnd, which often n< ce. it&tsd the enclosure
88

of vast tracts of common land which deprived many of their livelihood.

Jonson describee ienshurst and Durante as the representative of an older

order, a sign of permanence end security, an image of universal values

for his own age.

Jorison'a allusions to the golden age usually include such

a contrast with the prevalent standards, and this in vividly drawn in

the poem to Wroth. The character of Sir Bobert and the life cf is

estate are ret in contrast to the pride, avarice and vain and frenetic

activity of society:

Let others watch in guiltie armes, and stand
The furie of u rash command,

Goe enter breaches, meet the cannons rage,
That they may sleepe with scarrec in age.

And shew their feathers shot, and cullore torne,
And brag, that they .ere therefore borne.

Let this men sweat, and wrangle at the barre,
For every price, in every jarre,

And change possessions, oftner with his breath,
Then either money, warre, or death:

Let him, then hardest sires, more disinherit.
And each where boast it as his merit,

To blow up orphanes, widdewee,,aad their state©}
And thinke his jewer doth equall Fates.

88. See David Matthew, The Jacobean Age (London, 19JS), pp. %-6,,60-1,
166-7; for enclosures, see Knights, pp. 87-95*
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Lot that goe heape a tanw of wretched wealth,
Purch&s'd by rapine, worse than stealth,

And brooding o're it cit, with broodest eyes,
Not going good, scerse when he dyes.

Let thousands rore goe flatter vice, and winne,
By being organes to great slime,

Get piece, end honor, end be glad tc keep©
The secrete, that shall breoke their sleepe:

And, so they ride in purple, est© in plate,
Though poyson, thinke it a great fate.

(11. 67-90)

Though no such explicit contrast is made in the poem to ienshurst, it
89

is adumbrated throughout the poem.

Both of these poems adapt to the English countryside and

the Jacobean scene, a genre which hed been developed by classical

writers tc celebrate the bucolic pleasures of their own time and piece.

Jonson also employe the myth of the golden age in a vay which enhances

the values and the image of the good life. Jensen did nore, however,

than simply anglicise the genre and the myth, for he used it to convey

Renaissance social values.

These poems are in the tradition of works such as Hore'e

Utopia. Sidney's Arcadia, and Spenser's Faerie uecne. which present an

image of social ideals. They are, of course, much more restricted in

scope than any of these, and exclude entirely the narrative elerent,

but they are like the others the imago# of ® society. A comparison

with Here's Utopia shows its heritage. Both Fore an Jensen are

concerned with the social ideals of Renaissance humanism, and attempt

to define their ideal by describing a discrete locality which is set

in contrast to the world that surrounds it. Within that limited area

virtue and harmony prevail. Here's account, howev r, is of a far-off

fictional land, to which he gives reality by Hythloriay'e first person

F>9. See 11. 1-5, ^5-8, 61-75, 90-3. U1-2.
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narration. Jensen sets hits ideal in rural England? his presentation

s both more realistic and immediate than Hore's. While More ie

primarily concerned to depict his ideal, Jonson ie concerned to

exemplify it in contemporary life. The catalogue of current abuses

in the poem to Wroth recalls More's criticism of the social, legal

and economic injustices of his own day, but Jonson ie csore pointedly

topical and distinctly visualized. The values held by More and Jonson

are in many respects the same, but while More's fictional ficture of

an ideal society was meant to be applied to Tudor England, Jonson

described the ideal in terms of Stuart society. He has gone one step

further th n More by making an image of real life intimate the ideal.

The essential difference between More and Jonson is in the

way each used his humanistic culture. Both had absorbed Renaissance

values though Jontson was closer to its sources in the Classics. Both

hod to some extent a European outlook. Yet each made use of their

heritage in a way consistent with the particular enc:eavoi;rs of his own

age. More*E work, written in Latin and actually couponed in Flanders

was addressed to a European audience; the movement of the Renaissance

hud not yet become divided along religious and nationalistic lines. By

Jonson's time, humanistic culture had already been tc some extent

anglicized by the work cf such men as Elyot, Sidney, and Spenser who

had written in English for a national audience. Yet, like More, both

Sidney and Spenser had presented fictional accounts which were meant

to be applied to eontem orery life. By presenting the same values in

terms of contemporary life, Jonscn advances a further step in the

assimilation in England of Renaissance culture.

This was the aim and the achievement of his work. Hie study

of the past was undeitaken to acquire wisdom and the most apt and

flexible means of expressing it. It was an effort to conserve the best
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of wh t had £>■ ne before. But it was conservative only because it looked

to the past for its models at a tit e when Antiouity actually did

rep-resent the highest literary achievement, and not because of any

reverence for the past for its own sake, or any interest to check the

forces of change or development. Joneoi transformed what he took from

the past to suit his own needs and purposes| he wen entirely without

servility cr any sense of inferiority; "He invades Authors like a

monarch," wrote Dryden, "and what would be theft in other loets, is
90

oneiy victory in him". What he took fro?? the past, whether a code

of values, a theory of genre, an apt phrase- or expression, he tr un¬

formed completely so th; t it could serve the needs of the pre.- ent.

To do this, Jonbo?" also used the past as o standard with

which he could measure the present, but it was not an absolute

standard. Having recognised the classical age as the highest develop¬

ment of certain aspects of life, and having accepted the desirability

that these be restored, the men of the Renaissance had to measure them¬

selves against the past until they felt they had oosimilated end

equalled its achievement. It is quite natural therefore that they

shot Id go to the previous age to evaluate the present. And it is

ecually natural that Jonson should have scrutinised the present in the

light of the pat t.

It is significant that doneon*© work reveal© severe!

attitudes to the pent. With regard to tho epigram, he clearly saw he

superiority of the classical achievement, and, conseruently, deprecated

the inferior imitations wh ch he found in kaglish,and sought him. ©If to

elevate the nntive genre to the height of the classical original. At

90. Of Drumstick roesie. pp. ^9-50.
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the same tine, however, he recognised with admirable judgment that

both Shakespeare end Bacon had in their way surpassed the Ancients,

and that England had already produced Many who were comparable tc

the classical fathers (Dice, 899-9^3)♦ Similarly, he envisaged sore

of his contemporaries ae embodying many of the ideals of the past,

those ideals which hod been expressed by the figures of mythogrej>hy

and the myth of the golden age. Never does he suggest that classical

ethical or literary values, or indeed any aspect of the past achieve¬

ment, could not be reproduced, equalled, or surpassed by the men of

his own age.

His work wee, in sum, to convert the classic; 1 heritage

into a form which could be of value to his own age, by relating

classical discoveries to contemporary life, by exploiting on the basin

of the classical example the potential of the English language for

masterful expression, by employing genres which had been refined by

the ancients to a high level of elegance and urbanity, by employing

all of these resources to de ict English situations and to convey

Renaissance values. His whole effort, as the successor of Sidney and

of all those since Hore who had attempted to bring classical end

Renaissance culture home to England, was to make the classical

discoveries accessible and esnlngful to the men of seventeenth

century England.
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V

'Books and Friends"

Jonson was able to relate the values drawn from the

Ancients to his own society by his deliberate use of hie friends, his

patrons, and the leading figures of his , e. What he derived fro®

the Benaieofonce is at points reinforced fey what he hiiseelf fetched

fron the Ancients; but tide is itself typical of the Kemdosanee.

What he took fro® study is constantly modified by his observations

of his own society. The part ployed by his own character and

personality in what he undertook and achieved wo®, of course, import- nt,

but it was not the self that Joneon sought to express in him poetry.

The values to which he gave expression were for hi as for cany men

of the hemdssance central, fundamental, essential to poetry. The

business of poetry woe to convey these as effectively as possible to

the men of the age.

Since Joneon'e poems ore largely topical, they hove a

close association with the time of their composition. The question

of dating is important. Jo: son's poetry also represents work done

over more than thirty years in changing circumstances, so th t it is

equally important to chart his course thro ghout this time in order

to see how he adapted his principles to the contingencies of life.

The publication of his workes in 1616 marked the end of a specific

period in Jensen's life, end will serve as a useful if somewhat

artificial limit to the firet period of his oetry. After sending
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this work to the press In 1612% Jonson rested, or, et lea; t, applied

Mr self to interests other than poetry. He travelled. In 1 12-13 he

was in France, as tutor to Sir Welter Raleigh's so; } in l6lh-19, he

undertook hie pedestrian journey to Scotland; in 1619, he went to

Oxford to receive an honorary degree. For 0 time he abandoned dramas

after The Devil is an Ass (1616), he produced o new -ley until The

Staple of He- s (1026). During this period, however, he wrote some of

hie gre test masques, producing between 161*+ and 1618 one and sometimes

two of them ye-rly. The publication of his work then coincides with

an interruption of the succession of >lays and poetry which he had been

producing since just before the turn of the century.

Conveniently, the y *irs leading up to the publication of

the v-orkes were also the period of Jensen's greatest dramatic success,

the acme of which wus fro- Volt ore in 160C to The Alchemist ir 1610|

Bartholomew Fayre. the last cf Jonson's undisputed best plays, was

presented in 1fclh, following the failure of Catiline in 1C11,

One fact about the poetry of this early period is

immediately striking: the predominance of the epigram. Jonoo' did work

in oth-r genres, but The Forest, which includes lyrics, odes, wad

epistles, contains fewer poems, and is considerably s orter than the

Eplgrammes. In addition to these, Joneon had composed several odes,

which he did not publish in 1616: that to the lerl of Desmond (Unci. XXV)

written before 160C, the "Allegorical Ode" (UncV.VT) prefixed to Hugh

Holland's Fanchoria in 1603; others, which were included in Underwoods,

such as the "Ode to Himself" (Und. ,< XII1), "High spirited friend'

(Had. XXVI), and the Celia o e (Had. XXVII) right rise have been

completed before that date. Joneon also wrote several sonnets, even

1. The "Ode to Himself" (Und. XXII2) has affinities with the "Apologeticall
Dialogue", which was spoken on the stage when 1octaster was presented
in 1601, see H & £, IV, 193. The Celia ode (Und. XXVII) may be connected
with the Celia poems in The Forest (V, VI, VllTT See H & S, II, 399,
and XI, ^7.
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though he "cursed petrarch for redacting V rues to Sonnets, which he

said were like that Tirrante bed, wher sore who were too a .ort were

racked, others toe long cut a ort". (Convers. 60-2)• Some of his

so:. et« were definitely written before 1612: the poems on Breton's

Helancholike humours of the Mince in Gen rail (Unq. V. 11), and two

epigrams in sonnet form, the fifty sixth of the Epigrceases and the poem

of Lord Burleigh (Pnd. XIX), written 1608-12. Bespit© such experiments,

however, the bulk of Jonsen's non-dramatic output for this period

consists of epigrams. In his dedication to Pembroke is Joneon'c well-

known description of titer, as the 'ripest* of hie studies. At this

stage he evidently regarded the epigrams with especial seriousness.

This prominence of the epigram suggest© that after some

initial experimentation in different genres, Jonson settled on that

form because he felt that it wan most consistent with what he had to

©ay. In the following discussion, I ©hall attempt to e ow how the

form of epigram which Jonson developed enabled hi® to give expre? sion

to hi© ideal©, and tow it was adr..irs ly suited to the task of relating

hi© value© to the contemporary world.

Jonson's poetry is addressed both to those who shared his

values and those who ignored them. let, though he directed his

teaching to all men, it wee directed in b particular way to those who

ehered his interests and ideals. Shis is apparent in the large number

of friend© end associates who figure ir his epigrams. His pictures

of them ere in striking contrast to the portraits of folly and ignorance

for which he is well-known. While Jensen often worked with the spirit

of a noble < lesion in the face of a perverse society, he also wrote

ir a spirit of fraternity to his friends and colleagues. They were

fellows in the common search for and propagation of truth.
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The poems which Jonson wrote to his fri eru e are concerned

with defining the value and the : oral basis of character, friendship

and letters. They generally take on ethical joint of view, for even

those poems in which the emphasis ie literary are concerned with Truth

and the good life. Whether they set out to te ch or to praise, whether

they are hortatory or descriptive, they expound an understanding of

man and his actions which is char; cteristic of the Renaissance. The

frost clear expositions of these values ere the hortatory poems written

to young friends or the younger members of the families with which

Jensen was associated, such as the Roe broth; re and the new generation

of Sidneys (For. XIV); much later he wrote in the same vein to the

young children of I-ariy Venetis DP by (Und. LXXIV. 8).

One of three brothers who were Jensen's friends, Sir

Thomas Roe (15$1-l64b) had ac ieved popularity in the court and
2

became a favourite of Prince Henry and Princes* Elizabeth. His

relative youth and his position in society led Jonson to write him

poems which were admonitory in spirit and which were an application

of his value.*: to Roe's particular situation. Jonson'e two epigremE

to Roe expound several related themes which are central to Jensen's

understanding of roan and society.

The fir t of the poems defines en ideal of character, the

basis of all human action, and consequently of Jonson's ideal of mans

Thou has begun veil, Roe, which stand well too,
And I know nothing more ihou hast to doo.

He that is round within himselfe, and streight,
Reed seeke no other strength, no other height;

Fortune upon hits br■. akee her selfe, if ill,
And what would hurt his ve tue makes it still.

That thou at once, then, nobly oaist defend
With thine cvn course the judgement of thy friend,

Be alweyes to thy gather'd selfe the same:

2. For Jonson's relations with the Roes see H h S, I, 222-21.
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And etudie conscience, sore then thou would'et fame.
Though both be good, the latter yet ie worst,

And ever ie ill got without the first.

(Eg. XCVIII).
The various aspects of the Stoic ideal are clearly set out in precise

images of integrity, self-sufficiency, constcncy and independence.

The images, "ro nd within himselfe" and "gather'd eeife" suggest the

wholeness and the moral control of the man whose reason dominates

hie passions."* This is what Jonson means by "vertue". It ie a purely

ethicsl concept, end excludes qualities which we would associate

with personality rather than with character, such as grsciousness,

liveliness, etc. This is a strictly ethical picture of the ideal man.

One image suggests a further connection} the word "studie"

here applied to conscience toints to learning, and indeed in the

poem immediately following, Jonaon goes on to consider this oth r

epsect of his ideals:

That thou hast kept thy love, eacreast thy will,
Better*d thy trust to letters; that thy skill;

Hast taught thy aelfe worthy thy pen t< tread,
And that to write things worthy to be read:

How such of gre t example wert thou, RCK,
If time to facts, ©e unto men would owe?

But much it now avallee, what's done, of whom:
The selfe-s&me deeds, as diversely they come,

From place, or fortune, are made high, or low,
And even the praieers judgement suffers so.

Well, though thy name lest-e then our greet ones bee,
Thy fact is ore: let truth encourage thee.

(Eg. XCIX)
The first poem had examined the relationship of © man to himself, and

described virtues which were private and personal. The second poem

roves on to more social virtues, and follows as a consequence of the

first. The transition between the two is formed by the reference to

letters; by increasing hie knowledge and skill in them, Roe has acquired

J. See Hilberr , Ben Jonson's Ethics.
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the ability to communicate hie own discoveries to others, Hin

character, or r th» r his pursuit of an ideal of character, is, however,

the first requirement because it is the bra is of all human action.

After considering hoe's character and his acquisition of literary

skill, Jonson reflects o the society which, unfortunately, does not

share his humanistic ideals, end renders tribute- on the basis of the

name and place of the doer rather than on the velue of the deed itself;

there, men are not measured by the strict and sufficient Stoic ideals

but by the superficial standards of fortune. Jcneon is Bugieeiitxg the

conflict between hie humanistic ideals and the current values of his

society, between the few who appreciated learning and the many who

ignored it.

In these two joems, Jonson has defined hie ideals of

character end literature, and related them to contemporary society.

He has said much in little, for in two short poeras he has established,

fro^ the joint of view of hie own brand of humanism, the value of the

individual and his relatio ship with society. Brevity was one of the

primary attributes of the epigram and the first quality which Jonson

himself preferred in the epistolary style end, indeed, poetic style
k

generally (Disc. 2192-2236). Bringing togeth r solidity of content

and brevity of expression, Jcnson wrote to Selden,

I know to whom I write. He e, I am sure,
Though I m short, I cannot be obscure:
Leore shall I for the Art or dressing care,
Truth, and the Graces best, when naked are.

(For. XIV, 11. 1-4)

Jonson therefore in some measure identified brevity with a filling

presentation of Truth. The epigram permitted Joneon to be trenchant:

4. Trimpi, pp. 55- > 65-6, 166-90; Hudson, pp. 6-7, 18-9? Whip;le,
p . 281-5.
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to go straightaway to the core of his r esiling. In the poems to koe

Jonson wastes no tire in preliminaries, but goes directly to the

elucidation of the moral consent of the subject; thus, from Hoe's

life and actions he draws universal principles appertaining to the

individual, to literature, and to society. This grasp of the essential

is conveyed briefly, clearly, and concisely: perspicuity was the second

quality of style which Jonson required (11. 2237-7?)• As for the third

quality, vigor, which Jonson described as "Life, and ..uicknesse,"

there is in the assurance, the moral conviction, and the economy cf

language a strength and vigor that is both intellectual and linguistic

(11. 2378-82). It is clear that Jonson was thinking of his audience

and of the fourth requirement "descretio" or cecorum, when eeek'ng to

convey his mefining in such clear and cogent fashion (11. 2263-9) *

The epigram also permitted Jonem to offer striking

images of his i eols; their trenchancy is, however, not so such a

tour de force as the most apt and consulate presentation of Jonson's

poetic and ethical values. It permitted a particularly effective

presentation, for Sidney had emphasised the persuasive , ower of the

image ee opposed to the exposition of moral values (p. 10?)• Sj

depicting Roe, Jonson was able to praise hit for genuine achievement

and, at the same time, expound for the benefit of othrs morel values

which were essential for the good life. There is also a strong vein

of exhortat^o; and encouragement directed both at the subject end the

audience. Many elements are brought together in the poem, but the

depiction of the subject and the ideal is perfectly integr ted in the

image which is in turn perfectly contained by the epigram.

It was undoubtedly the potential of the epigram for

trenchancy and effectiveness and for bringing together in a single

image elements of the real and the ideal, elements of praise and
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instruction, that gave rite to Jonson's high regard for Lis work in

this genre. He found it especially amenable to the expression of hic-

idefil of men in accordance with the stylistic qualities he required.

A yet r ore coneumate realization of Jonson's ideals than

Sir Thomas Roe was achieved by Sir Edward Herbert (1583-16**8). He

was Jensen's friend, and in 1604 hue cor ,ended his Art of roetry

(ConvorK. 85-8); in 16C8 he had addressed a satire to Jonson.^ Herbert

also gave Joneor. s copy of Martin de Boa's Singnlarur. Locaruci ac Serum

(Cordova, 1600) which Joneon inscribed "Ex dono Ed. Herbert! Equitea

Amides. Doctias". He was learned and accomplished; he had been

taught Greek, Latin snd logic at Oxford, had taught himself French,

Italian and Spanish, and become proficient in music, riding and

fencing. He made a successful foreign tour in l608-9. In the

campaigns of 161G in the Netherlands, he had demonstrated his courage.

By 1610, so high was Herbert in the public esteem that copies of is

portrait were in great demand; clearly, he had come to represent like
7

Sidney many of the values of his age.

The poem to Herbert (Bp CVI) reflects the breadth of his

acco plishments and his place in the popular estimation!

If men get name, for some one veitue: Then,
What man art t ou, that art so many men,

Al -vertuoue KERBE T I on whose every j art
Truth might spend all her voyce, Fame all her art.

Whether thy learning they would tore, or wit,
Or valour, cr thy judgement seasoning it,

Thy sanding upright to thy selfe, thy ends
Like straight, thy pietie to God, and friends:

Their latter praise would etil the greatest bee,
And yet, they, all together, lesse than thee.

Jonson depicts Herbert as a man who embodies all of 's ideals: integrity,

constancy, learning. Intelligence, judgement, valour, and devotion to

5. Occasional Verses (1665; facsicdle rpt. Kenstor:, 19&9), P" • 1^-6, 19-20.
6. H K. i>, i, 37UI—
7. After the composition of this epigram, Herbert achieved y t further

distinction; in 1619, he became sabesoador to Fr nee and in 162*»
published his chief philosophical work De Verilete.
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hie friends and to God. Indeed, it is particularly die friends who

broadcast Herbert's ve tuts because they are in the best oeition to

know the;:« Yet, all they could say about his is less than he is in

person. The poem to Herbert is, in keeping with its subject, a con-

suro. te image of «3onsen's ideals, and brings together many themes

which are discussed separately elsewhere but which sre parts of a single

ideal of man. Their realisation altogether in one man enables Jonson

to present a comprehensive and unified image of .ds values.

The relationship of these values to contemporary society

ia made more explicit ir. a poem to Sir Thomas Qverbury (1551-1615). He

was, according to a near-contemporary historian, "a man of parts and
8

abilities" and had received a B.A. at Oxford (1598) where he had

acquired greet proficiency in logic and philosophy, before going on

to the Middle Temple. He had travelled » road. Both Fuller and Wood

agree, in al. osi identical words, that Gverbury had "attained to be a

most accomplished gentleman, which the happiness of his I en, both in

|'oetry and 1 rone doth declare." Fuller also suggests, wit out giving

credit to the work of Joseph Hall, that Ov rbury was "the first writer

of Characters of our Notion, so fur as X have observed". Hie frien s ip

with Robert Carr, whom he had first met in Scotland in 1601, led to

entry into the court circle; Carr "perceiving him to be a person of

good parts and abilities, and withal sober and studious" made him is

confidante, procured for him a knighthood in 1608, and enabled him to
9

enjoy a ositic oof power and influence.

8. Arthur Wilson, The History of Great Britain (London, 1653) p. 66.
9. Thomas Fuller, The History of the orthjeo of England (London,

1662) p. 36O and Anthony S* Wood, A thence' Oxotiensis TLondon. IC91),
if 350-1; the words are Fuller's.
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Over-bury's achievements and prominence in the court led

Jonson to celebrate him ae the representative of values not often found

there:

So PHCEBUS makes me worthy of his bayes,
As but to speake thee, OVERBUY, is praise:

So, where tho; liv'st, thou mak'st life underetooki
Where, what makes others great, doth keepe thee good!

I thinke, the Fate of court thy comring crev'd,
That the wit there, and mann rs might be sav'd:

For since, what ignorance, what pride is fled!
And letters, and humanitie in the stead!

Repent thee not of thy faire precedent,
Could make such Ben, and such a -lace repent:

Nor may* any feare, to loose of their degree,
Who' in such ambition can but fellow thee.

(E£. CXIII)

Overbury has given witness to the values of learning and the good life in

a court usually dominated by pride and ignorance, and consequently h; s

been able to give it a truer understanding of life; the phrase "thou

nmk'et life understood* suggests the rational basis of Jorson's ideals.

In praising Cverbury, Jonson is celebrating the accomplishment of a

man who shared and deomonstrated his own values and who was able to

further them in a usually hostile environment. Cverburv is a colleague
10

in the search for and propagation of Truth.

This sense of community is found throughout Jonson's work

in the form of an address or appeal to a particular part of his audience.

His early ;lays are addressed to the intellectual part of his audience,

the yo ng men from the Inns of Court to whom he dedicated Every Man out

of his Humour, and fror the universities, to whom he dedicated Volpone.

He often distinguished between the learned and the ig: orant, or the

. cntlemen and tho con- on sort in the audience,and before his -leys he

placed with groat s< r-ousness addresses to the "Pretender" and the

1C. For Jonsor.'s later relationship w th Overbury see below.
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11
"linderstander", the "reader in ordinarie" and the "lie der extr ordinary".

It was this intellectual part of the audience that was meant to under¬

stand the historical accuracy of Se.janus and C. t * lii e, and the point and

erudition of I-oetastor. At the failure of Ce.janus. fel ow men of letters

like George Chapman. Hugh Holland, Sir Thomas Hoe, John Karaton,

William Strachey, fkiaond Bolton and others rallied to Jor<eon'a sup- oft

end prefixed their commendatory verses to the quarto edition of the
12

play which appeared in 1C05, two years after its unsuccessful performance.

With Catiline, however, even thin part of the audience had failed to

give its wonted support.

Jonecn's poems were undoubtedly also addressed to this

minority. They contain the seme contrast between the le rned and the

ignorant, the same appeal to the knowledgeable critics and contempt for

the unlearned ones. The literary and ethical values w ich Jonuon

maintained were those of an educated society, and rsost of the people

he praises in his poetry had undergone a conventional education in one

of the universities, or the Inns of Court; most often, they had progressed

from <ne to the other, from 0 grounding in the liberal arte to the study

of the law, which provided an education which was both liberal and

practical. Among these were Christopher Brooke and John Donne (the

former as at Cambridge end the latter at Oxford, but they shored a

chamber at Lincoln's Inn), William Browne (Oxford and Clifford's Inn),

Francis and John Beaumont (Oxford and the Inner Temple), ae well ns

others. There were typical of the educated and sophisticated pert of

Jonson'e audience.

11. See the addresses before The Alchemist and Cat line, end the
dedication to The Hewe lane; see also H & S, I, 22-4,

12. H & S, I, 56-7.
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They were also his friends and society. A study of the

literature of the period reveals the close association of men of

liter ry and schol rly tastes* Anon • the great names of the per ®d

who were Joneon*© personal friends were Shakespeare, Donne, Bacon,

Golden, Cotton, Beaumont, ?uid Chapmen, not to mention his patron© nd

numerous disciples who will be discussed below. Among these, thre

were amateurs as well as "professional" poets, but all were united by

serious interest in literature or scholarship. Their sense of

community is illustrated by Jons-n's remark to Drum ond, th t MnrRhem

"was not of the numb r of the F-.ithfull. i. [i.e.] Poets and but a

base f How." (Convert. 166-7)

This coterie of iterati gathered together in numerous

societies. They assembled in Sir Robert Cotton's famous libr ry,
13

. hare Jonson may have first met Bacon. Jonison was a. member of a -;mup

which, according to Coryat, met on the first Friday of every m nth

t the K maid. Tavern in Bread St., and which also included

Sir Robert Cotton, John Donne, Richard Mnrtyn, Christopher Brooke,

Inigo Jones, Hugh Holland, and, it has always been assumed without
14

sufficient evidence, Shakespeare. Later, there were 'lyric feasts*

at the Sun, the Dog, the Triple Tun, and above all at the old Devil

Cavern, where Jonson and his coterie gathered at the upper chamber
15

known as the 'Apollo'. More serious and less successful as eab iea

were also contemplated: Ben Jonson was included among the list of

numbers in Ebmond Bolton's proposed 'Academ Roial,* or 'College of

13. H & S, I, 35.
1*U Jonson is not named among thoae who wer© expected at the Mitre

for a "Convivium Philosophicum", on Sept. 2, probably in the ye r
16111 they included many of those who later set at the Mermaidf
sec I. A. .Shapiro, "The Mermaid Club," MLR, XLV (1950), 61-7} ®oe
also H & S, I. **9-51.

15. H fe S, I. 85.
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Honour,' the establishment of which was discussed fror- 1617 until the

end of Jemes' reign. After 1628, when Jorson's stroke confined him

first to hie chamber, and then to his bed, his rc m in Westminster

became a centre of learning end letters.^ It is quite understandable

that men of similar testes and intere ts should assemble wherever

feasible. Jonson perhaps was responsible for transferring the

Renaissance preference for discussion in a pleasant garden, as in

The Courtier, and Utopia, to the Tavern{ that he did finally bring it

to his own bedside is a tribute to his position among th<se men of

learning.

These friendships based on corn-on humanistic values played
17

an important part in maintaining and furthering the order of society.

The association of good men who were devoted to moral and literary

ideals and willing to go through hardship in order to defend and promote

them was one of the basic units and strengths of a society} we have

only to recall the importance of friendship in Sidney's Arcadia, and

In Spenser's Faery ,ueene. It is important to remember that true friend¬

ship could only exist between good men, and that it had an important

place in the natural order and in the humanistic view of the good lifei

"he eeemeth to take the sun from the world," wrote Elyot, "th t tsketh

friendship fro;; a man's Yet, friendship was ore than personal,

for it was en i®}.>ortant social virtue, on which depended the well-being

of the whole comrsunity. These literary associations formed a leadership

which attempted to spread its ideals of learning and virtue throughout

the whole of society.

16. 11 6 s, I, 103.
17. See F. Gaspari, Humanism and the Social Order in Tudor England.

(Chicago, 195*0, PP« 96-7, 163, 18C-15 and Hugh Maclean, 'Ben
Jonson's Poems,'op. cit., pp. ^5-51.

18. Governour. p. 133.
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Jonson often relates literature and friendship. He

praises Sir Kenry Goodyere for his 'veil-Dade choise of friends, and

bockes' (Ep, L. VI); among the former was Donne, He praises the

Countess of Rutland for making her books her friends (Und, 1),

In giving the Countess of Bedford a copy of Donne's satires, he
19

writes: 'Rare poems ask rare friends' (Ep, XCIIII). These connections

ore not accidental, and are entirely consistent with Jonnon'e basic

literary and ethical ideals. Both books and friends required the came

careful selection and juet appreciation. There was an obligation to

learn to benefit from friendship; it is because he has something to

te?ch them, or they have something to teach others that Jonsen's friends

find their way into his joetry.

A poem to Francis Beaumont (158^? - 1616) exemplifies the

mutual esteem which could exist between men of letters:

How 1 doe love thee iUL&tJHOKT, and the Muse.
That unto me dost such religion use!

iiow I doe feare my selfe, that am net worth
The least indulgent the ght thy pen drops forth!

At once tnou mak'st me happie, and unmak'ot;
And giving largely to me, more thou tak'st.

Whet fate is mine, that so it selfe bereaves?
What art is thine, that so thy friend deceives?

When even there, where most thou prayeest mee,
For writing better, I must envie thee,

Ek* LV

Herford and Simpson sug est that this poem was written in answer to

Beaumont's famous epistle to Jonsor from the country, *M, irzncio

Beaumont's Letter to Ben Jensen written before he and Master Fletcher

came to London', in which Beaumont had recalled the conviviality of

the Mermaid, and concluded with a tribute to Jcneon's friendship:

19, Joneon cakes a similar connection between friends and books at
Dng, V. XXI.
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'twill once againe
Bring mee to thee, who wilt make smooth & plain©
Tiie i-ujr of knowledge for mee, and then I
who' have noe good in mee, but simplicity®,
Know that it will »y gre; teat corrifort bee
T*acknowledge sll the rest tc Come from thee.

This joera, a recognition of Jomson'o help in the pursuit of Truth and

le. rning, is not the on y testimony of Beaumont's regard find friendship,

for he also prefixed commendatory verf es to the Quartos of Volpcne

(1(07) snd Catiline (1611), and the folio edition of Epicoene (161£).

Jorison's jroer., to Beaumont is a poem about Beaumont's respect

for him. It exemplifies within itself the exchange of affection and

commendation which took place between the oets. Though Jonson remarked

to Drumrscnd that Beaumont, who had died in 1616 "loved too much hir self

& his own ver ee" (Convers. 15*0» his criticism of his friend does not

etr ct from this evidence of their mutual esteem. Jonson seems to have

retained a resolute detachment in evaluating hie friends and was as

quick with censure as he was generous with applause. Kor is it to be

assumed that such cordiality prevailed in all of Jorison's relationships

with fellow poets. Several of his bitter and lor.g-lived feuds with

other artists are well-known: hi© altercation with the play-wrights
21

Hareton and Dekker consumed much of hie energy from 1599 to 1bC1;

his quarrel with Inigo Jones which may have coaimenced as early as 1612
22

was still vehement in 1631. Kor was Jonscn always sympathetic to

other writers and their work. His dicti pronounced in rather ponti¬

fical fashion to the Ingres; iorable Drum ond are often unkind and

unsparing: "that Sharphaa Day, Dicker were all Kogues and that kinshew

was one", that "Abram Francis in is English Hexameters was a Foole",

20. IJ h S, XI, 37^-7; sec also pp. 10-1.
21. H t S, I, ?h-31.
22. K fc S, I, 61-2, 9^-8.
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end that Markham, Day and Middleton, were base fellows, (C overs. 51-^,

16C-8). He also related that "Daniel was at Jealousies with Me",

thrt "Drayton feared him, and he [JonaorO esteemed not of him," and

that he "beat® Mars ton end took® his pit toll from him" (Convers. 15?~3»

160). These animosities were based on both personal and liter sry

differences, end took little account of common ideals or the fellowship

of men of let era. Cle:rly, these values could not always sustain a

joint ef ort and mutual cordiality between joets.

Yet, though these literary feuds frequently found their way

into Jonson'e drama and his conversations with Drutnmond, they are lees

evident in his Epi^-r^ggiea and The Forest. Swipes at Daniel, et Drayton

and possibly at Inigo Jones, John Marston, and Henry Parrot have been
23

identified, but here, his friends receive the greater attention.

Joneon's close association with John Donne (1572-1631) is

evident both from his oetry and hie ex"ant remarks to Druamond; three

epigrams are concerned with Donne, though one of them is not actually

a, ressed to him. He is the fir*t contemporary poet to be mentioned in

the bi-j, rammer. The points of c< ntact between Jonson and Donne were

numerous. They shared much of their ©ccietys Christopher Brooke,

Richard Martin, Sir Robert Cotton, Hugh Holland, Sir Henry Goodyere,

Sir Francis Bacon, and Sir Edward Herbert were among their mutual

friends; and Lady Bedford and Lord Egerton, their patrons. Both of

them, ok well sr. est of their friends, frequented the Mermaid. An

extent letter from Jonson to Donne shows how the latter intervened on

23. Both Daniel and Prsyton have been suggested as the "bitter verrer"
of For 111, 11. 65-70 (II h S, xi« ^5)> and Jones as the inspiration
of Eg. CAM and CXXIX addressed to "Mime" and "The Town's Honest Man"
( H EE, Xl» 26, 28); Mareton has been suggested as the ' ilay-wright1
of Eg. LXV1II (HIS, XI, 12), and Henry Parrot, the "Court 1-arret"
of J&. LXXI see H f S, XI, 13.
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Jensen's behalf when he had offended a lady, probebly the Countess of

Bedford; a letter from Bonne to Goodyere shows Donne <nce more inter¬
s'*

vening on behalf of his friend.

Other known contacts between Jonson and Donne testify to

their close association. To Drumrtsond, Jorison probably spoke more of

Donne than of any other, and his knowledgeable remarks suggest their

intimacy. Re revealed to his eager listener that Donne's m. tercel

grandfather was Heywocd the Epigrammatist (Convert. 11. 19^-5)$ and

that in his last re face to Horace's Art of 1-oetry he had meant

Criticue to be Dome (11 82-5); he explained to Drumr ond the 'conceit'

and general purpose of Donne's 'Metempsychosis' of which "he never

wrotte but one sheet" and that Donne "now since he woe made Doctor

repenteth highlie & eeeketh to destroy all hie poems" (11. 1JC-7).

Joneon also recalled a frank exchange of criticism in which he had

tcld Donne that if the •Anniversary* had described the Virgin Mary,

'it had been something' to which Donne replied that he had described

the "Idea of a Woman and cot as she wan"; Jonson*s final opinion wae

that it was "profane and full of Blasphemies" (11. , He a so

related that Donne had told hirr that he had written his Epitaph on

irince Henry "to match Sir Ed. Herbert in obecurenesse" (11. 125-7)•

Clearly, Jo son and Donne often "talked shop" together. This literary

exchange is also demonstrated by Donne's commendatory oe , addressed

to "Amicissirao & meritissimo BEN: JC £Ch", on Volpone. published in

the 1605 quarto edition.

Jonson's relationship with John Donne exemplifies the dual

aspect of Jonson's attitude to books end friends: it was both

2*+. K & S, I, 205.
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colc-etivo «nd critical. Their friendship was personal, hut Jensen

reveals both respect and detachment in his evaluation of Donne's work.

The evidence of his r-spect is fami" iar. Drumnond records that "he

estaraeth John Done the first poet in the World in some things"* that

ho had by heart Donne's 'The Bracelet* and 'The Calm', and "affirmst&

Done to have written all his best pieces err he was 25 years old"

(Convert. 117-22)Another well-known tribute to Donne singles out

the -uMry work for special praises

DONNE, the delight of PHOEBUS, and each Muse.
Who, to thy one, all other braines refuse?

Whose every works, of thy most earely wit,
C as forth exarpl •, and remain#® so, yet:

Longer a knowing, then moot wits doe live.
And which no'affection praise enough can giveI

To it, thy language, letters, arts, beat life,
U ich might with alfe mankind rointnyne o strife.

All which I meant to praise, an , yet, 1 would?
Rut leave, because I cannot a I shouldI

(Eg. XXIII)

This oeo is not only a testimony of Jonson's respect eard affection for

Don e, but also an appraisal of some of the peculiar qualities of Donne'©

poetry: the intellectual vigour and the extraordinary erudition# In

the fourth line, he suggests Donne's profound and radical influence on

the poetry of ie ago, which developed in the line of metaphysical

poetr • He also e '-amends Donne's mode of life. Jonson, in fact, attests

to Donne*e singularity in both ethical and i i erary qualities, and his

pr&im is or lid end deeply felt.

Jensen*a strictures on Donne are also well-knc n. In

addition to '-is Clements about the obscurity of the 'Epitaph on Prince

Henry* and • he blasphemy of the 'Anniversaries', he told Druanond that

Donne "for not keeping of accent deserved hanging" (G nv?rn. 1'4)* It

25. '-■* C« Raid in John Donne. A Life (Oxford, 1970) mentions on • ?6
that 'The Calms' was written after that age. Donne was bora between
2k January and 19 Jun-, 1572, and h wrote this poem durin hie
voyages with Essex, July to October 1597 (p . 86-92)? sec also
W. Mil; ate*® edition of Donne's Satires. Epigrams, and Ver-:-e Lot er:,
pp. 20**j—10.
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need hardly be pointed out that Donne's metrical roughness, frecuent

hyperbole and often dense end recondite imagery sinned against Jonsen's

own critical canon, the classical qualities of brevity, clarity and

perspicuity. Jonson did not possess the ability to see, and much lees

to sympathise with, bote sides of a question, or principles contrary to

his own. Hie strictures on Spenser and Shakespeare, already quoted

abeve, reveal the limits of his literary sympathies.

These comments, moreover, oust be understood in context,

for 0onsen's strictures go hand in hend with his tributes to Donne.

The comments to Drummond show their exchange of ideas end criticism.

Honesty and fr nkneea could be no hindrance to a friendship based en

knowledge end respect; nor could criticise based on sound learning

offend. Indeed Jonson and Donne seem to have made a practice of con¬

sulting one another. They exchanged manuscripts. Trough Donne's poems

were not published until 1633, Jonson sent a copy of the Satires to

Lady Bedford before 161?, and referred to the 'Metempsychosis', 'The

Bracelet*, and 'The Calme' in 161-9. In this spirit, Jonson himself

submitted to Donne*e judgement and to the free exchange of criticisms

Who shall doubt DCHRE, where 1 a i oet bee,
When I dare send my E; igr< tenses to theeV

That so alone canst judge, so 'alone dost make;
And, irs thy censures, evenl, , dost take

As free sirplicitie, to dis-svow.
As thou hast, best author!tie, t o • allow.

Reade all I send: and if I find but one

Mark'd hi thy hand, and with the better tone,
My title's seal'd. T cee thst for claps doe write,
Let pui'neee, .orters, .layers praise delight,

And, till they burst, their backs, like esse© load;
A man should seeke great glorie, and not broad.

(E£. XCVI)

Seizing once again on Donne's singularity, he testifies that he is

willing to allow himself to be measured by © man who has the learning end

the experience to judge properly. Though the roes ©solves into an

arrogant sentence, it is a tri ute to a living conte:penary and friend.
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Jonsm'e ntudy and assimilation of Donne's ioetry is

anoth r te; tioony of hie esteem. Donne had s surprising influence on

Jonc-on and, indeed, this influence has been so great in some cases

that th attribution of a group of ;.oe«e in the Undent ■ da has been

much disputed.. One of them 'The Expostulation' has been, without

dubt, attributed to both Jonsort and Donne.'"" The remaining three,

written in the style of Donne, are gene:ally thought to be by Jot son.

Dome's influence, moreover, probably suggested this turning from the
27

epigram to the elegy, which Donne bad developed in the 159©'s. Kor

vSB t is influence limited to a single group of poems, for echoes of

Donne's manner are also found in Jensen's later work. These lines

from the 'Elegie on Lady lawlet' (d. 1621) show the hyperbole and the

religious timbre which we associate with Donnej

when they urg'd the Cure
Of her disease, how did her s ule assure

Her suffrinj. s, as the body had been© awayi
And to the Torturers (her Doctors) soy,

Stick on .our Cupping-glasses, feare not, put
Your : ottest Causticks to, burnc, lance, or cuts

•Tie but a body which you can torment,
And I, it to the world, all Scule, was sent J

(lino. UKX1 , U. 69-56)

The tone here is similar to that in the 'Anniversaries', and the there,

the relationship between body and soul, is characteristic of Donne;

ever, the hyperbolical medical conceit aug eats hie work. It is, however,

Jonsen. The elegy on Lady Digby (d. 1633) shows Jons, n making; use of

scholastic speculation in tee manner of Donr.e.

26. See Percy Simpson's discussion of their authorship, M & £, XI,
66-70 where he differs from his colleague C. U. Herford, 21, 383-^1
in his edition, of Donne'e I oems (Oxford, 1912) Sir Herbert Grieraon
(II, cx>;xvi~cxxxvii) attributes 'The Expostulation* to Bonne, but
Dear.© Helen Gardner, in her edition of The Elegies unt Sor^.e end
Sonnets (Oxford, 1965) gives it tc Donne" '{"pp. xxxv-viii).

2?. Com.pion had preceded Dome in the composition of English elegice,
but Donne wee the prevailing influence en subsequent writers;
see Gardner, Ele.-.lcn end Songo end Sonnets, p. xxxiii.
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For, sb there are three Natu es. School; en call
0ne coryorall. only; th'other spiritual.

Like single; so, th re is e thi rd, ccmmixt,
Of Body and Br ir.it together, lac*a betwixt

Those other two ...

(Und. IAXXIV, 9, 11. 51-5)

Thie kind of arcane end abstract imagery ie rot typical of Jcnaon.

Though the simple distinction between scholastic or classical learning

is not ode uate to define the different qualities of Jonson end Donne,

for both of them read widely and variously, it does describe the are, e

of knowledge which each principally exploited for his poetry. Jonson's

earlier oetry does occasionally glance at patriotic or sch lastic

speculations, as in this image fro® 'The Sinner's Sacrifice', written

not long after the completion in 1612 of the toetry for publication in
pO

the 1616 V»ork' Si

Father, and Sonne, and Holy Ghost, you three
All coeternall in your H&jestie,
Distinct in persons, yet in Unitie

One God to see.

(Unri. I, i. 11. 37-^)

Yet, in the two elegies mentioned above, Jonson takes such matter to

great lengths. He expatiates fervently on the b'atific vision and the

nature of the Trinity in a rather abstract end arid manner. This in a

kind of imagery to which Jorioon turned late. In this change, e can

detect not only the awareness of new attitudes and resources, but also

the hand of Donne.

The judicious esteem, the exchange of ids-s, the candid

criticisr;, the evident influence: all of these were aspects of, and

subordinate to, ideals which were universal and absolute. Jensen's

friendship with a man like Donne fitted ir.to the scheme of things.

Both poets shared liter ry and oral values, end, if Donne more inclined

28. It 6 S, XI,
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to its Christian, and Jcnsofs to its els.-, leal aspect, they both still

belonged to the central tr ditien of letter®. In diffeent ways, each

tried to express, in terras of da intellectual interests, an attitude

to life, and implicit in their different eths was a com on belief in

the slue of letters.

Jonsen's deliberate attempt to relate hit ideals tc con¬

temporary life led him to tm ke use of his relationship with Donne.

His person and relationship with Joneor; for® the factual background of

the poems. But while it is the facte of Donne'i. life and achievement
}

which give substance to the poems, it is Jensen's ideals which

determine their forts and give the unity. The proems at' er t to relate

these value., with the facts of experience. The value® are central

and the focus of the realistic elements in the poem, but the reality

of Dome's achievements gives these values tangibility and relevance.

The themes of character, friendship, end literature ere brought

tojether in s poem to a men who w®s good, a friend, and an admirable

poet end critic. The close fusion of ideal and real elements is

evidence of the attempt to convey universal values by means of

particular and contest orary images.

Joneon'e relationships with the great scholars of his age

also illustrated his values and found their way into hie poetry; his

devotion to "letters" included scholarship as well as poetry. Jonaon'a

poem to his teacher, the gre t antiquarian, William Camden (1551•I623)

was not only an expression of personal gratitude but also a definition

of the qualities required for true scholarship. Characteristically,

Jot,son has mixed personal end ideal elements in a poem tc a friend.

It begins as an expression of "piety":

CAMD! R, most reverend head, to whom 1 owe
All that I am in arts, ell that I know,

(How nothing's that?) to who® my countrey owes
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i'hc greet renowno, and name wherewith shee go© •

Then thee the ege sees not that thing more g;rave,
More high, more holy, that shee more would crave.

There is no exaggeration in this description of Camden's eminence. He

was the acknowledged leader of antiquarian studies in Englano in hie

tire, and at the some tire a ran of the Renaissance who addressed hie

work to a European audience. His c munications with continental

scholars, the composition of the Britannia in Latin, and its evident

aim to establish the topography and historical development of Britain

for the world cf international scholarship made Camden a scholar of

European standing. His Britannia (1J?86) was r nted in Frankfurt in

1590 and reached five editions before its English translation by

Ihilemon Holland in 1610. His Remaines of a Greater Worke concerning

Britrine (1f03) vent through seven editions in the course of the seven-

29
teenth century.

Jonso however, turns from hie description of Camden's

eminence to define his scholarly character:

What name, what skill, wh t faith hast thou in things!
Whet sight i; sea ching the most antique spr ngs!

What weight, and what authoritie in thy speech!
Man scarse can make that doubt, but thou canst te; ch.

Jonson singles out the qualities of great scholarship, the authority,

the patient skills, the considered and reliable .judgement, the insight

that can penetrate through the obscurities of time and error, the

erudition that gives his judgements weight and authority. The basis of

Camden's reputation and his value as a scholar is the solidity of his

character and the personal att ributes of learning and discernment that

he brought to his work.

29. See Stuart Iig ott, "William Camden and the Britannia", Iroceedin s
of the British Academy, XXXVII (1951)» 199-217 and the ntrocuction
to the facsimile of the 1&95 edition of the Britannia (Newton Abbott,
1971)} see also May McKisock, Mediaeval Hi a tor;? in the Tudor Age
(Oxford, 1971), pp. 150-*. ~ "
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Joruson*8 poem concludes by bringing together hie personal

feelings and the worth «nd eminence of his subjects

Pardon free truth, and let thy ioo<ieetie,
Which conquers all, be once over-come by thee.

Many of thine this better could, then 1,
But for their powers, accept my pietie.

This is a tribute of a man who hod shared his discoveries of Truth with

Jonson and posterity.

The scholarly values which Jonson defined in his tribute to

Camden are considerably expanded it, a poem, to Sir Henry Eevile (Ii&9-1622).

Unlike Camden, Savlle was not a personal friend, but he also shared and

exemplified Jons< n'r ideals, Savile was one of the most learned men of

the ege. Warden of Kertof (15S5) end Provost of Eton (1596)» he had

acquired standing in the world of scholarship by hie translation of

Tacitus (1591) which included m original section "The End© of Hero and

Beginning of Galla"; it h d six editions during the next fifty ye is.

Jc eon j raises this work in the first part of the poem. Savfle was also

the most outstanding academic antiquarian of the period and edited
30

seven importrat historical texts. As in the poem to Camde , however,

it is not his particular achievements which interest Jorson but rather

the way 3avile*s character end work elucidate and exemplify humanistic

values. He therefore turns from the Tedtus to describe the qualities

of £avile*e scholarship*

For who can master those great parts like thee,
That liv'st trcv hope, fro;, feare, frcas faction free;

Thet hast thy brest so cleere of present crimes,
Thou need'st not ehrinke at voyce of efter-tiweej

Whose knowledge elaimeth at the heire to standi
But, wisely, thrusts not forth a forward hand,

No more than bALLUST ir the hcrrsne state!
As, then, his cause, his gloiie emulate.

Although to write be less, r then to doc,
It is the next deed, and a great one toe.

(Ej>. XCV, 11, 1?-26)

30. KcKif-sek, pp. 63-A.
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Sevile'e detrchment from interest or involvement in contest orsry issues

end his pru ent use of his learning make bins fit for the discovery of

Truth. Bec.ru:.e he devoted himself to the search for what Is absolute end

universal, and not to the narrow loyalties of self or party, what he

discovers will withstand the test of time. Savile is both learned and

disinterested} these are the prerequisites of true scholarship.

In the lest part of the roem Jonsort turns fr m the dcrcribing

of S vile to that of the ideal ochol r:

We need a man that knowes the severall grrfles
Of historic, and how to apt their places}

Where brevitie, where splendor, and where height,
Where sweetness© is requir*d, and where weight;

We need a ran, can speake of the intents,
The ccuncells, actions, orders, and events

Of state, and censure them: we need hie pen
Can write the thing®, the causes, and the men.

But most we reed his faith (md all have you)
That dares nor write things false, nor hide things true.

(11. 27-36)

Discernment, understanding, judgement, integrity of purpose and en apt

style of expression: these are the qualities neces ary for the scholar

to discover and to comrunicate the Truth about the past.

structure of this poem is significant. The first part

praise© Savile's Tacitus for its fidelity and merit. The next art

describes the disinterested and informed judgement which he brought to

hie work; Jonson has moved from the work to the man. The last rart

describee the qualities necessary for the discovery and communication

of Truth. The poem beocr.es progressively more abstract, moving from

the praise of a particular work to a description of the ire&l scholar;

the application of this ideal is clinched in the final line, where

Savile is revealed as its embodiment. The -oetr applies the ide«:l to

a articular individual and to the needs of contemporary society.

Jonson's praise of great antiquarians like Camden and Savile

is related to the revival of interest in the national jest which had
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31
token lace curing the Tudor period, There were Many res one for

this fascination with British anticuity, not the least of which was the

dispersal of berks, manuscripts, and all kinds oi ancient reco-da which

was e result of the dissolution of the monasteries, Many fervent

Protestants desired to establish by means of these reco Us the

legitimacy of the English c urch. Some antiquarians we,e motivated

by an interest in the history of their families, cities, or countiCsf

some, simply by a fascination with ancient momaaene. Common, however,

to all of the English antiquarians was a profound love of their country.

Jonron himself reflected this pride in the national past when he spoke

to Drufr.mcnd of his "indention to perfect one Epic loeme intitled Hero-

ologia of the Worthies of his Country, rowsed by Fame, and was tc.
Ttp

dedicate it to his Country" (Convers. 1-4), This same int- rest

probably accounts for his request to Iiowell for a copy of "Boctor D.vies

his Welsh Grammar1' and for the references to the middle English poets

33
Chaucer, Gower and Eydgate in The English Grammar. Jonec.'s own

contribution to the history of his country was ids istory of Henry V

for which ho had received help fro the noted antiquarians Carew,

Cotton and Selden? unfortunately this was destroyed in the fire com¬

memorated in "An Execration upon Vulcan", (End. XLII1, 11. 97-10O.

Jonson was evidently interested not only in classical antiquity but in

the ancient history and liter ture of h s country.

When in the poem to Savile, Jonron spoke of the reruirenenls

for attaining a true understanding of antiquity, he was describing the

31. See McKisack and Eiggott, John Butt, "The Facilities for
Antiquarian Study in the Seventeenth Century" in Essays and Studios
by members of the English Association. XXIV (1936), 93-100.

32. George Burke Johnston in Ben Jonsou': i oet (Mew York, 191*5)» pp. 96-125,
shows how Jonson made use of mediaeval and chivalric litemture.

33. See H fc S, XI, and VIII, 456-8.
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contemporary no d tc understand both the national and the classical

past. The work of clar'fying the past was 0 consequence of the

realization that distortion and error had perverted the transmission

of Truth through time end that it was necessary to rescue Truth from

the obscurities, alterations, and corruptions which had accrued to it;

hence, the disinterested scholarship advocated by Jonsc was ot only

free from present interests, but also free to question the findings

of antiquity. Its sole allegiance was to Truths

We rust not goe about like men anguish*d, and
perplex *d, for vitioue affectation of praises but caltnely
study the separation of opinions, find the errours have
intervened, awoke Antiquity, call former tires into
question; but make no parties with the present, nor
follow any fierce undertakers, mingle no matter of doubt¬
ful credit, with the simplicity of trut.., but gently
etirre the mould about the root of the question, and
avoid all digladiatione, facility of credit, or super¬
stitious simplicity; seeke the conconency and concatenation
of Truth; stoope only to point of necessity, and what
leads to convenience.

(Disc. 210h-l£)

This is the credo of scholarship.

Jonsor, therefore, praises the great jurist John Selcen

(15fA-l65^) for his important work in correcting the understanding of

antiquity by r> cognizing and expurgating e ore and it postures and by

giving an accurate picture of historical development:

Which Grace shall I make love to fir; t? your skill,
Or faith in thin, e? or is*t your wealth and will
T O; *instruct and teach? or your unweery'd peine
Of Gathering? Bountie* in pouring out again®?
What fables have you vextl what truth redeem * d!
Antiquities search'd! Opinions rfis-esteem'dl
Impostures branded! And Authorities urg'dl
What blots and errours, have you watch'd and jurg'd
Records, and Authors of! how rectified
Times, manners, cuotomesl Innovations apioei
Sought out the Fountainee, Sourres, Greek's, paths, wayes,
And noted the beginnings and decayes!

(Und. XIV, 11 35-U6)
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This pasesge reveals the concern to return to origins end primary

sources, r ther than depend solely on the standard histori s, which

enablt A the antiquarians of the period to begin to cle r away the

legendary and fabul us from the history of their country. It was at

this point largely a work of establishing the facts of istcry.

Comi on to the } oetns to Ce»der, 5; vile, and £olden is a

sincere appreciation of the value of scholarship, and of the role of
3k

individuals in its discovery end transmission• Jensen grasped the

importi ace of establishing by means of the tools of scholarship the

best and most accurate >epresentation of antiquity: accuracy v as

needed, whether in the for® of a topographical description, a scholarly

edition, or a work of historical or antiquarian research. Jorsnn

perceived the importance of establishing the facta. He therefore
35

praises all three of these em nent scholars for their "faith" i things.

By t is, Jo: son seems to have re; nt the assurance that they would

fulfill their obligation to uncover end present the Truth without bias
36

or distortion. It was a quality of character which ensured fidelity

tc the Truth. The import! nee of faith w s no doubt partly due to a

scholarly respect for the facts, but it had also to do with the import¬

ance of understanding and elucidating life, and of making life understood.

There ie throughout Jonson's work a respect for the actuality of life,

which,.'-s we have seen,led to his basing cost of his drams and poetry

on the solid materials of actual 1 fe. It also led him to endorse the

efforts of men who sought to restore a true understanding of a place, a

document, or a subject. It was this respect for reality which lay at the
f

basis of bis respect for these scholars.

3k, Bee Trioni, p;. 1^2-9.
35. Ep. Xllll, 1. 7} XCV, 11. 36-7; End XIV, 1. 36.
36. CM. III. 10: "The quality of fulfilling one's rust; faithfulness,

fidelity, loyalty"! MiIII.ii. 127: "Bearing the badge of faith
to prove them true"
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Jcnson's relationship with John Selden exemplifies the

fruitful as; ocintion of scholars. Theirs was a relationship based

not only on similar interests, but or mutual esteem; their remarks

about one another breathe familiarity and respect. To Drurmond,

Joneon described Selden as "the L< w book of the Judges of England,

the bravest man in all Languages" (Convers. 60^-3)• fielder, who refers

to Jonson's "most choice and able store" of books in a let er to him

deccribes how in order to elucidate a peace; e from the Creates of

Euripides he consulted "the well-furnished Librarit of my beloved

friend that singular poet M. Ben; Jonscn, whose speciall Worth in

Literature, accurst Judgement, and Performance, known only to the Few

which are truly able to know his, hath had from me, ever since 1 began
37

to learn, an Increasing admiration". Selden clearly refers to the

community of literary cognoscenti. Discussing the custom of giving

laurel to poets he ends with a tribute to Jonson:

And thus have I, by no unseasonable digression,
performed a promise to you my beloved BEE. JOEECN. Your
curious learning and judgement may correct where I have
erred, and adde where my notes and memory have left me
short. You are

— omnia Carmina doctus
et calleg hyth n pl&upata & Hietoriam.

And so you both fully wh.t concerned it, and your

sin^-glar excellencie in the Art most eminently deservesit.

Out of his copious learning, Selden supplied an answer to

Jonson's query about the Mosaic law proscribing the wearing of apparel
39

of the opposite sex. Their friendship was both scholarly and social.

Selden as well as Camden were among those present when Joneor. 'banqueted

all his friends* after his release from imprisonment for Eastward Ho

3?» See H h S, 1, 250 and XX. 3^3-^5 the latter is from the preface to
his Titles of Honor, (London, 161^), sig. d.

38. Titles of Honor, 2nd ed. (London, 1631), p. M2.
39. n t s, 1, 250; xi, 38^.
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(Convert. 277-8); later Jonsori intervened on Selden's behalf when then

the latter MM summoned to Theobalds by James,who had been offended, by
ko

his History of Tythcs. Selden war party to Jensen's intention to

s tirize "the vain Disputes of Divines" as well as his enemy Inigo
*♦1

Jones in his }ortrait of Inigo Lanthorne in Bartholomew Fayre. The

two scholars exchanged ver es of conrend-tion: Jonson prefixed a joe®

to Leiden's Titles of Honour, 16165 and Selden, to the folio edition

of Jonson'e workds. Jonson'e library contained several of Selcen's

workds, his Titles of Honour, 161*4, hie De diis Syriis Synt.-.gmats 1629, and

Jani Angior c Facien Altera. 161C; the lest of these is inscribed
«• 4?

"Su Bens Jonsonii Liber ex dono Authoria ©ihi chsilas". Only Leiden'e

copy of The New Inn, possibly presented by Joneo , survives but it is

certain that he knew more of Jonson'e work. ^ Hie history of their

friendship suggests frequent exchanges and mutual support.

Jonson'a epistle to Leiden also throws light on his attitude

to criticise and friendship. Before praising Selden's Titles of Honour

Jensen is careful to distinguish between the duties of criticism and

the obligations of friendship, and explores the im lications of his

dual responsibility, as critic and friend;

Your Booke, my Leiden. I have reed, and such
Was trusted, that you thought my judgement such
To aeke it: though in most of workes it be
A pennance, where a man say not be free,
Rather th n Office, when it doth or ©ay
Chance that the Friends affection proves Allay
Unto the Censure. Yours all need doth flie
Cf this so vitieue Human!tie.
Then which there Is not unto Studie'a more

Fernitiouc enemie; we see, before
A many'of bockes,,even good judgements wound
Themselves through fa-curing what is there not found,

(Und. XIV, 11. 3-16)

ko. H & S, XI, 38*4-5.
M. See John fielder., Table Talk (London, 1689), p. 52.
*♦2. II t £, 1, 270; XI, 602-3.
63. H » S, VI, 386.
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Friendship did not abrogate a deteched and just criticism. Though it

was within friendships based on common ideals that the most fruitful

exchanges could take place, a friend was subject t Treasures either

to be over-tolerant or ever-critical;

It is an Acte of Tyranye, not Love,
in Course of ffrlndshipp, wholie to reprove;
And fflatterye, with ffrindee humors; still to rove.

(Unr. V, XL1X)

The critic's detachment and solid foundation in learning was to be a

remedy against both of these excesses.

Jonson goes on to commend the breadth of learning and

experience which is at the basis of Selden'o work, and employs the

image of the compass to describe how he has extended the range of hie

knowledge while remaining constant and true to himself:

you that hove beene
Ever at home; yet, have all Countries sec-no:
And like a Compass© keeping one foot ©till

n your Center, doe your Circle fill
Of gencrall knowledge; watch*d men, manners too,
Heard what times pest have said, scene what ours doe.

(llnd. XIV, 11.29-3'0

The image of the compass was a traditional emblem in which the fixed leg

symbolized work and the outer one constancy. It was the device used by

the Plantin 3ress with the appro riete motto, labore et constuntie. It

is also significant because Jonson*s own emblem was a compasss the compass

itself being an image of perfection; and bein broken, a sign of man's
Mt

inability ever to achieve it.

Characteristically, Jonson represented Selder t-e a student

both of the past and the present. An understanding of both was necessary

to the scholar; the past was the basin of en understanding of the

present and the present was the justification for the study c f the- pest.

Mt. See The Masque of Beautie, 1 . 220-2 and Joneor'e note, end Edward B.
partridge, The Broken Corny as.':. A Study of the Major Comedies of
Ben Jonson.' (London. 1958). p. 239*
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After prftleing Selden's study of the past end hie apt fend

decorous - ode of express!on,and making the usual admission that hie

powers are not up to his subject's deserts, Jonscn mentioned Selden's

dedication of the Titles of Honor to his chamberfellow, Edward Heywood.

Since Heyvood was himself a scholar, he could duly appreciate Selden's

achievement. Friendship® bared on such common pursuits were re arded

as being of particular felicity by the courtesy writers, and Elyot

oajntaine that if "similitude of study or learning" is joined with

the re uisite qualities for friendship, "the tutus! interview and
45

conversation is much more pleas, nt". Such an association between

Selden and Heywood ia indicated. Jonson c ncludes by praising their

friendship,with its beais in knowledge and humanity.

It is significant that the theme of friendship introduces

and concludes this poem which defines the value of antiquarian scholar¬

ship. In the first part, Jonson had discussed the releticmihi}

between criticism and friendship; in the latter, the value of a friend¬

ship which sh red an interest in learning and scholarship. Both of

these suggest the importance of frien ship in the world of letters

nd in the natural order. The pursuit of Truth was a joint effort

which involved encouragement, consultation, and criticism within the

community of scholars.

This explains how Jonson came to commend many obscure

writers who seem unworthy of hie attentic . Swinburne, however, took

exceptioi to this a parent failure of Jonson's critical ability.

"Just judgement of others", he writes of Jo/,son, "just judgement of

himself, was all but impossible to this great writer, this co eummate

**5* Governgur, p. 13d.
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46
and indefotigible scholar, this generous and enthusiastic friend."

He point® out the disparities in the people Jons n praises, and cull®

Jonscn the "promiscuous panegyrist of Shakespeare, of Fletcher, of

Chapman, of Drayton, of Browne, of Brere, and of May; and t-oeovr of

one Stephens, of cue Rutter, of one Wright, of one Warre, and of one

4?
FSlaser". Modern scholarship has rescued many of these name* from

their obscurity, if not fro- their deserts, for many still remain among

the Boat minor writers of the period* Swinburne's charge is really

that Jensen did not bock able to discriminate between there and the

greatest of hi® contemporaries.

These poena, however, are evidence of the clots© association

of like-minded men. Many of them are addressed to friends and connected

with specific periods of Jonsen*k life, Thorns® falser, Hugh Holland,

and Thorns Wright, for example, were all Roman Catholics, and received

versos from Joneon while he himself was of their religion. The sub¬

titles to many of the joeme suggest the personal element, such as "To

my Truly-helov'd Friend, Mr Brownei on his Fastornlis" or "To my chosen

Friend, The learned Translator of Luc; n, Thomas May, Esquire". Some

of the later verse was addressed to his sons "To my tiesre Sonne, and

ripht-lc rnec Friend, Master JC<-LHi HOfSSR". Few of these poems use

the impersonal formula "To the worthy author".

There is, t orcover, a discrimination in the kind of praise

which Jensen gives to his various friends and associates. The poems

written to Shakespeare, Selderi, Savile, and Browne, for example, are

more c mprehensive end personal than those to the lee.-*r names, ioems

to the latter are often no more then a precis of the subject-matter of

46* Algernon Chsrl s Swinburne, A Study of Ben Jonson (London, 1P<C9),
p. 114.

47. Ben.jJcnson, p. 15.
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their books, or a general celebr> tion of the ideal of knowledge. The

poem prefixed to Theman Vright's The i-aesiens of the mince in generall

(160*0 is typical, and illustrates the ten ency to write a precis of

the theme of the bock to be praised*

In licture, they which truly understand,
Require (besides the likenesae of the thing)
Light, Posture, Height'ning, Shadow, Culloring,

All which parts ccamend the cunning hand;
And all your Bocke (when it is throughly scan'd)
Will well confesse; presenting, limiting,
Each subt'lest Passion, with her source, end spring,

So bold, as shewes pour Art you can commend.
But now, your Worke is done, if t ey that view

The severall figures, languish in suspence,
To judge which Passion's false, and which is true,

Betweene the doubtfull sway of Reason', and sense}
'Tie not your fault, if they shall sense preferre,
Being told there, Reason cannot, Sense may erre.

(Urn. V. VII)

Wright was a Jesuit, and ossibly the priest who visited Jonsen in

prison and converted him to Soman Catholicism. In writing this

tribute, Jensen gave evidence of an association based on com-.on

religious no well as ethical beliefs} another of Jonson's Catholic

friends, Hugh Holland, also prefixed a poem to the sane work. The

theme, moreover, is one which would itself have appealed to Jonson,

for he himself often makes this traditional contrast between reason

end sense in hie own work} hie pervasive theme of learning versus

ignorance ie also related to it. F;nelly, Jonson actually makes no

extravagant claims for this book. He does two things i, hie poem} he

epitomizes its theme, the conflict betw« n reason and sense, and he

describes the author's co preheneiveness end command of his matter.

The commend; tior, is modest.

**8. This was suggested by Miss Guiney, in her hecu tnt Pot ts.
(London and Hew York, 1938), see I; & S, XI. 128-9. The""I'HB entry
under Thomas Wright maintains that The Passions cf the Mince
does not belong to the Jesuit but to another Thomas #right (fl.
16C*0, e protege of Henry Wriothelesley, third E, rl of Southampton,
but Jonson's editors identify its author &« the priest.
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This is unlike the tributes given to Donre, Cemden, Sav'le,

and Solder., which ere more detailed and specific, which make far

grf tor claims for their subject, end which are redolent with personal

feeling end repeat. The greater writers and tcholsrs evoked a more

fulsome and heartfelt tribute.

It was, moreover, Jonson'o duty as e man of letters to

promote learning, not only by his own work but by encouraging the works

of others? it was probably in this spirit that Jonson lent his pen to

commendation. There was considerable interchange of verse among the

literati of the age and the conne ti nB between Jonscn and three close

friends illuetr? te its exclusiveness. Jonscn commended the work of

Christopher Broke, John Donne, end William Browne; Donne commended

Jonson'e works (1616), and Browne praised Jonson along with other con¬

temporary writers in the second book of his Britannia's 1 astorala (1616).

Donne dedicated 'The Storm' and probably also 'The Calm' to Brooke, and
k9

addressed to him one of his early verse letters, 'To Mr C.B.•

William Browne prefixed verses to Brooke's The G OBt of hichard the

Third (1tlh), eulogized him in the second book of is Britannia's

Pastorals, and inscribed to hin the fifth eclogue of his Shepherd's

1 ipe (161*0. Brooke in return prefixed a poem to Britannia's t asto/als

(1C15), appended an eclogue to the Shepherd's lire, and published

jointly with Browne Two Elegies Conseci ated to the Never dying Pcsrorie

of ... Henry Prince of Wales (1613). Each actively promoted the other's
30

work. Benson's poem to Wright was undertaken with the same spirit.

By 160k, Jcnson had some eteture in the literary world for he hed

presented hie early humour comedies, and had been called upon to jrovide

^9. Milgote, pp. 2C3 end
50. See Bald, pp. 7^-5•
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entertainment for the arrival of the new king in London in March and

of the new Queen and Prince at Althrepe in June, 16CJ, Hie commendr tion

already carried bore weight. Lister, in hie unique coition an

liter ry lien, he continued his ; r? »■otio of letters by commending the

work of younger men.

A good illustration of Jonson's desire to promote letters

is his }oer on Sylvester's translation of Du Bartsss

If to admire were to commend, my jr&is e
Might then both thee, thy worke end merit red ex

But, as it is (the Child of Ignorance,
And utter stranger to all ayre of France)

How can 1 speoke of thy great gainer., but erre?
Since they con only judge, that cm conferre.

(Ej>. CXXXII)
Jonson ie honest enough to explain his ciific lty, th t ht does rot

know French and therefore cannot compare the translation to its

original, but he clearly felt that the work deserved his support. He

solves his immediate problem by bringing in a deus e>. machinal

BeholdJ the reverend shsde of BARTASsttttde
Before my thought, end (in thy right) commands

That to the world I publish, for him, this;
BAST AS doth wish thy English now were his.

So well in that are his inventions wrought,
As his will now be the translation thought,

Thine the original!; and France shall bc&st,
Ho more, those tayden glories ehee hath lost.

Jonson is evidently content to see English letters enriched by this

translation of a foreign work. It is evident, nevertheless, that in

this poem he is endorsing, not so much a particular work, but the art

of translation, an important activity in the Renaissance and cne of

the chief ways i which classical end humanistic culture was mad#

relevant to the tires. It must be added that after having acquired

French, Jonsoi decided that Sylvester's translation was not worthy of

the praise he had gi' en it, for he confessed to Drumiaond th t
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"Silvesters transition of du Bartr s me not well do.e and that he

wrote his Verses befor it err he understood to conferr" (Convers. 29-31).

The desire to promt© the diffusion of Renaissance culture

is behind Jensen's praise of numerous other translationss Sir Henry

Savile's Tacitus. Clement Edmonds' Caesars Commentaries« Chapman's

Hesiod, James Mabbe's The Rogue, Thomas May's Lucan, Edward Filler's

French Court-Aires. These works include transittions from French and

Spanish av well as from the classical languages, and show Jcnson's

intere; ts to have been European rather than exclusively Classical.

These translations also reflect the growing desire to make the classics

and the liter,' ture of the Renaissance sore accessible by rendering them

into the vernacular. The same spirit was responsible for the trans¬

lation into English of Camden's Britannia after five latin editions.

These translations were an important sign cf, and a signi icant step

in, the assimilation of Renaissance culture.

Jonson's comment in his
. oem to Selden that © request to

commend a book was in most ca.es "a petraasce, where a man may not be

free" (For. XIV, 1. 8) indicates that he often found it difficult to

criticize justly the works submitted to him. Presumably he could not

be aa frank and out poken about such work as he would have liked. Yet,

he evidently felt that he must do his part to promote the literary and

scholarly values of the Renaissance. If he regretted the limitations

imposed on him by such undertakings, he did what he could within them.

He commended and praistd carefully end tactfully, even tc the joint of

admitting his own deficiencies.

The system of patronage introduced another relationship

with a literary basis. For the aristocrat, patronage was thought to be

a consequence of nobility, though noblesse oblige was not always &

sufficient motivation for generosity to men of letters; many nobles



such ss the Earl of Northampton cared lit le for poets. Only ? part

of the nobility were ever active in supporting letters, delations,

moreover, between patron and writer need not be close nor sympathetic.

Yet because of the Renaissance ideal of the courtier, letters and the

patronage of letters came to be considered an important requirement for

the nobility! Jonson wrote that the stoat "Hoyall Princes, and greatest

persons" are "not only studious of riches, and magnificence in the

outward celebr tion or shew; (which rightly becomes them) but curious

after the most high, and heartie inventions to furnish the inward :arts".

(Hymens!. 11. 11-3). This extended to the support of worthy writers,

and Jonson•e age was one of great patrons. The relationship between

poet and patron was not simply financial, for it implied an acceptance

of the value of letters and at least some appreciation of oets' work.

A poem to Essse, Lord Aubigny elucidates the nature of this

relationship. He web one of Jonson's first and most lasting patrons,

and received from Jonson not only this poem, but also the folic edition

of Se.jaxius; Jonson wrote a lengthy epistle to Lady Aubigny (For. XIII).

Aubigny was one of the lords who secured Jonson's release fror prison
51

for Eastward Ho (1605). Jonson later stayed in his house for five
52

years, probably 161A-18 (Convc-rs. 25^-5)$ and he told Druwaond he had

done his trans lation of Horace's Art of , oetry there (11. 86-E).

Jonson also celebrated the marriage of Aubigny*s daughter tc Jerome,

the son of a later patron, the earl of fortland, Jonscm'B poem to

Auhigny is a direct expression of gratitude:

Is there a hope, that Han wo.,Id thankefull bee,
If I should faile, in gratitude, to thee,

To whom I am so bound, lov'd AO IGi Y?
No, I doe, therefore, call iost.ritje

Into the debt; and reckon on her head,

51. H h S, 1, 198.
52. ELS, XI, 576-7.
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How full of want, how swallow'd up, how deed
I, and this Muse had beene, If thou hadst not
Lent timely succours, and new life begotI

So, all reward, or name, that growee to mee
By her at empt, shall ©till be owing thee.

And, than this ©are, I know no abler way
To thanke thy benefit©: which is, to pay.

(E£. CXXVI1)
Jonson's usual claim that he has given his subject immortal fame b,

praising him in his poetry is undoubtedly implied here, but hi© tribute

to Aubigny is yet more generous, for he has attributed to hire seme cf the

credit for any appreciation or reputation which his work might acquire.

His debt to Aubigny will be paid by means of his own accomplishment.

Jonson, however, does not usually express gratitude in such

8 forthright manner. More frequently, he repay© hi© debt by praising

hie patrons for their admirable qualities, or by celebrating important

occasions in their lives. Such a return in which the gratitude is

implied was expected of a poet who accepted patronage.

The poems which Jonson offered his patrons reflect his

basic concerns. It is into; e; ting to compare hie attitude to patronage

with Shakespeare's, who in his twenty sixth sonnet wrote of hie duty

to his patrons

Lord of my love, to whor in vassalage
Thy merit hath my duty strongly knit,
To thee 1 send this written umbos, are
To witness duty, not to show my wit:
Duty so great, which wit so poor ae rein©
May make seem bare, in wanting word© to show it,
But that I hope some good conceit of thine
In my soul's thought, all naked, will hertow it:
Till whatsoever star that guides my moving
Points on me gr ciously with fair aspect
And puts apparel on my tattered loving
To show me worthy of thy sweet respect:

___ Then may I dare to boast how 1 do love thee,
Till then not shew r.y head where thou mayet prove me.

The duty which here is involved with a gentle love and dependence is, in

Jonson's joctry, strictly limited to c nveying ethical and social ideals,

Shakespeare's Sonnets, ed. A, L. Kowee (London, 1 6h), p.
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and, whatever the pertonel emotion that may lie bene; th It, is there¬

fore more objective. Jonson, in acknowledging hie duty to hie patron

would be frore likely to | raise hie in terms of Ms ideals, than to

analyse a personal relationship with hi?. His oetry of duty, however,

contains a deep and persuasive feeling which arises out of the fervour

of Jonson's convictions and his admiration for those who shared and

realised them.

One of Jonson*s earliest patrons was Lucy, Countess of

Bedford,(1581-162?). She was a cousin of Sir Philip and Mary Sidney,

and shared their literary int rests. One of the great patronesses of

her age, she received verses from Donne, Davits of Hertford, Denial,

Drayton, and Chapman as well as Jensen. She seems to have written

verseshrrself, for Donne had naked her for a copy of them, but none

5"i
survives. Brilliant at Court, she performed in Jensen's Mascues of

Blackness and Beauty. Hymenal.. and the Kaa^ue of ueenee. Jonson

presented her with an inscribed copy of Cynthia's hevela. in 1606} a

55
letter addressed to a lady from prison ir 1605 Is prob- fely to her,

Jonson*s ver ee to Lady Bedfor; range frot the light-hearted

to one of his loftiest tributes. The eighty-fourth e; igri-ss, wh; ch

Druiauiond notes (Comoro, 1, 93) woe one of "the t ost cornr on rlace of

his repetition", describee Jensen's transports at Lady Bedford's

promise of a gift:

0 Madame, if . our grunt did thus transfer:*® see,
Moke it ;>our gift. See whither that will bear® ree.

(E£. lxxxiiii)

This poem celebrates her gens rosity in contrast to a lord who had denied

the came a it,and as a direct expression of gratitude is close to the

poem to Aubigny.

5^, See Gardner's Elegies and the songs and sonnets, pr, 250-1,
55. H 1 s, VIII, 662} XI, 3011 1» 197-8.
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Another epigram (Jj£. XC1III) accompanied a gift, a copy of

Bonne's satires, from Jonmon to tfuiy Bedford# Joneor makes use of

the occ uio to discuss the didactic aspect of satire. By h r wil in -

ness to treat seriously a geme devoted particularly to social

criticism, Lady Bedford is demonstrating true humanistic values. She

accepts the necessity of criticism and ie willing to face it with a

rare and noble courage. Jonson'e poem defines the basis of his own

s tire as well as giving a neat encapsulation of his literary and

ethical principles.

Jonsen*r. third epigram to Lady Bedford is one of his out¬

standing poems: deft, gracious, deeply-felt, certainly his beet ; oem

to a woman. It corbine; a grace with oral fibre, and employe the

courtly love convention of the poetic ristreas tc define en ideal of

womanhood which is informed with the spirit of Renaissance humanism:

This corning, timely rapt with holy fire,
I thought to forme unto my zealous Huge,

Wh- t kind© of creature I cou d cost desire.
To honor, serve, and love; as Poets use.

I meant to make her feire, and free, and wise,
Of greatest bloud, and y t core good then great;

I meant the day-starre should rot brighter rite,
hor lend like influence fror. his lucent seat.

I meant shee should be curtecus, facile, sweet,
Hating th t solemne vice of greetnesse, pride;

I meant e ch softest vertue, there should meet,
Fit in that softer besome to reside.

Cnely a learned, and a manly soule
1 purpos'd her; that should, with even powers,

The rock, the spindle, and the eheeres ccntrcule
of destinie, end spin her owne free houres*

Such when I meant to feine, and wish'd tc see,
My Muse bad, Bedford write, and that was shee.

The qualities which Jonson m cribee tc Ls<y Bedford are a

charactcri tic selection of masculine and feminine virtues# There is

no specific mention of her literary interests or connections, but theee

are understood in the poem, for they were after ell what linked her to

Jonson ana earned her this tribute# The courteous and ethical ideals
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which are described are perhaps more typical of Spenser nd Sidney

than Jonnnn# The suggest the background of the courtesy be ks« and

especially of The Courtier, where the gracious duchess r:r eidoo over

the discussion of Renais'-aitee ideals* Their discussion of the f do-1

courtier is interrupted in the third book by a digression to con ''or

the qualities of the ide 1 woman. She was to have vertues of the mind

in common with the courtier* and "a sijht in letters"* t ough her

character and demeanor were to be col ured by feminine sweetness nd

discretion# Jonsor glances at the Renaissance discussion of the status

nd intelligence of women by attributing to Lady Bedford both

feminine and "masculine" virtues? indeed, 'in description is clone to

that of Lord Julian de Medici in The Courtier;

albeit st yednesse, nobleness of courage, tern e ace
strength of the rainde, wisedora, and the other vertues,
a man would think© belonged not to entertains, yet
will I have her endowed with them all, not so nuc to
entertains as to be vertuouss and these vertsueo to
make her cue!: a one, that she may deserve to bee
esteemed, and all her doings framed by them#5®

Lady Bedford is presented as the consumete image of sue'" an. ideal#
57

The force of an epigr ra lies in its concluding linos#

They usually give a witty or ingenious turn to the thought, or an

emphatic su mar of, or a distillation from, wh t has g ne before*

The last lino of Jon/son's om to Lady Bedford gives n sudden

>i° eoales ence t the thought, a vivid incorporation of the abstr cti :r.at

Its point is not the result of ingenuity or wit but of the striking

turn from a catalogue of ideal qualities to the reality of the pre: ent?

suddenly the ideals of the Renaissance are shown to b embodied in a

perron# Jonson had also used this method In the poem to S; vile, who

56# Baldasoare Car-tiglione, The Book of the Courtier, tr no. Sir
Thomas Hgby, Everyman's Libr- ry no#" fc? (London and Now York, VYi ),
p. 195.

57# See Hudson, Kpipr a i the Eng. Hen., pp. 1-22, eop# pr• 6-9#
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in the concluding lines is revealed as the an rec ired to satisfy so. e

of the needs of the present. In both the? poems* the co elusion not

only gives the ;oen its point, but also shows *fonsor*s concern to convey

-is values by means of images free, reel life,

This poem illustrates very well the fusion of idealistic

and concrete elements in Jensen*s work,for nowhere are they -ore

evidently and more successfully brought together then here. The device

of tl.e poet describing the ideal and then suddenly applying it to the

person of a contemporary permits us to see these elements separately

and to see how Jonsen looked at life through the eyes of his ideals.

I am not suggesting that his method was only to seek subjects who could

stand as the personification of h; e values, for obviously he hsd to

prriee people who could net fit into a pre-ordained pattern. Here he

has undoubtedly set out to praise Lady Bedford, and the poem represents

a careful adjustment of whet he conceived as the ideal woman end what

he observed in .the counters. This probably explains the er basis on

courtesy. Tie poets reveals nonetheless how Jornets ten ed to egard life

in terms of what should be. While his extraordinary grasp of the surfnee

of life is evident in the realism of hie work, the absolute crit rie

by which he measured life are evident in this poem, where the definition

of the ideal is distinct from, and pr or to, the description of the

person. This? habit of mind enabled Jonson to see Lady Bedford as the

realisation of his values.

In siite of its '.oral basis, the e is an air of urbanity in

this one. It recalls the courtliness of Jons< n*s compliment to

Lady Wroth, and shows once ore that Jensen was able to appreciate the

feminine graces. It also demonstrates that his iteals were not

exclusively ethical; here he is trying to give a picture of the whole
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women end must therefore make mention of courtesy, mildness, sweetness,

end each "softest vertue". let, the Renaissssee ethical and literary

values receive the gre tar em;basis ami ve•e obviously of greater

importance to Jem on.

The poem reveals a deliberate and controlled use of

language and imagery. Alliteration and assonance are used to ee;hasize

the points

1 meant to m-k© h r fair©, and free, and wire,
Of greatest bloud, snd yet more good then gre t.

The alliteration of the 'm' and •f*a and .srticul .rly the 'g's in the

second line ore functions!? the antithesis between "of greatest bloud"

and "yet wore good then great" defines Jonson' attitude to society and

the values which lay behind his joetry. His description of Lady Bedford's

feminine attributes is set in parallel two- line units which begin with

'I meant', but a sudden emphasis is given to a "learned, and manly

soule" by a break in the parallelism which coincides with the turn of

the thought. Throng cut, the flow of the verse is sure end easy; and

the rhyme is again functional, relating, for example, ''fire" with

"desire" and "zealous Muse" with oets use". There are no striking

images which could be culled out for singular appreciation; all is

subordinate to the whole efect. Though there is depth of feeling,

there is little poetic resonance, that bre dth cf associations which

we associate with metaphyeieel poetry. All is deft and spare.

Analysis would reveal that the tame qualities existed i most of the

epigrams, but it would be pointiest, and outside of the scope of this

study, to continue to demonstrate it. Here it has been considered in

order to show how Joneon's language and fort, are subordinate to the

whole effect and import of a poe® snd how matter and for: , both
58

subject and moral content, are perfectly acjusted in the poetic image.

58. Knigh Drama and Society. p . 158-6 examines the sngoage of come
of Jonson's dramas.
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Jor.son's poems of praise to Lady Bedford are considerably

ore restrained than Bonne's, and show us some of the differences

between the two poets. Bonne, in is poem 'To the Countease of Bedford

At Bew-yearee Tide' writes of her:

When all (as truth commands assent) confesse
All truth of you, yet they will doubt l ow I,

One corne of one low anthills dust, and lease.
Should naae, know, or expresse a_lhing so high,

And not an inch, measure infinity.

Bonne here analyses hie relationship with Lady Bedford, ©rid her influence

on hitf} his self-deprecation would have be n impossible to Jonson who

never ®< drest-ee a patron in this manner* Elsewhere, as in the yoer

which begins "Beacon is our Soules left hand ..." Bonne attempts to
I

show how Lady Bedford had ennobled him; in doing this, he often makes

use of the langu?ige and imagery of alchemy. The praise is hyperbolical:

for you ore here
The first good Angell, since the w rldg^frr-me stood,
That ever did in woman© shape appear®,

Donne's poem to Lady Bedford is personal, intense, end extravagant;

Donne hi- self is an important presence in the poem. Jonson's poems to

worsen patrons are either courtly compliments or praise in terms of is

ethical end literary values. They are etached, and largely impersonal,

and though they often have warmth or deep feeling these ore expressed

in the tone, not by Jonso! *o presence in the poem; his ethical vision and

his craftsmanship set the joe; apart from its maker. Cue might gay

that both Bonne end Joneon agree that Lady Bedford is 'Gods masterpiece,

but they envir, ge her in completely different terms. Jonscn's vision

ie charact ristic of his oetic creed end practice.

59. Kilgate, p. 99.
60. Ibid., p. 91.
61. Ibid., p. 91.
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After the public tion of The Epi/XMames in 1616, Lady

Bedford aleo disappears frc her position of prominence in Jensen's

v rse. After her illness in the winter cf 161,2, she withdrew so ewhat

fror the society of rren of letters} her closest reletio-ship to Bonne

is during the years 1608-12, after which they drew e t ewhist apart.

No poems to her outside of the 1616 folio ere k! own. Though c;he had

participated in several aaoques before 1609, she later emerges only to

organise Joncori'e Lovers Made Hen for Lord Hay in 1617.

The largest group cf early patrons were the Sidneys, and

Jonson w,- s fortunate to enjoy the patronage of most of the members of

this illustrious family, who together were the gre test and rest

accoci- lished group of literary jatrons in the age. Their unique position

in the world of letters was largely due to their manifest and genuine

espousal of Renaissance li erary values. Many were oets themselves

as well as patrons of liter ture.

The Sidneys had also gained much frot the aura which they

had inherited from their outstanding kinsman Sir Philip Sidney (155^-

1586). ®hey continued to maintain the humanistic values which he had

held and had come to represent for his own and succeeding gene etions.

Joneor speaks of Sidney as the height of accor pliahment in letters and

life, of "noblest" Sidney:

like whom, before,
Or then, or since, about our Muses epr ngo,
Came r.ct that soule exhausted so their store.

(h£. LaXIX)
He species of Sidney's birth "where all the Muses met" (For. II, 1. 1*0.

Sir Philip Sidney, however, had been core the a poet, end Jonson is

thinking of hie many achievements when he writes:

Men have b *ne great, but never good by chance,
Or on the sudden. It were str. nge that he
Who was this Morning such a one, should be
Sidnej e're „iRht. ^ mJt u.
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Sidney's personal charm, his statesmana ip, hie martial co rege, hie

accomplished pro< e tand or try had made him the embodiment of the ideals

of is age. Castiglione's learned courtier and Elyot's Governonr seem

to have been embodied, and given a specifically Elizabethan turn, it

Sir Philip Sidney. He was a ran for his tires: an Englishman, a

Protestant, a soldier, a statesmen, a man of letter*. Because he had

caught the imagination of his generation, his death was universally

mourned and his funeral was one of the outstanding events of the reign

of Elizabeth. To subsequent generations, his name be use a catch-word

for excellence. Despite Jonson's asides tc Drummond, that "the King

said Sir P. Sidney was no poet", that Sidney "did not keep a Decorum

in making everyone speak as well as himself", and that "b. i. Sidney

was no le sant man in countenance, his face being s oiled with Dimples

& of high blood £ Long" (Cocvers. 571, 1?-9» 250-1), Jonson cl arly

conformed with the general admiration and in his poetry presented him

in that light.

Mary Herbert, Countess of Pembroke (15^1-1621)♦ who was

Sidney's sister, shared hie literary interests and spent much time with

him in lite ary pursuits. At her desire end suggestion, Sidney wrote

his Arcadia; and she completed the literary business which his death

had left unfinished. She edited and published the Arcadia, and completed

and revised the metrical version of the psalms begun b; her brothen who
Gicl

had f n shed only the fir t forty three. This was, she felt, her

major contribution to literature, but, though it seems to have had wide

circulation in menu cript, it was not printed until the eighteenth century.

Donne wrote a poem in praise of their work: "Upon the Translation of the

62. I oer.s. ed. Hingler, pp. 150-1.
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Psalmes by Sir Ihilip Sidney, and the countess of Pembroke hie

sister."

Lady Bedford also did translations from the French of

Robert Garnier'e Anionic (1592, 1595) end her brother's friend, Ileosi#

de tomay's Discours de la Vie et de la Mort (1592, 160C) and fro; the

Italian, Petrarch's The Triumph of De.-th which remained ir manuscript.

Her real gre tness, however, 1 ee in the extensive and generous patronage

of letters which earned her tributes froc many writers of the age

incl ding Samuel Daniel and Edmund Spenser.

It ie curious that Joneon, who had connections with most of

the members of her family, makes only one reference to hei, that

"Sir P. Sidney had translated some of the Fsalmes, which went abroad

under the name of the Countesse of Fembrock" (j^onvers. 204-5). Two

poems to her formerly attributed to Jonson are now thought to be spurious.

Perhaps, being of the previous generation, she did not f; vour the 'strong

lines' which Jonson and Donne, both in revolt a ainst Elizabethan con¬

ventions, had brought into poetry. Her patronage of Jonson's rival,
65

Daniel, might also have.contributed to their difference.

Her so/i William (1580-1630) inherited h<r literary tastes

and reputation. Anthony a Wood writes that he was "the very picture

and Viva effigies of Nobilitv, a Person truly gen roue, a singular lover

63. Nicolas Breton, Cmuel Daniel, Abraham Fr&unce, Gabriel Harvey,
Thomas Naahe and numerous more minor ;oets offered her tributes}
Thomas Morley dedicated to her a collection of songs; see Frances
Berkeley Young's Mary Sidney, Co r.teor, of lembroke (London, 1912),
p; . 120-804.

64. Sidney Lee in the EMS account of Lady Pembroke suggests that she
was the unnamed countess of Una. L, who is now thought to be
Lady Rutland; the epitaph "En eraesth this sable hearse" is new
given to William Browne. see Mary Sidney, pp. 19^-200, and H IS,
VIII, 433-4.

65. See Convers, 23-4, 152, 211-2.
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66
of learning and the professors thereof' ; end Aubrey, that he was

"the greatest Maecenas to lea ned Men of any Peer of his time: or

67
since." Jonson sot21s to have wanted to dedicate his best work to

Pembroke, for he offered him the Bidgrammes (1C16), drawing attention

to the fact that they were the "ripest" of his studies, and Catiline.

of which he wrote, "It is the fir t (of this race) that ever 1 dedicated

to any person, and had I not thought it the best, it should have beene
68 1

taught a lease ambition". ' Jonson b declaration to Pembroke, "You
69

have ever been free and Noble to mee," is borne out by his famous

revelation to Brumsond, which deserves the tribute of repetition, that

"every first day of the new year he had 201b sent him fro:., the Earl of

Fembrok to buy bookes" (Converr,. 11. 312-3). It was he Rnd his wife who

gave the occasion for Jonson's epigram, "Song. That woe en are but ; ens

shadows" (For. VII); Drummond records, "1 emurok and his lady ditcoursing

the Earl said the Woemen were mens shadowee, and she maintained them,

both appealing to Johnson, he affirmed it true, for which my Lady gave

a petulance to prove it in Verse, hence his Epigr&ae". (£onvere. 11. 36**-?)•
Jonscm enjoyed a familiarity with those much above hie in station who

shared his Kenaiesance valuer.. Pembroke's patronage wes - wide as it was

70
generous and he was also a friend of John Donne, Daniel, his old tutor,

and George Herbert, his kinsman, and he had connections with Massinger,

Chapman, and Inigo Jones; Shakespeare's first folio was ii scribed to

him and his brother. Like his mother, he wrote poetry himtelQ it w s

edited and published by the younger Donne as 'ioeras written by the Kight

Honourable William, Earl of Pembroke, Lord Steward of Her Majesties

66. Athenae Oxonienais, i, 795*
67. Brief I.ivss, p. 1^5.
68. H & s, V, ^31.
69. H b S, I, 199.
?C. See Bald, pp. 350-1*
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Ruddier, knight, with sever?1 Poems written by them occasionally and

apart." To Rudyerd, Pembroke's friend, Jonson addressed hp. CXX2 and

CXX1I. In 1630, the earl was 'suddenly enatcht away by Death (to the
7i

grief of all learned, and good men)' .

Jonson'e epigram to Pembroke (hp. Cll) describes him as

72
"an Epigrams® on all mankind"*' It is a significant epithet, for it

suggests a particular cor.a nance between Jcnson's ideal of man and the

form in which he usually chose to express it. 'Epigram®©' is used here

to mean 'epitome' or 'quintessence'; Jonso described hie poem on Lord

Burleigh (Pad. XX) as an "epitome". Jonson made the epigram express

the essence of its subject, the human qualities which were the basis of

liter? ture and the good life. The inference is th?t the genre was

especially suited to the expression of Jonson's ideal of men, that the

epigram permitted the poet to present the i; age of the ideal briefly,

clearly, and concisely. The poem to Lady Bedford (hp. LxXVI) shews

how an image could be dr wn ir. an epitoadcal and quintessential fashion,

for it conveys an image of the person ana the ideal with sn admirable

wholeness and per' act unity of matter and form. It shows how Jonso

was e le to adept the epigram to the expression of his humanistic values.

Jonson's epigram to Pembroke, however, does not mention his

literary int?reets or patronage. It envisages him purely is terms of

his character and his place in the court nd commonwealth, and pertains

to an ideal of public service rather than literature; as such, it will

be considered ir a subsequent chapter. For the moment, it is sufficient

to remark that Jonson's relationship woth Pembroke had a humanistic,

and specifically lit-r ry, basis.

71. Brief Lives, p. 1%5,
72. See Trimpi, pp. 167, 153-9; see also Ey.» CIIII.
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Jonson addresses many other meabers of the Sidney-Herbert

connection; in fact, nearly every member of the family is mentioned.

Many of them also had literary propensities. Sidney's author,

Elizabeth, Countess of Jutland (d. 161?) was also a poet, and Jons n's

friend and patron. To her he addressed three poems, Eg. LXXIX, For, XII,

and tlpd. I; the last two were in part suppressed because of references
75

to her unfortuna e marriage." She was s character in Jonson's lost

Hey Lord, and she performed in Hymenal. A rather personal, and p rhaps

private, glimpse into their relationship is given by another revelation

made to Druomonds "Sir Thi Cverburi© was in love with her and caused

Ben to read hie wyffe to her, which he with an excellent grace did E

praised the Author"; Jonson's reading was so successful that Lady Rutland

kept some of the lines "in remembrance" and the next morning Cverbury

accused him of having, illicit intentions (Conveys. 21>-9). Another

anecdote to Drurrond tells of a felling out with her husband: "Ben one

day being at table with my Lady Rutland, her husband coring in, ac used

her that she keept table to poets, of which she wrott a letter to him

which he answered My Lord intercepted the letter, but never chalenged

him." (11, 357-60). Joneon's relationship with the countess w; s

inti-ate and though it would be risky to speculate further about its

notu e, it dearly had a literary basis. Her husband, who also received

a tribute from Jonson, did not fully shore her literary sympathies, and

calls to mind that body of the aristocracy which in contrast to the

Sidneys spurned the new ideals of learning.

Jonson's epigram to her ia the praise of a professional oet

to a gifted amateur; after paying tribute to her father he goes on to

discuss her own work:

75. Bee EES, VIII, 10 and XI, 88.
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Hence wee it, that the destinies decreed
(S;.ve that moat masculine issue of his breine)

No male unto M&.J who could so exceed
I'Ctue. they thought, in ell, that he would feine.

At which, shec happily diaplcaa'd, made yeui
On whom, if he v.ere living now, to looke,

He shooId those rare, and absolute numb re view,
As he would burn®, or better fame his booke.

It is clear that Jonson's intention is to coBtliment, both in mentioning

her father's eminence and her own pre-eminence• The claim that she

surpassed her father in poetry seems an extravagant one, and smacks of

flattery, but it seems to reflect Jonson't? actual opinion of her verie.

He told Drumeond th t she was "nothing inferior to her Father ••• in

Poeeie* (Conv^rs, 213-4) I the evident sincerity of this re»« rk made six

years after her de?th and in a private co; vernation gives sup ort to the

prs'se in the poem. The suggestion, however, that her work would cause

Sidney to burn is own indicates Jensen's concern to compliment hie

subject, but hyperbole does not contradict the truth, for Jonson did

not praise work he secretly deplored. It can perhaps be explained by

Jonson'6 en, emeus to establish Ledy Rutland as on e ample of true

nobility and the due respect for letters. By praising a great noble¬

woman who was a oet h reelf and m member of a family distinguished

by its own literary accomplishments and. by its pa ronsge, Jonson is

furthering the values which he thought important.

Lady Kary Worth (F1.1621) was the niece of Sir Philip

Sidney, the d.ughter of his brother Robert, first earl of Leicester

(1563-1626), the 'great .lord' of thepoem 'To Penshurat', T© her,

Jonson dedicated the Alchemist, where he clams she is "moat deserving

her name, and Bloud", and praises h r judgement "which is a Sidney's";

he also addressed her in three poena, Eg, Cll and CV, and lind. XXVIII,
and praised her hospitality in the p< em to her husband (For. III).

Jonson, punning, c< cjnented to Drummond that she was "unworthily marled
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on a Jealous husband" (Cenwrv. 35.'.~6){ ehef like Lady Rutland, took

pert in Hie Hay lord (C< nvara, 593-8), and she also acted in the

Masque of Blackness, Twelfth Night, 1605. She ©leo was both patroness

and poet, and her work, Ur»nla. called The Countess of Kortgoceri ts,

Urania as a compliment to Susan, wife of her cousin, Philip, Earl of

Montgomery, wan licensed 13 July, 1621• Jo son praises her ebllit as

e love poet (Unrt. XXVIII) in a spirit similar to that in which he

cor ended the work of her cousin Lady Rutland; he also praises her

family name:

How well, fair© crowne of jour fair© eexe, might hee,
That but the twi-light of your sprite did see,

And noted for what flesh such scules were fram'd,
Know you to be a SYDNEY, though un-nam'd?

And, being nam'd, how little doth that, time
Need any Muses praise to give it fame?

Which is, it selfe, the imprese of the greet,
And glorie of them nil, but to repeate!

Forgive me then, if mine but say you are
A SYDNEY s but in that extend as farre

As loudest pr-ieers, who perhaps would find
For every part a character assign*d.

My praise is plaine, end where so ere profest,
Becomes none a©re than you, who need it least.

<E£. ci11)

The name is used to represent the values with which she and the other

members of the family were associated.

In a different vein, Joneon complimented her as a reincarnation

of the excellence of the golden age in the poem (Ep. CV) which we have

considered in a: other chapter. It was, ve recall, © courtly, if

somewhat hyperbolic poem of compliment, rather mythogr« phicu1 in the

manner of the mosques. Though the poes makes no explicit reference

to letters, it is © "literary" poem: it has an air of conscious artifice.

It makes extensive use of mythographice1 symbols to li mi grace, and

moral content, to a compliment. Though it evokes an ideal, it is not

deeply felt and give© the impression of being e liter; ry exercise.
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Hie ideal of womanhood it deplete is leas precise and more courtly

than that in the ,oes to Ls'-y Bedford, and indicates Jonaon'e

intention to render gracefully hie duty to hie patroness*

In addition to Lady Wrot , Joneor addressed poetry to

other children of Sir Robert Sidney. Another daughter, Philipce, or

Philip, is eddressed inadaort poem in which the Sidney nam* is again

singled out for praise!

I Kuet beleeve seme miracles still bee,
When £ YDKYIS name I hear®, or face I see.

(Ep. CX1III)

To Sir Robert*e son, Sir William Sidney (1590-1612), Jensen wrote an

ode on the occasion of his birthday. Again it is his respect for that

great family which comes through the praise of one of it® .emberei

•Twill be exacted if your Rome, whose ©onne,
Whose nephew, whose grand-child you ore;

And men

Will, then,
Say you have follow*d feme,

When well begunnei
Which must be now,
They teach you how.

(For. XXIII, 11. M-8)

That Jensen praises both of these lesser members of the family ©hows

that he adopted his role of root with regard to the whole family, and

not only to its great patrons like Pembroke and Lady Wroth.

Susan, Countess of Montgomery, to whom Ledy Wroth dedicated

her Urania was another lady of the Sidney-Herbert connection whoa Joneen

praises. She ad taken part in Hie Masques of Blackneeo and Beauty.

Hymenal and The Hatioue of >;,ueeneo. Jensen's poem to her is also t.

courtly compliment, and gives the theme of the age of gold a biblical

turn. Lady Montgomery was of a religious temperament; Gifford comment©
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74
that she w&s "a Logy of strict piety and virtue" :

Vere they that nam'd you, prophets? Did they see,
Even in the slew of grace, what you would bee?

Or did our tires require it, to behold
A new SUSANNA , equ&ll to that old?

Or, because some scarce thinke that story true.
To make those f&ithfull, did the Fates send you?

And to your Scene lent no leeae dignitie
Of birth, of match, of forme, of chastitie?

Or, tore than borne for the comparison
Of former age, or glorie of our one,

Were you advanced, past those times, to be
The light, and m&rke unto poateritie?

Judge they, that can: Here 1 have raie'd to show
A pictu e, which the world for yours rust k?ow,

And like it too; if they looke equally:
If not, 'tis fit for you, some should envy.

(&£. CI1I1)
Jonacn relates the biblical example to the character of Lady Rutland

and to the needs of the tire. Though another poem of compliment, it

is less allusive end more specific than the mythogrepbical roern to

Lady Wroth, nd defines the Christian aspect of the ideal of womanhood.

Lady Montgomery's husband was thilip Herbert, who was the

second son of the second Earl of lembroke and brother of Jonson's

patron the third earl. He was James' first English favourite; his
i 6

attractive figure and skill in hunting enchanted his king. In Msy, 16C3,

he was made a gentleman of the yrivy chamber; in July, Knight of the

Beth; he was a gentleman of the bed-chacber frcm 16C5 until the end of

the reign. In l605, he also became Baron Herbert of ^huilend and Earl

of Montgomery. In 1608, he was made Knight of the Garter, end from

that tire onwards given lavish grants. No re. 1 accomplishment accounts

for this rise: "He pretended to no other qualifications," wrote

?k. Works, viii, 216. Another work, a religioue treatise by Robert
Newton, The Covntesa of Font?orcries Eusebia. Expressing briefly
the Spules Graying Robes (London. 1620) w< r dedicated to Lady '
Mary iembroke and the branches of her family. Gifford mistakenly
attributes it to Lady Montgomery.
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Clarendon, "then to understand horses and dogs very wel], which his

master loved him the better for, (being at his first coring nto

England very jealous of those who had the refutation of grett certs,)

and to be believed honest and generous, which made him many fr ends
75

and left him no enemy". Though Montgomery we© actually bad-

tempered end foul-mouthed, he maintained the king's favour; Wood

describee hirs as "a person esteemed a very frequent swearer, and one

so intolerably cholfrick, quarrelsome, and offensive while he woe

Lord Chamberlain to K. Ch. X. that he did not refrain to break many

wiser heads than his own".

The only evidence th t Montgomery had any personal

connection with Jonson is a letter of appeal to him from Jorecn when

imprisoned for Eastward Ho. T is does not mean that Herbert did

not have some interest in literature, for, like his mother and

brother, he was a patron of Massinger; in conjunction with his brother,

he also received several dedications. As a courtier, he took part

in many of Jonson's masques! Hymenal. The Haddington masque. The

Vision of Delight. For the Honour of Wales, end Love's Triumph; end

he tilted in Prince Henry's Barriers, 1610, end in the Chslenfe at

Tilt. 1614. But apart from his rele in these co\irtly entertainments

he finds no place in Jonson's work. He is not mentioned in the peems

to his wife, nor to the other members of the family. Ho verse is

given to him. That Jonscn did not praise this man, though a Sidney

and a prominent favourite, shows that he was ot willing to praise

every member of that illustrious family.

75. Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, The History of the Bebellion.
ed. *• Dunn Hecroy (Oxford, 1388')' I, 7*M see also, VI, 539-^1 •

76. Athenae Oxoniensis, i, 795»
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The poems to henshurst and to Sir Robert wroth, which Lev©

already been considered in relation to Jonson's social ideals, further

exemplify the way in which Joneon drew fro his own experience the

material of his joetry. The estates of two of hie moat prominent

patrons become the basis for the depiction of an icealised society}

in** this picture the ideal and real elements are deftly integrated, and

the celebr tion of an English country estate becomes the occasion for

defining a Imrwilmnif rather conservative, social order. 1 oetry is

not given e prominent role in this idealised icture. In neither joem toes

Jonson give much attention to the serious asp cts of his own craft,

i oetry contributes to the joyful spirit in the hall of the Wroth estate.

A POLIO'S harpe, and H HIKES lyre resound
Nor ©re the Muses strangers found.

(For. Ill, 11. 51-2)

In the poem to lenshuret, Jonson makes e passing reference to Sir hhiiip

Sidney's birth, "where all the Muses met." These are his only explicit

references t his art.

The role of oetry in such a society is revealed, however,

by the poems themselves. It was, precisely, the personal end social

values which lay behind both literature and these Idealised societies

that grve oetry its importance. These, the ultimate concern of }oetry,

wore also what united Jonron to the Sidneys, and what he celebrate; in

its individual members and in the lives of their estates.

The Sidneys ere ver prominent during the first period of

Joneon's life. Altogether, six (out of one hundred thirty-three) cf

the epigrams and four (out of fifteen) of the poems in the Forest are

addressed to them. In addition, the A chemist (q. 161?), Catiline and

the Eh igrammes (1616) were dedicated tc members of the family. utside

of this evident presence in the l6K; folio, there is little extent
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pootry eddresaed to theat there is t suppressed poem to the Countess

of RutLnd (Und. L) written before 1612, the ye r of her de th, ntl

one poem to the Lady Wroth (Und. XXVIII), which cannot be definitely

dated} presumably it dates from after the publication of the Evdpr rases.

When Jonsen spoke to Druramond about the Sidneys, it was largely

reminiscence. By 1616, sever#! of them had diedi the Countens of

But! nd and Sir William Sidney in 1612; Sir Robert Wroth in 161

Though Pembroke and Lady Wroth continued their atronago of letter® and

probbly of Jonscn, they disappear fro® the forefront of Ids poetry,

and their disappearance coincides with the end of the fir t period of

Jorisen* r, life. T is was fitting, for the Sidneys had their rooto in

the age of Elizabeth, and though they continued their prominence into

the new reign, they represented the ideals which had been developed

throughout the sixteenth century and had been exemplified by Sir Philip

Sidney.

Jonaon was fortunate in his patrons. They included some of

the moat brilliant aristocrats of hie age, and he seems to hvs enjoyed

a close relationship with most of them, as his residence with Aubigny

nnd his reminiscences - bout the Sidneys indicate. This was : oi

necessarily the case, for Jonson's friend George Chapman pent a good

port of is life searching for a patron. His Twelve Bookers of fcl

Iliads (1610) contained sixteen sonnets (fro which some were sub¬

tracted and oth rs added in the 1611 edition) and addressed to nearly

eve yone of any importance or potential in his society in an attempt

to interest ne of then in his work} th re is little evidence that he

knew any of them personally. The poem to James' favourite, the Earl

of Somerset, is the only one in the group which may be said to heve

profited him at all, for the notorious Somerset was to become is
77

final Homeric natron, Jonaon's friendship with some of the greatest

77• hoeae, ed. BartIntt, pp. 396-405 and notes.
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nobles of the age is evidence of his oeition in the tr dition of

Renaissance humanism and the world of letters. The Sidneys

particularly exemplified the literary values of th age, and in their

relationship with Jo son, they were to a large extent endorsing the

work of Sir Philip Sidney's greatest living successor.

Central to Jensen's friendships with \Gets, scholars, and

patron® was a common tr- dition and acceptance of certain humanistic

values. The way in which Jonse envisaged his relationship to his

friends and to their common ideal® was largely iheriteel and typical

of his age. I-erhaps, he held hi® conviction® more seriously and drew upon

them more purposefully than most of his fellow poet®} his greater

seriousness is evident in the consistent moral fibre of hi® work.

Perhaps, he adhered to his principle® more strictly. Perhaps, because

of his extensive classical and Renaissance culture, he w s also able

to base him beliefs on a rore solid foundation and to see them in a

wider context. These make him the outstanding representative of a

common heritage, a position which was recognized by people such ae

Relden and the Sidneys, who were among the gre; teat exponents of

Renaiesence culture of is day.

Tlx© predominance of the epigram in the early poetry is an

indication of the kind of statement Jensen sought to achieve. He

was evidently attempting to convey the image of his ideal® in the

meet incisive and economical fashion. In the epigram, he found a

form which enabled him to draw an image which was both concrete and

ideal and which had a particular unity, coherence, and conciseness.

Though he made use of more discursive genre®, such as the epistle and

the ode, to convey the same values, they did not permit the same taut

and pithy expression. The epigrams have a chiselled perfection,

suited both to presenting the image of a person and en ideal.
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There is, moreover, am tvideat concern to achieve fores!

perfection in these epigram®, They combine e solid foundation in

reality and Truth with aboc ute control of language and images; they
nfi

are both substantial and spare, J What is more, they demonstrate an

admirable marriage of matter and form., a harmony which is the result

of the depth of Jensen's convictions and the mastery of hi® craftsman¬

ship. It is not too much to suggest that this formal perfection is

it< elf a reflection of the "reason of things", the rati; rial order of

the universe.

Finally, Jensen was also concerned that his <cetry be

relevant. He frequently spoke of "the needs of the times" and

related his values to society at larg • By affirming the value of

letters, Jonson was asserting their importance in the diffusion of

Renaissance humanism. But letters v re a moans, not an end, a me*ns

of acquiring and expressing the Truth; their end was "to instruct men

in the best reason of living". They were directed to the betterment

both of individuals and society as t> whole; hence Jensen's Images

of persons and of larger societies such as Barents end i-enshuret.

In the poems considered in this chapter, Jensen was defining the place

of letters in the scheme of things, but this was not really his most

important- endeavour. He was primarily concerned with the ethical end

social values w ich were in the final analysis the ultimate

justification of poetry. He constantly related his iseals of character

and literature to the needs of society w a whole, and consequently

sought to embody in hie work images of those w o had made important

contributions to their age in the sphere of public action.

?S. See Knights, pp. 15*1-67.



An Iderl of Public Service

Jensen*s oetry of praise to the notable public figures

of hie oge is a tribute to good men. The ideals of chsracter which he

promoted found their re. isation in action, and, though he appreciated

and raised the contributions of poets and scholars, it wan for men

of action th t he reserved his highest commend tionj hie priorities

are Bade clear even in the poem to Scvile:

Although to write be lesser then to doo,
It is the next deed, and a great one too.

(Eg. XCV, 11. 25-6)
Jonsen's poetry of praise is s tribute to those who by their life and

actions have realised and demonstrated the ideals of man which had

been developed in the Renaissance and which Jonson had incorporated

with some adjustment into hie view of life. At the same time, the

poetry defined the nature of the good men, and hie role in society.

For Jonecu, character find action were intimately related, and a men,e

ability to make a contribution to his society was a consequence of hie

character; lesson repeatedly emphasises this relationship: "Good sen

are the Stars, th© Planets of the Ages wherein they live, end illustrate

the times. God did never let them be wanting to the world ... "

(Disc. 11CC-2). And Spain, "they are ever good men, th t mu t make

good the times: if the men be nought, the times will be such" (Pis- .
r 12V7-8). An admirable character was the basis of praiseworthy actions.

1. Jonson also refers to the good man at Disc. 1-12, et tassig
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Jcnson's praise of contem?orariee, those who by their character nd

actions h-d fashioned the life end cuality of his own times, is the

recognition not only of their perso ul merit, but also of .I^ce in

the quality and achievement c.f their age,

Jonson'r. pr ice is on me level idealistic, lie looked et

Ms fellow men in the light of his ideal of men, and praised or

criticized them in as much no they realised or fell s ort of it. His

attitude w; s humanistic, and derived fro* ethical and social ideals

current in the Kenaissance. Generally he conveyed hie ideals by means

of ]ortr«its of Individuals, but when these individual portraits are

taken together, they reve 1 the vision of a moral order which in at

the basis of all hie work; though the poems represent no more than

single instances, together they reveal a serious end constant outlook

on life an a coherent and consistent system of values. This ideal

of men was a concept, a creed, e code, a criterion, an intellectual

and rational vision of the attributes end the actions which were proper

to man.

Yet, espite this idealistic basis, Jonson's praise was

never removed fror everyday life. If its. inspiration was intellectual,

its r ison d'etre - and its sustenance - was reality. It de It with

contemporary examples of goodness, ami was directed to the improvement

of the times. It was both realistic raid topical.

Jonson made considerable use of c ntersporary history and

envisaged his subjects in the light of their times. They are presented

against the backgrounds of their actions, their lives, their contributions

tc their age. Though the poems can be read, end tc some extent

appreciated without this topical r« erence, they con be better under¬

stood in rel tion to it. This is not only because Jonsen was »riting
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for his own mge, but also because fee wea using it deliberately and

purroeefully in hie oetry.

There is another j stifle; tior of our attempt to see with

a Jacobean eye. Jonson's view of the peo le fee praised was that of

e contemporary, and was to some extent shared by the men of his age.

His. choice of people to praise was based on the facts of their achieve¬

ment, whet had been recorded to their credit in the arm; Is of history,

or what testified to their worth in their contemporary position in

society. Tneir accomplishments, their standing, their reputations, their

relet ons with Jonson - all the matter of history - elucidate his

praise, for they are its basis.

These considerations, moreover, elucidate not only the

background of Jonson*& ;raise, but also a fundamental question of

poetic theory! the due relations ip between fsct and fiction. About

this simple relationship turn© a host of complexities, and Jonson

shows himself constantly aware of them. In the poem to Sir Thomas Koe

<£E- XCIX) Jonson clearly indicated that reality, the actual facts

which lay behind his praise, wee of primary importance;

How much of great example wert t ou, ROE,
If time to feet®, as unto sen, would owe?

The poem concludes with an exhor-stion:

Well, though thy name lesae then our great ones bee,
Thy fact is more, let truth encourage thee.

The implication is th t factual truth was not only the basis of a valid

assessment of the person but also of a poet1© p aise. Who her a poem

is praise or flattery depends on whether it has its basis in fact or

fiction. Jonson proclaimed to Drummond that he "never esteemed a man

for the name of a lord'* and "that he would not flatter though he saw

Death" (Convers. 33?» 331). He implies that is praise was just and

deliberate.
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This noble resolution was made in the knowledge that some

tenets of Renaissance otics justified ■> disregard for the facts. The

didactic theory of poetry placed torsi above factual truth, and

reasoned to its logical conclusion 1 d Sidney to praise Xenophon for

his indifference to the f-cte in en ristorical account, (pp. 103, 1C8,

110). Because Jonaon eeaoused a didactic theory, while at the seme time

endeavouring to maintain a regard for the facts, he was obliged to

reconcile elements which are riot always compatible. Because he set

out tc praise, he had to reconcile tnis in ention with the necessity

of teaching; his resolution depended on his attitude to factual truth

and its efficacy in tec g, and whether fee con.i e*ed praise to be,

not a recognition of actual merit, but a subtle fori, of teaching.

Thus, the Aristotelian and Sicneien doctrine of moral probability, and

the lengthy Renaissance debate about the relative value cf history,

philosophy, and pcetrj in inculcating the good life lies behind the

issues, end Jonscn* decision to make use of his own times represents

a modification of, and a contribution,to this tradition. But in doing

this, Jensen had to resolve numerous complexities.

This chapter will be devoted to eliciting fro:; Jonson's

poetry of p aine core *dea of the ouelities he admired in his con¬

temporaries. It will he concerned with Joneon'e use of ccntempcrery

history: the ten and actions he chose to praise, the manner in which

be chose to praise them, and the relationship of these factors to

contemporary opinio, and historical facts. In short, this chapter is

concerned with clarifying Jonson's ideal of mar;, and its application

tc his age.

An incident, a single fact, can be the occasion of a cem

and pertinent reflections; Jonson used an act of heroism by Sir Henry

Carey e.v the occasion for reflections on the aerti. l ideal (Bp. LX.VI).
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Jonson eesociated this ideal with the national past, and in "A speech

according to Horace" (Unti. XLIV), with mediaeval h- roes such ee Guy

of Warwick, Bevis of Southampton, and King Arthur, and the ancient

nobility, the Beauchamps, Nevilles, Cliffords, and Audleys. Though

a feature of darker times, it was still relevant to the new ape of

learning, and Jonso adhered, to it} in fact, he laments its passing,

and is happy to find examples of it in his own day. In his joete to

Carey, he celebrates it in relation to a specific acts the charge made

by Carey and three others at a bend of Italian cavalry, who had routed

a much superior force of English and Dutch soldiers. Carey's valient

act, which led to his be in; taken by the enemy, led Jonson to reflect

on the true nature of valour and *vertu^. He exhorted Carey to be

proud of Ms capture - "thy grt? t loss" - and tc love honors,

which of best example bee,
When they cost dearest, and are dene most free,
Though every fortitude deserves applause,
It may be much, or little in the cause.
Hee'e valiant'at, that dares fight, end not for pay;
That vertuous is, when the reward's away.

Here, Jonson contrasts Carey's behaviour with the common practice of

mercenaries. The last line wh„ich is derived fro? Juvenal^ defines

the vslue of Carey's act} that true'vertue' lies in good deeds done

for their own sake.

In a similar vein, Jonson celebr; tes the martial ideal in

a poeta to Sir John Radcliffe (hp. XIJII). A friend of Joneon'e, he

had given him a manuscript of Juvenal's Satires and Horace's Ars

Poetic? , and a copy of Hermes Trifimegistus' Opttscula cum fragmentis ...

Item Arclepii PiBcipuli adject;. (London, 1611)."' Undoubt dly their

friendship wes to some extent intellectual and literary. But Joneon

2. KcEwen, Classical Influence, p.
3. See H & S, I, 262-3, 265.



chose to praise Sir John and his brothers for their nccom lishments

or the field of bottle. In their military service the men of his

f rally hod achieved end lost much. Jonson commends Sir John for

valour, s irit, and goodness, qualities which make a man as ell as a

soldier, and t the same time elegises the Misfortunes of his family*

the two brothers who died fighting re els in Ireland, the two others

who, h d they not been taken away by the "Bolgick fever*', night have

fallen with o *ual greatness* These deaths in the service of their

country -re regarded as a credit to the family and worthy of ral e,

nd together with the current life of the surviving brother, they

represent the martial ide-1.

Jonnrn, owever, in describing the qualities of Sir John

Radcliffe suggests broader implication, a wider context. In addition

to the valour and a irit which he sh red with his brothers, Sir John

h d his own goodness to increase his merit. The martial ideal is given

its place within the ideal of the good man.

Jonson makes th<° same conjunction in a pees written to

Sir Horace Vere (Sw« XCI), who won one of the greatest soldiers of

the age. Since 1590, he had served the British interest in the

Netherlands, at first in conjunction with his brother Sir Francis,

who was gener 1 of the English troops in the Netherlands, sad then

in l is pi; ce. In 160*I he had foiled Spinole's attempts to prevent

the capture of Sluys, end the fol owing year, w s largely reap rssihle

for saving the Butch artsy from destruction at the battle of Mulheim.

This might hove occasi ned Joneon's poem. In 1610, he served at the

siege of Juliers. Jons n, however, puts aside Vere'a milit ry

uehievem nts in order to celebrate his more personal attributes*
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Which of they nome© I take, not onely beares
A reman© sound, but roeane vertue veares.
Illustrious Vere or Horace} fit to be
Sung by a Horace, or 0 Muse as free}
Which they art to thy self©! whose fame was worm©
In th'eye' of Euro e, where they deede© were done.
When on thy trump®* she© did sound a blast,
Whose relish to eteraitie shall last.
I leave thy acts, which should rroscouute
Throughout, might fl.Ut'rie eeemej and

to be mute
To any one, were enviel which would live
Against ay grave, and time could not forgive
I speaks thy ether graces, not less© showne
Not lease in practice} but less mark'd, lesse knowne
Huoanitie, and pi©tie, which are
As noble in great chiefs as thep are rare.
And best become the valiant mac to weare,
Who more should seek® mens reverence, then leave.

Jonson saw Vere primarily in term© of the humanistic values derived fro®

antiquity, but he also eu&geeted specifically Christian overtones in

paying tribute to his piety,. Fuller comments that "Sir HORACE had more

meekness, and es much valour as his Brother, so pious, that he first
k

made his peace with God, before he v, nt out to war with man#" He was

of on excellent temper, and much loved by his soldiers# Jonr.cn in true

humanistic fashion see© through his great actions to find the essence of

the man in his character.

These poem© to Carey, Hadcliffe end Vere wet© topical. They

refer to living individuals and contem o ary events} the rebellion in

Ireland and the wars in the Netherlands# Jorison, however, uses them as

the basis for reflections on the martial ideal, thereby uniting the

general principle with particular instances which are relevant to the

times.

In contract to the poems which celebrate the martial ideal,

there are those which satirise a fraudulent soldiery which b; empty

boasting and bravado sought to acquire both honour end r-ustsnsuMU<

Wort .ies. "Essex", 33^«
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The various Captains - Capt. Surly, Capt. Hazard, Capt. Hungry - who

people Jonaon's epigrams are objects of scorn, and are not to fee

regarded as true soldiers* Jonsen, proud that he himself had once

been a soldier, claimed to dove their "great profession", but he could

not tolerate those who were "mieso-call'd Captrynes" and who wronged

and shamed it (Bp. CVIil).

Despite an allegiance to the martial ideal, Joneon does not

give it priority. It was to the new ideals of learning and public service

that he gave his greater attention. In his poems to men of letter© end

to the member* of the Sidney family, he hnd defined ethical and literary

values. In the sore way, he defined an ideal of public service in his

poems to the public officials of his day. That there are given greater

prominence than the soldiers is in keeping with the humanistic values

of the age.

To find images for his ideal of public service, Jonson had

to ecan the field of public action and ecraitini&e the leaders of his

day. His praise was occasional, but its scope and terms varied according

to whether it was inspired by & laudable act, e noble achievement, a

virtuous stand, or a life of exemplary service. Whatever the particular

accomplishment, it usually gives rise to reflection on universe!

principles. A good example of the celebration of a single act is s poem

to Lord Mounteagle <fi>. La) the Catholic peer wh< geve timely warning

of the Gunpowder Plot, which was thought to have been contrived by

idealistic and fanatical Catholics to restore their religion. The peer

is an expression of patriotism, of gratitude to the "sever" of the

country, and similar in spirit to the martial poems. It celebrates a

well-known incident. It does not, however, attempt to relate its

history, or explore the biography of Hounteagle for his individual pert

in it, or his particular virtues. It celebrates the mmtx only in connexion
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with this act, and even about this it assumes a knowledge of the facta.

The exposition of facts was the r aj nsibility of the historian, or

biographer; the joet wrote encomium, "n distinct division of literature,

a laudatory composition on some assigned theme and following con¬

ventional rules. It is a presentation, with more or less extravagant
5

praise, of the good qualities of a person or thing.' From the Greeks

to the Jacoheans it is an expression of values. Here what interests

Jonson is the value of Kounteagle's act and the poem consequently

leads to reflections on loyalty to one's country. Some such union of a

particular act and universal principle will be present in all of Jocson's

poems praising public service, the encomia wh'ch celebrate the truly

no le figures and actions of hie day.

In several other oems, for example (L;. V) "On the Union"

and (for. LJi "To King Jams, Upon the happy false rumour of is death,

the two end twentieth day of March, 1607" Jonson celebrate specific

historical incidents. Other oess are associated with formal occasions,

such as (Untl. XIX) "An Epigram on William lord Burl: Los High Treasurer

of England. Presented upon a plate of Gold to his son Rob, E. of

Salisbury, when he was also Treasurer." Other poems celebrate births,

birthdays and promotions, and lament de-the; all are more or less tied

to the incidents which occasion them, and nearly all move to more general

considerat ions. This is one way in which Jonsor used cor,ten, orery history

in his poetry.

Often, however, the occasion of a poem is impossible to

determine, which suggests that the particular occasion was not important,

or that it was not a specific incident which gave ri e to it but perhaps

the general appreciation of a man*a character of life. This seems tjs be

5. Theodore Burgesa, "Epideictic Lit rature," The University of Chi er go
Studies in Classical Ihilclogy. Ill (1901), p. 113.
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the caee with a poem (Unci* XLVI) to Sir Edward Coke (1552-165*0.

Though it has o biographical structure, for it c escribes the various

stages of Coke's care r, it remains general; the praise of hie

character and actions in office is without explicit reference to

specific events. A knowledge of the factual background is a,; ain taken

for granted, but an examination of it will show how Jormon's praise is

related to Coke's actual life and ccntem; rary history.

We know fro® the title that the oem was written between

Coke's appointment ss Chief Justice of the King's Bench in 1613* and

his fall in 1616.^ During then* years Coke was much in the public eye*

His prominence wafs due to his support of the authority of the inherited

body of legal precedent known se the corni er, lav, against the king's

prerogative. In the defence of the corm on law he had actively opposed

the interference of the royal or prerogative courts (the Star Chamber,

Chancery, rand High Commission) with the pre-eminent jurisdiction of the

common law ones (the Common Pleas and King's Bench).

A good example of Coke's methods was his opposition to the

ecclesiastical High Commission which had begun to try coses which were

under common law jureidiction. Coke op oeed thir-by issuing prohibitions

which arrested cases until the . uostion of jurisdiction could be

decided. When matters core to a head Coke, whose opinion vna contrary

to that of the Chancellor, lord Ellesmere, the Solicitor General Bacon,

Archbishop Bancroft and the king himself, was called to plead his
7

position before James who had decided to act bb arbiter. At the second

6. This discussion of Sir Edward Coke is largely based on Catherine
Drinker Bowea'e The Lion and the Throne (London, 1957). with cross-
references to two histories of the erioc: Samuel R» Gardiner's
History of England from the Accession of James I tc the Outbreak
of the Civil War, l603-'**2 (hty don, If S3) and David Harris Willson's
King James VI ar,d I (London, 1956) •

7. Gardiri'r, II, pjM+2; Bewen, pp. ?5^-7 5 Villeon, Jam s vl and 1 pp. 25c-9»
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seeting (November 1f08) Coke boldly informed Jtmeti thet ever, the king was

protected by the com on low. James retorted angrily thet the king
8

protected the lew, and not the lew the king, and even Coke ie said to

have fallen down on ell fours to beg pardon of hie raging sovereign;

but he persisted in opposition, quite alone, unsupported by the other
9

four chief justices of the cos on lew courts. He found his support
10

in Parliament. The difficulties escalated as Coke's principles led

him to deny that the King co. Id settle points of lew, and that royal
11

proclamations had the force of law. In 1613§ on the suggest!©, of

Bacon, Coke was pro oted to the Office of Chief Justice of the King's

Bench, a more honourable hut less lucrative position, and though Coke

protested his attachment tc; the Com: on I-leae, he finally accepted the
12

new office with reluctance. Ten days later he become privy councillor.

These promotions were in feet a cunning reprimand but they failed either

to shako him into submission cr distract him with the prospect of

advancement. He continued to attack the prerogative courts resisting

the growing jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery, which repeatedly

interfered in the common law courts end stopped judgement, and the king's

right to grant commendams (a benefice in which the holder could receive

the revenues while a deputy performed the duties). In the case of

comtaendemE Jsmee ordered a stay to the trial but, since it was againet

their oath, the twelve judges refused. Later, all except the indomintable
13

Coke submitted.

8. Bowen, p • 260-4; Before the lower house Coke had said that "The
oocr.on low hath admeasured the King's prerogative. It is not I,
Edward Coke, that speaks it but the records th t speak it"; see
Bowen, pp. 251 ff•

9. See Bowen, p. 266.
10. Bowen, pp. 257 oad 266-7; Willson, James VI and 1, p. 258.
11. Gardiner, 12, 104-5; Boven, 274-7.
12. Gardiner, II, 207-9; Bowen, 291-4.
13. Gardiner, III, 1-19; Bowen, p . 309-15, 521-2; Willson, James VI and I«

pp. 580-2.
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These various conflicts finally came to a head on June JO,

1616. Coke was suspended from the Council and the public exercise of

his judicial duties. After several attempts by 3' con and others to
t ^

bring him into submission, on November 15 he was removed fro® the Bench.

Hie fall was a profound shock to his contemporaries.

In the climate which preceded this fall, Jonson presumably

wrote the poem to Coke. His description of Sir Edward as "Lord Chiefe

Justice of England" is perhaps significant in view of James* displeasure

ov r Coke's use of this traditional title, though we have no way of
1 s

k: owing whether Jonson was aware of James' cavil. ^ He could hardly,

however, have been unaware of the judicial dispute because of its

sensational nature, his own conneeticr with the court (for which he had

been writing masques since 1605), and with Salisbury, Ellesmere, and

Sir Francis Bacon, three of the protagonists. In these circumstances,

hie praise for Coke's virtue is certainly significant. If ve read the

first lines in their historic. 1 context, they gain much:

He that should search all Glories of the Gowne,
And steps of all reds'd servants of the Crowne,

He could not find, then thee, of all that store
Whom Fortune aided lesse, or Vertue more.

That singular and often solitary courage and integrity with which Coke

fronted a moat formidable opposition showed the qualities which brought

about his rise to power. Without the gifts cf fortune, greatness of

blo< d, title, or even the royal favour which Jam s readily bestowed on

lesser men, Coke rose solely because of his own exceptional ability.

He was never obsequious or eager for advancement, and if he received it

was quick to point out that it was without hie soli citation: Fuller

1V« Gardiner, III, 23-7? Bowen, p . 331 -6; Villson, Jatu«s VI and 1. p.
15. He had done this in the lest volume cf his Reports (1(15); see

Gardimr III, 23-1*? Bowen, p. 327.



writes that he ouch applauded his success "in his free coming by ©11
16

his Cilices ... neither begging, nor bribing for preferment."

Jamas' favour wts prodigal, oncl often undeserved. Surely

Joneon had in mind the numerous "thirty pound knights" and the superb

and insufferable favourites who crowded the court. The f vourite Carr

rose over the same period to become a knight (1607), viscount (1611),

and earl (1613), because of James* attraction to him. Yet, nothing

more than a "comely personage, aixt with e handsorc and Courtly
17

had recommended hi® to Ms king.

Coke on the other hand had worked, end excelled i every

undertaking; Jonsoi describes the stages of his advancements

Such, Coke, were thy beginnings, when thy good
In others evill best was understooda

When, being the Strangers helps, the poore mano aide,
Thy just defences made th'oppreosor afraid.

That one person's good is understood by other's evil is a comrr n theme

in Jonsen's work for he often praises by contrast. The pa: ticulsr

qualities praised: helping stranger, aiding the poor, and defending

against oppressors, Big t refer to specific incidents; there is ample

evidence of Coke's concern that the humble and defenceless as ell as

the great and powerful receive justice. There was a famous case in

which he successfully defended an obscure country vicar a,? ainst a

18
charge of libel fro e peer, Lord Cromwell. When asked for his

opinion in ieaeh&s's ce e, he had decided ir, favour of Feachem, an

Anglican rector sympathetic to the Puritans, who had been arrested

for insulting a bishop, end then tried for treason when an undelivered

16. Worthies."Norfolk", 251» eee else Bowen, p. 68.
17. Arthur Wilson, History, p. 5**i he is not tc be confused with

, F. 21. Willcon, author of Jeans VI and 1.
18. Bowen, 60-1.
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sermon opposing James' new taxes and attacking the king was discovered

among his papers} Peache® however was found guilty, but died before
19

sentence could bo carried out# ' Pe iiculer instances, however, are

hardly necessary: Coke's respect for the law led hi: to deal justice

even in the face of title cr power# He . ade no pa?ty with privilege,

nor sought favour by deference.

Jonnon goes on to describe Coke's early legal career:

Such was thy Irocesne, when Integritie,
And skill in thee, now, grew Author!tie;

That Clients strove, in question of the Lawes,
More for thy Fatrona* a, then for their Cause.

Coke's rise in the legal profession was rapid. Such was is

proficiency that after six years at the Inner Temple, "exceeding
20

early in that strict age" comment® Fuller, he was called to the bar

(1598). The next year he was c-ceer. header at Lyon's Inn, a position

usually reserved for barristers of 10 or 12. years standing. There,

"his learned Lectures so spred forth hi® fame, that crouds of Clients
21

sued to hie for his counsel." His Integrity, which finally led to

hie downfall, was unassailable; his skill, such that he was known at

"the oracle of the law". That clients- sued more for his patronage

then their own cause is not meant to be literally time, but it has e

basis in truth. Hyperbole is after all a literary device intended to

heighten the praise; what interests us is the truth which underlies

it. Jensen's description is really not far from Fuller's account of

Coke's real eminence.

Jonson goes on to the next stage in his career:

And that thy strong and manly Eloquence
Stood up thy Nations fame, her Crovme-s defence.

15. Bowen, pp. 302-6.
20. Wort ies, "Norfolk", 250.
21. Ibid.
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Coke hud made his greatest reputation as the Crown's

defence. As Attorney General, ho had been Crown Prosecutor at most

of the outstanding trials of the periodI those of Essex and

bo thampton (1601), Air alter Raleigh (1603), and the Gunpowder

plotters :(160^); "In all of these" writes G. }■■« i acdonell in the DNB.

"he exhibited a spirit of rancour, descending even to brutality, for

which no one has attempted a defence, his bio, rapheru one and all

agreeing that hi® conduct towards Raleigh was simply Infamous". Coke

was an able though often vituperative and violent speaker, Sir Robert

Cecil hi® left testimony of both of these aspects: Coke's ability

to express compile, ted matters clearly and simply, prompted Cecil at

the close of the trial of Father Garn t (1606) "to tell the court that

•he had never heard such a ease of matter better contracted nor made

22
more intelligible to the jury."' at the trial of Raleigh, however,

Cecil rebuked Coke for his overriding rhetoric: "Be not so inpatient,
23

good Kr Attorney. Give him leave to speak".

This violent language led Sir John Roe to write to Joneon;

And when I true friendship end,
With guilty conscience let me be worse stonge,
Then with Iophips sentence theeves, or Cookee tongue
Traitors are.24

Lord Mountjoy hod said that he would "flee England rather than come

25
under the file of Coke's tongue." Jonson'e phrase "strong and manly

eloquence" to describe such language is under® stement, but again

sugget?ts a real quality. Coke's 'eloquence' moreover, had been employed

in prosecuting traitors, and trials for tree on were, in Cecil's

phrase to Garnet, "to make the cause appear as it deserveth".

22, Boven, p. ?MC,
25. Ibid., p. 181.
2h. Poems, ed. Grlerson, 1, Mh. This poem was formerly attributed to Donne.
25• Boven, p. 16^.
26. Ibid., p. 231.
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"And now such is thy etiajdf" continu a Jorison, asserting

that as a judge Coke still remains the nation's fame and crown's

defence. This is a cu/ious judgement. Jtmsou does not note the

change between Coke's rise as a lawyer and his life as a judge noted

by the people of his own time and every historians "the most offensive

of Attorney Generals" wrote Francis Boon's biographer, "[transfer? ed]
27

into the most admired and venerated of Judges." The energy with which

he had defended the crown was turned to an unyiel ing defence of the

corr on lew. In view of Ccke'i already longstanding (since 16C6)

opposition to the prerc ative, Jonson's statement that he was still

the crown's defence (written after 1613} could be a significant

political stater,lent; yet for the moment it is sufficient to understand

this in r strictly limited sens ; that by dealing justice and explain¬

ing laws Coke is defending crown end country.

The poem continues:

while thou dost deale
Desired Justice to the publique beale,

Like Solons S' lfe.

Solon was a great Athenian reformer and law-giver, C osen as governor

and "reformer of the rigor of the la-es, and the temperar of the

state and common weale", ' he rejected pressures to become a tyrant:

"notwithstanding he had refused the kingdoms yet he waxed nothing the

mo: e remisse nor soft therefore in governing, neither would he bow for

feere of the great, nor yet would frame his lever to their liking, that
29

had chosen hi?; their reformer." In his reform of the law hs

27. James SpeddiDg et al, ed., "The Letters and Life of Francis
Bacon," berks, (London, 1857-7*+), xi, 379- C.

28. Flutarch. The lives of the Koble Grecians and aociaines, trans.
Sir Thomas North, (Lot;don, 1603). p. 6 .

29. ilutsrcfc, p. 89.
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instituted » n- w code which vm- moderate, notably juut, and lees harsh

than the preceding one (which had for exam le prescribed death for

• idleness'

The analogy between Solon and Goke is apt and lust. Both

men had a reputation for integrity and inoorruptability and both sought

to implement justice through the law. Leith-r would submit tc the

pressures of the great. Sir James Whilelocke, a fellow judge in the

court of King's Bench said of him* 'Never was a man so just, so upright,

free frora corruption, solicitations of great men or friende at he wss ...

[Coke was~ the most just, honest, and uncorrupt judge that ever sate
31

on bench". Both Solon and Coke though in different ways codified

a system of)lavsf before 1616 Coke hau airea: y published the eleven

volumes of hie Reports (St. Cmcr, ILoC-lj?), of which Bacon, Coke's

rival and enemy wrote;

(to give every man his uue) had it not been for Sir
Edward Coke's Reports (which though they rosy have errors, end
some peremptory and extrajudicial resolutions more than are
warranted, yet they contain infinite good decisions and rulings
ov r of cases) the law by t is time had been almost like a ship
vit out ballast.

His later and greater Institutes, the first part of which was published

in 1628, and the second , third and fourth parts r-cethu ously by

order of Parliament l6hl-k, rendered n important service to ensuing

gener tions in making accessible in clear and direct language the older

legal 1- arning: "he was a Storehouse and magazine of the common-low,

for the present times} and laid such a Foundation for the future, that
33

Posterity may for ever build on". Hence Jonson's lines that Coke

30. Plutarch, p..90.
31. Liber Femeliue, ed. John Bruce Camden Society (London, 1858), p. X.
32. See Spedding, VI, 65} see also pp. 76-97#
33# Wilson, HlflCKY, p. 97.
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explst'st the knottie Lowes
With endlesoe labours, whilst thy learning drawee

No lease of praise, then readers in oil kinds
Of worthiest knowledge, that can take mens Binds.

Jensen's concluding lires begin "Such is thy All", and he

has indeed given up a surprisingly complete picture of this

extraordinary pe pen, ns man, lawyer, judge, scholar find lew writer?

except for his career in the commons, which was for the most part

later than the poem, Jonron describes all the outstanding achievements
54

of hie life. Reporting the sentiments of the opening, Jonson

returns to the theme of Fortune and Vertue:

that (as I sung before)
None Fortune aided lease, or Vertue more.

Or if Chance suet, to each man that doth rise,
Ne< ds lend an aide, to tnine she had her eyes.

These last lines set Coke up as an example of the rise of a worthy man.

Since there is no evidence that Jensen knew Coke personally,

it appears that the judge's heroic stand fired the poet's imagination

and eerned this tribute. It is cynical to suggest that Jonson edlred

Coke because of on affinity of character or "no doubt in part bee use

he, like Jonsor, was arrogant in the extreme, and 'the roat obstinate,
35

opinionated end difficult cf raen'". "In part", perhaps, but this

poem must be read in the context of Coke's contemporary reputation for

justice and uncorruptibility and his unbending, if rigid, adherence to

his principles a ainst powerful forces and in the face of disfavour,

dismissal, and disgrace. This strength of character war something Jensen
36

could sincerely admire. Coke possessed integrity and constancy.

He had been speaker of House of Com ens, 1592-3. He later sat
for Cornwall, 1621, Norfolk, 1625-6, and Buckinghamshire, 1628,

35. Willson, James VI end I. p. 257? quoted by B. N. De Luna,
Jensen's Romish plot (Oxford, 1967), p. 23^.

36. What Jonson would have thought of some cf Coke's oth-r opinions
is not difficult tc imagine. "Five sorts of people" says Fuller,
"he used to fore-deeign to misery end ;overty; Chemists, Monopolizers,
Concedf-rs. Promoters end Rhyming 1 sets'" (V-.orthies, "Norfolk", 251 )•
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the elements which tske up Jensen*b Stoic ideal of character; he
'

"i

also had the combination of public service end scholarship which

make up Jonson's ideal of man, end for which Jonson praised 0 con,

"1 have ever observ'd it, to have beene the office of a wise Patriot,

among the greatest affaire of State, to take ca; e of the Common-wealth

of Learning" (Disc. 92^-6). Coke's 'vertue' cannot be doubted and

Jonson'n sincerity in praising it cannot be impugned.

Cne should also recall Joreon's own awareness of the

legal abuses of his day. This is evident in his plays, in the

satire of lawyers in I oetsster which offended the inn s of Court, in

Epicoene with its lawyers civil and canonical, in Vol;one, who* e not

until the last does the Law grasp the situation, and is found also

in his poetry (Ep. XXXVII):

On Chev'rill the Lawyer

No cause, no client fat, will Chev'rill leese,
But as they ooeo, on both sides he takes fees,
And pleaseth both. For while he meets his greace
For this; that winnes, for whom he holds hie peace.

This is the other side of contemporary legal practice.

The poem to Coke therefore its basically sup rted b\ the

facts; we can concur with Clifford that the poem "has truth for ita

basis, and characterizes both the author and hie works with discrimination

57
and judgement". Jensen him singled out the est salient aspects <f

Coke's career unu his most important contributions to his age.

Because, however, Joneon baa written a poem, rather than

a history or bio raphy he has made use of liter, ry devices, those

like hyperbole and understatement which affect curr ent, and those like

repetition snd parallelism which determine form; they were meat to

Works, VJII, V51
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heighten the tone. Behind these devices there ere facts; the

biographical structure of the poem facilitates the demonstration of

its relationship to factual truth. In its noblest fore; - in J©neon's

view its true form - the poetry of praise eschewed the cultivation

of style for its own sake, and the selection of mat er for the pur cse

of adulation, or moral instruction. The true oet selects en

inherently noble man, and by stressing hie moral qualities creates

"a pattern of virtue mace particularly attractive through the use of

b ceremonial style"."' This leads to admiration, and consequent

emulation in the re «er or hearer. It must be stres ed that stylistic

ornamentation was integral to the poetry of praise and w&s meant to

contribute •magnificence' and heighten the tone rather than distort

the truth. By selection, emission, hyperbole, understatement,

repetition, parallelism, rhetorical questions, by all the devices of

rhetoric the poet sought to adept his style to the presentation of

his subject and values.

Jonson's ideal of public service was the basis of his

praise for Sir Henry Neville (156V? - 16155). Like Coke, Neville wee

neither a gre t lord nor a favourite, and like him he managed by his

integrity and lain dealing to offend the king; a similarity which ie

perhaps significant. Also like Coke, Neville is rot known to hsve

had any personal relatione with Jonscn, end since he was neither

friend nor patron, it seems likely that Jonso. praised him simply

because he admired him.

Jonson praised Neville (Ep. C1X) for •vertue' which

con:era true f(s®e and title "and that's in thee; /Where all ie faire,

beside thy pedigree", and integrity, which does not seek to conceal

private gain under pretext of public service.

38. Hardison, The Enduring Monument, p. 5?{ see also Burgess, pp. H8ff.
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Thou rather striv'st the matter to possess®,
And elements of honor, then the dresse;

To make thy lent life, good against the Fates;
And first to know thine c ne state, then the States,

To be the seme in roote, thou art in height}
And that thy soule should give thy flesh her weight.

The theme, s contrast between substance and appearance is frequent

in Jonson, and the ideal is the same Stoic ideal of character as in

the poems to Roe and Coke.

Jonson, however, discusses these commo- features in the

specific context of an ideal of nobility. Though he refers to

Neville's pedigree only to pass over it, the mention of it is

significant. Neville was of the old aristocracy of England, a

descendant of the second lord Abergavenny and a nephew of the seventh.

His ancestors had been peers of England since 1295, and had held

before the end of the middle ages a dukedom, a marquisate, five earl¬

doms and five baronies. The Nevilles had made and unmade kings
39

during the W«r® of the Roses.

Such an ancient end illustrious lineage was of some

account in en age characterised by the aviah creation of peerages

and by the consolidation of n w families like the Cecils who replaced

the old aristocracy decimated during the Wore of the Roses. Jensen

recognized the advantages of a truly great ancestry; his roams to

the younger Sidneys (For. XIV, 29-^6), and later Digbys (tnd. LaXXIV,

viii) teach them how to use the merit and example of their ancestors

as a spur for their own achievement. Such emulation was of pa ticular

irr ortence at a time when Jonson felt that the ancient ari tocracy

was' failing to fulfil its traditional role. In "A Speech According

to Horace" he mimics those who felt that true nobility could be

inherited;

39* See Burke"o Peerage under Abergavenny, Baron.
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Let poore Kobilitic be vertuous: Wee,
Descended in & rope of Titles, be

From Guy, or Bevis, Arthur, or from whom
The Herald will. Our blood is now become

Past any need of vertue. Let them care,
That in the Cradle of their uentrie are;

To serve the State by Councels, and by Ames;
We neither Jove the Trouble , nor the barmen.

(Und. XIIV, 11. 79-86)

Jcnson complain* that the ancient names "bold/Boauchajsno. and h'eviilr..

Cliffords. ..udleys old" (1. 81) must, because of the delinquency of

their heire be replace, by new ones.

This is not simply a romantic evocation of the mediaeval

past; it i« b statement about the lace of the nobility in the leader¬

ship of the co ntry. There w s considerable discussion bout the

origin of nobility, whether it wee a nuality inherited from

en esters or acquired by the efforts of the individual himself.

Books such as henna's Nennio. or /- Treatise of bobj 11 ty t v herein is

discourse what true Hobilitie Is, with such ualitjoe ;.a. •■•■■e

required in a perfect Gentleman, translated by V. Smith (London,

1JJ5), considered whether nobility consisted in blood and riches, or

le> rning and virtue. Though it was generally agreed that the

nobility of learning end virtue was superior to that of blood and

riches, and that "nobility, being inherent and natural car, have

like the diamond, the luster but only from itself", the usual

solution was to prefer an ancient name coupled with personal achieve-
. ko

Kent.

Title nobility, moreover, showed it elf in actions this

was another basic tenet of Renaissance belief* It revealed itself

in actions which were "beneficial and useful" to the country, and
M

the reword of nobility, of virtue combined with glorious actions, was honour.

AO. bee Henry Penchnm, The Complete Gent lemur, ed* Virgil B. Heltsel,
Folger Documents of Tudor find Stuart Civilization (Ithaca, Ev.Y.,
1962), pp. 13, 28.

bl« See Peach* , p. 12.
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This is whet Joneec ascribes to Sir Henry Neville. Like

the ancient members of his family, Neville shows is true nobility by

taking up his place in the leadership of the country. In suggesting

that this is done not ae of old ir the field of battle but in the

House of Parliament, Jensen demonstrates the new spirit of the

Beneissances the ideal of the warrior had been largely replaced by

that of the statesmen.

Neville served in Parliament nearly all his life, con¬

tinuously from 1585 to l6lh. His character had recommended him for

important service as ambassador to France where in 1599 he helped to

negotiate the treaty of Boulogne; he was knighted in the same year.

Accidentally implicated in the Essex plot because of his friendship

with Southampton, he was imprisoned in the To er, brought before the

council Bnd fined £5,COO. On James* accession in 1603, he was released

by rcyel warrant. Though not one of its leaders, Neville sympathized

with the popular party in Parliament, and during its 161C session took

the opportunity of explaining to James his party's demands and advising

hiir. to concede them. This plain-dealing, and his opposition to the

Howards were later r sponsible for his failure to a cure the Secretary¬

ship for which he was the most popular contender after the death of

Salisbury in l6l2.**f°
It has been suggested, by . A. J. rchbald in the i£3,

that Jonscn alludes to Neville's imprisonment in hie epigr-:m; Herford

and Simpson, however, do not mention t is. It seems more probable

that Jonson is referring to later incidents, the exchanges with James

or the bid for the Secret*rehip. At th«se times, Neville was in the

public eye but out of royal favour because of his views, end cutepohennese;

*+2. Gardiner, II, 1*+7-8.
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occasioned Jonson's praise.

Though in hie joetry to men of letters, Jonson had made

extensive use of his friends and the theme of friendship, in his

poetry to men of state it is hardly mentioned. It is not the personal

relationships of statesmen which interest Joneon, hut rather their

relation to the sovereign and the common-wealth; their place in the

state is the most salient feature of his praise. This is true even

to the extent that the poems suggest contemporary issues, as we have

seen in the cane of both Coke and Neville. These teems indicate hew

Jon^oii reacted to the current of the times, and how he drew upon its

passing ©vents to make hiB poetry. They also show that his praise

could be completely detached free any personal relationship.

With regard to his patrons, in whom he had a personal

interest, Jonson adopts the same detached end discriminating attitude.
\

The valueo he expresses are entirely consistent; they are those of

the poems to Roe, Donne, Selde , Coke, or Neville. His practice,

however, varies somewhat, for while he praised the Sidney ladies for

their interest in letters, he praised those men who were his patrons,

including the Earl of ieabroke with bis Sidney blood end interests,

for their public service. Undoubtedly, it was a irore suitable, a

more masculine ideal. His interest in these patrons adm te an

influence which wae not evident in his poems to Coke and Neville: a

dependence on favour. Jcneon's praise therefore must by its careful

selection, its tact, and its use of litere-r^ devices reconcile his

interests with his values.

This is exemplified in the epigram to William Herbert,

t ird E rl of Pembroke (1280-1630). Jensen prai.es him for Integrity,
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constancy, and Independence in a mercenary, inconstant, and

hypocritical court. After naming Herbert "en Epi^ramse. on all

IWlMwl/ami then describing the evils of the court, donees turns to

his subject:

But thou, whose noblees keeps one stature still,
And one true osture, though beeeig'd with ill

Of what ambition, faction, pride con raise;
Whose life, ev'n they, that envie it, must praise;

That art so reverenc'd, m thy comming in,
But in the view, doth interrupt their sinne;

Thou must draw more; and they, that hope to see
The common-wealth still safe, must studie thee.

<E£. CII)
Here the Stoic ideal is set in contrast to courtly values.

Jonson'e praise of Herbert's qualities is supported by

contemporary evidence. 1enhroke was independent, and be strove

neither for favour nor position. At the court of Elizabeth he was in

k"5
attendance but sought the queen's favour in a "cold and veafce Banner" |

but from the first, nonetheless, he was " xceeding beloved of all men".

At the court of Jho e, he was never "loved or favoured" but rather

"regarded and esteemed" by hie king. Clarendon's eulogy on Pembroke

affirms that "being the most universally loved and esteemed of any

man of that age, and having a great office in the Court, made the

Court itself better esteemed and sore reverenced in the country".

The independence from Court values mentioned by Jonscn is also

described succinctly by Clarendon: "lie lived many yeers about the

Court before in it, and never by it". The same writer describee

Pembroke's constanc and integrity, how he stood upon his own feet,

without any other support than of hie proper virtue and merit, and how

he "wee exeedingly beloved in the Court, because he never desired to

get th t for himself which others laboured for, but was still reedy

to promote the pr etences of worthy men. Ant! he was equally celebrated

kj>, Arthur Collins, Letters and Memorials of State (London, 1766), II, 122.
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in the country fcr h; v ng received no oblig tiono frc the Court

which tight corrupt or away his affections end judgment". Anthony

\ Wood also points out the earl's ingenuous cad outspoken opposition

to the Spanish match: "he would sometimes rouse to the trepidation

of that King [Jansa I], yet kept his favour still} for his Majesty

knew plain dealing (as a jewell in Men so) was in a i rivy Counsellrur

an ornamental duty; and the same true-he. rteuness commended him to
Ltk

K. Ch. I". This is the plain-dealing which characterised both

Coke and Neville. Jonso;, during Pembroke's life, and Clarendon

and Wood after hie death, concur in their praise.

Jonson's poem, however, neglects to mention not nly

Pembroke's generous patronage of letters, but other less meritorious

aspects of hie character and life, which Clarendon, anxious to give

a complete picture of the ran, is careful to mention: ,!"iet hie

memory must not be so flattered, that hie virtues and good inclinations

say be believed without come allay of vice, and without being clowded

with great infirmityes, which he had in to exorbitant a proportion".

Clarendon's fair-mindedness leads him to reveal that Pembroke

"indulged to himself the pleasures of all kinds, almost in all

excesses" and was "imroderstely given up to women". Though the

beneficiary of a large fortune, he exhausted it by hie extravagance

but later replenished it by his marriage. (1C0W) Bis extravagant

life led to his premature decline.

These faults ere not mentioned by Joraoa because, unlike

Clarendon, he is neither writing biography nor islory, nor attempting

bk. The iil. tory of the Rebellion, ed. Macroy, 1, 71-'+•
Athenae Cxoniensis. i, 795.

^6. Clarendon is uncertain about the cause of Pembroke's concupiscencet
"Whether out of hie natural constitution, or for want of his domestic
content and delight, (in which he was most unhappy, for he paid much
too dear for his wife's fortune, by taking© her person Into the
bargain)".
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a complete - icture of Lis subject. He is describing an ethic; 1

ideal, by illustrating it in a man's life; and he selects what he

presents in accord, nee with this.

There is considerable variation in the presentation of

Jensen's ideal of man and the scope end depth of treatment of his

subjects. The poem to Coke was the epitome of a man's character and

life. The line© to Neville were comparative abstract and general,

but nonetheless pertained to contemporary issues. The praise of

Pembroke war selective and apt, Jonsor.'o concern for the individual

subjects of his poems leads him to select, to qualify end to adapt

his terms of praise. A poem to another patron, the Earl of Suffolk,

(Sg. LXVil) illustrates how Joneon's care to join the ideal with the

real led him to praise qualities which, though admirable, v ere not

usual in hie work.

Jensen's relationship with Thorns Howard, B rl of Suffolk

(1561-1626) was bound with the ties of gratitude. Though in 16CA

Suffolk had "ushered" Jonec.n and his friend Sir Thomas Kowe from a

raosoue at court (Convene. 155-6), in 1605 he brought about Jensen

end Chapman's release from their imprisonment for Eastward Ho.

Gr titude for this seems to have prompted Jonson's epigram (£p. 1AV.11),

as well a- the masques Hymenal which Jonson wrote for the first

marriage of Suffolk's daughter Frances to the Earl of Essex, O606)

and A Chalenge at Tilt and The Irish Masque (1613-6) for her second

infamous marriage to the Isrl of Somerset.

In his epigram Jonson praises Suffolk for his gifts of

fortune and hi© popularity. Since men, he avers, no longer do praiee-

67. H It S, I, 38-40,
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worthy thin . s, they consider all praise flattery; but Jorson claims that

this poem h a the cogency of truth. Howard's blood, lace, and virtue

had mode all good men hope for his advancement, and some even seek it

on his behalf before he could seek it himself. The success of t)is

promotion - Howard's advancement by the king - showed that the people's

cho c« wee God's ae well.

Jonson'a praise can be supported by external evidence.

The Howard blood was indeed noble but the family had recently suffered

great misfortunes; Thomas Howard's father, the fourth Duke of Norfolk,

Earl Marshal of England, had been attainted for high treason because

of Ms c rrauKic; tions with Mary Queen of Scots (1572); his grandfather

was Surrey, poet and statesma , executed by Henry VIII; two of Henry s

wives, Anne Boleyn and Catherine Howard, both of whom were executed for

their adulteries, were also of the sane family. Thomas Howard had

had a distinguished naval career find had fought beside Raleigh and

Essex; in 1588, he was knighted at sea for valour against the Spanish

Armada, and held several naval commissions, which led to his being made

Knight of the Garter (1596) nnd Admiral of the Elect (1599); Ms

ability and c urage hod won the favour of the Queen. With the accession

of Janes came the restoration of the Howards, for he desired to

compensate them for their sufferings in the csu e of his unhappy mother.

Themes Howard wee one of the few "new" appointments mode by James upon

his accession, replacing Elir.a" eth'e Lord Kune'.on bb Lord Chamberlain,

the principal officer of the court. In the same year he became Earl

of Suffolk and a privy councillor.

Suffolk was "dignified, moderate, and *aey-going" ; Vilson

writes that he wee a "plain-hearted man"; the author of "The Honorable

48. Willson, James VI and I, p. 178; see Gardiner, I, 107-8.
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Voyage into Cadis, 1596" published in Hakluyt's collection attests

in popularity! "[his] exceeding great magnanlsdty, courage,

wisdoaae, joyned with such an honour, ble kind of sweet ccurtfsie, hcuntie,

snd liberalitie, as is not able b, me & my veakenes to be expressed,

hath wonne him all the faithfull loving hearts of as many bs ever have
JfQ

had any maner of dealing with him." His later career throws light

on his character. In 160*4, he had refused a Spanish pension which his

own wife and Salisbury had accepted and when he came untouched through

the subsequent investigations, his evident integrity and loyalty were

largely responsible for his a pointment as. Lord Treasurer (161*0. It

was a mistake! he proved inept because though well-meaning he was

too lax and easy-going for such a difficult task, end too reoccupied -

^ at the expense of the treasury - with the aggrandisement of iis own

50
fortune®. He was removed. Charged in 1618 with embezzlement, he

was fined £JO,OCX), commanded to restore what he had embezzled and sent

to the Tower. His wife, a forceful and rapacious woman was blamed for

his misconduct, and Suffolk was exonerated because of his popularity,
51

and censured only for his laxity and uxoriouenese. By l6?0 he was

again in favour, and hiB fine reduced to £1000. His easy and winning

ways had won his reprieve.

Jonson's gratitude to Suffolk did not lead hits to flatter.

He is praised for actual qualities, but these are blood and place

which Jcneon usually spurns, and popularity which he generally scorns.

Such gifts are usually brought in, as in the poem to Neville, as a

contrast to the inherent virtues of the subject. That they are here

**9. Richard Hakluyt, The Principal Navigations. IV (Glasgow, 190*0, 2*»?.
50. Gardiner, iii, 187-95? Willeon, James VI and I. p.
51. See Wilson, Hirtory. pp. 97-9? see also G. 1 . V. Akrigg, Jacobean

Pageant (London, 1962), p. 71 « and David Hathew's The Jacobean Age,
op. cit., pp. 159-77.
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praised in relation to Suffolk is Jonson'a concession to gratitude.

TJlf discernment and care which is evident in Jonson'e

praise indicates hie concern to illuminate his subject as well as his

idesli. He imposed a tactful and apt selection which was detrained

by his own ideals and by an appraisal of the facts. He omits a good

deal; he rarely says too much. Despite his allegiance to absolute

rrorel values - the "removed mysteries" of ;oetry - he envisages his

ideals in terms of contemporary reality, and reveals so©' thing of the

particular humanity of his subject. Jo; son demonstrates his perception

into character. Both the general principle and the particular example

are analysed and defined in the praise.

Yet in several places Jonson confesses to having praised

unworthy men. Given his care and discernment, this seems unlikely,

or at le> at unusual, and gives rise to questions about the circumstances

of euch mistakes, and the identities of the persons involved. It is

important to ascertain how these confessions and their circumstances

change or qualify the principles described above.

Jonocn'o most famous revelation in this regard is the

poem addressed to the Muse. Its theme is the bitterness of error:

Away, and leave me, thou thing most abhord
That hast betroy'd me to a worthlesse lord;

Made me commit most fierce idoletrie
To a gre t ime-e through thy luxurie.

Be thy next masters more unluckie Muse.
And, m thou*hast mine, his houres, and youth abuse.

Get him the times long grudge, the courts ill will;
And, reconcil*d, keep* him suspected still.

Make him loose all his friends, and, which is worse,
Almost all wayes, to any better course.

With me thou hav'et an happier Muse then thee,
Afld which thou brought*st me, welcome povertie.

Shee shall instruct my afterthoughts to write
Things manly, and not smelling parasite.

But I repent me: Stay. Who e're ie rais'd.
For wcrth he has not, He is tax*d, not prais'd.

(E£. LXV)
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Its vehement feeling, end tone of indignation are evidence that this

roe#! was written as the result of an actual misjudgement. Jonson's

explanation for his mistake shows not only s concern with principle,

that he had misused he praise, but an awareness of the circumstances

of his error. He blames his r use for betraying him through luxurie1,

which is an admission of personal responsibility. He regrets the

wasted time energy. He reveals the c< nseo(uences of his error; the

lingering censure and suspicion, the ill will of the court, the loss

of his friends, the difficulty of recourse, and the ultimate privation.

It is to these circumstances rther than to the principles involved

that he gives the greater attention.

In the end, Joneon's bitterness leads him to censure those who

deceived him, rather then to accept remorsefully his error; his con¬

cluding lines point out that praise for virtue not actually possessed

c nstitutes a rebuke. This is the nearest thing to a statement of

principle, but it is & rather defensive explanation? it was evidently

conjured up after the fact. What is more important is Jonscn's aware¬

ness of the cause and consequences of hie mistaken praise, and hi©

determination to write "things manly, and not smelling parasite." His

pledge not to repeat hie error is proof that despite his concluding

line® he felt that praise should be given only where deserved.

In lines to Seidell, Jonson ©ekes s similar confession,

but he concentrates solely on the fact of error without attending to

its circumstances:

Though I conferee (as every Mu&e hath err'd,
And mine not least) have too oft preferr'd
Man past their termer, and preis' some names toe much.
But 'twas with purpose to have made them such.
Since, being deceiv'd, 1 turne a sharper eye
Upon my selfe and uske to whom', and why?
And what I write? and vexe it many dayes
Before men get a verce; much lease a 1 raise;
So that my Header is assur'd, I now
Heme what I speake: and still will kcepe that Vow.

(Und. XIV, 11. 19-28)



In claiming that the didactic motive could justify praise which was

excessive, or unmerited, Jonson seems to be allying himself with

those who held th: t praise need not be based on the fact, but on the

requirements of moral ins ruction. Yet, he vo*b that in future he will

avoid straying fror. the facts. The vows to examine first himself, in

order to avoid any further concessions to "luxurie", and then the

subject, to ensure that is praise is based on a true knowledge of

the person. Clearly whatever his earlier policy, he will now have a

duo regard for the fact. He vows to doubt and question and admits

that he pr< viously accepted his subjects too readily, too uncritically;

this admission explains to some extent how Jonson came to make ia;

mistakes•

This explanation, like the former, is somewhat disingenuous.

The evidence suggests that for the most part Jonson praised carefully.

Perhaps in his earlier poetry of praise bis convictions, or hie

enthusiasm, led him to indulge in 'wishful thinking', for Jensen's

habit of praising his contemporaries in terras of bis ideals could

e-sily, despite his care, lead him to attribute virtue where none or

little existed. Thie is particularly true with regard to the great

nobles who were the leaders of his society. His eagerness to illustrate

his own ideal of man in the lives of the notables of the a; e mode his

praise susceptible to error, because he was inclined to escribe their

eminence end achievements to his own values, rather than to their

particular methods, or aims. Hi® vision could easily distort reality

for s time.

In addition to this danger, there is the possibility that

personal motives, such as the need to win or confirm a patron, or to

express gratitude could also for a tire obscure his grasp of reality.
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Jons n himself admitted this kind of felling. His attitude to it is

clear: neither the desire to seek favour nor t' acknowledge gratitude

justified the attribution of virtue. Favour or gratitude could be

sought or expressed in acceptable ways, either by a frank expression

of the poet's need, such as Jensen was to do later in life, by the

direct expression of gratitude, such as that to Lord Aubriguy to Lady

3edford, or by preie ng his patrons for their real qualities. Jonson's

apologies, and his determination to examine himself as ell be hie

object make it clear that he strove to overcome self-interest. This

can be discounted in all but those few lapses which Jonsor. him elf

deplored.

In hie dedic tcry letter to Pembroke, Jonson gives another

explanation for his errors. Its tenor and implications are quite

different from those considered above. They were personal confessions;

somewhat self-defensive, they sought to vindicate the error. This

letter to Pembroke has a different, a rather prudential ring. After

mentioning "the good and great names" which are immortalized in his

bock, he continues "Amongot whom, if I have preysed, unfortunately,

any one, that doth not deserve; or, if all answere not, in all numbers,

the pictures I have cade of t m» I hope it will be forgiven me, that

they are no ill -pieces, though they be not like the ; ersone." Jonaon

was aware that he was presenting to the public poems written over a

number of years and in various circumstances, and that times and

circumstances had changed. Some of their subjects ere, or had become

controversial: and sore were the subjects of personal or ]artisan

antipathy. Reputations had changed. He had himself made some mistakes.

Hy making & prior admission of error and by claiming that the poems

could stand on their own Jons n aeems to want to forestall accun tione
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and recriminations irrelevant to the poetry itself. But this e rd ion

is couched in langua.: e that leaves such to the judgement and prejudice

of the reader. Note the careful phraaeo ogy, the r&utioue "ifs", the

failure to suggest or mention any names. Note his concern to fix

attention on the xoeme themselves, and the assurance and the artistic

pride with which he asuerts that ids oems hove merit, though their

subjects might not. All points to an attempt to free his oetry from

the circumstances described in his poem to his muse: the censure, ill-

will, loss, helplessness, and privation th t is the result of assessing

the poems, not on their own merit, but on that of the person they

describe. Such misreading subjected the poems to the vagaries of

royal favour and public opinion. Jonson's letter to Pembroke attempted

to free his poems from a disadvantage which h d been brought on him

by his own concern to relate hie values to hie own time.

Jonson never explicitly named those men who had deceived

hir, discreetly preferring rs in his satirical portraits to let them

remain anonymous, but ther is one man, a peer of high office and

great power, who received fulsome eulogies fro; Jonsen which are

difficult to s uare with his subsequent criticism: Kobert Cecil,

the Earl of Salisbury (1563?-1612). Dr 8. N. DeLuna in fact specifically

identifies Salisbury with the "unworthy lord" of Jons n'e poem to
52

his Muse (£p. LXV). Though this identification is open to question,

there is ground for some doubts and pusu lement about Jonson's attitude

to Salisbury. On the one hand, Jonson i raised him in his most high-

flown vein; on the other, he censured him severely in private

conversation with Druaurond. Jonson's relationship with the earl end

the specific terms of his pre se and censure must be examined before

we can draw any conclusions about the reasons for this disparity.

52. Jonson'a Hot, ieh Ilot. p- . 70-2, 155-£»
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Jonson'e connection with Salisbury was not simply

literary. In 1597* Salisbury was <ne of those who sat in judgement

on The Isle of Dors, the first pie; to cause Jonsn imprisonment, but

in 1605» he was among those whom Jonscn supplic ted when in rieon for
53

i rtw rd Ho. Later, p rhops out of gratitude to the E rl as veil as

loyalty to hie country, Jor.son, though a Hanson Catholic at the time,
ck

carried out investigations for him into the Gunpowder Hot.

Salisbury commissioned two masques from Jonsen, both of which were

performed at Theobalds, his country house: "The Lntertaiassent of

the Two Kings at Theobalds" (July 2L, 16C6) for a visit from Jmca

and Christian of Denmark, and "The Entertainment of King and ■ ueen at

Theobalds" (May 22, 160?), to mark the transfer of Theobalds to James,

Jonscn addressed three epigr ®s to the Eisrl, two of which have

specific occasions: his cretion as Earl of Salisbury (May 1L, 16C5), and

his accession to the Treasurership (May 6, 16o8). The third poem,

probably written at some time between the other two, is possibly

closer in date to the later poem, which immediately follows it in

the DpiKrorr-meo. At some yet later dote, Jonscn presented to Salisbury

a poem about ! i,s father, the great Lord Burleigh (d. 1598). Salisbury

died in 1612. These poems and rescues suggest that Jonson's relation-

chip with the E rl was at its height from 1603 tc, ot least, 16C8,

and prob bly later. With the exceptio of the political commission,

it shows most of the usual aspects of patronage; Jonson evidently

adopted a formal role toward hie patron, celebrating with masques the

royal visits to his ouue; and with epigrams, the step:® of his advancement.

Jonson's three p-oems to Salisbury explore the same there,

the poet's duty to praise worthy public service, and all are rhetorical

53* H & S, 1, 15-6, 3^-^G; Jensen's letter to Salisbury is reproduced at
I, 19^-6.

5^. H b S, 1, 202-3.
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and formal in tone. The first of the;;© (bp. XIIII) claims thet

Salisbury*s life speaka for itself, and having no need of poetry to

give it renown will on the contrary confer fame on the poet's works

When, in my booke men re&de but CECIL'S name,
And what I 'rite thereof find farre, and free

From servile flatter!© (common Loetg shorn©)
As thou stand'at cleere of the necessitie.

Jonson's distinction between praise end flattery is significant because

it implies that the facts will bear out his claims, but at the same

time it raises the question whether this implication is sincere or

©stificicl. The arrogant denunci©tion of flattery, and its imputation

to the common sort of -cets, however, does indicate tha t Jonson meant

wh; t he said. The specific actions which e: rneri both Cecil's advancement

and his country's love are not described. But the import of the ; oem

is that these actions testify to Cecil's worth and praiseworthinees;

indeed, Jonson claims that they ere tore eloquent than his own poetry.

The second poem defines more explicitly Jonscn'e estimation

of Cecil. It is concerned with Cecil's character;

Who can consider thy right courses run,
With what thy vertue on the times hath won,

And not thy fortune; who can cleerely see
The judge*ent of the king so shine in thee;

and that thou seek'st reward of thy each act,
Not from the publike voyce, but private fact;

Who can behold all envie so decliri'd
By constant suffring of thy equall mind. I >ill )

Jonson concludes that no poet, even should Salisbury himself forbid,

co Id silently recognize such merit. The precise delineation of

character - the vertue, integrity, and constancy which Jons r sees in

Salisbury - is in keeping with hie Stoic ideal; as usual, it is set

©gainst the drift of ortune. The terms of this poem ere specific, and

give e closer appreciation of the ®a*n, and a more precise definition

of the way that character was related to public service than the former

one. It also declen es the poet's duty to celebrate the noble service
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of a good man to his country# Its deport is th t the frets obli, e

Jonson to speak out; but this of course could be either a clever

rhetorical device to secure belief or cunning flettery, if the actual

facts do not suprort the claim#

The third poem gives a catalogue of unworthy reasons for

praising - ingratistion, or gratitude# fashion or flattery# or the

exercise of wit for its own sake - but Jonson repudiates all of these.

He describes his own reasons:

... I am glad to see that time survive,
Where merit is not aepulcher'd alive.

Where good mens vertues them to honors bring,
And not to dangers. When so wise a king

Contends t'hnve worth enjoy, for his regard,
As her owne conscience still, the same record.

These (noblest CECU labour'd in my thought,
Wherein what wonder see thy name hath wroughtS

That vhil'st I meant but time to gratulate,
I'have sung the greater fortunes of our state.

<E£. LXIIII)
A similar sentiment about the benefits which secure fro the advance¬

ment of worthy men was expressed in Jonson's Discoveries:

When a vertuous man is rais'd,
it brings gladnesse to his friends: griefe to his
enemies, and glory to hie Posterity. Hay, lis honours are
a part of the honour of the times: when by this means
he is grown® to active men ©n example; tc the sloathfull, &
epurre; to the envious, a Punishment.

(Disc. 1292-7)

The device which forms the basis of the poem, a contrast between

unworthy and worthy motives for praising, is another rhetorical device

which to some extent secures belief for the terms of the praise. The

reasons for praising Cecil are themselves cogent: that merit deserves

praise, th>t Cecil's services promote the well-being of the country,

that the advancement of a worthy man deserves commendetion. Of the

three poems to Salisbury, this one has the greatest breadth, for it

explicitly relates Cecil's character and services to the com. onweulth

and the common good. He is a man whose service 'mokes* the tires.
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Jensen, in sum, orrises Cecil for the qualities of

character which enable him to give effective nd beneficial service

in the com ion interest. This is somewhat different from the usual

picture of the individual against a hostile society; here we have a

ffi.n whose character and actions influence end even determine the

eour e of events. The background of Jonscn's praise - the record of

history - must be examined to see whether Cecil merited sue calory.

These poems h ve a notably rhetorical character. The

rhetorical questions nnd hyperbole of the first one; the parallel

:ues ions of the second; the par?dlel and balanced eatelo u -s of the

third; all reveal a conscious use of rhetorical devices. Meant to

heighten the tone and to secure belief, they were proper to the poetry
55

of -mi- «• Yet, they can suggest adulation, or a lack of sincerity

for which the poet attempts to compensate by an excess of raise.

Mo- ©over, if the rhetoric does not imply a paucity of substance, the

fre uent protests that the praise was merited could suggest that Jonson

felt the weakness of his assertions. There is a latent defeasiveness

in then poems which mokes the reader vary of credit. This discussion

oust elucidate whether Jonson used rhetoric to cloud or to illuminate

the truth.

Robert Cecil (1563?«1612) had th • advantage of birth; he

w.-e the Son of the great Burleigh "the grave, the wise, th® great,

the good" (Und. XXX), who for ko years was Elizabeth's chief minister.

He h d the further advantage of inheritances not of title, for ho was

a younger so , but of a formidable ability; he become to James what

is father had been to Elizabeth. Physically, he was leas fortunate

and suffered from defamity and various disabilities. His rise was

55. H-rdison, pp. 29-35.
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rapid. In 1588, he served in negotiations with Spain; the next year,

in Parliament. He was knighted end sworn of the Irivy Council in

1591• After having done the work of Secretary of State for several

years, he was appointed to that office in 1596; his appointment was

delayed because Elisabeth, not wanting to of end Essex who was

promoting one of his protegee lor the office, left it officially

vacant until Essex was absent. In 1998, Cecil served in en embassy

to France to prevent en alliance with Spain. In that year, uis father's

death left his completely on hie cwn; in the next, he was awarded his

father's poet of the Mastership of the Court of hards. In 1001, he

entered into secret correspondence with James VI of Scotland to prepare

for his accession; he did this, and Cecil made it clear to James, ret

out of disloyalty to Elisabeth but. in the interests of his country; he
5

wee thereby lar ely responsible for the smooth transfer of the crown.

The new king retained him as secretary, and advanced him from Baron

Cecil of Eaaingden (l60j5) to Viscount Cr« nborne (1004), to Earl of

Salisbury and Knight of the Garter (1605). Jamer; left the government

of the country largely in Cecil's hands, while he indulged his own

interests; his hunting and his favourites. In 16C8, Cecil added to

his bur.ens the hopeless treasury; his success in augmenting the royal

income was dissipated by his failure to curb the rcyal expenditure.

T ough James would not govern he wilfully interfered, and subverted

Cecil's attempts to secure a financial agreement with Parliament in

The Gr . Contr ct.^

56. Algernon Cecil, A Life of Robert Cecil. First Earl of Salisbury.
(London, 1915), T • 170-91; see also Gardiner, I, 12, 90-3, and
Ellison, James VI and I, pp. 159-8.

57. See Life, pp. 303-11, Gardiner, II, 63-87, 105-10, and billson,
James VI end I, pp. 261-7.
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Contemporary accounts testify both to Cecil's personal

merit one' hie unequalled service. James himself told Cecil that o

living king could more confidently rely u.on the advice of a councillor

end trusty servant then he could on hi®. Others ; ive similar

recognition. Perhaps the most eloquent is the will (dated ? August,

1607) of Salisbury's colleague and predecessor as Lord Treasurer, the

I. rl of Dorset. His character in Office was blameless, and his

testimony, only to be known after his own death, is unimpeachable; he

celcarcu hia intention to provide a faithful remembrance of Salisbury

with who® he hud shored many years of friends ip. He writes, not only

to describe hie own personal affection, "but also and most chiefly"

Salisbury's "public merit"!

Wherein when I behold the heavy weight of so w ny
grave and greet affairs which the special duty of his place
as principal secretary doth daily and necessarily cast
upen hirs, and do note withal wh t infinite cores, crosses,
labours and travdilc both of body and mind he doth thereby
continually sustain and undergo; and lastly, do see with
how great dexterity, sincerity, and judgment he doth
accomplish and perform the painful service of that place,
these divine virtues of his, so incessantly exercised and
employed for the good of the public hc#e made me long since
so greatly to love, honour, and esteem hit ... that 1 do
daily and heartily pray unto Almighty God to continue all
strength and ability both of body and mind in him that he
sink not under the weight of so heavy a burden ../

This is the account of a man who knew both Cecil and the af?air® of

state; perhaps in the face of death he was kind, but he could not be

dishonest; his appreciation of Salisbury must be given credit.

later histcrirne have echoed this tribute. The work of

S. R. Gardiner who attempted to redeem Cecil from sore of the charges,

end lore, brought against him, has been car led further by core recent

historians, such as P. H. Willson. Gardiner paid tribute to Cecil's

5c. The will is at Somerset House; the section pertaining to Cecil
is quoted in Life, pp. 37^-5*
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unflagging industry, his calm good sense, h s unfailing courtesy, his

constant temper and thorough honesty of intention} Villaon, for his

cuation, prudence, sagacity, c urtesy, patience, self-control, and lis
59

eight of larger ends amid endless routine. His self-control was

marvellous: when the long and difficult negotiations for "The Greet

Contr dt" ended in failure, Cecil com; ented that he could see -o other

c.use "but that God did not bless it".^ He was indifferent to public

opinion end, in the face of unpopularity and hostility, he devoted hie

attention to his duties.

Salisbury's position in the government was centr 1; from
61

16C3 until his death, he was the King's cost important minister.

Cecil ... was of course pre-eminent as Principal
Secretary, Master of the wards, and later lord Treasurer,
he remained until hie death the pivot about which the
entire machinery of government revolved. More than a
president, he was alpha and omega in Council. He solely
manage# all foreign affairs, especial3,y I eland; he
directed Parliament; he managed ell the revenues^and
great affairs of King, Queen, and Duke of York.

Both Gardiner and Willson attribute the failures of the reign not to

Salisbury but to James himself. It was only near the end of hie life

that the pressure of his responsibilities, the debility of illness,

and the King's ingratitude combined tc disturb Cecil's equanimity.

Before going on to consider Jensen's critical remarks about

Salisbury, it would be valuable to examine end to compare what another

poet had to say about hxrv George Chapman shared much with Jonoon, for

he too belonged to the humanist tradition and promoted ethical end

59. Gardiner, i, 90-3, II, 1M-5} Willson, Jsur.fce VI and I. p. 27?.
60. Life, p. 3C?.
61. Godfrey Bavies, The Early Stuarts. 1603-60 (Oxford, 1959)» P» 2.
62. Willson, James VI and' 1, p. 176-7.
63* Gardiner, II, 1^» Willaon, James VI and I. p. 277*
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literary values. His ethics also had a Stoic bent. It has been

already noted above that he exercired less discrimination than Jonsen

in choosing the subjects of his praise, for, in the attempt to

attract a patro; , he cast his net wide. He too praised Salisb ry:

TO THE MCST .-.C ITHIE

Earlc, Lord Treasurer, and Treasure of our
Countrey, the Earle of . Lli'iTRY &c

Vouchsafe, Great Treasurer, to turne your eye,
And see the opening of a Grecian Mine;

Which, Wis&doete long sines made her Treasury}
And now her title doth to you resigne.

Wherein us th'Ocean walks not, with such waves,
The Round of this Realme, as your Wisedorr.es seas;

Ror, with his great eye sees; his Marble, saves
Gur State, like your Ulyesien policies:

So, none like HOMER hath the World enspher'd;
Earth, Seas, h heaven, fixt in his verse, end moving}

Whom all times wisest Ken, have held unper'd©
And therfore would conclude with your approving.
Then grace his spirit, that &11 wise men hath grac't,
And nade things ever flitting, ever last.

An anagram

Rob. rt Cecyl, Earle of Salisburye. c~

Curb foes; thy cere, is all cur erly Be.

Chapmen, first of all, owed a debt of gratitude to Salisbury, who had

played aor.e part in freeing his and Jonsoi. fro. prison for Eastward Ho;

Chapman, however, reserved greater praise for Suffolk whose part in
66

their release was s ore significant. It must also be noted that

Chapmen*© immediate concern, to secure a patron, is evidently the

basis of the poem; he clearly tries te point out to Salisbury the

worth of his book. Chapman praises Cecil for wisdom and for his

policies, but nowhere does he specify the traits of character which

64. See Janet Spene, "Chapman's Ethical Thought," Essays and Studies
by Kembero of the English Association, XI (19-25), 1^5-^9•

65. Poems, ed. Bartiett, pi 397.
66. Ibid., p. 48a.
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were thought to he the foundation of wisdom and effective action.

Unlike Joruson, Chapman aid not grasp the qualities in Cecil which

enabled hit?? to serve ac well, nor did he indicae the true value or

significance of his actions. The language, moreover, is conceited

and ponderous, end does not seise, like Jonson'e, the essential and.

express it clearly and vigorously. Both the thought and its expression

are less incisive end more clouded, less sagacious and r ore com? onplece

then Jonscn'e. This serves to illustrate the acumen Jonoon s owed

in hie praise of Cecil, end hie oetry of praise gen-roily.

It is probable that Salisbury would have regarded the; e

poems as of less value end seriousness th n Joncon did; yet, it does

not seem improbable tint Salisbury would appreciate the incisivenees

of Jcnson's vision: "His lordship," suggested John Iaimer, "would

hf ve read th«\.e tributes with © finer smile than he accorded to the

celebr-tions of other sen. This was an honest admiration of reel

6?
gifts, warily employed."

These accounts tal. y to a remarkable degree with Jonecn's

cture of Salisbury. They escribe Cecil's integrity, hie constant

devotion to duty, hie independence from faction end popular opinion.

They single out his unremitting service. They acknowledge hie bene¬

ficial influence, his effectiveness in the government, and his efforts

to improve the financial situation. Not only do they confirm Jonscr's

praise, but they actually indicate the sagacity with which Jorson

discerned the salient elements of Cecil's character and the l»j ort nee

of his service in contem erary hi tory.

How then do we explain Joncon'e censure of Cecil and the

popular view of hie as a cold and scheming politician. On Hay 1612,

67. Ben Jensen (London, 193^), p* 91.
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SftUsbux$ died, and his death rel seed such pent-up hostility and

many noeus lions: "I never knew1', wrote John Chamberlain, "so great

a man, so ooone and so generally centra.ed, for men' tongues walk

ver; liberally and freely, but how truly I cannot judge." Six week©

later, he w: ote again.

The mer.orie of the late Lord Treasurer grows dayly
worse and were© snd raore IIbells cot?;© a© yt were
continually, whether yt be th t practises and juglinge
Co?, e more raid more to light, or th . t sen love to follow
th© sway of the Multitude! but yt is certain that those
who ay best maintain yt, have not forbora to ©ay that
he jugled with religion, with the King, uene, theyre
children, with nobilitig^ Parlement, with friends, foes,
and generally with all.

There .ere reasons for t is hostility! the E rl*. lonely self-sufficiency

and unequalled power made hir-v feared and hated; as a new men he was

resented by the older nobility, end especially by his political enemies

the Hounrds; d© prosecution of Essex and Raleigh had alienated their

friend©; his enclosure of Hatfield hood, his cwn neighbours; his

desperate measures to supply the treasury, both Parliament and country;

his restraining influence on the King and his own incorruptibility made
69

hir ffensive to those who hoped to gain fro?, royal favour. During

his life, Cecil was satirised in Middleton*a The ihcenix (pr. 16©7)
70

and in Day's lie of Gulls. After his death, a scurrilous epitaph

circulated in th© court which began:

He e lie© thrown, for the korm© to eat,
Little bocoive Robin, th t was so great.

68. Letter©, ed. Worsen Egbert McClure, Memoirs of the American
Philosophical Society, vol. 12 (Philadelphia, 1939)« I» 36^-5*

69. See Sir AGnthony] Wfeldon], The Court. ; nd Character cf K. Jtjmes.
Whereunto is now sided the Court" of King Charles (LoVdcr, 165I),
Pi. 9-11, 29-37, ^.-9 ; see also Akrigp, pp. 109-11, Wilson,
kin, James VI and I. pj. 268-70, Life, pp. 36bff.

70. De Luna, Jonson's Romish I lot, p." "iW.
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71
James, whose ingratitude to Cecil at the end of his life wee shameless,

was content to be free of hie reetr ining influence; court and country,

of his power end vigilance.

Fur therefore, among the revelations make after Salisbury's

death, was the astonishing evidence that Cecil had been receiving a

Spanish pension: Sir John Digby in a letter to the king (September 9,

1(13) "est down particulars of prejudice and stain to a person, the

opinion of whose worth end. integrity say perhaps be of greater weight
72 „

then any advertisements"• He suggested that Cecil had been "cozening"

the Spaniard®, a suggestion which is supported by Cecil's consistently
73

anti-Spanish policy. His incorruptibility was defended by a colleague

Sir Walter Cop© who as Chamberlain of the Exchequer had worked closely

with him: "The heart of man was never more free fro baseness, or bribes:
7k

he hated the bribe and the taker." Modem historians have suggested

that Salisbury's pension vcb & means used by Cecil to gain information

about the Catholics, and reminded us that the Lord Irivy Seal

(Korthampton), the Countess of Suffolk, wueen Anne, and King James

himself had accepted pensions from foreign powers; pensions were a

form of compliment and though, when given to ministers, may have
75

offered temptations to treason, were net treasonous themselves.

Whatever his reasons for accepting the pension, Cec 1 did not betray

his country.

71. James had treated Maitland, his earlier Scottish Chancellor with
similar ingratitude, sec Willson, Jjjggg VI and I. .p. 118.

72. Gardiner, 1, 21**-? and II, 216-7; M gby"f's let' era are printed in
Gardiner's earlier History of Engl.-nc fro: the accession of
James I to the Disgrace of Chief-Justice Coke, 1603-16 (London, 1863),
II. 356-66; see esp. p. 356.

73. See Life, p. 360-1; Gardiner, I, 215-6.
76. John" Gutch, Collectanea fluriosa (Oxford, 1?81), I, 120.
75. Akrigg, p. 65.
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One lost feet helps to account for Cecil's unpopularity*

Sir Francis Bacon, the brilliant cousin who had to live in Cecil's

ehtdow, was tho ght to have depicted Cecil ir the essays on 'Cunning'

end 'Deformity* in the second edition of the Essays (1612); on

December 17, 1612, John Chamberlain wrote to Sir Dudley Carleton,

"Sir Francis Bacon hath set out new Essays, where, in a chapter on

Deformity, the world takes notice that he paints out bis little cousin
76

to the li fe." The portraits are characteristically incisive.

Nearly seven years after Salisbury's death (1612) Jonson made

his pedestrian voyage to Scotland, where in the winter of 1612-9 he had

his conversation with Drumoond, He twice referred to Salisbury, both

times unfavourably. He first mentioned a specific incident: "being

of the end of my Lord Salisburie's table with Inigo Jones & demanded

by my Lord, why he was not glad My Lord aaid he you promised I should

dire with you, hot I doe not, for he had none of his meate, he ©steamed

only ht his meat which was of his owne dish" (Cc,overs. 317-21). This

is often compared with these lines from "To ienehurst":

Where comes no guest, but is allow'd to eate.
Without his feare, and of the lords owne meet©:

Where the came beere, and bread, and selfe-same wine,
That is his Lordships, also shall be mine.

And I not foine to sit (as some, this day.
At Great mens tables) and yet dine away.

(For. II, 11. 61-6)

There is an unmistakable personal note in the last lnee which seems

to justify the comparison, but it is not surprising that there is also

a classical precedent for this complaint and that Jonson war. drawing
77

fror a similar passage in Hartial. The classical precedent is aptly

applied to his own experience.

76. Chamberlain, I, 397 ; Life, pp. 351-7» Akrigg, pp. 106-7*
77* Dee HcEwen, pp. 22, 265.



Jensen's second comment about Salisbury is less specific,

but probably equally personal: that Cecil "never cared for any men

longer than he can wake use of him" (Ccnvers. 33>»*0« This bitter

reflection aetata to have been prompted by a particular incident,

related, perhaps, to Jensen's work for Cecil in connection with the

Gun-ovder Plot. Baco> , whose own rise wen accomplished only after

the death of his powerful cousin, described a similar indifference to

others, "in the time of the Cecil's, the father and eon, able men were

by design and of purpose suppressed". Chamberlain mentions that

Cecil had •jugled' with the King, Queen, and everyone, end. Weldott

wrote that Cecil was "• great lover and rewarder of virtue end able

parts in others} so they did not ap ©are too high in j lace or look
nO

too narrowly into his actions."' Cecil's self-sufficiency made hi®

aloof and his single-minded devotion to duty may have made .ir some-

79
what calculating in his dealing with sen.

Herford and Sim}son suggest that these remarks in the
80

riscoveries represent Jonson's "privet© opinion" of his patron. It

is on unfortunate sugjeation. Though it asserts no more than a

difference between whet Joneon could write in a poem available for

public examination and what he could say in private conversation,

it implies a disparity between what Jensen wrote and what he thought,

and makes hie praise of Salisbury suspect. 1 erhape from the beginning,

Jensen had had re, ervstions about the Sari} perheps, in view of

Jensen's high opinion of him, there was an inevitable disenchantment.

It is possible that there was a personal rupture. It is, however,

also likely that the hostility which followed Cecil's death would have

?8. Court end Character, p. 1J.
79. See Mathew, Jacobean A#e. pp. 168-72,
80. H fc S,XI, 9.



disposed Jonson to look on him, or Drummond tc interpret him, in an

unfavourable light. Joneon's censure of Cecil to Drumrend moreover

in no way contradicted the praise of him, and pertained neither to

character nor public service, but to Cecil's relationship with Jenso?•

Another piece of evidence used t© show Jonson's disenchant¬

ment with Cecil is based on the sequence cf the epigrams: two poems

to Cecil are followed by the one in which Jorison rebukes his muse for

having led hi® to praise a "worthless® lord" (Bp. IV), Dr. Be luno'e

contention that this refers to Cecil is bared on the sup os" tion cf

a rupture between Jonsen and Cecil after 161C. She also argues that

the work (mentioned in the p-oen) in which Jonson did "most fierce

idolatry" was Catiline where Ciciro was to be identified with Cecil.

This argument is, however, inconclusive. The e is an evident attempt

to relate consecutive poems in certain parts of the Kpi> nrmes; the

initial poems, for example, are arranged in an order which is odeled

on Martial'a Individual poems are connected: "To the learned Critick"

(Ep. XVII) is followed by "To my meere English Ceneurer" (Eg. XVIII);
the epigram on the fraudulent Captayne (Bp. CVII) followed by one

'To true soldiers". But such sequence is fitful, and many poems have

no relationship to that which follows them: an epigram "To Censorious

Ceurtling" (Bp. LI1) immediately follows one to King James? poems of

great tenderness such as the epitaphs on his children are juxtaposed

with satirical swipes. In fact, the order of the poems can be used to

show that Jonson had a special regard for Cecil, for he is the first

patron to be praised end Jonson was careful of precedence; his master

Camden is the first p rson to be praised after due tribute to hie king;

John Donne, "the first poet in the World in some thin s" (Convers. 11?)

and Sir John Roe# who died in Jonson's arms (Convers, 185), are the first
81

friends. From these contradictory indications no conclusion cm be drawn.

81. Jensen's relationship wit?1.,Margaret Itetcliffe, the sister of is 1
friend Sir John Radcliffe (E?. XCIXl) is not clear; see B f : , XI, 7-8,
18.



Yet, it is likely that Cecil would have been regarded

by a large number of readers as one of t ose who did not deserve

praise, or who did not correspond with the picture Jonson gave of

the©. His services had rot 1 pressed the public imagination as much

bb the Mac iavelian aspects of hie character. Undoubtedly, the

hostility which was current in 1612, when Jensen sent his work to the

press, would have prompted many to question and challenge the favourable

picture of Salisbury which Jonson had given. Such a contin? ency had

been allowed for in the dedicatory letter.

Another reputation which had suffered eclipse, was that

of Sir ShORse Overbury. Advancement had changed Cverbury; Wood comments

that "in learning and judgment Che] excelled any of hie years, (which,

as 'twas generally thought, made Mm while living in the Court to be

proud, to ov rvalue himself, undervalue others, and affected, as

82
'twere, with 0 kind of insolence)". c His close association with Csrr,

which, from poverty and obscurity, had given him influence and power,

finally led to his downfall and death by poisoning. Though he hod

aided C&rr in hie courtship of Frances Howard, Countess of Essex, he

deprecated and opposed their marriage. His subsequent refusal of a

diplomatic appointment, whic was contrived to get him out of the way,

led to disfavour at court, and imprisonment; in the Tower; at the

instigation of Lady Essex he suffered hie slow death (15 Sept. 1613).

Shortly after, Joneor wrote for the Somerset-Essex

marriage (26 Dec. 161J-) The Irish Masque and A Chalen e at Tilt;

he also composed a poor- to Carr. The murder came to light in the

summer of 1615, and, during,the trial which followed, the victim was

82. Wood, Athenae Oxoniensis, i. 351.
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not spared, for B c n declared before the court that Ovcrbury had,

lacked religion and rorsl virtue and was driven by ambiti n and vain-
83

glory. "Ovo-hury", he claimed "wns naught and corrupt". The e rly

pr miae had expired in ignominy; the trials, in death for th menial

instruments of the urdcr md pardon for their mover'-.

Jensen, moreover, had personal reasons for disdaining

0vertoury. He told Druar-cmd that "Overbury was first his friend, t: en

turn*d is 'tortall eneair" (Cor.vers. 170), find related the raisun -er-

standinc which had oome between then about their rel tionshlp with

the Countess of Rutlan • Perhaps this had led to their estrangement.

The Overbury sc--ndnl w- a roiainent in 1615-6, on* led

Jonson to sake revisions in the text of his Workeg. Though this h d

apparently been sent to the publishers in 1612, bee use of its slow

progress Jonf.on was still able to expurgate all reference to the

occasion of the ess ues written for the Somerset msrria e, ■»nd even

84
to Pr tacov Ho- ard's earlier marriage, for which he had written Hymenal.

The epirr-iB to Somerset - whether or not it was meant to be included in

the collection is not known « was entirely sup reused, let, the poem

to Ovorbury remained; erh ps Jonson felt th»t ito content or crafts¬

manship justified its inclusion; perhaps it had already been printed.

It is Important to note the similarities and differences

between Cee'l end Overbury, two sen who would almost certainly have

been regarded with disfavour by Jonson1 audience in 1616. Both were

known to Jonsons one was an is oriant patron; the nth* r, his friend.

Both received ributes during the time of their acquaintance. We
Oc

know for certain t t Overbury later fell out with Jonao ; we have

83* David Haihew, James I (londo , 1967), o. 200.
84. H & B, IX, 12
85. The ru ture occurred before 1612, the dote of Lady Rutland's de t •



no such evidence about hie relationship with Salisbury. Jensen's

criticisms of Salisbury are similar to these he made of many friends,

of Donne, Beaumont, EflWarri Herbert etc, and do not necessarily

indicate hostility or estrangement. They certainly did not imply

repudiation. While Jonsen evidently would have retracted his praise

of Gverbury because of a personal rupture and a due reassessment of

the man, he would probably, because of the current hostility, hsve

also had Salisbury in mind when writing his disclaimer to Pembroke

in 161P.

This indicates the k nris of mistake® which Jonson made.

Both his statements shout his errors end these probable exam lea

suggest that Jonson had failed in judgement net in sincerity. The

vers es to Cecil and Cverbury were since: e and derived fror a close

observation of their actual lives. They represent Jonson's opinion

of their subjects at the time of composition. Jcnson had praised

them with cere and discernment, but had failed to take account of

the aspects of their characters which eventually necessitated a

reversal or an adjustment of his first appraisal. T is was a con¬

sequence of the selective ethical terms of hie praise and of Ms

tendency to interpret character end action s<lely from ti e point of

view of his ideals. The seriousness with wVd ch Joneon himself viewed

these errors reveals the sensitivity of his scruples more than the

gravity of hie errors.

There is, moreover, no example of gross flattery or

adulation in Jensen's work, lie e of James' favourite© is offered

the tribute of e published poem. The early Scottish favourites,

the Lord?Haddin, ton and Hay who both commiseioned masques from

Jonson, The Haddington Msacue (1608) and Love.u hade Men (161?)»
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receive no poetry. The poem to Somerset (d, 16^5)* addressed formally

"To the most Noble, and above his Titles Robert, Earle of Somerset",

makes one reference to "virtuous Somerset", and is primarily concerned

with wishing him well on his marriage. He is not praised in the usual

f shion, but it was nonetheless suppressed. The masque for Somerset's

marriage to Frances Howard, written out of gratitude to the bride's

i; th:r, was later expurgated, Buckingham (1592-1628) who succeeded

Somerset in the King's affection?, and in his powerful position, also

receives little attention. In "A Grace by Ben: Jonson extempore

before the King" (Urn « V. XLV1I), he is described as "Buckingham the

fortunate", a significant epithet* Though he took part ii many of

Jonscn'e ar eques, and commissioned The Gygeies Metamorphosed. (Aug. 3*

5 and September 1621), he does not receive the honour of a poem.

Jcnsoi. *s silence with regerd to both Somerset and Buckingham is clearly

a quiet porote t against their elevation to power and title. They are

probably in hie mind when he praise© men like Coke, and Salisbury,

whose rise and place was the result of their ability. These favourites

were examples neither of character nor of genuine public service| end

so Joneon peases the® by.

Jonson*s poems of praise ere however co pier ented by his

portraits of those who feign e knowledge of state affairs, those who

go about with "lockee grave enough, /To eetaae © statesmen" (Bp, XI).
His major assault on such frauds, who gleen their portentous knowledge

from almanacs and news-sheets, occurs ixi the poem "The New Crie" (By. XCII).

He depict© them a© being entirely c acerned with the appearance of

statesmanship, and without having the p. rsonal attributes or even the

genuine desire to do any reel service to the state. They are excited
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by secrets, by forbidden book®, by message® wilt ten in cypher. Like

these who attempt to appear to be poets, soldiers, and courtiers, they

are the objects of scorn.

All the evidence, Joreon's selection of persons and qualities

to praise, his apologies for error, hie probable atet&ke®, his omission

of the patently unworthy, indicate the cars and ditcerament which he

exercised in hie poetry of praise. All point to hie regard for the

facte. Indeed, hie apologies particularly ©how how scrupulously sad

how passionately he sought to celebrate only true worth. If he believed

that a peem, because of its craftsmanship or morel content, could stand

on its ow , and used this principle to justify the inclusion in his

Kyigrammes of unworthy subjects, he eiei rly did not use it to justify

the prat e of the unworthy. Though he claims to have made some mistakes,

there is l'ttle evidence of carelessness or laxity in the extant poetry.

His poetry of praise successfully brings together a great

complexity of elements. It reconciles praise with instruction, the

universal truth with the particular instance, the moral with the factual

truth, a code of ethics derived from the study of the past with the

colour and the achievement® of the present. All of this is forged i? to

unity.

The ideal which emerges from Jonsen's ages covers a wide

range of human attributes and activities: character, frien ship,

literature, scholarship, and public service in the army or the govern¬

or the country. It pertains to the individual, to his relationship with

hie friends, to his service to the commonwealth. It appreciates

feminine gracefulness as well, if not a© much, m masculine virtue.

The- men Jonson depicts stand on their own; they act in accordance with

their principles in the face of royal or popular censure; they are good

ae well tm grc t: they made the tires.
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VII

Later Developments

Only a few extant poems can definitely be attributed to

the years immediately following the publication of Jonson's teorkee in

1616. Two epigrams were presented to Lord Ellesmere in January, 1617;

an epigram was addressed to Sir Anthony Benn before his death in 1618

(Und. XXXI - XXXIII). The epitaph on Vincent Corbet (Und. XXI) dates

from 16195 the poem to Bacon on his sixtieth birthday (Und. LI), from

1621. The long epistle to Sir Edward Sackville (Und. XIII) written

before he became Earl of Dorset in 162^ also belongs to these years.

The Shakespeare ode (L'n, . V. XXVI) w s published in 1623. While

between 1612-16 Jonscn had continued to promote letters by commending

the work of Thomas Farnaby, John Stephens, Sir Walter Raleigh,

Christopher Brooke, William Browne, end the anonymous author of The

Husband. between 1616-20 he commended a single work. Chapmen's trans¬

lation of The Georgicks of Hesiod. (1618)

Sometime after sending his work to the press in 1612, he

composed the three religious poems, the series of lyrics to Charis

and the nine amorous songs and poems which are found in the first part

of the Underwood. Much of the work done in the latter part of the

decade seems to have been destroyed in the fire of 16235 there was the

Aristotelian commentary on Horace which Jonscn had expended aft r

Bartholomew Fayre (161*0, the Grammar which was later rewritten, and the

"onverc. 82-8, M6-7; H & S. I 156.
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journey into Scotland song,
With all th'adventures; Three bookes not afraid

To speake the fate of the Sicilian Maid
To our cwne Ladyes; and in storie there
Of our fift Henry, eight of hie nine ytare;

Wherein was oyle, beside the succour spent,
Which ;oble Carev. Cotton. Selden lent:

And Twice-twelve-yeares stor'd up huaanitie.
With humble Gleanings in Divinitie ...

(Cnd. XLIII, 11. 9^-102)

While the history of Henry V probably dates bet', een 1612-23, the notes

from Jonson's study of "hunshitie" and "Divinitie" were the • arvest

of his lifetime.2
What we know about Jonson's interests at this time

suggests a change of direction fror the earlier period. There is

more attention to the lyric at the beginning of The Underwood and

among the pieces which were the "most common place of hie repetition":

"The Musical Strife, In a Pastoral Dialogue" (Und. Ill), "Parabostos
3

Pariure", and "his versos of Drinking, drinke to me bot with thyne

k
Eyes, swell me a Bowie etc. his verses of a Kisse" (Convers. 89-101).

These also indicate en interest in the pastoral reflected in the lost

May Lord (Convers. 393-8), in The Sad Shepherd, and in Jensen's

"intention to writt a fisher or Pastorall plf*y & sett the stage of it

in the Lowmond Lake" (11. kC2-3). The poem on the journey into

Scotland would probably have conta ned both lyrical and pastoral

elements. There is also an interest in epic sug eated by the

intended 'Heroologis* (C nvers. 1-*t). Jensen's critical work, his

interest in grammar and history, and his translation of the Argenis

further suggest the greater breadth and variety of his interests.

2. Carew died in 1620,and Cotton in a note of 23 April 1621 mentions
"vita Henrici quinti per Titum livium and a great boundell of
originell things of Hen. 5th. unbound" lent to Benjamin Jonson
(H & S, XI, 78).

3. It has been lost; see H & S, I, 156.
*f. These are For. IX, Poetaster (1601) III, i. 8-12, and tlnd. II. 7.
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During these years, Jonson was at the acme of his success.

His dramatic reputation, the publication of his frorkes (1616), and the

brilliant series cf masques produced between 161^-8 assured his

position in the court end society. This eminence seems to have led

him to relax somewhat the strict morality and didacticism of his

earlier work. There is evidence of this in the development of hie

drama. The humour flays such as Every Man in his Humour. Every Kan

cut of his Humour, and Cynthia's Kevell's were based on a rigid

pattern of retribution, end by the end the culprits were usually

purged of their defects. This rather schematic lan is especially

evident in the catastrophes of Every Han out of his Humour and the

end of Cynthia's Bevell's where the courtiers are despatched to the

fountain of knowledge. Even in Volpone (t605) the villains Volpone

and Mosca must suffer their harsh sentences; there Jonson clearly

declares his intention to "imitate justice and instruct to life", a

formula which suggests the prior end abstract scheme which he imposed

on his work. He writes to demonstrate what Sidney called "moral

probability". The prologue to Epicoene (16C9), however, marks a

departure from this schematic!am and s greater willingness to please.

He declares in the prologue that his wishes "are not to please the

cookes tastes, but the guests", and the result is a more affable and

amusing comedy. The Alchemist goes yet further, for at the end. the

culprits escape unpunished, though without their loot, and Face

resumes his position in the master's household. Bartholomew Fayre

(l6lh) is the culmination of this development, for the Fair with its
5

seedy and greasy tricksters remains unchanged at the end of the play.

This suggests the movement from a point of view in which life was

5. See H & $, I, ?0, however, for Jonson'r reservations about this
play.
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made to conform to an ideal moral order to a greater acceptance of

its complexities and imperfections. This change in Jensen*s attitude

to life permitted him to tolerate and find amusement in corrupt

intractable r ality (such as the Fair), and consequently to develop

and expand his comic vision.^
This development is also reflected in Jonson's poetry, and

may explain the changes in his use of the epigram, and the movement

toward the employment of other genres. Jonson had fashioned the

epigram of praise to express an image of man which was a careful

balance of many elements; the satirical epigrams were the negative

expression of this image, but, though based on the same values, were

less complex because they were anonymous and at the same time

presented with greater realistic detail. The epigrams of praise fused

the depiction of an individual with the expression of an ideal of

humanity. Yet, in spite of Jonson's insight and his care to adapt

the praise to the subject, the poms reveal their idealistic basis,

the abstract criteria by which Jonson measured life. Their abstract

quality was further accentuated by the brevity, conciseness, control

end detachment of the epigrams. They v-ere the perfect vehicle for

expressing the rational order of things and the values which animated

Jonson. They did not, however, give much leeway for the personal,

emotional, or discursive, nor ermit a loose and complex expression.

These, however, are the characteristics of Jonson's later verse: it

is marked by a relaxation of the strict idealism and economy of matter

and form which characterized the earlier epigrams.

6. Herford and Simpson in the introductions to the separate plays,
Oabriele Berhard Jackson in Vision and Judgment in Ben Jonson's
Dr; me. op. cit., and John J. Enck, Jooson and the comic truth
Tffadison, 195?) trace various aspects of his development.
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The poems to Ellesmere illustrate some of these changes.

In the Discoveries. Joneon described him as "a great and grave Orator''

(1. 913); Fuller writes that "surely all Christenriome afforded not a

Person which carried more Gravity in his Countenance and Behaviour.

then Sir Thomas Egerton. in so much that many have gone to -he

Chancery on purpose only to see his Venerable Garb ... Yet was his

Outward Case nothing in comparison of his Inward Abilities, quick Wit,
7

Solid Judgement, Ready Utterance." Earlier, Jonson had praised his

ability as a judge, and drew him as the 'pictura* of a just man:

Whil'st thy weigh'd judgements, EGERTOE, I heare,
And know thee, then, a jud,> e, not of one yeare;

Whil'st I behold thee live with purest hands;
That no affection in thy voyce commands;

That still th'art present to the better cause;
And no lease wise, then skilfull in the laves;

Whil'st thou art certeine to thy words, once gone,
ao is thy conscience, which is alw&yes ore:

The Virgin, long-since fled fror earth, I see,
t^oi' our times return*d, hath made her heaven in thee.

(E£. LXXI1II)

Nearly all of the component parts of the ideal are described; integrity,

constancy, judgement, leaning, wisdom; only the heroic quality of

Vertue"is not named, but the , Ellesmere, who was a r yalist end well

thought of by nearly everyone, did not need that particular ability.

The -icture is well-rounded; the definition typically Jonsonian. Its

occasion is not stated, nor suggested, and it seems to have been

written without a specific or formal occasion to celebrate the merit

of a good man.

Two poems, written in 1617, are quite different. Their titles

suggest a particular occasion: "An Epigram. To Thomas Lo: Elsmere,

the last Teraie he sate Chancellor"; a marginal note explains that the

poem was written for a poor man. Only one of the poems need be quoted

to show their similar character:

Worthies, 'Ches-Shire', 1?6.
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So, justest Lord, may all your Judgements be
Laves, and no change e're come tc one decree:

So, may the King proclaime your Conscience is
Law, to hie Law; and thinke jour enemies hie:

So, from all sicknesse, may you rise to health,
The Care, and wish till of the publike wealth:

So may the gentler Muses, and good fame
Still flie about the Odour of your heme;

As with the safetie, and honour of the Lawes,
fou favour Truth, and ae, in this mans Cause.

(Und. XXXI)

This is a poem of entreaty: the various clauses are predicated to,

and dependent upon the final request. There is no attempt to define

the image of an ideal; even the invocations, that his decrees be

unchanging, that his conscience determine the law, that in accordance

with the care and wish of the people he may regain his health, that

his reputation continue to be propagated, are primarily concerned

with glorifying an individual; except for the reference to the con¬

science and judgement, this poem is only implicitly about character.

It is a formal and ceremonious appeal in which the final request

appears rather weak and anti-climatic after the grandiose cadences

which precede it.

If Jonson's later epigrams are not more occasional, more

particular, and more limited in content, they tend to become more

general and discursive. The epdgram to Benn (Und. XXXIII), written

before his death in 1618, revealed its occasion in the title, "An

Epigram to the Chancellour that pl< aded, and carried the Cause"; yet

it discussed a characteristic theme, the relationship of character
g

and public action, at greater length than ever before. Though much

like the poem to Coke, it lacks the rhetorical structure and economy

8. E£. XCII, "The New Crie" and Ep. CI, "Inviting a Friend to Supper"
have respectively 40 and 42 lints. The epigram of praise to
Savile (Eja. XCV) has 36 lines. Most of the earlier epigrams are
between 10-20 lines; the epigram on "the Court Pucell" (Und. XICX)
the longest epigram, was written before 1609 (H & S, XI, 48 and
87-8).



of the earlier oem. It is more expansive, more particular, and more

vivid, and closely resembles the verse epistles. Indeed, Jonson

tendec to make greater use of nore lengthy and discursive genres such

as the epistle end elegy in the later work. While he had given

expression to his most intimate and profound grief, the loss of his

first daughter and son, in the brief and somewhat impersonal statement

of the epigram, he mourned deaths of less personal significance, such

<6 those of Lady Winchester and Venetia Digby, in long and expansive

elegies. More than anything else, this indicates how he loosened and

expanded his form of expression.

Jonson's later verses also become more personal ant show

greater self-awareness. The first of the 1617 poems to Elleemere

concluded with a personal appeals "You favour Truth, and me, in this

mans Cause". This typifies the later emergence of the self. Many

of the earlier epigrams such as the tributes to Francis Beaumont

(Ep. LV) and to Donne's critical ability (Ep. XCVI), were personal

but they kept the subjective element in check and subo ciinate tc the

ethical and literary values. Such personal touches are, roreover,

relatively infrequent in the early poetry, which is usually presented

as objective description. If the first p rson is employed as in two

of the poems to Salisbury (&£. XLI1I and LXIIII) it is often more

rhetorical then subjective. There is an evident detachment anc an

effort to reflect life and human values rather then the personality

of the poet.

The later poems, however, become more self-expressive.

Ben Jonson often became the protagonist of his poetry: he, not a

pontic type, is unmistakably the lover ir the poems to Cheris. The

elegies, ti ough not so unqu stionably Jonsonien, concentrate in the
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maimer of Donne on the personality of the oet-lover. Further

evidence of the emergence of the subjective element are the famous

references to "My hundred of gray haires", ,f!y . ountaine belly, and

my rockie face" (Und. IX), and "prodigious wast" (Und. LIX). Such

humc-rous self-deprecation is a departure fro the seriousness, not

to say the earnestness, which underlay the Epigrammes and The Forest*

Neither of the long poems to Fenshurst or Sir Bobert Wroth contains

an overt personal reference. The personal is further explored in such

poems as "An Execration upon Vulcan" (Und. XLIII) which gave half-

humorous expression to a great personal loss, and "An Epistle answering

to one that asked to be Sealed of the Tribe of BEN" (Und. XLV1I),

longer and more expansive than the earlier similar epigram "Inviting

a friend to supper" (Ep. CI). In the later verse Jonscn gave rein to

the subjective element which to some extent had always underlaid his

poetry.

There is also a good deal of self-definition in thus later

poems. Jonson often took advantage of the occasion of a poem to

define hie position on some related theme. One of the earliest instances

of this is the discussion of his mistaken praise and the difficulties

of evaluating the work of friends in the poem to Selden (Und. XIV)

which dates from 161^. It also found expression in the poem to Sackville

written before l62h where Jonson for the first time analysed in verse

his attitude to patronage:

You cannot doubt, but I, who freely know
This Good from you, as freely will it owe;
And though my fortune humble me, to take
The sr sliest courtesies with thankee, I make
Yet choyce from whom I take them; and would shame
To have such doe me good, I durst ot name:
They are the Noblest benefits, and einke
Deepest in Man, of which when he doth thinke,
The memorie delights hir more, from whom
Then wh t he hath receiv'd. Gifts stinke from some,
They are so long a coroming, and so hard;
Where any Deed is forc't, the Grace is mard.

(Und. XI 1, 11. 13-2*0
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An obligation to explain and defend himself has replaced the confidence

of the poems of gratitude to Aubigny snd La y Bedford. Similarly,

Jorson felt obliged to justify his friendship in this poer to Arthur

Squib, a teller of the Exchequer:

What I am not, end what I falne would be,
Whilst I informe my eelfe, I would teach thee,

My gentle Arthur; that it might be said
One lesson we have both learn*d, and \ell read;

I neither am, nor art thou one of those
That hearkens to a Jacks-pulse, when it goes,

Nor ever tru ted to that friendship yet.
Was issue of the Taverne, or the Spit:

Much lesse a name would we bring up, or urse,
That could but claime a kindred fros the urse.

(Unci. XLV)

Jonson went on to define the true basis and value of friendship, and

made explicit the convictions that had been taken for granted in the

earlier epigrams to hie friends. The movement away from the assurance

of the earlier verse to a mo e analytical and self-conscious approach

recalls the probing mind of Donne.

The "Odes to Himself" provide further instances of the

growing self-awareness in his verse. The earliest of these seems to

be Und. XXIII which has some affinities with the "Apologeticall Dialogue"

appended to Poetaster (1601). In the 'Dialogue', however, the oet

vowed to turn froiv comedy to tragedy, while in the Ode, he repudiated

satire for the lyrical genres. The "Apologeticall Dialogue", rcore-

over, was written in dramatic form, while the toem was an intense
Q

personal analysis. The oe& on the failure of The Mew Inne (1629),

which was highly subjective and made the same rejection as the former

poem, also exhibited an extreme aelf-defensiveness n ver found in the

earlier verse. It is the culmination of Jos son's attempts to explain

and defend his self end work. Another undated poem (Urn?. V. XLV1II),

9. H &r S, VI, k92-k.
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close in content and spirit to both of the preceding poems, was not

published in either the 1616 or l6*t0 edition of his work. These

poem^ so very similar in theme and content, were probably, despite

their affinities with the earlier Apologeticall Dialogue, composed

about the same time, and reflect the mood of Jonson's later years

when even his comedies v ere not achieving their wonted success.

The poem to Bacon written in 16?1 shows other changes.

It is closely tied to its occasion, the Chancellors sixtieth birthday,

and is a poem of celebration rather then praise:

Haile, happie Genius of this ancient pile!
How comes it all things about the<e>smile?
The fire, the wine, the men! and in the midst,
Thou stand*st as if some Mysterie thou did*stj
Pardon, I read it in thy face, the day
For those retumes, and many, all these pray:
And so doe I. This is the sixtieth yeara
Since Bacor:, and thy Lord was borne, and here;
Sonne to the grave wise Keeper of the Seale,
Fame, and foundation of the English Weale.
What then his Father was, that since is hee,
Now with a Title more to the Degree;
Englands high Chancellor: the destined eire
In his soft Cradle to I is Fathers Chaire,
Whose even Thred the Fates spinne round, and full.
Out of their Choysest, and their whitest wooll.

•Tis a brave cause of joy, let it be knowne.
For *t were a narrow gladnesse, kept thine cwne.
Give me a deep-crown*d-Bowle, that I may sing
In raysing him the wisciome of my King.

(Pnd. LI)

The sense of occasion is dominant; the tone of celebration leads

Jonscn to mention Bacon's title and background. The imagery, derived

from classical mythology, suggests Jonson's complimentary verse to

ladies; the evocation of the "genius" suggests the mascue at Theobalds

in which the genius of the house gave over possession to James.

There is no suggestion of the 'picture', of ethical or literary ideals.

The poem is a tribute not to character but to reputation.
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There was, of course, much in Bacon wi ich accorded

admirably wita Jonson's ideals and which he could have praised. Bacon

exemplified the union of letters and public action; Jonson, as we

have noted above, described him as "he, who hath fill'd up all numbers;

and perform'd that in our tongue, which may be compar'd, or preferred,

either to insolent Greece, or haughty Re .;e ... hee may be nara'd, and

stand as the marke, and [acme] of our langu ge". He demonstrated

Jonsonian "vertue" in the face of affliction; Jonson himself recorded,

referring to Btacon's disgrace in 1621, not long after Jt nson's poems

"In his adversity I ever prayed, that God would give him strength:

for Greatnease hee could not want. Neither cou d I condole in a word,

or syllable for him; as knowing no Accident could doe harme to ve tue;

but rather helpe to make it manifest." (Disc. 9^3-7). The e lilies

were adapted from Fr. Fulgenzio Micanza'e tribute to Bacon after hie
10

fall in a letter to the first Barl of Devonshire. Jonson, however,

made slight but significant changes in it, so it is worth giving the

source: "I pray God to give hira strength in his adversity for

greatnease he cannot want. I esteem him so much that if I had the

confidence to write unto hira yet, I could not condole a worde, as

knowing no accident can do harrae to true gre tnesse, but rother helpe

make it manifest." Jonson has changed the Venetian's "true greatnesse"

to "vertue", a characteristic change, which is completely in keeping

with Jonson's idealistic habit of mind, and, significantly, written after
11

16.25# Despite Bacon's evident worthiness, there is no extant ->o«B in

whic: Jonson praises his "letters" or "vertue". His tributes to B con,

together with his failure in the poem to tre- t Bacon as a

specifically ethical or literary 'picture*,

10. See H 8c S, S, 2kk.
11. The past tense indicates that this was written after Bacon's

death in that year.
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suggest that while Jensen*s values remained c nstant, his aims and

means of expressio had changed with the years.

It is instructive to compare this poem to an e rlier one

which had a similar formal occasion, "An Epigram on William Lord

Burl: Lo: High Treasurer of England: Presented upor a plate of Gold

to Mb son Rob. E. of Salisbury, when he was &1go Treasurer." Written

between 1608-12, it praised Lord Burleigh in the usual terms:

If thou wouldst know the vertues of Man-kind,
Read here in one, what thou in all canst find.

And goe no farther: let this Circle be
Thy Universe, though his Eiitome.

Cecill, the grave, the wise, the great, the good,
What is there more that can ennoble blood?

The Orphans Eillar, the true Subjects shield,
The poores full Store-house, and just servants field.

The only faithfull Watchman for the Realme,
That in all tempests, never quit the helme,

But stood unshaken in his Deeds, and Name,
And labour*d in the worke; not with the fame:

That still was good for goodnesse sake, nor thought
Upon reward, till the reward him sought.

Whose Offices, and honours cid surprise,
Rather than meet him: And, before his eyes

Clos'd to their peace, he saw his branches shoot,
And in the noblest Families tooke root

Of all the Land; Who now at such a Rate,
Of divine blessing, would not serve a State?

(Und. XXX)

After the initial lines introducing Cecil as, to borrow a phrase

from another poem, "an epigramme on all mankind", Jonson gives an

epitome of his charactei and an a< count of his service to the state

in terms of justice, constancy and integrity. The last lines, perhaps,

in-reduce another element, for they are clearly an attempt to

compliment the recipient of the poem as ell as its subject; Burleigh

had been one of the new men who rose to promi ence during the Tudor

age, find consolidated his position by the advantageous marriages of

his children and grand-children into the families of the older

aristocracy. Yet, despite this digression, the poem is a clear
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exposition of Jonson's ideal of man. Its formal occasion did not

make Ben depart from his usual practice. The ]oem to Bacon, however,

makes use of mythological imagery to enhance the personal compliment

and the sense of s formal occasion. Though it suggests Jensen's

respect for Bacon, it does not attempt to present him in terms of

the ideals which underlay even the later prose tribute. It is a oen:

of com liment rather than praise.

Between the accession of Charles I and the end of his life,

Jonson as oet laureate wrote a number of epigrams to conaBemorate

royal occasions. Their titles suggest their formal end ceremonious

nature: To K. CHARLES, and PARY. For the losse of their first-

borne. An Epigram Consolatorie (Und. LXIII), An Epigram. To our

great and good K. CHARLlS On his Anniversary Day (Und. LXIV), An

Epigram on the Princes birth (Und. LXV), etc. This was an age in

which the brilliant court, which has been described as the last

Renaissance court in Europe, became isolated from the movement of
12

popular opinion. The court poetry of the period conjured up an

artificial world and contributed to the disjunction. Jonson. was too

sagacious a critic not to detect, and too forthright not to make at

least oblique references to it:

What can the Poet wish his King may doe,
But th t he cure the Peoples Evill too?

(Und. LXII)

In s rather adulatory poem to Charles, Jonson again alluded to the

current discontent:

How happy were the Subject, if he knew,
Most pious King, but his owne good in ;ou!

How many times, Live long, CHARLES, would he say,
If he but weigh'd the blessings of this day?

And as it turnes our joyfull yeare about,
For esfetie of such Majestic, cry out?

Indeed, when had Britaine greater cause
Then now, to love the Sovei aigne, and the Lawes?

12. C. V. Wedgwood, Poetry and Politics under the Stuarts
(Cambridge, 1960), pp. *+5-^7•
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When you that raigne, are her Example growne,
And what are bounds to her, you make your ovne?

When your assiduous practise doth secure
That Faith, which she professeth tc be pu:e?

When all your life's a president of dayes,
And murmure cannot quarrell at your wayes?

How is she barren growne of love! or broki!
That nothing can her gratitude provokeI

0 TimesI 0 Manners! Surfet bred of ease,
The truly Epidemicall disease!

'Tis not alone the Merchant, but the Clowne,
Is Banke-rupt turn'd! the Cassock, Cloake, and Gowne,

Are lost upon accompti And none will know
How much to heaven for thee, great CHARLES, they owe!

(Und. LXIV)

This is a sensitive portrayal of the pious and fastidious, and the

finally aloof Charles,as well as a reflection of the general die, atis-
13

faction. It is typical in tone of the later verses to the royal family;

their primary purpose is to celebrate a royal personage or occasion,

and consequently they are extravng nt in their tone and adulation,

and show little of the earlier restraint. It w< s to this employment

that he devoted the epigram in the last part of "his life.

hot all of Jonson'e poetry, however, served such formal

occasions. Jonson continued tc associate with men of letters and to

commend the work of his friends. He wrote on behalf of the translations

of James Mabbe, Thomas May, and Edward Filmer, and the historical

poems of Michael Drayton and the late Sir John Beaumont. Besides

commending the work of his peers and contemporaries, he encouraged

that of the next generation and commended his former servant Richard

Brome's comedy The Northern Lasse (16J2) and his "deare Sonne and right-

learned Friend" Joseph Rutter's The Shephearris Holy-day (1635)« he

devoted verses to anonymous friends such as "An Epistle to a friend"

(Und. XXXVII), which is an analysis of the obligations of friendship,

"Epigram. To a Fri nd, and Sonne" (Und. LXIX), and his paternal "An

13. See Mathew, The A&e of Charles the First (London, 1951 J, PP« 3C-5*
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Epistle answering to one that asked to be Sealed of the Tribe of BEK."

(Und. XLVII). While these poems continue the themes of the earlier

verses to friends, they become less the exposition of an ideal than

an analysis of values and relationships.

Another development from earlier practice is the humorous

epigram or epistle to a friend. Poems to Arthur Squib (Und. LIV) and

John Burgeo (Pnd. LV and LVII), as well as the related "An Epigram.

To the House hold" (Und. LXVIII) attempt to give humorous expression

to personal need. They are like the oem on Lady Bedford's buck, one

of Jonson's favourites, but without the confident and witty stance.

Like the earlier verse they make use of Jonson's friends, but not in

the light of the earlier ideals.

How to interpret Jonson's "The Vision of Ben Jonscn, on

the Muses of his Friend, M. Drayton", prefixed to The Battle of

Agincourt (1627) has long been a problem for scholars. Many consequently

have ignored it. Some, however, have thought that by his extravagance

Jonson had dene Drayton an injustice, or even that he meant the poem

14
as a satire rather than a compliment. Others have contended that

the poems contained no unusual exagger-: tion; George Burke Johnston

commented: "Jonson's praise may be a bit enthusiastic, but it is no

15
more exaggerated than that in innumerable other commendatory verses."

It is necessary to seek an explanation which ie consistent with

Jonson's relationship with Drayton and with his own poetic development.

Herford end Simpson suggest that the poem was written "to

compensate for the failure to inscribe any earlier tribute to

1*f. H t S, XI, 1V/-9.
15* Poems of Ben Jonson, ed. George Burke Johnston (Lordon, 195*0,

pp. 3^2-3.
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16
Drayton". The relationship between Joneon and Drayton had been

the subject of some unkind remarks by Joneon to Drummonci in l6l8-9.

He claimed that he wre feared by Drayton, that he "esteemed not of

him." (Conv rs. 135) ♦ and that he had been neglected by fir. W.

Alexander because Alexander was a friend of Drayton's (11. 161-2).

Relations had improved by 1627, however, when this tribute was

written, probably in reply to an earlier tribute from Drayton to
17

Jonson. Jonson's poem surveyed all of Drayton's work in a manner

which threw critical judgement to the winds.

The "Vision" invites comparison to the Shakespeare elegy,

published four years earlier. Both poems compared contemporaries to

the giants of antiquity: Shakespeare is represented as better than

Aeschylus, Europides, Sophocles, laccuviue, Accius, Seneca, Aristophanes,

Tere; ce, Plautus, in fact "all that insolent Greece, or h&ughtie Rome/

sent forth"; and Drayton, as the comb nation of Theocritus, Virgil,

Ovid, Orpheus, Lucan, Homer and Tyrtaeus. It is the aarae kind of

tribute, but while we have no trouble believing the one tc Shakespeare,

we have difficulty accepting that to Drayton. One seems apt and just;

the other, extravagant. Both poems are long, high-flown, and effusive,

a far departure from the brevity, control, and pithiness of the

epigrams to earlier poets. Though some relatively early poems were

euqally long, such as the epistle to Selden (161J+), they discussed

important themes such as the duties of friendship and scholarship,

but both of these poems devote their length primarily to celebrating

the work of an individual. When Jonr-on discussed friendship in the

poem to Drayton, it was not principles but the history of his relation-

16. H & S, XI, 1^8.
17. H & S, XI, 1^7-8
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however, do implicitly affirm the value of letters, even if they do

not discuss its implications.

The differences between the tributes to Shakespeare and.

Drayton are, however, more telling than the similarities. Joneon

praised Shakespeare for his superiority to hie contemporaries and the

ancients, for his gifts of nature and art, and for the quality and

immortality of his work. Time has vindicated this assessment. Jonson

praised each of Drayton's works as an ultimate triumphs the Idea. The

Shepherds Garlan (1593) was found to be "pure, and perfect lobsy

(11. 23-1*) end the Poly-Olbyon (first jublisned in part in 1612 but

completed in 1618) was "ravishing" (11. 53-^). This judgment is

thought to be so extreme as to require an explanation. Yet, the poem

to Drayton is typical of the cems of the last years: concrete and

particular in conception, extravagant in tone, exclamatory, effusive,

overdone; indeed, it carries these qualities to far greater length

than the poem to Shakespeare. The key to the poem to Drayton is in

Jonacn's use of a vision, a device which he had earlier employed in

an epigram which commended Sylvester's translation of du Bartas which

Jonson had not been able to examine properly but which he wanted to

endorse. The vision, a deus ex machine, permitted Jensen to bypass

the usual cere, scrutiny, and judgment which he brought to his tributes.

A vision likewise permitted Joneon to eulogise Drayton. Here, perhaps,

for the personal reasons suggested by Herford and Simpson, he allowed

his dc-eire to celebrate an individual to overcome his assessment of the

facts; perhaps, he had even lost some of the discernment and

discrimination which had marked the earlier ]eriod.

In the later years, Jonson's patrons also changed and the

new patrons suggest further developments of Jonson's values and poetic
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practice. Some of the earlier ones continued their support until

well after the publication of the Epigrammes. Jonson's praise of

Pembroke to Drummond and the following lines from the G,y psies Metamorphosed

(1621):

You krowe how to use your sword end your pen,
And you love not alone the Arte, but the Men,
The Graces and Muses everie where foljowe
You, as jou were theire second Apollo.

(11. 688-91)

indicate the continuity of his relationship with Pembroke who died in

1630. Lady Mary Wroth, however, who was still alive in 1640, is not
18

heard of again, y Lord Aubigny with whom Jonscrt probably stayed

1613-8 died in 162*U But, despite the survival of some earlier patrons

Jonson found new and different patrons for hie latter years.

An epitaph (UnK. V, XXII) on the death in 1619 of the

father of William, Earl of Newcastle, is the first sign of a new era

of patronage which was to last until Jonson's death. With respect to

the family of Cavendish, Jonson adopted a formal role sindlar to that

to the Sidneys, and he wrote ver en for the major occasions in the

family life. In addition to the epitaph on Newcastle's father, Jonson

wrote to commemorate the death of his aunt, "that most honoured

Ladie Jane, eldest Deughter, to Cuthbert Lord Cgle; end Countesse of

Shrewsbury" in 1625 (Png. V. XXVIII) and his mother, Katherine, in

her own right Baroness Ogle, in 1629 (Ung. V. XXXI). He celebrated,

with the Entertainment at Bl- ckfriars (1620), the birth of Charles

Cavendish, son of the oth r line of the family, the E rls of
19

Devonshire. For King Charles' visits to his homf, Newcastle

commissioned from Jonson the entertainments at V/elbcck, 1633* and

18. See the DNB account cf Lady Wroth.
19. H & S, VIIX, 767.
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There is one connection which might link this family with the Sidneys

of earlier days: Jane, the Countess of Shrewsbury mentioned above

wes the mother of Mary Talbot, the wealthy wife of William, the Earl

of Pembroke.

Jonson makes no attempt to present the farl of Newcastle

in terms of the ideals of literature or public service. He was not

in those yours a statesman, occupying only minor jests on the counties,

as lord lieutenant of Derbyshire (1628-1638), and of Nottinghamshire
20

(1626-^2). His prominence, as governor of the prince of Wales

(1638-M) and royalist general during the civil wars, came later.

He was, however, a men of many interests. He was e great

patron; "no Person since the Time of Augustus better understood

Dramatick Poetry, nor more generously encourag'd Poets; so that ve

may truly call him our English Meccenas", wrote Ger rd Langbaine in
211691. This is perhaps a somewhat exaggerated estimate of his

eminence, but not entirely inaccurate, for he was a patron or friend

of Richard Brome, Jensen's former servant, John Ford, the dramatist,

Jemes Shirley, and Davenant, and, after the Restoration, Dryden,

Shadwell, and Flecknoe. He wes a man of letters and wrote poems and

plays him,'elf; "Hie Natural Wit," his second wife declared, "appears

by his delight in poetry; for I may justly call him the best Lyriek
22

and Dramatick Poet of this Age." He wrote love poems to his first
pi

wife whom he mar;ied in 1618, Jand seventy more to his second, the

20. Douglas Grant, Margaret the First; A Biography of Margaret Cavendish,
Duchess of Newcastle. 1623-73 (London, 1957/. PP« 60-1

21. An Account of the Dramatick Poets (Oxford, 1691), p. 386.
22. Margaret, Duchess of Newcastle, The Life of the Thrice Noble. High

and Puissant Prince William Cavendishe, Duke, Marouess. end Earl
of Newcastle (London. 1&67). p. l4f>'»

23. These poems and others are among the icrtland Papers at Nottingham
University Library.
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24
celebrated Margaret, whom he married in 1645; he also contributed verses

to her The Philosophical and Physical Opinions, 1655» and Nature's

Picture, 1656. He commended Flecknoe in ver. es printed before

A Relation of Ten Years Travel. He also wrote an elegy for Ben Jcneon,

entitled "To Ben Jo son's Ghost.

He produced, furthermore, several drem«tic works, sometimes

in collaboration with the leading dramatists of the day. The Country

Captaine, largely the work of James Shirley, and The Varietie, which

shows pervasive Jonsonian influence and, much inferior to the former,

is solely Newcastle's work, were printed together in 1649 with the
26

description that they were "Written by 0 person of Honor". The

Humourous Lovers and The Triumphant Widow, the second written in

collaboration with Shadwell, who shared Newcastle's great admiration
27

for Jonson, were printed separately in 1677 under the duke's name.

Sir Mertin Mar-all (1667) said to have been only corrected by Dryden,
2g

is now thought to be almost entirely his work. Though these plays

were produced long after Jonson's death, they do give us insight into

Newcastle's character and Jensen's relationship with him.

In several ways, Newcastle was a successor to the Sidneys.

He was a great nobleman whose interest in literature led him to

composition and to the friendship and patronage of men of letters.

He was called, like Pembroke, the Maecenas of his age. It is true

that Newcastle "managed to assimilate the old Elizabethan attitude

24. The I hanseys of William Cavendish, ed. Dcugl; s Grant (London,
1956).

25. H & S, XI, 489.
?6. Grant, Margaret the First, p. 160, end Henry Ten Eyck Perry,

The First Duchess of Newcastle and her Husband ss Fi; ures in
Literary History. Harvard Studi s in English Vol. IV (Boston
and New York, 1918), pp. 102-27*

27. Grant, Margaret the First, pp. 225-4, and Perry, pp. 145-50 and 156-65.
28. Grant, Margaret the First, p. 226 find Perry, pp. 151-2.
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towards literature and to carry it, comparatively untouched, down to
29

the other times and manners of the Restoration." In fact, Newcastle

combined the humanistic respect for letters which was characteristic

of the Renaissance with a fascination with the new science and the

values of the new age of learning.

Newcastle was an amateur of science. He frequented many

outstanding men of science of his age, was a friend of Hobbes, and

knew Descartes, Gassendi, and Mersenne. His interest carried over

into the practical and he experimented with telescopes and chemistry.

Not deeply learned, he relied much on his own natural wit and judgment;

his wife described how his answer to the question whether man could

possibly fly like the birds so pleased Hobbes that he included it in
31

the Leviathan. He was to some extent e dilletante in science as he

was in lit rature, but he was still able to reconcile the claims of

the old and new learning.

One might sum up Newcastle's quality by de. crihing him as

32
a gentleman of the new age: a virtuoso. This was the conclusion of

his contemporaries. His wife wrote that *His Behaviour is such that

it might be a Pattern for all Gentlemen; for it is Courtly, Civil,

easie and free, without Formality or Constraint; end yet hath something

in it of grendure, that causes an awful respect towards him."*^
Clarendon, who judged him severely, conceded nonetheless that he was

"a very fine gentleman, active and full of courage and most accomplished

in those qualities of horsemanship, dancing, and fencing, which

29. Perry, p. 86.
30. Grant, Margaret the First, pp. 91-^.
31. Life, p. ll+3-
32. Walter E. Houghton, Jr., "The English Virtuoso in the Seventeenth

Century," JHI. Ill (19^2), 51-73 and 190-219.
33. Life, p. 150.
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3^
accompany a good breeding." It is such 'ualities that Jonscn

chooses to praise; Und. LIII praises the duke's horsemanship, and

Und. LIX, his fencing, and these were the activities in which Newcastle

excelled. His books on horsemanship were s major contribution. In

1658, he published at Antwerp his cos'ly but exquisite La Methods

Nouvelle et Invention extraordinaire de dresser lea Chevaux which wr-s

translated into English in 17^3. After the Restoration, in 166?, he

published A New Method and Extraordinary Invention to Dress Horses

a development of some of the ideas in the earlier v/ork.^ His ranu-

36
script on fencing. The Truth of the Sorde, also survives. These

were the products of exceptional skill and deep knowledge. In his

publications as in all his interests the duke showed a grand and

aristocratic extravagance; his productions of Jonson's entertainments

37
are said by his wife to have cost nearly twenty thousand pounds.

In his earlier work, Jonson had celebrated gentlemanly

pursuits. The descriptions of hunting in the soeas on Penshurst and

to Sir Robert Wroth, and hawking in that to Sir Henry Goodyere

(Et. LaXXV) show that Jonson did not spurn these aristocratic sports.

The manner in which he treats them, however, does show a change of

em.hasis. Hunting at Penshurst or Durante was part of a broader ideal

of social and natural harmony; it was envisaged within a scheme of

ethical order, in terms of Jonson's deeply felt moral and literary

concerns. Hawking at Polesworth was seen in a similar light:

GCGDYERE, I'am glad, .-and gratefull to report,
My selfe a witnesse of thy few dayes sport:

Where I both learn'd, why wise-men hawking follow,
And why that bird was sacred to APOLLO.

3^. History, ed. Kacray, III, 380-1.
35* Grant, Margaret the First, p. 227.
36. H & S, XI, 91.
37. Life,pp. 139-41.
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She doth instruct men bj her gallant flight,
That they to knowledge bo should toure upright,

And never stoupe, but to strike ignorance:
Which if they misse, they yet should re-advance

To former height, and there in circle tarrie,
Till they be sure to make the foole their quarrie.

Now, in whose pleasures I have this discerned,
What would his serious actions me have learned?

(E£. LXXXV)
The cavalier sport is made the occasion for moralizing on the unending

conflict between knowledge and ignorance. This curious poem, with

its simple almost mediaeval allegory, is nonetheless. entirely

Jonsonian. It hints at the classical past, an ideal of wisdom, and

the continuing pursuit of knowledge, and shows Joneon envisaging
38

life in terms of his ideals, This poem was written before 1612.

The poem on Newcastle's horsemanship written 1620-28"^
begins with the same direct address:

When first, my Lord, I saw you backe pour horse,
Provoke his mettall, and command his force

To all the uses of the field, and race,
Me thought I read the ancient Art of Thrace.

And saw a Centaure, past those tales of Greece;
So seem'd your horse and jou, both of a piece!

You shew'd like Perseus upon Pegasus;
Or Castor mounted on his Cyllarus

Or what we heare our home-borne Legend tell,
Of bold Sir Bevis. and his Arundell;

Nay, so your Seate his beauties did endorse,
As I began to wish my selfe a horse,

And surely had I but your stable seene
Before, I thinke my wish absolv'd had beene.

For never saw I yet the Muses dwell,
Nor any of their houa&ole, half so well.

So well! as when I saw the floore, and Roome,
I look'd for Hercules to be the Groomes

And cri'd, Away with the Caesarian bread,
At these Immortal Mangers Virgi1 fed.

(Und. LIU)

This poem, unl'ke the former one, is primarily concerned with

celebrating a personal accomplishment, a particular and quite

38. The date Jonson sent his poems to the press.
39. See H a S, XI, 89.
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specialised skill. There is no attempt to go beyond this literal

level; no moralization acco panies the description of the duke's

ability. The poem is heavily suggestive of the ancient and mediaeval

past, but Antiquity is not introduced to suggest an ancient wisdom,

but to embroider the compliment. The ancient accomplishment remains

a standard, but it is not ethical, and is evoked mainly to add an

allusive richness to the poem. The mediaeval element is also allusive

and enti.ely different from the moral allegory of the Goodyere poem.

It represents that developing interest in Britain's national heritage

which culminates in Jonson's deliberate attempt to naturalise the

pastoral tradition by conflating it with the legend of Robin Hood in

The Sad Shepherd.

This poem, furthermore, contains some singularly

infelicitous imagery; take, for example, the Centaur and stable

images, and the pious absurdity, "Nay, so your Seate his beauties

did endorse, /As I b<gan to wish my selfe a horse." Such extravagance

suggests a loss of perspective and control, the result of the attempt

to render a compliment rather than define an objective ethical ideal.

The values expounded in the Eripraiames gave a unity to each poem,

and indeed to the whole collection, for they were clearly and con¬

sistently held and set forth. They gave the poems their assurance,

force and solidity. The moral em hasis and the numerous adjectives

describing ethical qualities, great, good, noble, true, just,

reappeared again and again to evoke this ideal, and carefully defined
40

and restricted the allusions to the past. He e, the poem suggests

no ethical basis; there are no adjectives to suggest ethical qualities;

the allusions, though unified b; the theme, do not suggest an et ical ideal.

40. See G. R. Hibbard, "Goodness and Greatness: An Essay on the Tragedies
of Ben Jorson and George Chapman," Renaissance and Modern Studies,
XI (1967).



If any ideal is suggested it is a martial one, but one

more gentlemanly and ceremonious than that of the poems to Ratcliffe,

Vere, and other true soldiers. It recalls, in fact, the feminine

ideal of Jensen's mythographical compliments to the Sidney ladies,

and seems to be its masculine counterpart. These poems of compliment

have the same formality, the sBme courtly extravagance, the same use

of antiquity to enrich the compliment. The particularity, the clearer

factual basis, and the more manly and vigorous tone of the later poems

are largely the result of Jonson's scrupulous regard to suit the

compliment to its subject,

Jonson continued to show acumen and judgment in hiE praise

and deftly singled out Newcastle's genuine accomplishments. Yet, his

poems to Newcastle do suggest a changing attitude to life. Jonson

made no attempt to present Newcastle in t rms of en ideal of the whole

men or his due role in society. Nor did he suggest the needs of the

time. Newcastle was a virtuoso and a man of varied accomplishments,

but Jonson only concentrated on two of these. This suggests that in

an age of changing values Jonson found it impossible to praise

Newcastle in terms of either the old or the new ideal of man and con¬

sequently chose to praise him for particular and concrete achievements.

Another patron, Sir Kenelm Digby showed many of the same

interests as Newcastle. He combined a love for literature end scholar¬

ship with a p; ssionate and eclectic inter f t in the new science.

Sir Kenelm hod ear"y won fame for his learning, and in his early

twenties had given two lectures on the secret modes of writing of the

ancients before the Acidemia dei Filonati in Siena, In addition

*f1. K. T. letereson, Sir Kenelm Diby: The Ornament of England
(London, 1956), p.
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to such arcane interests, he loved literature, and in his early years,

^2
he himself wrote original poems, criticism of Spenser, Fuller and

1+3of George Hakewill's Apology. " and translations of Vergil's Eclogues

into French, end Taseo'e Ansinta as well as some lines of Fetronius

snd parts of Guarini's II I astor Fido. into En glish. He also had

extensive literary connections: Cowley, Selden, Fay, and James Howell

sought his help or opinion, end, as well as Jon on, Aubrey, Evelyn,

Clarendon, Denhajr, Felltham, Waller, DaveRant, Fanshawe, Wotton,

Crashaw, Habington, Henry Shirley, Joseph Rutter, and Aurelian Tcv.nsend

were his friends. At least nineteen books in five different languages
ifif

were dedicated to him. Later, his love of natural philosophy took

precedence over his love of liter ture, but in the years of his

acquaintanceship with Jonson he was known both as a man of letters

and of science.

Digby snd Jonson had a number of things in common. Both

had acquired their copious erudition outside the normal course of

contemporary education; though Digby had attended Oxford, as a Catholic

he could not take a degree; his learning, moreover, went far beyond

the usual scope of an Oxford education. Both had changed their

religion, and had eventual y returned to the faith of their birth;

Digby's conversion to Anglicanism took place during the period of his
1+5

acquaintance with Jonson. Both had courtly connections, and they
1+5

were both proposed for membership in the projected Royal Academy.

b2, Fetersson, pp. ^8-41; these were published among ioems from
Sir Kenelm Dirby's tapers, ed. Harry A. Bright, Roxburghe Club
(London, 1877/.
Fetersson, p. 91 •

M». Ibid., pi..91.
Ibid., pp. 3^-8, 89-95.

Jf6. Ibid. , pp. 93-5.
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Their friendship seems to habe been inevitable. Digby

is known to have given Jcnson a copy of Sandys translation of Ovid's

Metamorphoses (Oxford, 1632) and Savonarola's Triumrhus Crucis

(Leyden, 1633)5 the first of these bears the inscription "Sum Ben

Jonsonii ex dono illustrissimi ecuitis (iramo Herois) et summi amici

47
D. Kenelmi Digbaei". Though Jonson was of the preceding generation,

their common love of literature and 1 arning was still sufficient

basis for friendship. Digby, according to his most recent biographer,
i+8

"idolized" Jonson, and called him "the honour of his age." Jonscn

in turn showed his esteem for Digby by entrusting to him the first

complete edition of his work. Humphrey Moseley tells us in the

'Address to the Header' in The Last Bemains of Sir John Buckling

(London, 1b59 ) that Digby, having judged it "a Piece of toe ouch

worth to be laid aside", had himself decided to 3ublish the fragment of

The Sftd Shepherd. Digby also stated his intention to edit the

remainder of Jonson's work, because of his desire to share with others

"those excellent pieces (alas, that many of them are but p eces!)
49

which he left behind and that I keep religiously by me to that end."

He was a faithful friend.

Sir Kenelm Digby deserved Jo*son's esteem and friendship,

and in many ways exemplified the new ideals of his age. Jensen

speaks of hira in an epigram which is addressed to his wife: "An

Epigram to ray Muse, the Lady Digby, on her Husband, Sir Kenelm Digby":

Tho', Happy Muse, thou know my Digby well;
Yet read him in these lines: He doth excell
In honour, eourtesie, and all the parts
Court cam call hers, or Man could call his Arts.

(Und. LXXVIII)

A?. H & S, XI, 599 and 1, 268.
48. Pet-ersson, pp. 89-90.
49. Ibid., p. 353, and H & s, IX, 95-6; II, 213; VIII, 17-8.
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Jonson in the sub-title to "Eupheme" (Und. LXXX1V) described him as

a "gentleman absolute in all numbers." This, despite criticise: for

specific shortcomings or failure;;, was the general opinion of Digby.

His tutor at Oxford, Thomas Allen, is said to have dubbed him "the

50
Mirandula of his age", and Henry Peachem, the courtesy writer,

51
described him as a "noble and absolutely complete gentleman".

Clarendon described the courtesy mentioned by Jonson, "a wonderful

graceful Behaviour, a flowing Courtesy and Civility, and such a

52
Volubility of Language as surprized end delighted"; his charm

led him to be sought after by Marie de Medici, end to be a favourite

of both Charles I and Cromwell, though all the while a papist. Wood
53

called him "a compleat Chevalier" and "the magazine of all Arts";

Aubrey, "a Gentleman absolute in all Numbers" and "the most accorplished
3k 55

Cavalier of his time";' Laud, "a very learned and noble gentleman".

In this first part of the seem, Jonson is suggesting the new man,

"the virtuoso", of which Digby was an example. The ideals cf

character, letters, and public action are brought together with more

gentlemanly values in a man who exeells in all courtly and human arts.

Digby repre ents an ideal that has gained breadth an is in lire with

the changing values of the age.

The next part of the proem introduces yet other elements:

Hee's prudent, valiant, just, and temperate;
In him all vertue is beheld in State:

And he is built like some itrperiall roome
For that to dwell in, and be still at home.

50. Brief Liver., p. 97#
51. Tiie Complete Gentleman, p. 120. This tribute is from the second

(iCj'O edition.
52. Clarendon, Life (Oxford, 175S), p. 18.
53« nthenae Oxoniensis, ii, 238-9.
3k, Brief Lives, p. 97.
55. Works (Oxford. 1853), V, p. 105.
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This is once more the Stoic ideal of character which Jonson

promulgated in the c arlier poems. What perhaps is new is the

expansive imagery; "In him all vertue is beheld in state"; he is an

"imperiall roome". liven this Stoic ideal seems to be altered some¬

what, perhaps in keeping with Digby's own character: prudence end

temperance are not qualities which Jenson often mentions in his

earlier poetry; c nstaacy, moreover, an important and frequent theme

of the earlier verse is not mentioned, and indeed was not one cf the

characteristics of the restless and crnniverous Digby.

The mention of Digby's 'vertue' was justified and the

subject of tributes from other men; Clarendon gave an account of

Digby which not only accorded with Jonson's but which also expressed

pungently the qualities in Digby which would have attracted Jonson's

friendship and admiration:

He had all the Advantages
that Nature, and Art, find an ex¬
cellent Education could give him,
which, with a great confidence and
Pre.entness of mind, buoyed him up
against all those Prejudices, and Dis¬
advantages ... which would have sup¬
pressed and sunk any other Kan, but
never clouded or eclipsed him, from
appearing if. the best Places, and the
best co pany, and with theJaest Es¬
timation and Satisfaction.

Among Digby's disadvantages, Clarendon mentioned the attainder

of his father, the b auty and the chequered reputation of is wife,

his changing and rechanging religion, and some personal vices and

and licences. In overcoming these Digby stands as another example

of Jonsonian'virtue®.

The next part of the poem turns to yet different qualities

and accomplishments:

56. Life, p. 18.
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His brest is a brave Palace, a broad Street,
Where all heroique ample thought doe meets

Where Nature such a large survey hath ta'en,
As other soules, to his, dwell in a Lanes

Witness his action done at ScandarOj;o>ne;
Upon my Birth-d;y the eleventh of June;

When the Apostle Barnabee the bright
Unto our yeare doth give the longest light.

In signe the Subject, and the Song will live,
Which I have vow'd posteritie to give.

The poem, then, progresses froir. a general description of Digby's

large and heroic nature to the illustration of it, by pointing out

Digby's part in the naval battle at Scandaroon in the district of

Aleppo. This occurred during Digby's stint as a royal privateer in

1628-9. At Scandaroon, Digby, in a bid to capture four French ships

loaded with gold, had outmanoevred and defeated a superior force of

Venetian galleons end galleasses. Unfortunately, by the time he took

the French 6hips, the gold had been carried ashore, but the victory

still was his. Though it provoked a difficult international situation

and led to imprisonment and exorbitant fines for the English merchants

at Aleppo, it was received with rejoicing in Britain. Sir Kenelm

became a national h ro. King Charles himself welcomed him home, and

despite the official reprimands necessitated by the international

repercussions, rewarded him after a suitable time had elapsed with
57

numerous preferments. Charles even tried, and failed, to make him

a fellow of St. John's, Cambridge. Jonson's recognition was this

poem, for he evidently joined in the popular ap,roval; in his

inscription in the Ovid which was mentioned above, Jonson calls him

a hero as well as an illustrious knight; this tribute in one of his own

bocks testifies to his real admiration of Digby.

The next part of the poem introduces a new notes

57* Petersson, pp. 8?,-k.



Goe, Muse, in, and salute him. Say he be
Busie, or frowne at first; when he sees thee,

He will cleare up his forehead, thinke thou bring*st
Good Cmen to him, in the note thou sing'st,

For he doth love my Ver. es, and will looke
Upon them, (next to Spenser's noble booke,)

And praise them too.

The first part of this section shows familiarity, and sounds like

reminiscence. This sudden personal note is transformed into a

discussion of the appreciation and reputation of Jonson*® work which

is continued in the remainder of the poem:

01 what a fame *t will be?
What reputation to my lines, and me,

When hee shall read them at the Treasurers bord,
The knowing Weston, and that learned Lord

Allowes them? Then, what copies shall be had,
What transcripts begg'd? how cry'd up, and how glad

Wilt thou be. Muse, when this shall them befell?
Being sent to one, they will be read of all.

Such a shift of emphasis, unknown in the earlier verse, is surely

connected with Jonson's circumstances at that time. This was the last

period of his life. Since 1628, he had been first confined to his

room, and then to his bed. It was a time of acute and embarrassing

58
want, which necessitated proud petitions to the earl of Newcastle.

Though Jonson was one of the literary legends of the London scene, he

suffered from neglect, for the patronage of the king was fitful end

that of his friends apparently insufficient. It is understandable

that he should have turned with gratitude to those who recognised his

contribution to the age, and dreamed of a renaissance of appreciation.

This is, however, the sentiment of someone who recognizes his own

decline.

It is perhaps fitting that a passage similar to t is in

tone but quite different in implication, occurs in his earlier verse.

In the verse epistle sent, in 16CG, to the Countess of Rutland, he
■f*

wrote of the Countess of Bedford:

58. See H 6 S, I, 210-^
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I have already us'd some happy houres,
To her remembrance; which when time shall bring

To curious light, the notes, I then shall sing,
Will prove old OKPBEUS act no tale to be:

For 1 shall move stocks, stores, no lee,te than he.
Then all, that have but done my Muse least grace,

Shall thronging come, and boast the happy place
They hold in my strange poems ...

(For. XII, 11. 7^-81)

In the earlier confident and hopeful passage, Jonson dreamt of

conferring recognition and fame on those who had aided him; in the

ater passage, he hoped that the appreciation of his patrons would

assure a general approbation. A fait ring confidence seems to under¬

lie the later poem.

The sudden shift of emphasis from Digby to Jonson is also

significant. Such a digression was permissible i: a verse letter,

but the epigrans almost always stick rigorously to the point. Here,

the control and structure hove been loosened to allow a greater

discursiveness and the intrusion of personal elements. Surely, this

also is the sign of a declining and afflicted greatness.

This poem, however, still shows Jonson*s care to describe

real qualities in his subjects, and to present an accurate picture

of their merits. The first part retains that abstract quality

characteristic of the early verse, and can be supported bj the facts.

The vision, however, is larger. In describing Sir Kenelm, Jonson

shows a much broader and ore corrrehensive ideal, a product no doubt

of his desire to describe the man as well as the changing values.

The imagery is mere expansive than that of the earlier verse and

ali ost metaphysical in its quality and scopes "His brest is a brave

Palace, a broad Street,/ where all heroique ample thought do meet."

It was the engaging and enthusiastic Digby who inspired Jonson to

such an ample imagery.
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The ambitious end fitful elegy on the death of Venetia

Digby (Und. LXXXIV) is also important iu considering Jorson's changing

attitudes. It is one of Jonson's most ambitious poems; its scope and

variety are equalled only by the ten lyrical pieces to Charie. It

represents a radical change from Jonson's earlier mode of lamenting

death, from the brevity and control of the epitaph. Even the later

epitaphs, however, had showed a tendency to greater length and dis¬

cursiveness. The Corbet poem (1619), though much longer than the

others, was still called an epitaph. The poems on the daughters of

lord Cgle are also longer and yet more diffuse; one of these is also

called an e iteph, that to Katherine, Lady Ogle (d. 1629), Newcastle's

-other (UnV. XXXD, though it is quite unlike any earlier epitaph

and coii ists of three separate parts. The poem on the death of Lady

Jane Pawlet, the Marchioness of Winchester (Und. LXXXIII), is called an

elegy, and is much broader in scope than anything that came before.

It heralds many of the elements of the poem to Venetia Digby: the

suggestion of noble descent, the praise of her feminine qualities,

the strong religions sentiment, the allusions to her family, the

59
promise of heavenly bliss, and consequent consolation. These

elements, the conventional topics of elegy, are presented in a yet

more diffuse state in the fragments of the Venetia elegy which remain.

It is more baroque, and metaphysical than anything that Jonsen had

done before. That Jonson should have gradually abandoned the

exquisite epitaphs of the earlier years for these mere elaborate genres

is in keeping with his general development frorr tie objective and

abstract description which he had accomplished in epigram to other

forms which enabled him to range more freely.

59. See Hardisor , p, . 115-22, 1**2-5, and 1*4-9-50.
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The years led Jonson also to modify his ideal of public

service and the means by which he gave it expr ssion. Most of the

poems praising public service are contained in the 1616 folio, and

only e few were written later. The earliest of these, entitled

simply "An epigram", was occasioned by the removal of John Williams,
60

Bishop of Lincoln, from the Keepership in Oct. 1625. Williams had

first been a chaplain and protege of Joneon's patron, Lord Ellesmere,
61

and then became chaplain and favourite of King James. Learned and

intelligent, he spent many hours in tactful theological discussion

with his king. Be understood James, end did not ever find it necessary

to contradict hi ; hence his appointment as Lord Keeper in 1621 after

the renoval of Bacon. The appointment of this favourite caused con¬

siderable surprise, for he had not been one of those popularly con¬

sidered for the job. He was young (thirty nine) and a cleric, the

first since C^ueen Mary's Archbishop Heath, and he was also without

the usual legal training. Modelling himself on his predecessor and

patron, Ellesmere, he seems to have c nducted himself in a suitable

manner, for though he had been originally appointed for three years,

a suggestion he had made to shield himself fror the- early criticism,

he was retained in his office beyond this limit. Upon the accession

of Charles, however, Williams did find himself in opposition to hie

king, and, though he had earlier secured the f vourite's favour by

bringing about his marriage with Lady Kath rine Manners, to Buckingham

as well; Buckingham's displeasure alone, according to Clarendon, would
63

have been enough to ensure his removal. Because of the original

60. H fe S, XI, 92.
61. For an account of him see David Mathew, James 1, pp. 27^-6, and

The Age of Charles I, pp. 111-5; and Akrigg, Jacobean Pageant,
pp. 316-9, and his biography by B. Dew. Kobeits, Mitre and Musket
(London, 193^).

62. Hoberts, pp. H-5C.
^2* History. ed. Macray, I, 96.
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three year clause in hie appointment, Charier w; s able to remove hiir.
6b

in a manner which wee convenient and without recourse.

Accounts of Williams differ about his character end actions.

Clarendon's judgement of the bishop was hsrsht "though a man of great

wit and good scholastic learning, [he] was generally thought so very

unequal to the ?laoe that his remove was the only recompense and
65

satisfaction that could be made for his promotion." Clarendon also

intimated that Williams had by the wise managing of his defence escaped

the censure and the reproach due to him.^ Welden agreed with this

estimate: "In Bacons place comes Williams, a man on purpose brought in

at first to serve turner, but in this place to doe that which none of

the Layity could be found bad eno gh to undertake." He compared him

to Bacon: "This Williams, tho-v gh he wanted much of his Iredecessors

abilit ee for the Law, yet did he equall him for learning and pride, and
Cry

beyond him in the way of bribery."

Other accounts, however, see the bishop in a more favour-
6

able light. Godfrey Goodman, a bishop who wrote in defence of bishops,

also testified to Williams' learning but gave a different estimate of

his actions. He was clearly responding to Weldon's unfavourable

picture. He speaks of Williams as a "man of as gret wit and under¬

standing as ever I knew any man .... He had a very quick apprehension,

and for the discharge of the lord keeper's office he was never taxed
69

with any insufficiency". He points out that later, when Williams'

6^. Roberts, pp. 9^-106.
65. History. ed. Macrey, I, 57*
66. Ibid, p. 8.
67. The Court and Character, pp. 129-JC.
68. The C urt of King James the First, ed. John S. Brewer (London,

1£39). Replying to Weldon's disparagement of the clergy, he
writes, "In my life I did never know more honest, more virtuous,
more ious, or wiser men then I have known bishops and churchmen"
(I, 286).

69. Ibid., I, 285.
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conduct in office was officially examined, even hie fervent p rosecutors

70
could find little wrong with it. Fuller in the Church Hi lory,

while admitting Williams' deficiencies end s ortcomings, concludes:

'Considering all disadvantages, he managed the Office to admiration ...

Sure it its that unpertial men of the best & clearest judgments highly

commended him, end J. Yelverton himself having him in a case of

71
concernment, ingenuously profest, This is a most admirable man."

Arthur Wilson attempted to explain the hostility to the bishop:

For though he were composed of many gr: ins
of good Learning, yet the Height of his Spirit
(I will not say Pride) made him odious even to
those that raired him; happily because they could
not attain to those Ends by him, that theyre¬
quired of him; For great and good Officers ought
to be just to their own principles, and not de¬
viate from them for any worldly Respects .... But
being of a comly and stately Presence, and that
animated with a gre-t Mind, made him appear
very proud to the Vulgar Eye, but that very tem¬
per rais'd him to aim at great things, which he
effected ...

Wilson mentioned Williams' restoration of the Abbey Church at

Westminster, and erectio of a library at St. John's Cambridge and a

chapel at Lincoln College Oxford; to theee should be added the library
72

at Westminster. This last account showed much that was admirable,

and explained much that was offensive in the bishop. Williams was a

73
grand Renaissance figure, a man who would have appealed to Jonson.

He was a generous patron: "that which heightened him most in the

Opinion of those that knew Mm best, was the bountiful Mind to Ken

in Want, being a gre-1 Pairon to support, where there was Merit that
7k

wanted supply. Goodman also commended his care of young scholars

70. Brewer, I, 286, For an account of this see Thomas Fuller,
Church History (London, 1655). XI, 155-9.

71. Church History. X, 89.
72. History. P. 197; Goodman, I, 287.
73. See Msthew, Age of Charles I, pp. 113-5.
7k. Wilson, History, p. 197.
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even while Lord Keeper. As Dean of Westminster, Williams gi ve a

grant to Jonson in his sickness (1629).

Modern historians and his most recent biographer agree

that Williams justified his appointment. Gardiner praised the bishop's

cautious prudence end fund of strong common sense, .and claimed that

his continuation in office might have prevented the ensuing disaster:

"With Lord Keeper Williams," he wrote, "worldly wisdom departed from
rpC

the counsile of Charles." G. i. V. Akrigg agreed that Williams had

filled his position with distinction and credited him with industry

and shrewdnes , but pointed out that he was an opportunist and pluralist,

being simultaneously Lord Keeper, Bishop of Lincoln, and Dean of
77

Westminster. Archbishop Mathew also gave a favourable account of

Williams and suggested that it was the prelate's "swift talent" that
78

had aroused Charles' disquiet. His biographer, Roberts, remarked,

"Still Williams* appointment remains a freak of favour, which he had

to justify, and did justify, by his own ability and industry. If not

79
a great Chancellor, he filled the office competently end with dignity."

This seems an accurate assessment.

Jonson, for lis part, made, apart from this poem, one

other reference to Bishop Williams. In the Gypsies Me amorphosed

(1621) where the fortunes of all the leading court and state officials

are revealed, he praised the bishop for his integrity and loyalty

(11. 562-8*0.

The first part of Jensen's poem to Williams described the

evils of the court in a manner typical of Jonson's earlier satires of

court life. It then moved on to discuss Bishop Williams place in such

a setting and celebrated his escape frot it:
75« Goodman, I, 287.
76. istory. VI, 31*
77. Jacobean Pageant, pp. 316-8.
78. Age of Charles I. p. 111,
79* Mitre and busket. p. 50.
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You are got off thence, with cl are mind, and hands
To lift to heaven: who is't not understands

Your happinesse, and doth rot speake you blest,
To see you set apart, thus, from the rest,

T<o>'obtaine of God, what all the Land should aske?
A Nations slnne got paiconedl (jjnd LXI)

This is a reversal of the sentiments of earlier tributes to men of

public action, for Jonson implies that effort, apart from prayer,

had become useless, so corrupt was the court and nation. This rather

negative poem was also unusually religious, perhaps out of deference

to Williams ' ecclesiastical position. It ends on a severe and fervent

note:

He, that in such a flood, as we are in
Of riot, and consumption, knowes the way

To teach the people, how to fast, and pray,
And doe their penance, to evert Gods rod,

He is the Han, end Favorite of God.

The epithet "Favorite of God" eugg sted the reasons for Williams'

advancement and dismissal. The criticism of the court is a familiar

theme, but is here coupled with a religious theme which is unusual in

Jonson's poems of state. Formerly, in the poem to Suffolk LXV1I),

God was invoked to confirm a royal appointment, rather than to succour

a desperate society. Jonson had praised Pembroke and Overbury for

being virtuous in a corrupt environment; he praised Williams for having

escaped virtuous from it. The earlier tributes had expressed a con¬

fidence in the ability of the individual to affect his surroundings,

but here, having lost that confidence Jonson turned to supernatural

remedies, a conversion which implies that human effort is insufficient.

Such a sentiment end such a poem are completely alien to the spirit

of the Er-irrrmmes.

Yet, Williams did represent typically Jonsonian values.

His independence snd refusal to bend to the designs of Buckingham and

the king had brought about his dismissal. Like Coke and Neville, his
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integrity ?nd outspokenness h: d led to is disgrace. Jonson remarked

that because horses did not flatter, princes learnt the art of

horsemanship truly: ,!Which is an Argument, that the good Co nsellors

to Princes ere the best instruments of a good Age" (Disc. 12^5-6) •

This is the conviction which lay behind both the earlier prai e and

the despondency of the poem to kills ams.

Jonson'e poems to Lord Weston show further development.

Wes on was Charles' secretary and favourite minister. He was generally

unpopular and considered unworthy of the office. Full- r cautiously

refrained from judging hip,claiming that Weston had lived too near

his own time, but Clarendon with core courage delivered a severe

80
judgment.

He gave a lengthy account of the Treasurer's character nd

life. Weston was of distinguished family, and his education "had been

very good amongst books and men". In his early attendance at court,

in whi ch he spent the best part of his considerable inheritroice, he

showed a proper and decorous awe end distance, just as in his early

career he had shown great premise. When sent on an embassy to Flanders

and Germany, he "behoved himself with great prudence, and with the

concurrent testimony of a wise man from all those with whorr he treated"

and on his return was made a privy councillor and Chancellor of t e

Exchequer, in which office he once more showed himself able. Clarendon

however, po nted out that Weston demonstrated great rgility in

keeping his place in troubled and shifting times: "by t is dexterity

he kept his credit with those who could do him good, and lost it not

with oth< rs who desired the destruction of those upen whorr: he most

depended." This is the key to Clarendon's interpretation of Weston's
K

80. Worthies, 'Essex', 329; History, ed. Mecray, I, 59-&7»
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character. He speaks again of the treasurer's "talent in removing

prejudice and reconciling himself to wavering and doubtful affections."

After Buckingham's death, however, Weston "threw off his old affection

to please some very much, and to displease none." He became imperious,

neglected hie duties to interfere in the work of others, freely

offended and censured men, then lived in terror of thea, and lamented

and complained about his state of affairs, for "all the honours the

King conferred upon him ... could not make him think himself great

enough." He "quickly lost the character of a bold, stout end

magnanimous man, which he h;.d been long reputed to be in worse times;

end, in his most prosperous season, fell under the repraoch of being

a man of big looks and of a mean and abject spirit"; he died in 163b

"unlamented by any, bitterly mentioned by most, who never retended

to love him, and severely censured and complained of by those who

expected most from him, and deserved best of him".^
Weston was evidently an important patron of Jonson's

last years; toward his family, Jonson adopted the usual formal

position. In l6j52 he wrote to celebrate the return of Weston's son,

Jerome, from an embassy, and his marriage to Lady Frances Stuart,

the daughter of his late patron Esme, Seigneur d'Aubigny and later

duke of Lennox; this advantageous marriage to a distant cousin of the
82

king had, according to Clarendon, been arranged by Charles. To

Weston himself, Jonson addresses three poems, including on epistle

and an epigram.

81. Hillaire Belloc in Charles the First (London, 1933)» P.• 1^2-3
suggested that Clarendon maligned Weston because of the
Catholicism of which he had been long suspected and which
had bee confirmed at his death.

82. History, ed. Macray, I. 67,
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The earliest of there is the epistle, written in 1631. A

noble and dignified plea for help, it is justly famous. It is

perhaps significant that this is also the earli< st known reference

to Weston; the only earlier poem might be Ond. LXXV1I, written before

1632? perhaps the earliest reference to him is to the "knowing

Weston" in the poem to Digby which is dated between 1628-33* Weston,

to his credit, seemr to have responded favourably, for this epistle

is followed by poems of praise; there is also an extant poem which
83

claims that it returned Jonson "forty pound in gold".

The next poem was occasioned by Weston's elevation to an

earldom; "On the Right Honourable, and Vertuous Lord Weston, L. High

Treasurer of England, upon the day, hee was made earle of Portland,

17. Febr. 1632. To the envious." The title represents a further

change from earlier practice; it is core fulsome anu ceremonious,

end, because of its specific occasion, more particular; it has not

the deliberately general quality of the earlier titles. The initial

address to the envious, haughty and somewhat defensive, sets its

tones

Looke up, thou seed of envie, end still bring
Thy aint, and narrow eyes, to re; de the King

In his great Actions: view whom his large hand
Hath rais'd to be the Iort unto his Land!

WESTON! That waking men! thet Eye of State!
Who seldome sleepes! whom bad men only hate!

Why doe I irritate, or stirre up thee,
Thou sluggish spawns, that con t, but wilt net see?

Feed on thy selfe for spight, and shew thy Kind:
To vertue, and true worth, be ever bl:nd.

Dreame thou could'st hurt it; but before thou wake
T c 'effedt it, feele, thou'ast made^^rnie^^^eart ake.

This is not as ruch praise as defence; the feeling is directed against

the public and is almost entirely negative. When Jonscn had referred

to Salisbury's unpopularity, it w-s to highlight the significance

83. HS S, XI,h06
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of his character and place in the government; her , it is Weston's

position in the King's favour that is emphasized in the course of

criticizing the "sluggish spawne". The poem has an exclamatory and

rancorous vehemence and completely lacks the idealistic vision and the

deft control which had elevated the earlier epigrams. It appears in

comparison too declamatory. It did not attempt in any serious way to

present Weston in terras of the Stoic ideal of character and referred

only to his virtue and true worth in a vague end general manner, ho

delineation of character and no description of particular ethical

qualities ie presented: little of the 'pictura* remains. It is cnly

an outcry against public ignorance; the matter of satire has almost

completely overtaken that of praise.

The last poem has another fulsome title, "To the Right

Honourable, the Lord Treasurer of England. An Epigram". It is a

curious poem:

If to my mind, great Lord, I had a state,
I would present you now with curious plate

Of Noremberg. or Turkie; hang your roomes
Hot with the Arras, but the Persian Looraes.

I would, if price, or prayer could them get,
Send in, what or Romano. Tintaret.

Titian, or Raphael. Michael Angelo.
Have left in fame to equsll, or cut-goe

The old Sreek-hands in picture, or in stone.
This I would doe, could I thinke Weston one

Catch'd with these Arts, wherein the Judge is wise
As ferre as sense, end onely by the eyes.

Jonson seems to be setting up a contrast between the static quality of

art and the active life of the Lord Chancellor. It is also a rather

roundabout tribute to Weston's discernment:

But you JL know, my Lord; and know you can
Discerne between a Statue, and a Man;

Can doe the things that Statues doe deserve,
And act the businesse, which they paint, or carve.

These references to the visual arts are unusual in Jonson's poetry of

praise, and suggest an imaginative fertility rot found in the earlier
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poems. This is also found in the ,oem to Jerome Weston (Und. LXXIV),

where the natural images are rich and fluid, and have the lyrical

felicity characteristic of the masques. Here, the references to the

visual arts are unexpected, and put to unusual use, and, though they

are used to contrast art to the active public life, they do pertain

to char:cter.

The rest of the poem describes the active element in

Weston's intelligence and life:

What you have studied are the arts of jife;
To compose men, and manners; stint the strife

Of murmuring Subjects; make the Rations know
What worlds of blessing to good Kings they owe:

And mightiest Monarchs feele what large increase
Of sweets, and safeties, they poesesse by Peace.

This is a description of Weston's abilities and as far as it goes it

is reasonably accurate. Even Clarendon recognized Weston's ability,

for he pointed out is early promise, and the "breeding and wisdom11

which should have prevented his foolish behaviour. He also claimed

that "no ran better understood what method was necessary towards

that good husbandry "of the treasury, then in a desperate state".

His most severe criticises are consequently of policy. Not surprised

that Buckingham, who had been bred i the court and knew nothing of

parliamentary conventions and public opinion, should have advised

Charles to resolve difficulties by dissolving, or preventing Parliaments,

he wan incredulous that Weston could give similar advice:

that ... lord Weston, who had been very much and very
popularly conversant in those conventions, who exactly
knew the frame and constitution of the kingdom, the
temper of the people, the extent of the courts of jaw,
and the jurisdiction of Parliaments, ... should believe
that the union, peace, and plenty of the kingdom could
be preserved without parliaments, and that the passion
and distemper gotten and received in parliaments could
be removed and reformed by the more passionate breaking
and dissolving them; or that that course would not
inevitably prove the most pernicious to himself; is )
much my wonder as any thing that hath since happend. '

8^. History. ed. Mecray, I, 7-8.
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This pass ge defines the principle of Weston's policy: evasion.

Gardiner basically concurred with this estimate. His

description of Weston's character and policy seems to have been

influenced by Clarendon's account: "'.eston, the Lord Treasurer, was

neither a high-minded nor a far-sighted pollitician ... He was

outrageously rude to those whom he could afford to despise, and
85

obsequiously subservient to those upon whom he was obliged to depend".

He points out that Weston was a careful and economic administrator,

but that he took care to fill his own pockets as well as the Treasury.

His policy was complete abstention from foreign complications;

Gardiner comments that as "a financier and politician, Portland's
ftg

recipe for every ill was to leave matters alone". Attempts by

87
powerful interests failed to shake his position in the r yal favour.

Jonson's claim then that Weston used his knowledge of the

arts of life to bring unity and harmony to the kingdom and to make

the subjects appreciate their sovereign was a basically accurate

description of Weston's abilities and bis pacific and royalist

policies. It lacks, nonetheless, the acumen and shrewd judgment of

sim:' lar tributes in the Epigrammes. The significant reference to

"murmuring subjects" i self suggests the short-sightedness of Westofa's

policies and of the gravity of the popular dissatisfaction and

discontent.^
To illustrate this change, it is useful to compare the

Earl of lortlsnd with a predecessor in the Treasury who also received

poetry from Jonson, the Esrl cf Salisbury. Both Portland and

85. H5 tory. VI, 361-2.
86. Ibid.. VII, 377.
87. Ibid., 353-6.
88. In 1630, Jonson had received a pension fro: Charl s; this oem

was written in 1632.



Salisbury were extremely unpopular in their time. Both were

industrious* Each of t em was the leading minister of his age* There

are, however, significant differences. Cecil played an active role

in government and sought solutions to proble s, such as the Great

Contract. His personal qualities, which were j a. tly responsible.for

his unpopularity, were such as increased his efficiency, and strengthened

his position: he was aloof, self-sufficient, and of extraordinary

self-control. He always retained a quiet courtesy in his dealings

with others. The personal defects, however, which made Weston

unpopular, were such as reduced his efficiency: he was rude, anxious,

obsequious, and fterful of his position. He erained in office by

Charles' favour, end it was rumoured that, had Buckingham lived, he
89

would have been removed. He was a favourite; Cecil was not.

Salisbury had restrained James, and advocated sensible policies;

Portland influenced Charles to avoid facing evident and serious problems.

Of the two treasurers there is no doubt that Ceci 1 was the greater

man, both in his person and the exercise of his office.

Jonson, moreover, had envisaged Cecil's character and

service in terms of an ideal end praised him for universal qualities.

Though this ideal still underlay the poem to Weston, it was applied

to a particular use, to defending him ana his policies. The description

of policy in fact replaced that of character. The move toward a more

concrete and detailed poetry led Jonson to envisage Weston in the

light of his olitics, rather than an abstract scheme of values.

Unfortunately the ultimate disaster to which the pol cies he advocated

were to lead can never be far from our minds when considering his role

in Charles' government. Yet, it was not really in terms of policy that

89. Clarendon's History, ed. Mackay, I, 61.
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"weston is found wanting, for he lacked that strength of character

which Jonson h d consistently- praised throughout his life, in Cecil,

Coke, Neville, Bacon, Digby, Williams, and others. Even apart from

the failures of his policy, his character and life fail to meet the

measure of the earlier men.

The conclusion to the poem to Veeton is surprising:

These I looke up at, with a reverent eye,
And strike Religion in the standers-by;

Which, though I cannot as an Architect
In glorious Piles, or Pyramids erect

Unto your honour: I can tune in song
Aloud; and (happ'ly) it may last as long.

These last lines show a striking and profound change in Jonson. The

implacable scorn r of spectacle, and enemy of Inigo Jones, the poet

who boasted that his verse would immortalize those who had given him

he3pand that his lines would out live "those glorious notes,/Inscrib'd

in touch or marble", here concluded that perhaps his song would last

as long as the glorious piles and pyramids erected to honour greet

men. It is a pathetic conclusion. While Jonson's values remained

basically constant, and his acumen and judgment persisted in some

respects at least, his confidence seems to have faltered at the end.

It is significant that at this time Inigo Jones occupied a position

in the court of Charles similar to that of Jonson ii the court of

James. In the closing lines of The New lime (1631) Jonson had written,

"the maker is sick and sad"; the circumstances of his last years

appear not only to have undermind his assurance, but even to have

shaken his confidence in the value of his poetry.
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VIII

Conclusion

Jonson's phrase about poetry "expressing; the life of man"

seized upon the quintessential element in his own art; poetry was for

him an attempt to elucidate human experience: it was an interpretation

more than a criticism of life, Jonson's study of ancient and con¬

temporary sources, his keen observation of his own age, his exquisite

c&~ e to give apt end accurate expression to hie vision were all directed

to this end: to make life understood.

If I say, then, that his work was a reflection of life, I

do not mean this in a light or superficial sense. Jorson attempted to

express the whole of life: the life of the mind as ell as that of the

streets. A co. fi ence in ret son, in the power of men to perceive and

to relate fundamental principles about life, underlies ©11 of hie work.

A vigorous intellect can be detected in the art of his poetry, in the

incisivenees and economy of his expression; it is evident ir: the ethical

principles he put forth; it can be sensed in the swift movement of his

thought.

Yet, though the poetry is informed by intellectual

principles, these are completely submerged in the image. Imagination

is not something we would readily concede to Jonson; indeed, he himself

restricted the free range of the imagination which had been envisaged

by Sidney and which characterised the work of Shakespeare. But his
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was; an imagination which worked on the materials of actual life, a

fertile and powerful ir agination which formed, or one might even say,

construed the elements of hie experience in accordance with his

intellectual convictions. It was an imagination disciplined by the

intellect and tied to the solid materials of actual life, but none¬

theless vivid and forceful; Drummond records that Jonson was "oppressed

with fantasie, which hath ever mastered his reason, a gencrell

disease in many poets" (Convers. 692-3) and gave two instances of its

ascendency: that Jonson had suffered a vision of his eldest son who

had, unk; own to him, just died (11. 261-72), and that"he hath consumed

a whole night in lying looking to his gre t toe, about which he hath

seen tartars £ turks Romans and Carthaginians feight in his imagination"

(11. 32f-*0. It was this force of imagination which enabled him to

grasp end to integrate the real and the ideal material upon which he

worked, to make the images of his poetry.

Jonson accepted Sidney's idealism, but modified it in

accordance with the changing intellectual currents of the age. Both

he and Donne, in fact, moved toward a mere empirical poetry; Donne

explored the personal while Jonson explored the social aspects of

real life. They both reflect the growing interest in 'things', the

facts of expe ience, which was the impetus of the scientific movement.

Joneon, however, because he was attempting to imitate an external

reality, gave a more objective expression.

Jonson's poetry is a reflection of contemporary

experience but the vivid impression it gives of the life of the age

is again not e light or superficial one. Not only does he resent

contemporary manners bu also the cur ent of contemporary thought.

He brought humanism to fruition in England and handed it on to Hilton.
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The patriotism which he demonstrated in his use of the vernacular, in

his effort to transform classical eultu e to serve the needs of the

present, and. in the celebration of the gre t Englishmen of his age

was part of the feeling and energy of his times. The influence which

he reflects is that of Donne and Bacon as veil as Martial and Seneca.

His poetry hints at contemporary issues: the heroic stand of Coke, the

dismissal of Williams, the tension between the Caroline court end

popular feeling; it was not, however, issues which primarily interested

him, but men and values.

Jonson demonstrated great breadth and sagacity in the way

he reflected his age. His poetry moves from the personal to the

social, from intimate associations to the field of public action.

It is, moreover, an index of the values, the intellectual currents,

and the achievement of the age. It is not accidental that Jensen

knew and praised Pembroke and Newcastle, the greatest and the most

accomplished patrons of their respective periods; his discernment is

everywhere visible. Jonson's highest praise was reserved for the

three greate;.t - riters of the period: Shakespeare, Bacon, and Donne.

In civil matters, his judgments, except for some of those of the

last years, have been confirmed by subsequent historians: Salisbury,

Ellesmere, Coke, Vere, Neville, Williams, all made important

contributions in the public sphere; his judgments , however, were

not dependent on party or faction, for sore were rivals and opponents,

but on their worth as individuals. Some contemporaries, such as

Sir Edward Herbert .and Sir Kenelm Digby were recognized as being,

like Sir Philip Sidney, striking embodiments of contemporary ideals:

it is as such that Jonson saw them. His verres reflect a changing

society as the Elizabethan ascen ancy, represented by the Sidneys and
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Salisbury, gave way to the Caroline, represented by \ estjn, Newcastle,

and Digby. He r, fleets the development of the ide-Is of the courtier

and the governor into that of the virtuoso. Jorison was acutely aware

of and constantly scrutinizing the life and movement of the times.

In many respects, he was at the centre of the civilization

of the age, and had affinities with humanism, the scientific movement

and neo-classicism, with Aristotle, with Horace, Martial, and Juvenal,

with Erasmus and Viv a, with Sidney, with Donne end Bacon, with Milton,

with Dryden end so on. R. F. Jones has pointed out ow Jonso: was

responsible for maintaining the prestige of Aristotle and the ancients

in criticism, while they ere overthrown in science; L. J. iotts, how

Jonso; 's influence determined the course of oetryi

the influence of Donne petered out; that
Spencer was kept alive by Milton, but only just
kept alive. It was Jonson*s conception of
poetry, and the impetus he gave to it by his
own work, that provided our writ- re between
Donne and Wordsworth with an intelligible air,
with enough discipline and just enough elbow-
room to keep English letters alive.

It was because of what Prof. Bush called Jonson's "dynamic

assimilation of main tradition of the past", and indeed, of the

intellectual life of his age that his voice was carried through the

2
eighteenth century.

Jonson himself was a gre t man, a great poet, a great

intellectual, an index of much that was beet in the age; a rare

combination. There were unsavoury elements in Jonson; a savage egotism,

1. Ancients and Moderns, p. 271; "Ben Jonson and the Seventeenth
Century," KS, II (19**9), 6-2**.

2. English lit, in the Earlier 17th Cent., pp. 107-8; see also
Mason. Humanism and Poetry, pp. 255-89; Maurice Hussey, Jonson
and the Cavaliers (London, 196*0; A. C. iartridge, The Tribe of
Ben; Pre-Augustan Classical Verse in English (London, 1)66);
and Walton, "Tone of B.J.'s loetry", op. cit., pp. 193-211**
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b sore and truculent asaertivenees, a fierce :md uncomj remising

arrogance, a failure to distinguish between principle and personal

opinion. He was touchy, end given to drink and to quick and

penetrating censure of others. But, if we may repeat his words about

Shakespeare, there "was evermore in hi® to be praysed, then to be

pardoned" (Disc. 667-8). The iten of his age, thou h they had neglected

him in his last years, made his the oet important funeral of a

literary figure since that of Sir Philip Sidney. It was just and

fitting that, admixed with curiosity, there was respect and gratitude,

for it is true for a people, as for the student, that "those, that can

teach him any thing, he© suet ever account hie masters, and reverence"
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Appendix A

Jensen did borrow for his Discoveries a passage from

Scaliger which, in the vein of Goodman, spoke of the decay of nature

and the old age of the world. After coisidering the abuses end

injustices of the age, he concludes:

it is the disease of
the Age: and no wonder if the world,
growing old, begin to be infirme: Old
age it selfe is a disease. It is long
since the sick world began to doate,
and talke idly: Would she had but
doeted still; but her dotage is row
broke forth into a madnesse, and become
a meere xhrency.

(Disc. 300-5)1
This passage, which decidedly contradicts the affirmation of nature

taken fro Vives, was part of a longer quotation from Scaliger{ the

passage from Vives stood completely on its ovn. The defence of nature

in the Vives passage was, moreover, certain and unambiguous; Jonson

seems to have taken the old age metaphor along with an exposition of

a favourite theme: the failure of contemporary society to appreciate

learning. In view of his other statements, Jonson could not have

supported this view. What se ms more likely is that he adhered, like

Hakewill, to a theory of cyclical progress. In an original passa e

of the Discoveries (11. 899-9**7)» he catalogues the gre t writers of

the last centur, who had worthily represented their country, and

singles out Bacon as the highest mark and acme of the English language,

1. See H & £, XI, 220-1
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but Becon has been given this preeminence beccuse literature e:ter

him web falling into a decline: "Now things daily fall: wite grow

downe-w&rd, and Eloquence grower backward." Jomson's patriotism

is inextricably mingled with his pessimism at the current situation;

his willingness to admit and celebrate the achievement of his English

predecessors shows that he fully endorsed the possibility of equalling

the Ancients and his cor.sci • sness of the current neglect of learning

and poetry intimates only a temporary decline in the progress of

learning. The inference, if we take this statement with those con¬

sidered above, is that learning had suffered a momentary set-back,

but would be ultimately restored. This is a conviction which underlay

Jonson's regard for Truth end Art; he says of the true but neglected

writer:

An other Age. or juster men, will acknowledge the
vertues of his studies: his wisdome, in dividing:
his subtilty, in arguing: with what strength hee
doth inspire his Readers; with what sweetness® hee
strokes them: in inveighing, what sherpenesse; in
Jest, whet urbanity hee uses. (Disc< 786.cn).2
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